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This study seeks to better understand the uses and functions of chenta drum 

ensembles in the religious festivals of Kerala, India, along with the social structures that 

must be in place in order for these drummers to move seamlessly between different 

religious and social contexts.  The chenta (cẹṇṭa), a double-headed cylindrical drum that 

is popular throughout Kerala, is an aural symbol for Keralites that signifies celebration, 

announcement and royalty.  I will analyze two types of chenta ensembles (mēḷams) in 

terms of instrumentation, repertoire, history/development, and context — traditional 

chenta melams, which can be further divided into large and small melams, and a new 

chenta performance style, shinkari melam (śinkāri mēḷam).  I also will look at the ways 

that status and accessibility of these melams are often determined by larger social 

structures and concepts that are tied to colonial, post-colonial, and caste realities in India, 

and how these issues are often most evidenced in discourses that seek to attach genre 

labels to these performance styles.   

Although many would say that chenta ensembles are rooted in Hindu temple 

tradition, and most drummers are Hindus, the churches and mosques have also been using 



  

these ensembles in their own processions.  I will explore the different ways that religion-

based ethnic groups use the chenta to negotiate group identity: specifically, how Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim religion-based ethnic groups use the sound and associations of the 

chenta as a means to create a sense of communitas, building bridges between otherwise 

divided segments of the population and bringing the people of Kerala together through 

shared sonic experiences.  By intentionally seeking out multiple perspectives regarding 

caste, appropriateness, preference, and motivation this dissertation sheds light on the uses 

and functions of chenta ensembles within the festivals of these religious communities. 

This study also offers insight into the lives of the performers from their own perspectives, 

and is concerned with how religious festival participants feel and think about the issues 

currently facing both hereditary and non-hereditary chenta ensemble performance 

traditions.  
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Guide to Malayalam Transliteration 
Vowels 

അ a = as u in cup 

ആ ā = as a in far 

ഇ i = as i in ink 

ഈ ī = as ee in meet 

ഉ u = as u in put 

ഊ ū = as u in rude 

ഋ ŕ = similar to r in rain 

എ e = as e in met 

ഏ ē = same as above but slightly longer duration 

ഒ o = as o in low 

ഓ ō = as o in long 

ഐ ai = as y in dry 

ഔ au = as ou in loud 

അം aṁ = as um in gum 

 
Consonants 

ക ka = as k in kind 

ഖ kha = aspirated ka 

ഗ ga = as g in gum 

ഘ gha = aspirated ga 

ങ ńa = as n in sing 

ച cạ = as ch in chin 

ഛ cḥa = as aspirated cha 

ജ ja = as j in jump 

ഝ jha = aspirated ja 



 

 xiii 
 

ഞ ña = as ñ in the Spanish word mañana 

ട ṭa = retroflex t as t in time 

ഠ ṭha = aspirated ṭa 

ഡ ḍa = retroflex d as d in dine 

ഢ ḍha = aspirated ḍa 

ണ ṇa = nasal retroflex n; similar to “n” in done 

ത ta = dental t as th in thin 

ഥ tha = as aspirated ta 

ദ da = as th in thus 

ധ dha = aspirated da 

ന na = as nut in medial and final positions; dental na in initial 
and final positions 

പ pa = as p in pulp 

ഫ pha = aspirated pa (not f) 

ബ ba = as b in bucket 

ഭ bha = aspirated ba 

മ ma = as m in mother 

യ ya = as y in yellow 

ര ra = alveolar r 

ല la = as l in love 

വ va = as w in water 

ശ śa = between s in sum and sh in shut 

ഷ sha = as sh in shut 

സ sa = as s in sum 

ഹ ha = as h in hat 

ള ḷa = retroflex l 



 

 xiv 
 

ഴ zha = retroflex between ṛa and sha 

റ ṛa = similar to r in rust 

 
Other Characters 

ൺ ṇ = similar to n in done 
 

ൻ n = as n in tin 

 
 

nt́a = as nt in enter 

  
t́t́a = as tt in letter 

 
 

ൽ l = as l in until 
 

ൾ ḷ = similar to l in role 
 
ർ ṛ = as r in slur 

 

ു് ŭ = as u in but, but very discrete 

 
Note on Transliteration: I have used the same system of transliteration as Joseph 

Palackal’s dissertation (2005).  I will not be including diacritical marks for place 

names, or names of people.  Also for some musical terms that appear frequently, I 

will offer the diacritical marks upon first mention and then use the conventional 

English spelling.  For example, cẹṇṭa mēḷam becomes chenta melam. Malayalam 

terms have been italicized only at their first occurance in the text, except in the case 

of place names, names of people, or names of musical compositions or talas, which 

have not been italicized at all.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 “Chenta: Kerala speaks its emotions through this 

fine-tuned, leather crafted instrument.  Its musical 
notes are hereditary to every Keralite…it represents 
the rhythm of their hearts.  [It is] an inevitable 
companion of all the indigenous art forms of this 
land.” 

 -From State Bank of Travancore 2009 Calendar 
 
 

The chenta (cẹṇṭa), a wooden, barrel-shaped drum, is one of the only instruments 

considered to be native to Kerala, a small state on the southwest tip of India.  This drum 

is a vital part of any festive occasion and is special to Keralites.  Its centrality in the 

Kerala soundscape as a mode of announcing, signaling, and celebrating allows us to 

single this instrument out for special attention. The chenta has been deemed “the best 

socialist” because it has been used in Kerala for centuries by so many different people for 

so many reasons (Poduval 2008: 163).  These uses include announcing kings and 

politicians, accompanying dance dramas, and leading festival processions at local 

religious centers for Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Jain and Jewish communities.  There is a 

Malayalam proverb which says, “The chenta—he is the simplest of the simple” (ibid.), 

meaning that the chenta is straightforward and sweet, not cunning or shrewd.  If the 

chenta is a socialist, it is because it communicates to all members of Kerala culture, to 

low and high-caste families, rich and poor, young and old, Christians, Muslims, and 

Hindus—and it brings them together.  And while the chenta may be simple, its voice is so 

authentically relevant to Keralite culture that it is appropriated by those who seek to 

establish themselves as the true bearers of chenta melam tradition.  Players are often tied 

up in webs of caste relations and professional obligations, as drummers negotiate the 
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ramifications of the democratization and systematization of chenta melam (chenta 

ensemble). Through an analysis of these complex connections between drummers, 

teachers, patrons, audience members, and other festival participants, it will be 

demonstrated how the chenta is used both to create unity and define difference between 

religious groups through the sonic cues that pervade the festival experience. 

The fact that most people associate these chenta ensembles with Hindu temple 

tradition raises the question of why these performances are now such an integral part of 

other religious festivals. Furthermore, what ideas about music and religion are already 

embedded in the current social structure and individual worldviews that allow for this 

type of inter-religious musical dialogue?  The aim of my research is to gain a deeper 

understanding of the ways that music helps individuals and groups negotiate religious, 

ethnic, and community identity. I also attempt to elicit how the performers feel about 

playing for different religious communities with such fundamentally different theologies, 

and how the performance changes in each of these contexts.  What social, political, and 

religious bridges must be in place for Hindu drummers to be able to perform ritual temple 

music at their home temple one day and then enter into a Christian or Muslim space and 

perform for a saint’s day celebration the very next day?  

Building upon ethnomusicological and performance theory, my major 

contributions will be adding to the corpus of information about why festivals are so 

important in communicating group identity, as well as how music actually works in 

festive occasions to help simultaneously bring people together and create distinctive 

ethnicities.  I will also offer a critical look at what is referred to in the popular press as 

“communal harmony,” a phrase that pervades Indian political and cultural dialogue.  
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This dissertation seeks to show that drums play an indispensible role in these 

events as mediators of identity for religion-based ethnic communities as they present 

themselves to the community at large.  I also show how the use of chenta, specifically, 

assists these groups in performing a local and cultural solidarity by facilitating 

“communitas”: a sense of unity resulting from shared experience.  Victor Turner, who 

first used the term communitas with regard to liminal ritual events in festival pilgrimages, 

suggests that there are two models for human relatedness in liminal circumstances: the 

first as structured society with distinctions such as class, caste, and hierarchies, and the 

second as unstructured or loosely structured communitas of “equal individuals who 

submit together to the general authority of ritual leaders” (1969: 96).  These two models 

merge during religious festivals in Kerala, event though they function more as social 

events than religious ritual.  People of high-caste will interact with people from low-caste 

backgrounds, or will at least become co-participants, sharing the same space and 

following the same procession routes (ibid.).  Getz extends the concept of communitas to 

events in general by defining it as “that temporary state in which people are together, 

removed from ordinary life, so they have something very specific in common.  Their 

experience should be unstructured, relative to the outside world, and egalitarian” (Getz 

2007: 178).  While this experience may be a goal of the event organizers, they cannot 

guarantee that this “sense of belonging or sharing” will take place (ibid.).1  What this 

study offers is a nuanced view of communitas as exhibited through the drummers’ and 

audience members’ experiences with music during religious processions. 
                                                

1 Getz cites several articles that deal with the concept of communitas in the festival context, such 
as Hannam and Halewood (2006), who described the type of neo-tribal group identity that was formed at 
Viking festivals, and Green and Chalip (1998), who focused on athletic festival event as the strengthening 
of a sub-cultural bond. 
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Chenta melams, literally meaning “chenta ensembles,” generally include five 

instruments.  Two barrel-shaped chenta drums (each with two heads—one high pitch 

[uruṭṭu] and one low pitch [vīkan or valantala]). These two heads can be used as two 

separate instruments, though obviously not at the same time, so that in each ensemble 

there will always be both the uruṭṭu and vīkan. The other instruments are ilattaḷams (hand 

cymbals), kompŭ (c-shaped brass horns), and kurum kuzhal (double-reed wind 

instrument).  The number of players in each ensemble may vary.  This five-instrument 

ensemble may be simplified by omitting the kurum kuzhal and even the kompŭ, creating 

a three-instrument version of chenta melam.  It is also possible to have chenta melams 

with over a hundred performers, where a certain ratio of instruments is carefully arranged 

to produce the ideal balance of sound.   

Most recently, a new genre called shinkari melam (śinkāri mēḷam) has emerged.  

While containing some of the same instruments as chenta melam, the rhythms are much 

simpler and faster, and performances usually contain choreographed dance, sometimes 

forming geometric patterns, and sometimes based on religious or cultural themes such as 

the snake-boat races of Kerala or even the death of Christ.  The intensity of the 

choreography makes this genre particularly attractive for young people who want to make 

some extra money.  Because of the simplicity of the rhythms in shinkari melam, it is 

possible to learn enough in a few months to be able to perform.  This is also the genre in 

which many women entrepreneurs have been taking part during the last few years.  These 

three ensembles were most commonly used in the processions I observed, although others 
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such as pañcạvādyam and nāgaswaram (or nādaswaram) melam are also practiced in 

many contexts as well.2   

This Indian state deemed “God’s Own Country” by the latest tourism promotions 

has been a place where Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Jains, and others 

have lived in relative harmony for over a thousand years, though each group holds to very 

distinct religious traditions.  While India has a strong Hindu majority (83%), Kerala has a 

Hindu population of only 56.9%, since a large proportion of people are Muslims 

(23.45%) or Christians (19.31%) (Indian Census 2001).  For the most part, I have limited 

the discussion of festival music in this dissertation to these three predominant religious 

groups.   

Prema Kurien, in her book Kaleidoscopic Ethnicity, approaches the concept of 

ethnicity within the Kerala context. She defines ethnicity as “the identity, culture, and 

practices of a group of people who feel a sense of connection based on the notion of 

common heritage” (2002: 22).  Ethnicity creates “a sense of being distinct from the rest 

of society and should have institutionalized boundary marking mechanisms to maintain 

and emphasize their social separation” (ibid.: 24).  Kurien takes the concept of ethnicity 

further by extending it to the realm of religion in the case of Kerala.  She says: 

The most fundamental cleavage in modern India has been among religious 
groups.  Religious groups in India are not just different in terms of religion.  For 
the most part, they also have divergent marriage, divorce, and inheritance 

                                                
2 Pañc ̣awādyam, literally meaning “five instruments,” includes the hourglass-shaped drums timila 

and iṭaykka as well as the maddalam barrel drum, and they all improvise in turn. The large brass cymbals 
ilattaḷam can be seen as the time-keepers or metronomes, and the kompŭ C-shaped horn as embellishing 
with long muted tones which add another textural layer to the sound of the ensemble.  Nāgaswara mēḷam is 
found mostly in south Kerala, and utilizes the nagaswaram (a long double-reed wind instrument) and the 
tavil drum.  These have not been included within the purview of this dissertation because I have decided to 
focus on those genres in which chenta is the predominant instrument, but Rolf Killius has given a good deal 
of attention to these performance ensembles in his book Ritual Music and Rituals of Kerala (2006). 
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patterns, family and community structures, gender norms, and behavior, 
occupational specializations, economic positions, and educational attainments.  
Because of these multi-dimensional differences, Indian religious communities 
have been described as ethnic groups…Among Indian states, Kerala offers an 
unparalleled setting to study ethnicity as based on religion because of its unusual 
configuration of religious groups. (Kurien 2002: 2) 
 
Mason builds on Sherry Ortner’s performance-based definition states that identity 

is a process “created through social interaction marked by a continuous state of flux, 

adaptation, tension, negotiation, re-creation, and re-presentation” (2007: 7).  Ethnic and 

individual identities are conceived relationally, and have been for quite some time as 

evidenced by the caste system, now overturned but still quite alive in the minds of most 

Malayalees (Groesbeck 1995; Mason 2007).  While I will give some attention to the caste 

identity of drummers, we can also seek to understand identity in ways other than those 

embedded in this system.  Understanding Hindus, Christians, and Muslims as “ethnic 

groups” allows for an anaylysis that reflects intersections of ancient lineages, theology, 

and ideas regarding social, spiritual, and ritual responsibility.3   

One of the roles of chenta ensembles is to create a common denominator between 

these various religious groups in Kerala.  In order to understand the context for these 

interactions, the first step in this direction is to introduce these religion-based ethnic 

groups. While Kurien traces the ethnicization of the Hindus, Christians, and Muslims 

only as far back as the colonial era (2002: 35), the foundations of religion-based 

ethnicities actually started much earlier.  Christians and Muslims formed trading 

                                                
3 Kurien’s approach has been questioned by several of my interviewees who are also scholars of 

Kerala culture, and it should be noted that I am only offering idea of religion based ethnicity as one 
window into understanding the multiple layers of ethnic identity in Kerala.  By isolating the factor of 
religion, I will show how this particular group attribute can affect musical performances in religious 
festivals. 
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associations in ancient Kerala that later functioned as caste communities.  As Kurian 

argues: 

[By showing how] religion is defined and [that it is] interpreted depending on 
local and global circumstances, [my] point is that ethnicity based on a religious 
bond is as likely to be as fluid and dynamic as ethnicity based on any other group 
attribute…. Religion has been the most widely used and most enduring means of 
carving and maintaining a separate identity. (ibid.: 32) 
 
Ethnicity is more or less a fluid and dynamic entity.  However, when that ethnic 
identity is based on religious background, it is frequently seen as fixed and 
unchanging. (ibid.: 28)  
 

 In the case of Kerala, the ethnic group is a very difficult topic to discuss due to the 

intersections of caste politics and cultural borrowing between ethnic groups.  However, I 

am convinced that a case can be made for religion-based ethnic groups based on specific 

identity markers such as dress, endogamy, food, and for our purposes musical practice.  

As Kurien writes, “the power of ethnicity lies precisely in the latent way it produces and 

reproduces individuals and groups” (ibid.: 2).  This will be discussed further in chapters 

four and five. 

 In the following pages I describe my methodology as well as the factors of 

geography, gender, and genre, and the performance norms that helped to direct the 

fieldwork on which this dissertation is based.  From there I move to a brief literature 

review, which should provide the reader with a baseline for understanding the theoretical 

underpinnings of my work.  I have also included a good amount of secondary literature in 

with the subsequent chapters, choosing to organize the dissertation with an eye for 

interacting with scholarship throughout the paper.  I then move to defining a few key 

terms that are essential for understanding my interpretation of Kerala music-culture.  
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After a brief statement regarding scope, limitations, and possible contributions to current 

scholarship, I end this section with an overview of the subsequent chapters. 

 

Methodology and Centering the Project:  
Location, Performing, and the Festival Context 

 
My research is largely ethnographic in nature and is based on interviews, 

observation, and the information I gleaned while learning to play shinkari melam.  I also 

draw on historical documents, as well as secondary literature from the fields of 

ethnomusicology, anthropology, performance studies, and Indian musicology.  My field 

research in Kerala, from July 2008 to April 2009, drew from different tools and 

techniques of multiple disciplines while trying to understand the nature and types of 

boundaries and bridges that are present in Kerala society between religious and musical 

groups.  Most apparently, there are religious boundaries that musicians cross, specifically 

Hindu musicians playing in Christian and Muslim contexts as well as Christians and 

Muslims playing for Hindu events.  There are also class boundaries to consider, as many 

of these drummers are traditionally from specific castes, though this is changing.  Within 

the last few years, gender boundaries have been crossed as well, as women are making 

their debut (arańēttam) in shinkari melam, a newer drumming genre that is used in many 

religious festivals.   

When I arrived in Kerala, I started learning Malayalam, observing performances, 

and meeting performers.  I conducted extensive interviews as a starting point for finding 

out what the central issues are from a local perspective. Some interviews were in English; 

some were mediated through a Malayalam translator, and others I managed to conduct in 

Malayalam on my own, at a very elementary level.  Each interview was recorded on 
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mini-disc and most Malayalam interviews quoted in this dissertation were translated on 

the recording during the interview.4 

I had two primary research assistants who helped me at various points in the 

project.  Nithin John, a college student at the time of the research, assisted in collecting 

and translating festival survey responses, handling arrangements for personal interviews 

by phone, and accompanying me as a translator for interviews.  Viswanath Kaladharan is 

a renowned music critic who writes for The Hindu and is also the Publicity and Research 

Officer at Kerala Kalamandalam, a state-sponsored school of the arts.  He also has a 

working knowledge of the traditions that I was researching.  He was instrumental in 

arranging and translating interviews with the Marar and Poduval hereditary drummer 

communities in Thrissur and Palakkad.  My husband, Robert Morehouse, assisted me by 

conducting some interviews with drummers at festivals as well as recording audio and 

video footage of several festival events.  A few friends, mentors, and colleagues helped 

with translation during other isolated interviews. These include Dr. Joseph Palackal, 

Kuriachan Palackal, K.C. Narayanan, and George Varghese.  The interview citation in 

the bibliography will note the translator if one was present. 

I have also relied on my own observations to analyze how their ideas about music 

are performed and acted out in musical events. I began to study the techniques of chenta 

performance by joining a drumming group, which was an experience that has affected my 

perspective immensely.  I was most concerned with identifying spatial and social 

                                                
4 Unless we were short on time, in which case certain sections were translated later (this only 

happened once or twice). 
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boundaries and bridges that facilitated and limited performance possibilities within the 

festival context. 

Identifying musical boundaries and bridges that exist between musicians and 

religious groups is difficult because this idea is not readily expressed by Malayalees.  I 

suggest three primary reasons for this.  First, Keralites do not typically talk about 

religious differences and boundaries at all, mainly because, according to interviews, they 

see very few boundaries between Hindus, Christians, and Muslims at a local level in 

Kerala.  While exceptions do exist and have been elicited by discussing personal 

perspectives and experiences with participants, the idea of religious and communal 

harmony has been embedded in the Kerala cultural consciousness through national and 

state-based political, religious, and media efforts.   

Second, to discuss religious boundaries in individual interviews is almost always 

awkward and turning to this topic can initiate a complete change in the tone of the 

interview.  Participants tend to shift from easygoing, natural, open conversation into 

formal, distant, and politically correct terminology and ideas that feel forced, creating an 

uncomfortable situation for both the researcher and participant.  

 Third, the ethnographic approach to music studies that ethnomusicologists use is 

seldom practiced in Kerala by indigenous scholars.  Music scholarship in South India has 

typically been focused on the performance techniques of classical (Karnatic) melodic and 

percussion instruments.5  Few scholars have focused on festival percussion, with the 

notable exception of Killius (2000, 2006) and Groesbeck (1995, 1999, 2003).  The most 

common approach to studying Indian music for an outsider is either to associate oneself 

                                                
5 The distinction between classical and folk will be a topic of discussion in chapters two and five. 
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with a guru and learn through an intense process of individual training (Qureshi 2007; 

Wade 1979; Widdess 2004), or, in Kerala, to become an enrolled student at a state school 

such as Kerala Kalamandalam and be formally trained in a fashion similar to that which 

native musicians generally experience (see Groesbeck 1995, Richardson 1971). Although 

both approaches are valuable, these approaches would not have elicited the information I 

was looking for.  While I would have learned the musical side of performance, I would 

not have been able to travel as freely to observe festival performances, which often 

required extended trips throughout Kerala.  I wanted to see the types of interaction that 

occurred between religious communities statewide (not only in one region) and to 

interview a variety of individuals from different parts of the state, as well as observe 

variations of chenta performance throughout Kerala.   

My research goals often seemed unusual and confusing to some Keralites.  My 

dedication and level of commitment as a musician were often questioned by the music 

professionals who wondered why, if I was interested in music, I was asking so many 

questions about sensitive social and religious issues such as caste indentification or about 

personal feelings regarding religious devotion. On the other hand, religious leaders asked, 

if I was interested in religion or sociology, what did chenta have to do with either of 

these? Furthermore, the idea of specialized knowledge was prevalent (possibly a result of 

the caste system), and Keralites are generally hesitant to discuss matters in which they do 

not consider themselves to be well informed.  Most interviewees were very hesitant to 

offer their own ideas and opinions about certain issues, but instead referred me to an 

“expert” in that area who was usually a priest or imam (for religious issues) or a Marar or 

Poduval drummer (for musical questions pertaining to chenta melam).   
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My solution to this challenge, was to communicate the basic premises of 

ethnographic research to my interviewees, and the fact that I needed to obtain different 

perspectives for my research.  I also re-evaluated my interview techniques and was sure 

to spend more time asking the specialists about their area of expertise in addition to the 

sociomusical questions pertaining to my research. The participants were informed about 

the overall goals of the project and why I was asking them about their areas of expertise 

relating to those goals.  Eventually, by combining the information I received from many 

different sources, I was able to compile a collage of perspectives that shows the ways that 

music, religion, caste, and class all intersect to make sense for the Keralite within the 

religious festival context. 

  

Choosing a Location 

When I was asked to describe my project on festival percussionists—namely 

those who participate in chenta ensembles—I was told by several people that I needed to 

go to Kerala Kalamandalam (a school of the arts in Shornur), Thrissur, or Palakkad in 

order to get the “real story” about chenta melam. Thrissur is considered to be the cultural 

capital of Kerala.  It is where many of the large Hindu festival events happen, the 

grandest of all being the Thrissur Pūram, held in April or May.  I was advised by one 

friend in Kerala not to go to the Christian drummers, but to talk to the Hindus (since, in 

his opinion, they are the real drummers) and, above all, not to bother with the women 

“because they are not very good.”  His opinion was based on the fact that the Hindu 

Marar and Poduval drummers are the keepers of the official tradition, despite the fact that 

caste is supposedly a non-issue in Kerala.  In actuality, several other caste families have 
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hereditary drumming traditions and I was also intrigued by their stories, not to mention 

the women drummers.  I was interested in how the chenta could mediate between all of 

these different people.   

 
Figure 1. Map of Kerala from http://www.keralalife.com/images/kerala_map.gif 

My research in Kerala was largely multi-sited (as any research project must be which 

aims to study itinerant musicians such as festival performers in India), but I did have a 

home base in the town of Kottayam, about three hours south of Thrissur by train. 

Serendipitously, I later found that I was right at the center of where I needed to be for 

observing chenta in non-Hindu religious festivals.  Most of the drummers in Thrissur told 

me that they were unaware that Hindu percussionists in central Kerala (Kottayam and 

Cochin) were playing for churches and mosques and had been doing so for years.  

According to them, this was a recent development in many churches and mosques within 

the Thrissur area, going back only three to five years.  

I did periodically go to Thrissur and Palakkad, where I observed festivals and met 

and developed relationships with many drummers, many of whom were masters of the 
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tradition, and our times together were rich and full of warmth and new insights.  What 

makes these recommended places or people “qualified” as informants for my research is 

a combination of education, locality, gender, caste, religion, politics, and reputation.  

However, I did not live in Thrissur, and I was not surrounded by these experts on a 

regular basis.  In fact, I realized early on that variety—a balanced sample of many 

peoples’ perspectives and experiences from all types of festival participants—would be 

very important to my research. 

My focus would not only be on the biggest and best festivals, but on a variety of 

festivals from large to small, from those celebrated statewide to the locally obscure.  Only 

if I saw the entire spectrum of what was possible with drumming in the festival context 

could I hope to become informed enough to discuss the different contexts and 

performance styles of chenta melam.  Even so, to truly experience all types of festivals 

would require much more time than I could have devoted to this project, and such a 

project would be best taken on by local researchers who were interested in documenting 

these events.  

During the first month or two in Kottayam, during which I often took day trips to 

see festivals and performances, I often thought about the usefulness and relevancy of 

conducting ethnographic research outside of the seemingly “ideal” location.  What is 

found and what is missed?  What is missed most noticeably is the constant availability of 

multiple sources of “official” information, and the accessibility of those sources on a day-

to-day basis.  By “official” I mean the information provided by those experts who are 

government sanctioned (through their jobs at government funded schools of the arts) and 

who know the way things are supposed to be and how they have traditionally been in the 
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past.  Had I learned at the large centers of chenta melam tradition in Thrissur and 

Palakkad districts, I would have gained a very official image of what is considered to be 

authentic chenta melam within the Hindu tradition. 

However, what I gained from being outside the center of the tradition was a 

viewpoint on how Hindu and non-Hindu communities in Kerala employ percussion 

ensembles and other musicians, as well as how those who are traditionally considered 

“outsiders” to percussion genres, namely Christians and women, were adopting and being 

adopted into the practice of chenta performance.  I also was at the heart of Christian 

culture in Kerala, because Christians in these middle districts form a significant portion 

of the local community.  This was useful in that percussion genres were being utilized in 

non-Hindu religious contexts much more commonly here than in the Thrissur and 

Palakkad districts, according to my research associates.  By centering my research in the 

very center of the state, I maintained connections to the drumming nuclei in the north-

central districts of Thrissur and Palakkad, but was also within travelling distance of the 

central and southern cities in Kerala, and I became aware of more localized drumming 

cultures and castes while residing in the Kottayam district of Kerala.  

 

In Search of a Guru: Learning to Play 

In Kottayam, there are only a few men who are considered to be master 

drummers.  At first I was concerned about this because I wanted to learn to play chenta 

and I wanted to know about the tradition—its history, its performance contexts, and its 

performers.  I wanted to know how it was possible for musicians to cross religious, 

social, and gender boundaries through performance opportunities.  I wanted to know what 
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people—ordinary people—thought about these things.  And I wanted to know if and how 

music reflected and created ideals of “communal harmony” between religious groups.  I 

also needed to learn enough about the drumming itself to understand the repertoire and 

genre differences among various types of festival percussion ensembles. 

As I began to develop a plan for meeting these goals, I realized that I did not need 

to learn from a master drummer.  Unlike others who aim to become bi-musical 

performers in the musical traditions they are studying, I was already restricted in this 

regard due to four limitations: time, the complexity of the genre, my gender, and my 

religious affiliation. I was most interested in observing festival processions and 

interviewing a wide variety of drummers and religious community members from around 

the state, and this required a great deal of travel, which was extremely time consuming in 

Kerala.  Because of this priority, I knew that I would not have the time to be immersed in 

full-time chenta study, as the rhythmic cycles are extraordinarily complex and 

traditionally require years of intensive study before one is considered competent enough 

to play in public.6  While some drummers would have made an exception for me in 

teaching chenta melam to a woman, many told me that they did not think it would be a 

good idea.  I would be very limited in performance opportunities and, even if I had been 

allowed to perform in some situations, I would have been an anomaly more than a 

legitimate participant.  As a woman, I was usually denied access to the interior spaces of 

worship, especially at mosques.  In addition, at most Hindu temples, I was not supposed 

                                                
6 Although outsiders are sometimes helped along a fast-track to performance. 
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to enter on the basis of being a non-Hindu and, at times, because I am a woman.7  While 

many of my informants told me that Christians used to be allowed into temples and even 

allowed them to perform certain ritual acts, this is no longer the case in most Kerala 

temples.  Many have become increasingly strict in this regard during the last fifteen years 

or so.  While some temples encourage foreign tourists to enter, and I was sometimes 

allowed to enter and observe a few processions on this basis,8 local Christians were more 

careful to observe these spatial boundaries.  In addition to these restrictions, women 

typically do not play in temple drumming genres that are performed for ritual (pūjā).   

It is for these reasons that I chose not to study traditional chenta melam through 

learning to perform.  As a Christian and a woman, I knew that I would not be accepted to 

perform for ritual performance opportunities, nor did I really have the desire to do so, 

even if I had the time to commit.9 I chose to learn shinkari melam, though it is a different 

playing style than traditional chenta melam, because it would give me insight into what it 

felt like to play the chenta in a performance context.  As a musician and 

ethnomusicologist, I was always convinced that practical music learning should be a 

significant aspect of my research.  I would be able to understand the basic principles of 
                                                

7 Women are not allowed entrance to the inner portions of the temple during menstruation because 
of the impure association with blood.  Of course, as one woman told me with a gleam in her eye, how are 
they going to find out anyway? 

8 In fact, I found that when I wore Western clothes and looked the part of the “ungendered 
researcher,” I was often better received than when I wore traditional Indian dress.  Carol Babiracki also 
mentions this same experience in Shadows in the Field (2008: 170-171). 

9 I did hear rumors of female chenta melam groups who played in cultural competitions, but since 
I was never able to locate them, I came to believe that these might have been cases of school groups which 
participate in the annual youth festival competitions in Trivandrum, or shinkari melam self-help groups like 
the one in which I participated.  This possible misidentification may be due to the fact that many Keralites 
who may not have an understanding of the structure of these percussion ensembles do not separate shinkari 
melam from traditional chenta melam, since they use similar instrumentation and the term melam can be 
applied to both types of ensembles. They may understand shinkari to be a different type of tala within 
chenta melam. 
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playing technique and appreciate the inner workings of a performance group.  In addition 

to being a topic of interest in relation to the crossing of gender boundaries, the group of 

female drummers that I joined also gave me the gift of being able to participate in a 

legitimate drumming group in Kerala.  They became my teachers and friends.  We were 

hired for several religious and cultural events, and through these experiences I was able 

to gain a glimpse into the viewpoint of a performer.  Furthermore, the two male teachers 

of this group were members of a chenta melam group as well, and they were able to 

clarify for me questions that I had about genre, rhythms, and performance differences.   

Just before I had arrived, my shinkari melam group had begun learning chenta 

melam from these same teachers.  Although they claimed to be the first female shinkari 

melam groups, others have followed suit and my group felt that they needed an edge—

something different in order to maintain the same level of public interest to which they 

had grown accustomed.  This is a testimony to the flexibility of drumming traditions and 

how quickly changes are happening in the performance practice of these art forms. 

 

The Periphery 

My decision to base myself in Kottayam and learn from both men and women 

was based on a variety of factors, but mainly due to the fact that I was always intrigued 

by chenta performance in relation to these “others” that were mentioned by Malayalees: 

other locations, other religions, and the other gender (women).  I have chosen a variety of 

informants who are considered to be the among the most qualified drummers in the state 

of Kerala, but also talked with marginalized drummers who perform professionally, 

traveling around the state full time, or who play locally as a side job to make a few extra 
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rupees in addition to their day job as, for example, an electrician or postal worker.  As I 

interviewed these diverse groups, different viewpoints emerged that seemed to be tied to 

these multiple factors mentioned above.  As a result, I have made an effort to note which 

drummers come from which types of performing ensembles and to incorporate 

marginalized opinions while noting them as such.  The majority of professional chenta 

drummers, for whom drumming is their only source of income, are Hindu males of the 

Marar and Poduval caste lineages from the regions of Palakkad and Thrissur.  However, 

other groups do thrive and play a distinct role in chenta performance throughout the state, 

so they are also included in this project. 

 

Foundational Literature and Theoretical Baselines 
 

This type of interdisciplinary study may utilize literary resources from 

ethnomusicology, anthropology, performance, and religious and ritual studies.  I want to 

take some space here to situate my research within the broader literature regarding Indian 

music and performance as well as briefly discuss the theoretical underpinnings that have 

informed the dissertation.   

It would be impossible to give a complete review of literature on the music of 

India, a few general sources deserve to be mentioned here.  A distinction may be made 

between those studies best categorized as Indian musicology and Indian 

ethnomusicology, but often these are not clear-cut categories. While many 

ethnomusicologists have taken Indian music as their regional topic, several of them have 

studied the music primarily through research on ancient musical treatises, music theory, 

or performance.  Examples of such works include writings of musicologists and 
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ethnomusicologists such as Harold Powers (1970, 2010), in his analysis of ragas, and the 

history of Indian classical music; Richard Widdess (1995, 2004), who has offered insight 

into the practice and emic understanding of the dhrupad tradition and ragas; Regula 

Qureshi (1995), in her study of Muslim musicians and performance in the Sufi Qawwali 

tradition; and Joseph Palackal (1995, 2004, 2005), who has focused on specific vocal 

repertoires of the Syriac Christian communities.   

While some of these works have emerged from the field of ethnomusicology, 

their aim is primarily focused on musical (as opposed to cultural) aspects, and so these 

types of writings are also welcomed into the world of Indian musicology in which Indian 

and Western scholars discuss elements of musical performance and theory.10  Other 

publications that seem to fit into this category are Ashok Ranade’s collection of essays on 

the topic of Indian ethnomusicology (1998); Gautam (2001) on Vedic music; Groesbeck 

(2003) on timbral discourses of chenta drumming; Howard (2000) on Vedic recitation; 

Jackson (2000) and Sambamoorthy (1969) on religious devotional music of South India; 

Khan (1996) on mysticism in Indian music; McIntosh (2005) also on mysticism, song and 

mudras;11 Ross (1979) on Cochin Jewish songs; Schwartz (2004) and Spector (1972) on 

rasa; and Viswanathan and Allen (2004) on the music of South India in general.  A few 

interesting sources such as David and Carol Reck (1982) and Bigamudre Chaitanya Deva 

(1989) focus on an organological description and cataloguing of instruments in South 

India. 

                                                
10 In fact, I was honored to present the initial findings of this dissertation at a meeting of the Indian 

Musicological Society in Mumbai during their 2009 conference. Most of the papers at this conference were 
mainly focused on Hindustani and Karnatic classical music. 

11 Movements accompanying song. 
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Other sources attempt to give an overview of Indian music as a whole 

(Sengumpta 1999; Tagore 1963).  Sources such as these should be viewed with a 

discerning eye because there is not one single musical tradition of India.12  “Indian 

music” is incredibly diverse. These efforts could possibly be grounded in an implicit and 

possibly subconscious political narrative which attempts to create a concept of India as a 

homogenous nation made of two broad culture zones—the North and the South—and to 

do so by creating the concept of a “classical” music genre which is based on Sanskrit 

treatises.13 

In the late Nazir Jairazbhoy’s recent article titled “What Happened to Indian 

Music Theory” (2008), the author encourages those involved in Indian musicology not 

only to focus on treatises and traditions regarding music theory (which perpetuates an 

understanding of theory not grounded in contemporary reality), but also to base theory on 

current analyses of practice and performance. He also states that while there is a classical 

tradition that has been elaborated upon in Sanskrit, Persian and Mughal treatises, a recent 

homogenization of Indian music theory has occurred which does not reflect the historical 

developments of the music itself (ibid., 349).  Several authors have addressed this issue, 

including Subramanian (2006) and Weidman (2006), who suggest that the 

homogenization and classicization of Indian music was a product of colonialism.  

Schofield (2010) discusses the processes of institutionalization and codification that have 

affected Indian classical music.  She carefully dissects the different ways that 

classicization has been understood and applied to Hindustani music, in particular.  
                                                

12 Fela Sowande has discussed this problem in the context of “African” music as early as 1944. 

13 It is important to note, however, that Hindustani and Karnatic music have two separate 
chronologies of development. 
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One text that provides a large amount of information on the musics of India, in 

general, is the South Asian volume of the Garland Encyclopedia of World Music and 

Musicians (Arnold 2000).  Due to the careful attention to regional and ethnic variants in 

this work, as well as the input offered from specialists in their areas of expertise, this 

resource is an indispensable tool for anyone involved in South Asian music studies.   

One of the first attempts at a truly music-cultural approach to Indian cultural 

performance was Daniel Neuman's Life of Music in Northern India (1980), about sarangi 

(Indian fiddle) musicianship and the gharana apprenticeship tradition, followed shortly 

thereafter by Bonnie Wade’s Performing Arts in India (1983), which covers dancing, 

singing, and instrumental performances.  Other examples of music-cultural approaches 

are found in Clayton (2001); Daniel and Johnson (1995), who discuss the Cochin Jewish 

folksongs; Neff (1987), who writes about Pambin Tullal (a possession ritual); Qureshi 

(2007), in her dialogic approach to Sarangi hereditary musicianship;14 Sherinian’s (2007) 

work with Dalit Christian music in Tamil Nadu; and Wolf (2000) on tribal music of the 

Kota people. Wolf is also the editor of Theorizing the Local (2009), an important work 

that focuses on the importance of microstudies in South Asian musical performance.  

In Kerala, musical orientation for an individual is largely dependant on the ethnic, 

caste, and religious community to which that person is born. A few authors have written 

about the musical cultures of religion-based ethnic groups in South India. Beck (1995, 

2006), Howard (2000), and Jackson (2000) focus on Hindu ritual music performance.  

Palackal (1995, 2000, 2004, 2005) has focused mainly on documenting the St. Thomas 

                                                
14 Along with Qureshi (2007), scholars such as Widdess (2004) and Johnson (2004) have also 

utilized the dialogic approach. 
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Christian liturgical musics of Kerala, Vellian (2001) has documented the music and 

culture of the Kananaya Christians of Kerala, and Sherinian (2007), again, focuses on 

how Dalit folk music is being used in this context to define and articulate Dalit Christian 

identity. She focuses on what music can tell us about gender identity as well.  Karassery 

(1992) and Palackal (2000) have written briefly about Mappila Muslim songs of Kerala; 

Kelting (2001) explores devotional songs of Jainism;15 and Wolf (2001) has written about 

the ritual music of the Kota tribe.   

I have also drawn on the literature from the interdisciplinary area of performance 

studies.  Performance theory, a composite of ideas from theater studies, ritual studies, and 

anthropology, has brought everyday life into the performed realm.  Looking at culture 

this way helps us process and analyze what it means for a culture to be performed or for 

an action to be performed by a group of people and what it means for group identity to be 

performed.  I will be looking at specific authors who deal with cultural performativity to 

help address these issues.  John MacAloon, following the rationale of performance 

studies, stated that cultural performances  

are more than entertainment, more than didactic or persuasive formulations, and 
more than cathartic indulgences.  They are occasions in which as a culture or 
society we reflect upon and define ourselves, dramatize our collective myths and 
history, present ourselves with alternatives, and eventually change in some ways 
while remaining the same in others. (1984: 1).   
 

A critique may be offered that it is slightly confusing to readers when the term 

“performance” is applied to a musical, theatrical event and then also appropriated to 

describe the process of creating these performances.  I have distinguished these different 

                                                
15 Although the Jains are a minority who will not be focused on in this dissertation, they do have 

yearly festival processions, which utilize chenta, in the town of Cochin. 
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uses by clearly stating when I am referring to a social or musical performance.  The 

social performances that I have focused on are mainly regarding the performance of 

identity (religious/caste/ethnic/local) and the performance of solidarity that occurs during 

chenta performances. 

Some ethnomusicologists take a more performance-centered approach, in which 

performance and theory are analyzed using anthropological methods such as ethnography 

and participant observation or surveys, interviews, and questionnaires in order to gain an 

understanding of the interaction between music and culture. Milton Singer’s book, 

Traditional India (1959), is of primary importance.  He states that “cultural performances 

[are] the most concrete observable units of Indian culture” (1959: 351).  While this may 

be true of many cultures worldwide, it is especially applicable to India, because of the 

complex social system that is often difficult for an outsider to understand.  Many authors 

base their research on these performances because they are accessible, public displays of 

what is usually hidden and restricted for the uninitiated. 

It may be useful to cite a few ethnomusicologists who have drawn from 

performance theory.  This approach allows the ethnomusicologist to analyze music as 

social discourse and a means of asserting affective agency, not simply as reflective of 

social structures.  Deborah Wong in her book Speak it Louder (2004) shows how 

ethnicity and race can be expressed through musical and cultural performance.  She states 

that “music is performative and …it speaks with considerable power and subtlety as a 

discourse of difference” (ibid.: 3).  This discourse of difference will be of prime 

importance to my argument as I examine ways that different types of chenta melam are 

employed by different social and religious groups.  Wong views musical performance as 
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constructive as opposed to reflective of society and believes that reality is constructed 

through social performances (ibid.: 4). 

Kelly Askew, in Performing the Nation (2002), explores the way that national 

identity is performed through music and culture in Tanzania.  She specifically discusses 

how ngoma dance troupes participate in cultural competitions, which are organized to 

create a sense of interregional identity (2002: 199).  Just as there are regional variants of 

folk arts around the world, cultural competitions encourage standardization, thus giving 

weight and importance to the regional performers whose variant becomes the standard for 

some reason or another.  In the case of Kerala, standardization was also a result of 

formalized education at state-sponsored schools of the arts.  Carol Babiracki, Michelle 

Kisliuk, and Deborah Wong also draw on performance theory in relation to gender and 

field research in their articles in the collection Shadows in the Field (2008).  

Zarilli, whose background is in Indian theater, helps to clarify the confusion that 

arises when using performance theory in a method of analysis:  

This approach to the study of performance assumes performance as a fact (or 
artifact) of culture disclosed through the performance as an act (a "processual" 
phenomenon). The task of the researcher following this approach is both to 
unpack and to articulate the "deep structure" of meaning embedded and 
encapsulated in that genre as an identifiable cultural construct, as well as to 
articulate the processual means of its creation and signification in performance. 
(1986: 371-372) 

 
The term becomes even more conflated when the idea of “performance” is extended to 

ordinary human actions in everyday life.  In the last several decades, the field of 

performance studies has expanded our understanding of the theatrical into the realm of 

social behavior.  Speech, symbolic actions, and even the maintenance of tradition can be 

considered and analyzed as performance.  In this sense, “performance” seems to 
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encompass any behavior that can be analyzed as an intentional public action.  

Performance, whether theatrical, musical, ritual, or social, deals with the same categories 

of “actors”—the performer, the audience, the director/composer, etc.—who are all 

working together to create a shared experience through the coordinated “making of 

something,” (Wong 1994: 4) the act of which is therefore deemed “performative.”  Butler 

defined the performative as “the power of discourse to produce the phenomenon that [the 

discourse] regulates and constrains” (Butler 1993: 2). “Performance” therefore can be 

perceived in everyday life, and we can analyze these everyday expressions as 

performance.  While this approach of looking at performativity is based on women’s 

studies and performance studies (Butler 1993, Hagedorn 2002, MacAloon 1984, 

Schechner 1974, Turner 1982, 1986), it has also become very common in 

ethnomusicological circles over the past decade, and I will be using this idea as it relates 

to musicmaking as a way of enacting, cementing or “performing” group identity— 

communal, ethnic, gender, political, national, religious, global, etc.   

One key resource for understanding the nature of group identity is Benedict 

Anderson’s Imagined Communities (1983), which explores the idea of nationalism as a 

social construct.  Nations are imagined in the sense that “members of even the smallest 

nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them. 

Yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion (6).”  Anderson describes 

community as “a deep horizontal comradeship…regardless of the inequality and 

exploitation that may prevail in each” (ibid.)   

Applied to the situation in Kerala, I am looking at group identity in three ways: 

national, local, and ethnic.  First, we find in India an overarching national group identity, 
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understood by many as being intrinsically Hindu in nature, and yet minority religious 

identities still may overlap.  Second, we find a fairly bounded local identity in the sense 

that every village and town in Kerala, possibly in India in general, has a distinct identity 

based on the local history and the dominance of religious majorities and caste affiliations.  

These pocket communities are evidence that Hindu nationalism is more of an ideal than a 

reality since the local majorities can carry immense political power, even if they are 

minorities on a national or state level.  This brings us to the third type of community, 

ethnic identity (a mixture of caste, religion, and other factors), which functions within the 

local community as a determinant of social interaction, religious faith, and profession and 

is perpetuated by local, state, and national structures of power and hegemony. These 

different kinds of community overlap in everyday life, and all three of these identities are 

acted out by individuals and groups, primarily and especially during festival occasions. 

The idea of “acting out” identity is also applicable to this research on an 

individual level that can be applied to the perspectives of individual musicians and 

audience members. In an essay on performance theory, Beeman cites Kenneth Burke’s 

distinction between movement and action.  While many things move, people act.  He uses 

the example of a rock.  When that rock rolls downhill it is movement.  If a person throws 

a rock through a window, it is an action that we can analyze and reinterpret as symbolic 

behavior (1993: 373).  Performance in this sense is defined by Beeman as “motivated 

symbolic action” (ibid.).  It is as an observable, intentional, outward representation set 

into motion by intentional behavior.  Performance is etic—parole.  It is the recordable 
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evidence of the emic, langue16—the unseen systematic way of seeing the world that 

guides our actions and inner thoughts.  When ethnomusicologists look at the whole socio-

musical situation as a performance, not simply the behaviors surrounding the musical 

event alone, a bigger picture of the music-culture starts to come into focus.  When this 

approach is taken, it becomes possible to not only address questions about what 

musicians are performing, but why they are performing.   

As ethnomusicologists, we usually look at the musical artifact in detail, including 

the performance techniques and processes of musical production, but we are also 

interested in the social and psychological processes and structures that assist in the 

development and perpetuation of these musical traditions on a macro level.  We must be 

open to an analysis that views ordinary (yet intentional and motivated) behavior as 

performance, not only in the event context, but with regard to the pedagogy and practice 

of these musical traditions, and to the planning processes that dictate the content of the 

events in which the music will play an integral role.  A useful analogy may be a theatrical 

staged show in which musicians are the actors and sound becomes the medium between 

them and the audience.  But there is also a social and personal psychological drama that 

takes place even within the musical performance—a play within a play, a dream within a 

dream, a performance inside a performance.  If we can somehow access the internal 

motivations that dictate personal and social actions and choices with regard to the music 

of religious festivals, we may gain insight as to what fuels the musical performance itself 

in addition to being able to describe observable musical and social behaviors. 
                                                

16 De Saussure’s distinction of parole (speech) and langue (language) was key in theoretical 
linguistics because without the internal logic and structure of langue, the meaningful speech act (parole) 
could not happen (1990: 30-31).  In the same way, Kenneth Pike’s (1954) distinction between emic and etic 
was an integral concept in that it applied these linguistic concepts to human behavior. 
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I attempt to get at these deep structures by way of synoptic comparison of spoken 

and behavioral texts—by placing many voices side by side for comparison.  Obtaining an 

interview with a musician does not guarantee that the ethnomusicologist will be able to 

obtain honest answers to his or her questions.  The answers will be what the interviewee 

feels free to share publically—their platform, so to speak.  Researchers often take these 

statements at face value, not questioning the motivations that inform and constrain their 

speech.  When two perspectives are placed side by side and compared, contradictions and 

undercurrents seem to emerge and the hidden transcripts come to light.  This is why 

multivocality is important in ethnographic research—such an approach provides a collage 

of voices, carefully sampled from a variety of groups, which begins to form patterns that 

reveal social structures so deeply imbedded that the actors themselves hardly take notice.   

The risks of taking on such a project are two-fold.  First, if the researcher (in this 

case, an outsider to the tradition) is responsible for the final analysis, filtering, and 

interpretation, then the results run the risk of being subjective and biased.  However, until 

the process of ethnographic research is mechanized and the human element removed, all 

such studies will always be subjective to a certain point, because some type of 

interpretation is always present to make sense of and to organize this kind of data into 

patterns or structure of some kind.  The second risk of is that what is the heart of the 

matter to an interviewee is sometimes intentionally obscured, or kept hidden from the 

researcher.  When it is time to write the report, any allusion to hidden motives or claim 

on the researcher’s part to know “the real issues” may come across as arrogant or 

disrespectful and may cause offense to the people that helped contribute as interviewees, 

survey participants, and friends in the field.  The researcher can only strive to live at 
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peace with all involved and to respectfully handle the information with which he or she is 

entrusted. 

While it is sometimes difficult for the outsider to gain a clear image of what is 

happening in a given socio-musical context and to be able to make an authoritative claim, 

especially when it may not align with any one particular person’s viewpoint, it is also the 

responsibility of the researcher to consolidate and make sense of many different opinions 

and viewpoints, and then to share them honestly, based on the researcher’s data and 

personal perspective.  I have tried to gain a clear understanding of the issues by asking 

direct questions while remaining sensitive to the issues that are sensitive to the 

participants. At the same time, I have made every attempt to protect relationships 

between musicians even though I do intend to point out contradictions and disagreements 

that come between them.  I have been careful to ask participants if there were specific 

topics or statements that should remain anonymous.  In some cases, even when the 

participant said they would not mind if I used their name, I have made the decision to 

omit it in order to avoid any possible offense. 

Definition of Terms 
 
Chenta Melam 

Chenta melam (literally drum ensemble) is a complicated term in the sense that it 

has both a very specific meaning and a very general one.  Since “chenta” literally means 

drum (or an instrument played by striking), it could technically refer to any drum 
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(Sreekanteswaram [1923] 1997: 821),17 but to the Malayalee, any specific reference to the 

chenta usually refers to the double-headed barrel drum, which is associated only with 

Kerala.  To further complicate the issue, the chenta’s two heads can actually be conceived 

of as two instruments: the vīkan chenta (the left side) and the uruṭṭu chenta (the right 

side). Since both sides are not played at the same time, the same instrument can function 

in different performances as two instruments, depending on which side is “up” and being 

played at the time.  The difference between vīkan and uruṭṭu chenta will be discussed 

further in chapter three.  

 

Melam and Tala 

Melam technically means “ensemble” in Malayalam, and is used to designate any 

musical ensemble (kathakaḷi melam, band melam, nāgaswara melam, etc.); however, it 

can also be part of the name of a specific rhythm played on the chenta.  Pañcāri melam 

(panchari) and cẹmbaṭa melam (chembata), for example, are both rhythmic cycles 

performed by chenta melam and they are understood as two completely different pieces.  

Unless otherwise noted I will generally be referring to tala (tāḷa) as rhythmic flow of pre-

determined beat cycles, a combination of the two most popular definitions I elicited from 

my interviews with drummers. 

The terms melam and tala can be confusing because the melam is often named 

after the tala in which it is composed (as shown above). It provides the basic framework 

for the performance.  The chemba melam is based on the chemba tala, the chembata 

                                                
17 The generic term for drum according to the Malayalam dictionary is dindimum: the generic term 

for anything that sounds like “dim dim,” but I never came accros this term in Kerala, and one Malayalee 
with whom I spoke had also never heard the term before. 
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melam is based on chembata tala, and so on.  So, one can go to a chenta melam 

performance to watch panchari melam, which is based on panchari tala.  Therefore we 

should define melam as “ensemble” as we have done before, but add a secondary 

definition here in that melam can also refer to the tala, which creates the base for a 

performance. In fact, often the terms “melam” and “tala/talam” may sometimes be used 

interchangeably by drummers.  Yet another possible use of the term melam is 

“celebration,” so that a temple hosting a cḥembata melam is hosting a celebration of 

chembata(tala). 

 

Religious Festivals 

 Malayalees rarely, if ever, specifically refer to festivals as “religious” or 

“cultural,” but the idea of a festival being religiously oriented is often contained within 

the Malayalam terms for “festival.”  For example, the term tirunāl literally means “sacred 

day,”18 and the term perunnāl literally means “big day.”  This latter term is solely used 

for church festivals.  A general term for Hindu festivals is utsavam, meaning “festival” or 

“celebration.”  This term can be used for temple festivals, church festivals, or Muslim 

festivals, but may also be used for state-wide music festivals, local arts festivals, tourism 

festivals, youth festivals, and even shopping extravaganzas, to name a few. 

When discussing festivals in this study, it is important for the “religious” 

descriptor to used for two primary reason—to provide a broad term which encapsulates 

these specific Malayalam terms for different religious festivals, and also to acknowledge 

the fact that not all Kerala festivals are religious. I have attended many cultural festivals 
                                                

18 “Tirunāl” can also be a title ascribed to a king or important person. 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out of personal interest, but have limited the main discussion of festivals in this project to 

those that were connected in some way to a place or community of worship.   

 

Music 

  “Music” in this context becomes a slightly contested issue, one that is further 

complicated by language barriers.  Some Malayalees would say that percussion 

performances are not music, but are classical genres of performance nevertheless.  Others 

say that chenta melam definitely falls into the category of śāstrīya sangīth, the Sanskrit 

term for classical, or scientific music.  Some chenta performance styles are categorized 

by Malayalees as just sound, but this is often said in reference to shinkari melam (or other 

music performed by low caste musicians) and should understood primarily as a 

derogatory comment.  Most definitely, traditional chenta melam has been systematized 

into a very formal performance style.  Many of my interviewees have described these 

performances as “orchestral,” which suggests a classical mindset regarding chenta 

melam.  I will be discussing the designation of classical and folk later in the dissertation, 

but for now, it should be noted that from the emic perspective, drumming in Kerala is 

may be considered either as music or simply sound.  Through different sections on this 

dissertation, I will discuss how the chenta functions as sound, but in other sections, I will 

be approaching chenta melams from a musical perspective in order to offer an analysis of 

pitch, rhythm, timbre, ensemble interaction, and playing technique.  These are all key 

issues in chenta performance.   
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Caste vs. Community 

The issue of caste is still sensitive.  In India today, the politically correct English 

term for “caste” is actually “community,” and the two terms are often used 

interchangeably.  The difference between the two terms is often subtle and difficult for 

the outsider to distinguish.  For example, certain communities such as Izhavas were in 

fact created by caste rules and customs of purity, vegetarianism, and distance laws,19 

while other communities (religion based) such as Christians, Jews, and Muslims took on 

caste-like distinctions and privileges based on their interaction with the Hindu rulers and 

local governments.  Therefore, people designated as belonging to one particular caste can 

form a community and, conversely, communities can take on the nature and exclusivity 

of a caste.   

The conflation of the terms caste and community is convenient for the politician 

who does not want to incite “communal violence” through negative connotations, but it 

confuses the academic’s need to define and communicate clearly through the written 

word without the luxury of insider contextual cues or nuances to distinguish between the 

two ideas. Therefore, because I am talking about caste and local community as separate 

and distinct ideas for this project, I have chosen to use the term “caste,” despite its 

negative connotations since—although caste has played an excluding role in Kerala and 

India as a whole—it also has a positive meaning in terms of temple activities and festival 

privileges.  Furthermore, many of my interviewees used the term catse to designate 

specific drumming traditions.  Many temple rights and duties, including those tied to 

                                                
19 Distance laws stated that lower caste individuals had to maintain a certain distance from upper 

caste people, places, and possessions, so as not to pollute them. 
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artistry and musicianship, are also tied historically to local caste customs.  In this 

dissertation, “community” will either refer to the local community as a whole or to 

specific religious sub-groups within the local community (i.e., the Christian community, 

the Muslim community, etc.).  

 

Scope and Limitations 

My goal here is to give a big picture— to study the variety of social interactions 

that take place at religious festivals between local communities and the performers of 

processional chenta genres, namely traditional chenta melam and shinkari melam. My 

subsuming all of these styles as sub-genres in the larger designation of chenta ensembles 

should not be understood as an indigenous classification, but one based on the idea that 

all are ensembles used in religious processions that utilize the chenta as the fore-

grounded instrument of the ensemble.   

There are other drumming genres that are performed in religious festivals, but 

most will only have a peripheral bearing on this study.  For example, although 

pañcạvādyam is a popular processional genre all over Kerala, it is not central to this 

particular study because it does not contain the chenta,20. Teyyam is addressed extensively 

by Kaley Mason in his Ph.D. Dissertation (2006), and kathakaḷi drumming has been the 

focus of several recent works in both Malayalam and English. Teyyam and theater 

accompaniment genres like kathakaḷi will not be discussed in depth, since they are not 

                                                
20 In fact, chenta melam and pañc ̣awādyam are almost synonymous functionally.  If one temple 

hires a pañc ̣awādyam, it is in place of a chenta melam, and vice versa. 
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predominantly processional genres,21 but are rather the accompaniment to a theatrical 

genre.  Similarly, my discussion of tāyampaka will be limited due to the fact that it is not 

a processional genre and also because of the already extensive wealth of information 

which Rolf Groesbeck’s dissertation on tāyampaka provides in terms of pedagogy and 

performance of this temple festival genre (1995). In addition, there are non-religious uses 

of chenta-centric ensembles (such as in cultural festivals) that will only be peripherally 

discussed. 

 

Contributions 
 

While there is a growing corpus of resources on individual religious musical 

traditions, there have been fewer attempts to explain the crossing of boundaries that 

occurs when the same musicians play for two different religiously oriented social groups.  

The subjects of my study, festival percussion music and musicians, can be viewed from 

many different angles with an emphasis on psychological, religious, social, or musical 

factors.  My study will provide fresh perspectives on chenta practice in Kerala that is 

informed by ethnomusicology, performance studies, religious studies, women’s studies, 

and anthropology.  For ethnomusicology, the intersection of musicological analysis and 

cultural factors affecting musical practice will be of interest.  For performance studies, 

the classic issues of ritual and performance through dramatic and musical forms will be 

of central importance.  For religious studies, the fact that I am giving voice to musicians 

from various religious backgrounds and looking at how they interact culturally will be of 

interest.  The related issues regarding female performers of percussion music will have 

                                                
21 Although people dressed as Teyyams sometimes are hired for cultural and religious processions.  
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direct implications for women’s studies. Finally, for cultural anthropology, the focus on 

religious and musical categories, myth, boundary crossings, cultural tourism, and political 

influence on the arts will be important issues.   

Outside of academia, the project also holds relevance to current issues of religion-

based group identity in that it analyzes successful musical relationships between religious 

practitioners as a means to better understand multi-religious cultural contexts.  It is my 

hope that such studies will inspire deeper relationships and foster understanding between 

people of different religious backgrounds. 

Possibilities for future research include other festival percussion genres such as 

pañcạvādyam, and the musical repertoires of minority communities such as the Knanaya 

Christians or the Hindu Vellar caste of musicians specializing in magic.  There are also 

Muslim folksongs throughout Kerala that need to be documented.  Musics of the 

Evangelical church and its outdoor revivals would also prove to be interesting.   

 

Chapter Overviews 

The first chapter focuses on sound—the musical event.   It describes the three 

major chenta-centric group performances—large traditional chenta melam, small 

traditional chenta melam, and shinkari melam—then examine the instruments, musical 

structure, and social context between these three types of chenta performances, relying on 

first hand observations, interviews, and secondary literature directly related to these 

ensembles. 

The second chapter presents several issues relating to chenta performance and 

pedagogy from the perspective of the festival performer.  Relying primarily on interviews 
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from chenta performers, I offer a description regarding the lifestyles of different festival 

musicians and their unique roles, especially with respect to how caste and social status is 

still an important determinant of performance opportunities and plays a role in retaining 

ancient power structures.  This chapter also represents the marginalized players within 

these traditions who have found a place of their own as chenta performers.   

Chapter three explores the genre classifications of chenta-based ensembles. 

Professionalism and standardization of chenta performance have resulted from shifting 

sources of sponsorship for the arts in the wake of economic and social changes in the 

twentieth century and the secularization of what has traditionally been considered to be 

religion-oriented musical performance.  I also discuss the distinction between popular, 

folk, ritual, and classical chenta performance, and how other authors have dealt with 

issues of classification and classicization of Indian music. 

In chapter four, I describe what typically takes place at Hindu, Christian, and 

Muslim festivals, both musically and socially.  I set the stage for understanding the role 

of the chenta within each festival context by first examining the religion-based ethnic 

groups, exploring related concepts of group identity and presenting important literature 

on the topics of cultural syncretism, synthesis, symbiosis.  This chapter focuses on the 

issue of caste and religion-based ethnic identity in relation to religious affiliation in 

Kerala.  I attempt to present a composite picture of the connections and divisions that 

become evident between religious communities through the use of festival music and the 

employment of musicians who represent different religious communities. Although 

chenta performances are incorporated into the festivals of all religious groups, there are 

some differences in how the music is employed.  The theological and social priorities of 
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these religion-based ethnic groups play a distinct role in determining the allowances for 

the musicians and the restrictions on performance.   

While the chapter four focuses on difference and how each religious group uses 

the chenta in their own way, chapter five focuses on the similarities between Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim religious festivals, including the importance of the local, space and 

boundaries, spectacle, and the central figure (deity/saint).  Secondary literature regarding 

those topics is also reviewed.  Most importantly, this chapter argues for understanding the 

use of the chenta as a mediator between different religion-based communities, breaking 

boundaries and building emotive and sonic connections to the past.  

In the sixth chapter I focus on one single festival event and consult individual 

perspectives from a wide sample of individual participants in order to identify why the 

chenta is such an essential part of this specific festival event. In order to show how music 

creates communitas, I show that despite multiple perspectives of the festival events, 

chenta performances can connect people to cultural memories, to places, and to each 

other through shared sonic experiences. 
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I. CHENTA-CENTRIC ENSEMBLES AND PERFORMANCE IN THE FESTIVAL 

CONTEXT 
 

 
“The music at the temple tells us the gate has been 
opened. We are invited.  It is not an indoor thing.  
People all over the village hear and come.”  

-Interview, Midukan Chettan  
 
  
This chapter focuses on two genres of chenta performances: traditional chenta 

melam, which can be divided into large and small ensembles and a new type of chenta 

performance called shinkari melam.  Both of these chenta-centric ensembles are used in 

the processions of temples, churches, and mosques throughout Kerala.  This chapter 

explains these traditions in terms of musical elements such as the instruments and playing 

technique, the make-up of the ensemble, the predominant instrument(s)/performers, and 

the overall interaction of the ensemble which produces the desired rhythmic flow and 

timbre of chenta melam.  I will also look at the structure of particular chenta pieces from 

these genres of chenta melam and give a brief account of the histories of these traditions.  

This chapter provides a base for the rest of the dissertation so that in the following 

chapters, the reader will have a clear understanding of the instruments and genres that are 

present in these festival context performances. 

 

Traditional Chenta Melam 

Chenta melam, which literally means “chenta ensemble” or “gathering of chenta 

players,” is one of the most widely attended forms of chenta performance in Kerala, and 

its music draws a crowd wherever it is played.  Some performers are celebrity drummers, 
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while others are local men from the town.  A traditional, large chenta melam consists of 

about sixty men with their instruments—not to mention the elephants which provide a 

visual correlation to the awe-inspiring sound of the chenta drum ensemble as they 

accompany the deity that sits atop the biggest elephant. 

 

Figure 2. Chenta melam in Thripunithura 

Instruments and Playing Technique 
 

The instruments used are the uruṭṭu chenta (tenor chenta), vīkan chenta (bass 

chenta), the ilattaḷam (brass hand cymbals), kurum kuzhal (double-reed instrument with 

finger holes), and kompŭ (c-shaped horn). The instruments are listed in the order 

presented to me in an interview with M. Unnikrishnan, a master chenta artist and 

professor at Kerala Kalamandalam, but the order above does not necessarily reflect a 
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hierarchy.  The uruṭṭu chenta is, however, the most highly respected of all the instruments 

and its players are considered to be cultural heroes.  This instrument requires the most 

skill and is traditionally played by the Marar or Poduval temple musician castes in north 

and central Kerala. 

 

Figure 3. The chenta  

The chenta is hung from the shoulder with a cotton sash.  As mentioned in the 

introduction, the two chenta types are vīkan and uruṭṭu.  The term “vīkan” literally means 

to “strike from straight above” while “uruṭṭu” refers to the rotating wrist motion used in 

playing the chenta.22  Thus, the distinction in the names of these drums is directly related 

to playing technique.23  The vīkan chenta is actually not a separate instrument most of the 

time, but is the bottom of the uruṭṭu chenta.  In this way, the same instrument can and 

                                                
22 One of my interviewees joked that although uruṭṭu means “rolling”—referring to the rolling of 

the wrist—it also makes the head roll (referring to the amount of skill it takes to play this instrument and 
the enjoyment the audience gets from listening to such skill). 

23 Although the striking (vekan) movement is also used on the uruttu chenta, the uruttu (rolling) 
movement is never utilized on the vekan chenta, at least to my knowledge. 
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often does function as two distinct instruments, but never in the same performance.  If the 

vīkan chenta is constructed as an instrument in and of itself, the distinguishing factor is 

the tightness of the skin.  For the uruṭṭu chenta, the pitch must be high and piercing, so as 

to carry sharply across the texture of sound around it, and so the skin must be taut.  It is 

associated with the asuras (demons) because the timbre of the instrument is thought to be 

appealing to them.  The vīkan chenta, in contrast, is expected to produce a low, resonant 

sound. It is tuned loosely to help produce a bass pitch that sends reverberations through 

the ground and through the human body.  It helps provides the feel of tala, and it is 

associated with the softer gods, or devas. “There are two kinds of gods—devas and 

asuras—the soft ones and monstrous demons.  [Uruṭṭu] chenta is the drum only for the 

asuras (demons).  If you are giving [an] offering to the Shiva, Vishnu, or other asuras, 

you must use the [urttu] chenta” (Chettan 2009).  This distinction alludes to the ritual 

function of the chenta, though the drummers are hesitant to discuss the possibility that its 

sound may reflect a religious philosophy or structure.  However, they do readily 

acknowledge the efficacious nature of the chenta performance that is played for pūjā 

(Hindu ritual). 

The construction of a chenta is described by Kalamandalam Krishnankutti 

Poduval, a performer and chenta theorist: “First you use a piece of wood to make a 

chakuh (oil press), then once it is not good enough for that then use as a ural (large 

mortar and pestle). And when it is not good enough for that it can be used for a chenta.  

Since it has absorbed the oil and grain it becomes thicker smoother and softer then it 

becomes a very auspicious chenta” (Poduval 2008: 162-163).  If one must start from 

scratch, wood is taken from a jackfruit, karingali, konna, or chembakam tree (though 
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jackfruit is most common), shaped from the outside then the inside, made smooth, and 

then hollowed out until nothing is left of the green center (M. Kumar 2009).24  According 

to my own measurements, the exact size may vary, but generally speaking, the height is 

approximately two feet and the diameter is about one foot. 

The heads and hardware of the chenta are constructed separately and then pieced 

together.  The c̣eṇṭa vattam —the ring which holds the heads on the drum—is made from 

bamboo which has been cut 1.25 “fingers”25 (about 5.6 inches or 15 cm) wide and larger 

than the diameter of chenta by 1.25 fingers and wrapped in the hide of a young calf.  The 

vattam should have twelve holes (large enough for a pencil to pass through).  For the 

heads (ilantala and valantala) one must start with a single piece of leather.  For the 

ilantala/uruṭṭu, only one layer of leather is needed.  For the valantalla, a stack of seven 

circular hide are cut, with each circle a little smaller than the previous one.  They are then 

layered, and glued together on the leather head.  The rope is made of jute (cạṇam), which 

one can cultivate in dirt and dust and let grow to be at least three months old.  It is then 

cut and soaked until it begins to rot.  The internal fibers are then collected, dried, and 

twisted into a rope.  Other types of thread (cotton and coconut, for instance) tend to 

stretch after a while, but jute will retain its integrity and it will last.  However, many 

players are now using nylon (actually polypropylene) rope, which is durable and resistant 

to stretching.26  Making a chenta also requires eleven kuthuvār: half-inch leather strips 

                                                
24 According to local craftsmen, if any green is left in the drum, it will rot. 

25 An old British measurement that translates to about 4.5 inches, though many cultures use body 
parts as standards for measurements.  

26 This rope is also often used in water applications, such as boating, since it floats and is therefore 
resistant to rot and wear.  Since Kerala is traditionally a trade state with a large concentration of resources 
in marine trade, it seems interesting that the drummers also choose to use this resource, which would be 
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twisted into squares.  These will serve to pull pairs of rope together for fine-tuning.  

When putting everything together, the heads should be dried properly, the rope should be 

tied between the two heads, and each length of rope should be linked with the next rope 

with the kuthuvār, moving around the periphery of the drum until all eleven kuthuvār are 

used.  Once the kuthuvār are in place, then the rope can be tightened (Poduval 2008: 161-

162). 

The playing technique of this instrument could be a dissertation in and of itself 

(see for example, Groesbeck 1995), however, for the sake of giving the reader a 

rudimentary idea of playing technique, I want to at least explain the basics, which also 

apply to many of the other genres mentioned in this chapter.  The decision to play the 

chenta should ideally be made around the age of seven, at which time the student will 

bind himself to his or her teacher with a ceremonial gift (dakshana) including betel leaves 

for chewing and a small amount of rupees (usually two) (also described in Groesbeck 

1995: 325).27  The student will give the gift and then touch his head, then heart, and then 

bow prostrate before his master after which the master will help him up.28 By doing this, 

                                                

widely available in the port cities.  However, this could just be a result of globalization and the availability 
of new products for multipurpose uses. When I was doing fieldwork in Guinea, West Africa in 2003, the 
same rope was starting to be used for jembe drum construction, and there was no obvious connection to 
marine trade there. 

27 This amount is meant to represent payment, but is nominal, communicating that no amount of 
money could actuality compensate.  Although one does not pay their guru, the student will occasionally 
lavish them with gifts. 

28 Prostration is often repeated at the end and beginning of the lessons, but in these less formal 
occasions the “helping up” from the guru is often just a simple touch to the head or a motion in the 
student’s general direction. 
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the student is apologizing to the master ahead of time for the mistakes that will be made 

(ibid.).29 

The student will then be given a thick stick, about 2.5 inches in diameter, with 

which they will play continually for six months, then less often over the next two years.  

Before they are given a drum, they play their exercises on a flat rock about one to two 

feet across.  The thick stick is meant to increase flexibility and strength in the wrist.  

When the student switches to the regular stick, made of jackwood and about 12 inches 

long, the new stick feels light and easy to control.  The bottom inch of the stick for the 

chenta is curved upward slightly at about a 160 degree angle.  Depending on the stroke, 

portions of the stick will hit the drum head at different angles, creating a variety of 

sounds.  Most students learn to play chenta by learning tayambaka, a solo genre of chenta 

performance.  Krishnankutty Poduval writes, “Only if you first study [tāyampaka] will 

your playing be clear and specific.  A person who plays the chenta without learning 

tāyampaka is like a linguist who doesn’t learn the alphabet” (2008: 164).   

The exercises that a beginning chenta student will play on the chenta vary, but 

some seem to almost form a canon, according to tradition throughout Kerala.  Ta-ki-ṭa 

and Ganapati exercises are the most common.30 The student uses these exercises as 

                                                
29 One way to apologize or show deference in Kerala is to touch your hand to your heart.  I also 

saw drummers touch their hand to their heart and then touch the drum head or bharata natyam dancers and 
kalari martial arts performers touch their hearts and then the ground. They were apologizing ahead of time 
to the drum and the earth, respectively, for “beating” them. 

30 For transcriptions of these exercises see Groesbeck’s dissertation (1995: 671-676). 
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morning warm-ups, which usually begin around 4:00 am.31 Viswanath Kaladharan, a 

writer and arts critic for The Hindu (a major national English newspaper), explains that: 

The initial years of training in Kathakaḷi chenta is restricted to the learning of the 
“patakkai,”32 followed by short segments of pieces in Tāyampaka…along with 
mnemonics. These exercises help the students fine tune his “nērkol” (vertical fall 
of the stick at the centre of the chenta’s surface) and ‘urulukai’ (the sounds 
produced on the chenta by the sticks by twisting the arms inward and outward) 
(2007: 1). 
 
The ilattāḷam, or kaitāḷam, is a brass cymbal set which can vary in size, but is 

usually about eight inches in diameter. A rope is threaded through the eye at the center of 

each cymbal and is passed through, and sometimes also around, a knob made of plastic, 

wood, or metal, then is tied off.  The knob is usually about the size of a golf ball.  The 

hand fits most correctly over the top of the knob, not around it, with the fingers wrapped 

around the bottom of the knob on both sides of the rope.  

 

 

Figure 4. Ilattāḷam 

                                                
31 Groesbeck shares his first-hand experiences of learning these chenta exercises for Thayampaka 

(1995: 286). 

32 Also known as the Ganapati Kai.  
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This playing technique protects the hand from rubbing the brass due to the 

rocking motion of the cymbals, while allowing free motion of the cymbals.  If the brass 

does come into contact with the skin, it tends to create a greenish residue on the skin.  It 

is no accident that the word “talam” appears in the name of this instrument, for one of its 

main tasks is to help keep the talam.33  The role of the ilattāḷam, as I came to understand it 

through practicing and performing, was to provide a guiding steady beat upon which the 

talam will be built, as will be described in later transcriptions of performances.  

 

Figure 5. Kurum Kuzhal 

The kurum kuzhal34 is often referred to by Malayalees as their version of the oboe.  

There is another larger, double-reed instrument, called the nagaswaram or nadaswaram, 

which is usually associated either with Tamil Nadu, the state neighboring Kerala to the 

East, or with mother goddess temple ensembles in southern Kerala, called nagaswara 

melams. Recently, kuzhal pattu (kuzhal song) has gained popularity in temple festivals.  

                                                
33 It should be noted that the Malayalam language uses “talam,” while most other Indian languages 

use “tala.”  The uses and meanings of both terms are synonymous.  The meaning of talam will be discussed 
a little later in this chapter. 

34 Often spelled “kuzhal.” 
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This has increased the repertoire and audience for this instrument and, as we will see in 

the section on ensembles, it has had an effect on chenta melam performance. 

 

Figure 6. Kompŭ  

The kompŭ (literally “horn” or “branch”) is a c-shaped horn, made of either brass 

or copper, and formed of three segments.  These segments can be separated for travel and 

storage and fitted together when the player performs.  The horn has no valves, so melody 

variation is based predominantly on the overtone series of pitches (1, 5, 1 or sa-pa-sa).  If 

one were able to stretch it out, the horn would be about four feet long in length, but it is 

curved upward over the head of the performer like an elephant’s tusk, with the small bell 

pointed downward just behind the player, creating a near circle, about 240 degrees.  On 

some instruments, a white cotton string connects the bell with the mouthpiece across the 

open part of the circle to ensure that the whole instrument stays together.  Kompŭ pattu 

(kompŭ song) is also a regular highlight in Kerala festivals and showcases this instrument 

which otherwise rarely receives much attention, due to its supportive role in the melams. 
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Ensemble: Structure, Hierarchy, and Timbre 
 

The layout of the chenta melam ensemble creates a unique blend of sound.  The 

kompŭ and kurum kuzhal players face the chenta, ilattaḷam, and vīkan chenta players, 

creating a sort of conversation between the two sides.  Several times the chenta melam 

was explained metaphorically to me as an orchestra, which has a leader and different 

instruments with different “‘sounds’ [or timbres] which all interact to make beautiful 

music that is pleasing to the ear.”  Some of the larger melams have over a hundred 

performers, but for a melam with sixty players, the typical breakdown is as follows:35 9 

uruṭṭu chenta (UC); 15 vīkan chenta (VC);18 ilattaḷam (I); 9 kurum kuzhal (KK); 9 

kompŭ (K). Elephants (E) usually employed at the large melams to carry the deity.  They 

stand facing the chentas from behind the kompŭ, the shape and sound of which resembles 

an elephant’s trunk.  

 

                                                
35 This breakdown was provided by a drumming manager who said “there should be sixty total” 

and then began throwing out numbers off the top of his head.  Losing track at the end, he asked my 
husband, “how many is that?”  When my husband told him that it was exactly sixty, he gave a satisfied 
laugh and said “Ah…you see? Perfect.”  
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Figure 7. Positions of musicians in large chenta melam. 

 

Figure 8. Photo of large chenta melam at Thiripunitra.  Instruments from left to right: vīkan chenta, 
ilattāḷam, uruṭṭu chenta with Peruvanam Kuttan Marar as perumānam, kurum kuzhal, kompŭ  The elephants 
are not in the picture, but are standing behind the kompŭ players. 

E E E E/DIETY E E E 

 KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK KK  

(kk leader in bold above) 

 

 

I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I     I 

(Perumānam in bold below) 

 UC UC UC UC UC UC UC UC UC  

VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC   VC 

   K K K K K   K   K   K     K  
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The leader of this ensemble is called the perumānam, which literally means 

“measuring rod.”  The role of the perumānam is to listen, find the optimum tempo and 

operating skill for the entire group, and then communicate with the group members to 

create a unified whole.  By listening to the group, he can tell who is able to keep up with 

the rest of the group and who is not.  His job is to balance and maintain order in the 

performance, including responsibility for initiating the move between the kālams, or 

tempo stages.  Another important player is the lead kurum kuzhal musician.  After about 

three or four repetitions of the rhythmic stage, there will be an ending signal given by the 

perumānam, who cues the kurum kuzhal leader to lead the kalāśam 

(cadence/punctuation/ending), after which the entire group will end the kālam and move 

to the next stage.  

Chenta melam musicians typically do not travel as a group: rather the musicians 

are gathered together separately for each individual event.  Therefore, one will probably 

never hear the exact same group of performers perform twice in Kerala.  The key is that 

the perumānam and the lead kurum kuzhal player usually play as a team; when the 

perumānam is contacted by the festival committee with an invitation, he will in turn 

contact the kurum kuzhal player and they will coordinate the groups together (interview, 

Peruvanam Kuttam Marar 2009).  Usually the groups are a blend of local performers, 

who usually play at the temple on a regular basis, and special musicians who are brought 

in from outside the local community.   

There is also an element of hierarchy in performance, based on traditional caste 

designations of temple privileges that belong to Marar and Poduval castes.  In the 

twentieth century, however, certain social and political movements led to a 
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democratization of the chenta.  This has led to an increase in the number of performers 

who are not hereditary temple drummers, but it is still rare that someone who is not a 

Marar or Poduval rises to stardom in the chenta world.   

When trying to gain a deeper understanding of the social and musical hierarchy 

that may exist within the ensemble of chenta melam, I almost always faced resistance 

from chenta melam musicians who emphasized the importance of balance, joint 

participation, and the need for each sound to be heard.  However, from an outsider 

perspective, it is apparent that there are some qualities that set some performers above the 

others.   

First, at some temples, some instruments are still quite restrictive where the issue 

of caste is concerned.  For example, in Thripunithura the chenta players should be Marars 

or Poduvals.  This requirement excludes non-Marar musicians who may be able to play 

the pieces, but are disallowed based on caste.  Other instruments, such as vīkan chenta, 

are not as exclusive.  In addition, the perumānam (leader) is always a chenta player.  

Second, the kurum kuzhal players seem to be secondary in prominence to chenta players, 

since they also are under the authority of the perumānam.  Kompŭ players tend to also 

require a good deal of training.  Third, many of the ilattaḷam players and vīkan chenta 

players are young and lack experience.  In fact, Peruvanam Kuttan Marar, a perumānam, 

said that young people will start with these two instruments and then graduate as their 

skill improves.  Playing the ilattaḷam and vīkan chenta helps the young performer to 

internalize the tala (rhythm) (Peruvanam Kuttan 2009).  K. C. Narayanan confirmed that 

pedagogy is accomplished through memorization, not theory, “like driving… you don’t 

need to know how the car works, you just need to know how to hit the brakes!  Theory is 
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not included in the instruction of chenta players.  The players don’t normally theorize and 

those who theorize usually don’t play very well” (K. C. Narayanan 2009). 

Musically, the idea of hierarchy within the ensemble is more difficult to 

substantiate.  Indeed, there seems to be a balance of sound that does resemble the 

coordination and organization of an orchestra.  In the same vein, while each instrument 

has its own role in the ensemble and may seem more prominent at certain points in the 

piece; each musician and each instrument is indispensable to the complete sound.   

 

Rhythmic Structure of Traditional Melams 

Any discussion of rhythm in India must begin with a concept known as tala. The 

meaning of tala in South Indian music is complicated, and is not the same in all 

traditions.  Even within traditions, one will get different definitions for tala.  Some told 

me that tala was simply rhythm; while others tried to explain that tala was created by 

many different instruments and should be considered more like the idea of “flow.”  The 

idea of tala as rhythm and flow are reconciled in the following statement: “Everything in 

this universe has a talam (rhythm) and these different talams are different measurements 

of time.  It is a universal thing” (Poduval 2008:165). 

There has been an attempt to turn tala into a science of sorts.  In Krishnankutty 

Poduval’s point of view, the ticking (sarvalekhu) sound of the wristwatch can be used to 

measure the tempo. One second equals one aksharakālam (or the time it takes to say a 

“letter” (mātrā)). All the talas are composed of a combination of the above said mātrās. 

Panchari talam, for example, is six beats/mātrās and cḥembata talam is eight 

beats/mātrās: 
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One mātrā=eka talam 
Five/ten mātrās= champa/chemba talam 
Six mātrās=panchari talam 
Eight mātrās =chembata talam 
Fourteen mātrās= atantha talam 
 
All the others are fractions or multiplications of these (Poduval 2008: 165).36 In 

this sense, tala refers to a specific number and organization of beats.  These are not the 

same as the talas in Karnatic music, though they share the same names in some cases.  In 

Figure 9 (below) is a chart that I collected from Sadaanam Divakaran which shows some 

of the correlations between Karnatic and Sopana (Kerala) talas: 

Name in  
Kerala 
Sopana 

Name in 
Karnatic 

Genre/ 
Lineage 

Time/ 
# of 

akshara 

Division of 
Beats (Sopana) 

Division of 
Beats 

(Karnatic) 
Eka Eka Mana 1 1 beat 1 beat 

Panchari Chaturasra/ 
Rupakam 

 

Pathi 6 1 beat 3 fingers 
1 beats 1 wave 

1 beat 1 wave 
1 beat 3 fingers 

Thriputa Thisra Shanka 7 2 beats 1 wave 
3 beats 1 wave 

1 beat 2 fingers 
1 beat 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 

Muri-
aṭantha 

Kendu Arda-
vithatha 

13/4 
 

2 beats 1 vishu After each  
1 ¾ beats- 

1 beat 
Cẹmbaṭa Chatharasra 

/Triputa 
Adi 8 3 beats 1 wave 

3 beats 1 wave 
1 beat 3 fingers 
1 beat 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 

Chemba Misra/ 
Chamba 

Suva 10 4 beats 1 wave 
2 beats 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 

1 beat 6 waves 
2 beats 1 wave 

Aṭantha Kandi/Ada Vithatha 14 4 beats 1 wave 
4 beats 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 

1 beat 4 fingers 
1 beat 4 fingers 
1 beat 1 wave 
1 beat 1 wave 

Figure 9. Chart showing the correlation between Kerala sopanam talas and Karnatic talas. Provided by 
Sadaanam Divakaran. (Interview, April 2009) 

                                                
36 He does not allow for Aṭantha/Pandi, which is seven mātrās. 
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Groesbeck discusses some of the differences between the two systems, and found 

that Karnatic tala systems do not have the doubling found and reduction of tala cycles 

found in Kerala’s temple percussion genres.37  The tempo and tala usually remain fairly 

constant.  Also, in Kerala percussion genres, they may be playing the ame “talas” but 

with different number of beats. “For instance, most tāyampaka and kēḷi are in eight-beat 

campaṭa, but the kathakaḷi dance-drama uses the sixteen- and thirty-two-beat varieties of 

campaṭ as well, and campaṭ mēḷam (a ceṇṭa mēḷam composition in campaṭa tāḷa) uses all 

of these plus the sixty-four-beat variety” (Groesbeck and Palackal 2000, 938).  According 

to my interview with Sadanam Divakaran, Keralite percussion genres may draw from 

seven talas, as mentioned above, but musicians generally only uses five, while Karnatic 

music has seven talas with five variations, totaling thirty-five talas.38  In drumming, the 

audience does not keep the tala with claps and waves, but by jumping and dancing with 

their fists in the air, fingers pointed while keeping the tala. Groesbeck also compares the 

percussion systems of Karnatic and Kerala drumming.  While in Karnatic performance, 

the central beat (samam) is always the first beat of the cycle, in chenta drumming, the 

samam is placed at the end of the cycle or at the beginning and the end (ibid.: 939). 

[Both use] tala as an organizing metric principle; and Kerala talas bear some 
resemblance to certain Karnatak talas. As an example of the latter, fourteen-beat 
khanda jati ata tala in Karnatak music is clapped X 1 2 3 4 X 1 2 3 4 X O X O 
(where X refers to a clap, O to a wave of the palm, and numbers to finger counts 
against the thigh or other palm); in Kerala, fourteen-beat aṭantha tala is beaten . X 
X X X . X X X X . X . X. Finally, the performers in both cases are highly trained 
specialists once patronized by Brahmins, royalty, and large landowners. (Ibid.: 
940) 

 
                                                

37 This phenomenon will be explained shortly. 

38 This would be an interesting topic for a comparative study of talas. 
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Generally speaking, each of the talas (rhythmic cycle groupings) will be based on 

a certain number of beats, similar to the European concept of meter.  However, the term 

meter is not quite appropriate, at least regarding chenta melam, because as the 

performances progress, the basic number of beats per cycle is halved and creates a 

pyramid structure (where the performance starts at the base).  As a result, the shortest, 

simplest beat cycle (the top of the pyramid) does not emerge until the very end of the 

performance.  In chenta melam, the group of uruṭṭu chenta players “repeats a specific 

pattern several times, then finishes with a cadence (kalāśam). The sections of a chenta 

melam composition are distinguished from one another by the number of beats (akshara 

or mātrā) per tala cycle (kālam)” (Groesbeck and Palackal 2000: 937). 

What follows is based on an explanation of chenta melam structure as told to me 

by K.C. Narayanan, an editor at the Malayala Manorama newspaper39and chenta 

aficionado, during an interview in Kottayam (K.C. Narayanan, 2009). Instead of “meter,” 

KC Narayanan has coined the term “bundle” (keṭṭŭ) to refer to the basic collection of 

beats in a tala cycle.40  Therefore melams can be based on bundles of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

or 10 beats (or aksharakālam/mātrā).41  Classes of talam/melams are based on the number 

contained in the bundles.42  For example: 

                                                
39 A major statewide newspaper 

40 Literally binding or tying. 

41 A full description of which number belongs with which melam will follow. 

42 Confirmed by Groesbeck (1999: 95).  
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Eka Melam (rarely used)= Bundles of 1 or 2 
Champa Melam= Bundles of 5 or 10  
Panchari Melam=Bundles of 6  
Aṭantha, Pandi, Triputa Melam=Bundles of 7  
C̣hembata melam= Bundles of 8 (also can be thought of as bundles of 4) 
 
The vīkan chenta and the ilattāḷam usually provide the steady beat of the tala.  

However, though the steady beat is felt, each beat is not always articulated.  The vīkan 

(bass) chenta has eight options for the articulations of an eight-beat akshara kālam 

bundle.  Here are a few options: 

Figure 10. Vīkan chenta variation possibilities 

These variations will give the listener the auditory illusion of hearing a 

completely different rhythm, but in reality it is only, as K.C. Narayanan calls it, “a fallacy 

of hearing” (Narayanan 2009).  All of the vīkan chenta players will play these variations 

in sync and all melam players memorize their order.  Although these articulations sound 

improvised, these are not really improvisations.  They are pre-planned so that all the 

players are synchronized, though for the listener it has the affect of improvisation and 

surprise.  Groesbeck also comments on this: “In performance, tala-keeping instruments 

[vīkan chenta] beat the varieties of one tala differently, so that in a sense thirty-two-beat 

chembatais not merely quadruple eight-beat cẹmbaṭa, but sounds like a completely 

different tala” (Groesbeck and Palackal 2000: 938). 

These bundles are then organized into talavāttams which equal the correct number 

of beats for each tempo stage (ie. 96 for panchari’s first stage, see figure 13 below).  The 

talavāttams then repeat for a duration specified by the perumānam before moving to the 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Ta Di Ka Di Ti Da Ki Ta 
Ta - Ka - Ti - Ki - 
Ta - - - Ti - Ki - 
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next stage.  These stages are called kālams (stage), literally meaning “times.”  “Ka” was 

explained to me as one second, the time it takes to articulate one beat (aksharakālam, 

literally “the time of one letter”).  These beat articulations are taught through 

memorization and repetitive exercises at a young age.  For example, a bundle of three 

will have three letters/beats or articulations, like ta-ki-ṭa.  Bundles of four can be 

articulated as ta-ri-ki-ṭa. The talavattam for each stage is built based on these simple 

articulations. 

After about three or four repetitions of the talavattam, there will be a kalāśam 

signaled by the perumānam and initiated by the kurum kuzhal players. The perumānam 

gives the signal for the end of the kālam and the groups moves at once to the next kālam, 

which also has several kalasams.  The rest of the kālams are completed in the same way. 

The speed will seem to be doubled after each kalāśam, though really it is the same pulse 

for the drummer.  Although the drummers do not typically use notation for chenta melam, 

several scholars have attempted either box notation or staff notation.  Groesbeck has 

notated the separate kalasams of panchari melam in the Garland Encyclopedia of World 

Music article on “Kerala,” which may serve as a reference to help the non-initiated 

understand what is happening in the structure of this melam (2000: 937-938).  He shows 

the rhythmic line of the tala keepers (mainly vīkan chenta) throughout the entire melam 

and demonstrates the principle of reduction at work through the notation of the uruṭṭu 

chenta part, as each kālam shows the meter actually being cut in half from the previous 

one until it is distilled to the very core rhythm, or “parent bundle.”  Killius uses box 

notation to show the talavāttams for the chenta in an appendix of his book Ritual Music 

and Rituals of Kerala (2006).  For this dissertation, however, I want to offer a 
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transcription as I was taught to understand chenta melam, which is based on the idea of a 

core rhythm or parent bundle. 

Most of the aforementioned melams have five kālams (tempo stages).  As the 

following notated tables of champata, pandi and panchari melam show, the basic number 

of akshara kālams cannot be found until the final kālam, when the rhythmic cycles are 

distilled into their “parent bundle.”  Even perumanams and other experienced drummers 

have a difficult time identifying which kālam is being played, unless it is the last kālam, 

where the structure becomes the clearest. 

 

 
Figure 11. Cembaṭa melam structure 

Champata/C̣embaṭa Melam: based on bundles of 4 
 
1st kālam is 8 bundles of 4 akṣara=32 akṣara 
 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
 
2nd kālam is 4 bundles of 4=16 

4 4 4 4 
 
3rd kālam then becomes 2 bundles of 4=8  

4 4 
 
4th kālam is 1 bundle of 4=4  

4 
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Figure 12. Pandi melam structure, usually played outside the temple 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. Panchari melam structure, usually played inside the temple. 

Pandi Melam: based on bundles of 7 
 
1st kālam is 16 bundles of 7 akṣara=112 akṣara (this stage is optional) 
 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
2nd kālam is 8 bundles of 7=56  
 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
 
3rd kālam then becomes 4 bundles of 7=28 
 

7 7 7 7 
 
4th kālam is 2 bundles of 7=14  

7 7 
 
5th kālam is 1 bundle of 7    

7 
 
 

Panchari Melam: based on bundles of 6 
 
1st kālam is 16 bundles of 6 akṣara=96 akṣara 

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
 
2nd kālam is 8 bundles of 6=48  

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
 
3rd kālam then becomes 4 bundles of 6=24  

6 6 6 6 
 
4th kālam is 2 bundles of 6=12  

6 6 
 
5th kālam is 1 bundle of 6    

6 
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The first kālams of panchari melam introduces the melam: this is the longest stage 

of the melam as this cycle of ninety-six beats is repeated with variations for about one 

and a half hours.  KC Narayanan calls this a recasting of rhythm, which occurs in order to 

make the drumming easier for the players.  He says that it is an outcome of “medieval 

mathematics” in which it was noted that the total number of akshara could be divided into 

many bundles of different lengths through the use of rhythmic regrouping (Narayanan 

2009).  In the same way that a twelve-beat polyrhythm can either be based on four 

measures of three or three measures of four, the forty-eight beat stage of panchari melam 

can be felt/understood/played in eight measures of six or six measures of eight.  This 

gives the audience the illusion of improvisation, but really it is fixed—a pre-designed 

composition to give the illusion of improvisation.  The reason that it must be composed in 

a set way is that many drummers are playing the exact same rhythms.  Improvisation 

would not allow for unison drumming.  However, for the urruttu chentas, there may be a 

time of improvisation at the end of the piece depending on local tradition.43 

During a performance the kālam cycle will repeat several times in order to meet 

the time requirement of the procession before the kalāśam is sounded to move the group 

to the next kālam.  For example, if the melam has been told by the priest or committee 

member that they will have a total of three hours for the total performance, then the 

duration for the first kālam is calculated by dividing the total time in half, (in our 

example one and a half hours).  The other preference now in vogue in Kerala is to 

allocate a minimum of thirty minutes for the fifth kālam, the fastest-feeling and most 

exciting portion at the end of the performance—although some traditionalists disagree 

                                                
43 The Thripunithura temple allows for this. 
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with this practice of changing duration in order to appeal to the masses. The second, 

third, and fourth kālams are then allocated one hour total giving them about fifteen to 

twenty minutes apiece.  So, the overall timing looks something like this: 

TIME FOR PROCESSION: 3 hours 

1st Kālam: 3 hours/2= 1.5 hours 
2nd Kālam: 20 minutes 
3rd Kālam: 20 minutes 
4th Kālam: 20 minutes 
5th Kālam: 30 minutes minimum 
 

 
Figure 14. Percentage of melam time spent on each kālam 

In this way, the first kālam remains the foundation of the melam durationally as 

well as structurally in the aksharas or “beat bundles.”  The duration is accomplished by a 

repetition of the first talavāttam until the designated duration for that cycle is complete as 

decided by the perumānam.  He will communicate with face, eye, and body signals 

through a language of visual signs.   

Another auditory illusion is that as the beat cycles (talavattam) are repeated over 

and over and the number of beats played is doubled making it seem faster.  In other 

1 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2 
11% 

3 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4 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words, the number of beats per bundle increases, but the underlying pulse felt by the 

drummers does not. Within the kālam, the impression is that the slow tempo is 

increasing, but tempo in fact does not really change much at all (ideally).  Rather, it is a 

feeling created by the concept of halving the number of bundles in the time cycle so that 

twice as many can be performed in the same amount of time.  There is a steady 

underlying pulse that the perumānam and other drummers keep in mind.  This sets the 

pace for the drummers and does not change.  Groesbeck refers to this feeling of 

increasing tempo and decreasing of tala cycle as repetition, reduction, or doubling as the 

cycles are repeated, using the five stages of panchari tala as an example: 

In the first [kālam], each tala cycle (talavattam) has ninety-six beats, which a 
group of chenta drums (the tala keepers) and cymbal players delineate throughout. 
The kompŭ horns and kuzhal shawms take turns playing, each repeating short 
unison patterns throughout the composition. In the second section, the tala cycle 
decreases to forty-eight beats, and the timekeeping drum pattern changes slightly 
as well. The tala cycle in the third section is only twenty-four beats, in the fourth 
twelve beats, and in the fifth six beats. In a coda called nalam iratti 'fourth 
doubling', the tala beaters play straight accented beats while the other drummers 
play a new series of patterns, the tala in this last section being in effect one beat 
per cycle. In a sense, all five sections of panchari melam are in the same tala 
(panchari), which theoretically denotes a six-beat cycle; however, in practice a 
cycle of panchari tala can contain six, twelve, twenty-four, forty-eight, or ninety-
six beats. (Groesbeck and Palackal 2000: 937-38) 

To the audience, however, it does feel like a tempo increase.  From the audience’s 

perspective, “When the tempo becomes (in theory) exactly twice as fast as the initial 

speed, the chenta drums play a kalāśam 'cadence' starting in half time and moving into a 

new section” (Ibid.: 938).  As I mentioned earlier, when it is time to move to the next 

kālam, the perumānam give the signal and the final kalāśam for that kālam is sounded by 

the kurum kuzhal.  Gradually, the number of beats decreases to reflect the essential tala: 

the parent bundle, which the drummers are still feeling. 
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The illustration in figure 15 shows another way to explain the structure of 

tāyampaka, a solo chenta performance genre that is somewhat similar to chenta melam in 

basic structure.44  This illustration of pyramidic structure is now used by many chenta 

aficionados in Kerala to explain the progression of cycles in chenta melam.45  It can be 

seen as an inversion of the “bundle” explanation shown previously.  With the following 

pyramid model, the performance begins at the base level and gradually ascends to the top.  

The first kālams forms the bottom, foundational level and the melam builds to a single 

point of concentration.  However, the bundle transcription that K.C. Narayanan taught me 

shows the final kālam as a parent bundle, the foundation for the whole performance—a 

distillation.   

 
 
Figure 15. Pyramidic structure of chenta melam. 

                                                
44 Based on the drawing by V.V. Balaraman (whom I also interviewed), this drawing is also 

represented by Groesbeck, who also interviewed Balaraman while studying at Kerala Kalamandalam 
(Groesbeck 1995: 379). 

45 This could be due to three distinct possibilities: 1) the fact that Groesbeck distributed copies of 
his dissertation to all those he interviewed so that this idea has been disseminated (an admirable gesture that 
was much appreciated by the drummers); 2) Balaraman, Groesbeck’s source, who is quite well-known and 
respected, shared this model at one of the many conventions held in honor of drummers during which they 
discuss theory very formally; 3) the model was widespread before Groesbeck wrote his dissertation. 
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Interestingly, this model seems to correlate with ancient Dravidian temples, which 

are large pyramidic structures.46  It is interesting that Groesbeck’s informant also included 

seven layers, including the top spire, since in Hinduism, seven is a very significant 

number.47  The idea of ascension is also important.   

However, when I tried to test out the theory of musical structure reflecting 

spiritual principles with the drummers, only one of them allowed for the possibility that 

the structure of melams could be associated with a ritual or spiritual ideas.  The rest either 

laughed or shook their heads, claiming that these things are better left to Brahmins who 

understand the ritual aspects better than they do.48  If there ever was a connection 

between Hindu ritual/philosophy and the musical structure of melams, it is not articulated 

by the current practitioners of this art form, and someone who would seek to reclaim it (if 

there is anything to reclaim) runs the risk of being stigmatized as one who over-ritualizes 

the arts.  The important idea here is of the drummers and audience members coming to a 

point, musically, socially, and emotionally.  

Although there may not be a current ritual theorization of chenta practice, there is 

an idea about the psychological affect of different melams.  Most of the melams are 

associated with ideas relating human action to sound.  For example, several people told 

                                                
46 When Balaraman explained this model to Groesbeck, he used the illustration of the Eiffel tower.  

This could simply be because he was trying to explain it in a way that a Westerner could understand. 

47 In “Threshold to the Sacred: The Overture in Thai and Javanese Ritual Performance,” Deborah 
Wong and René Lysloff link the seven stages of the talu gamelan overture to a Hindu/Buddhist cosmology. 
(1991: 315-348). 

48 By removing themselves from the responsibility for corroborating these statements, the 
performers exemplified one recurring trait of Kerala culture.  That is, if one is not an expert, he should refer 
the seeker to the one who knows best.  While I constantly stated my desire to hear opinions and 
perspectives from a wide range of people, it astonished me how many people were unwilling to share their 
perspective due to the fear of seeming unqualified to answer the question. 
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me that since humans walk on two legs, talas in multiples of two feel the most natural and 

an eight beat tala is the most natural to hear.49  In contrast, a triple-beat pattern is said to 

represent drunkenness and the inability to walk straight (Mattanur Shakarakutty 2009).   

Some talas, such as panchari, are considered to be somber—in keeping with the 

austere nature of a holy place—while others such as pandi are considered boisterous and 

better fitted to performances outside the sacred walls. In fact, there is some discussion 

about pandi melam originally being from Tamil, since the word pandi means “alien” or 

may refer to something or someone from Tamil Nadu, but according to most drummers, 

“there is no proof, and Chenta has always been a Kerala thing” (Personal Communcation, 

Peruvanam Kuttan Marar).50  Their interpretation of what pandi means is that it is meant 

to be performed outside the temple, since it makes people “out of their mind,” meaning it 

drives them to dance, drink, and generally engage in behavior that is not appropriate for 

the somber atmosphere of the temple. 

 

Chenta Melam in Festival Contexts 

Chenta melams are believed to have been a part of Kerala festivals for centuries, 

and based on my interviews with drummers and audience members, most assume that the 

genre has functioned in much the same way historically as it does today—within the 

temple context and during festival occasions.  There are very few historical resources in 

                                                
49 It is no accident then, that the eight beat tala is learned first in drumming pedagogy. 

50 Interestingly, as mentioned previously, linguistic evidence suggests that the word chenta came 
from a form of proto-Tamil. 
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Malayalam on the history of this genre in general,51 but there seems to be a revival of 

interest and concern regarding the historicity and impending extinction of individual 

types of talas employed for melam.  During a celebration in honor of Unnikrishnan, a 

teacher at Kerala Kalamandalam, there was a theoretical discussion about the melams 

that used to be performed, which are now becoming extinct, and why they are not in 

practice anymore.  These discussions centered on how the systematization of chenta 

pedagogy and performance is threatening to overpower the regional variants that once 

peppered the central and northern Kerala. 

Certain melam patterns are associated with certain regions.  For example, the 

melams in Thrissur will not traditionally sound the same as those in Kottayam, unless 

drummers from Thrissur or Palakkad are hired to come in and play.  There are slight 

differences based on how the melams have developed in those specific locations and 

these regional differences are recognized by drummers and connoisseurs alike.  However, 

when Keralites refer to the “real” chenta melam, they are usually referring to the large 

versions with sixty to a hundred players.  This style of large melam is associated with 

Thrissur and Palakkad districts of Kerala and is mainly practiced from Thripunithura to 

Palakkad town.  It has recently and slowly spread into the outlying districts, but most of 

the large melams still take place within this region.  The smaller version of chenta melam 

may exclude the kompŭ or kurum kuzhal, and so this is not considered to be the “real” 

chenta melam; but only considered to be a part of ritual (Kuroor and Chettan 2009). 

Although some temples outside of Thrissur and Palakkad will now budget for such 

                                                
51 Although an enquiry which takes into account individual temple records would certainly yield a 

great deal of information, such an effort has not yet been undertaken, and would best be carried out locally 
by Malayalee scholars who could travel extensively to consult these documents. 
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extravagant shows, the cost is over 100,000 rupees—a prohibitive amount for all but the 

most wealthy temples, churches, and mosques. 

While the smaller chenta ensembles are still called “chenta melam,” they do not 

draw a big crowd like the large melams do, and are not considered the center of the 

melam tradition, though technically there is a very real possibility that these small 

traditions are older and more closely tied to traditional temple practices.  I fully expected 

for this to be a contested issue, but interestingly, it was generally a shared opinion among 

many performers and audience members alike that the best and most “authentic” melam 

is the large melam form performed in and around the Thrissur area. This is no doubt due 

to the immanence of the Thrissur Pūram which takes place at the end of festival season 

every year (around April 20th).  What is interesting is that the Thrissur Pūram is an event 

that was only initiated during the eighteenth century.  Therefore, it is logical that if there 

was a chenta melam before then, it was a much more varied tradition than it has become 

today.  Even though the large chenta melams are most at home in the Thrissur and 

Palakkad temples, who is to say that the large melam is the most authentic, or the most 

representative of the chenta traditions, just because it is now viewed as the most 

impressive?  The connection to authenticity and standardization is fascinating in that it 

shows evidence of a tradition in the process of being classicized. 

Thanks to several historical factors and the increase of wealth in temples 

generally, many temple communities even south of Thripunithura are hiring chenta 

superstars to lead large melams. Some say that an increase of media accessibility in 

Kerala over the past fifteen years has further popularized this version of large melams via 

television and the internet.  This standardized massive performance based tāyampaka, is 
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stylized not only in practice, but also by discussions which take place in hallowed halls of 

learning and training, has become the ideal, “real” chenta melam for the Keralite.  The 

question remains as to whether or not this large melam truly corresponds to the original 

concept of the chenta melam or if it has been adopted as the authentic, representative 

version of the genre.  It is, without a doubt much more impressive for the audience than 

the small type of chenta melam. 

Figure 16. Small traditional chenta melam (without kurum kuzhal) leading a church procession at the 
Rikkutirunal in Kuravilangad.52 

It should be noted here that large chenta melams and small versions function quite 

differently within the festival procession context.  Since large chenta melams are usually 

immobilized due to their size, they function most often as spectacle displays of wealth 

                                                
52 Traditionally, the temple would let the church “borrow” their musicians and their elephant for 

the festivities. They still borrow the elephant and use local drummers, though the drummers they use are 
not supported by the temple.  
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and power of the hosting institution and, by association, of the deity of that temple (or the 

saint of that church or mosque).  Although these massive events are sometimes still called 

processions, the movement is very limited, as at Thripunithura where the procession will 

simply circle the sanctum sanctorum once over the course of three hours, playing a new 

kālam at each new directional position (North, East, South West) within the temple 

compound.  Sometimes these large chenta melams play as beginning and ending points of 

a procession (as in Arratapuzha Pūram or Thrissur Pūram).  Smaller melams, on the other 

hand, are usually employed for the specific purpose of drumming during processions that 

cover a long distance.   

 

Shinkari Melam 

Shinkari melam is a relatively new development in chenta performance.  The 

instruments used in shinkari melam are the uruṭṭu chenta, vīkan chenta, and ilattaḷam.  

Occasionally the voice is also employed to add another layer of sound.  There are 

typically three lines of performers in shinkari melam, though technically, because this 

genre of chenta performances is accompanied by choreographed movement, the initial 

formation is actually dependent upon the individual groups.  A typical arrangement is as 

follows.  In the first line are four uruṭṭu chentas, the lead drums.  And at the center of this 

line is the lead player or teacher. The second line consists of the ilattāḷam, also called 

kaitalam (literally “hand cymbals”).  The third line is composed of vīkan chenta. The 

figures below (17 and 18) show a diagram and a photo of a typical performance of a 

female shinkari melam with twelve people (although the male placement, which may not 

be present at all, can vary). 
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Figure 18. Chungum Vanitha (Ladies') Shinkari Melam 

This layout is not ideal for getting a good view of the back two rows, unless 

watching from the side, but is aligned this way in order to facilitate the choreography 

3rd row: Vallantala 

1st row: Uruttu Chenta 

2nd row: Illatalam 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE POSITIONS 

Figure 17. Performance positions for shinkari melam 
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during which the group will break in half down the middle and move forward, backward 

and sideways. 

The rhythmic structure of shinkari melam is much simpler than the traditional 

chenta melam, but still incorporates the concept of tala.  When I was learning to play, I 

was told by my friend and teacher: “you need to bring the tala inside of you until it 

becomes part of you and you just feel it.”  This internalization of tala was difficult at first 

because I could not figure out which instruments were actually the tala keeping 

instruments.  Because the vallantala always played a slower part and stood in the back of 

the group, I had always assumed that this instrument always kept the tala in chenta 

melam.  However, the steady pulse, which is usually an indication of the time keeping 

instrument in drum ensembles, was played by the ilattaḷam (cymbals).53   

This confusion led me to a rhythmic analysis of the two main shinkari melam 

patterns.  I began by deciphering the density referent (DR) (Hood 1971), that is, the 

rhythmic value at which point there are no more smaller subdivisions of the sound.  It is a 

bit like listening for where the metronome would click if it were clicking fast enough to 

not let any sound be articulated between the clicks.  Simply put, this is determined by 

marking the time between the most rhythmically dense articulations of the most 

rhythmically dense instrument.  This type of analysis can be done on any genre of music 

anywhere in the world and can help the ethnomusicologist determine musical meter in 

cases such as these, though the technique could also be applied to spoken poetic meter as 

well, offering insights into oral literature theory for folklore studies.   

                                                
53 I later found that my major problem was not lack of analysis, but understanding the concept of 

tala as it related to percussion ensembles. 
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By breaking the pattern down into its DR, it was clear that we were operating in a 

twelve DR system, at least on a micro level of analysis.  I present this rhythmic analysis 

in a block pattern (figure 14).  Since the uruṭṭu chenta plays the fastest rhythms in this 

case, the DR was determined by allocating one block to represent the fastest possible 

strikes of the pattern leaving empty boxes where the sound was absent, and to keep 

adding boxes until the pattern repeats. The charts show both major patterns of shinkari 

melam.  The only steady beat is found in the ilattaḷam.  When learning dance steps, the 

ilattaḷam players also count vocally in Malayalam along with the pattern of the ilattaḷam.  

Uruṭṭu Chenta R 
Tha 

 R 
Da 

L 
Ga 

R 
Da 

L 
Ga 

R 
Tha 

 R 
Da 

L 
Ga 

R 
Da 

L 
Ga 

Ilattaḷam 
 

X   X   X   X   

Vallantala/Vīkan 
 

X  X  X  X      

Spoken Time Onnǔ (1) Ranṭǔ (2) Mūnnǔ (3) Nālǔ (4) 
 

 

Figure 19. Pattern #1 of Shinkari Melam: Tha -- Da Ga Da Ga (DR and Staff Notation) 

The first pattern will be repeated as many times as the leader deems appropriate, 

which usually is around three to five minutes.  Then the leader will play a cadential 

Vallantala 

 

 
Ilatalam 
 

 

                 R 
Uruttu Chenta     L  
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rhythm (also called kalāśam) in this context as well) alerting the rest of the drummers that 

a change is coming.  The second pattern begins the next tala cycle.  This second pattern is 

played for a shorter duration because this is the most intense for the drummers and 

ilattāḷam players/dancers who use this time to do extensive choreography.  

 
Vallantala/Vīkan 
 
(Alternate 
Rhythm) 
 

X 
 

(X) 

 X  
 

(X) 

X  X 
 

(X) 

   
 

(X) 

  

Ilattaḷam 
 

X   X   X   X   

Uruṭṭu Chenta R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

 
Spoken Time  Onnǔ (1) Ranṭǔ (2) Mūnnǔ (3) Nālǔ (4) 

 
 

 
Figure 20. Pattern #2 of Shinkari Melam: Tha-Ki-Dha (DR and Staff Notation) 

The kalāśam will be sounded and the first pattern is resumed.  When playing the 

first pattern, the pace is manageable and can be kept for hours in a procession. The group 

will alternate between these two patterns for the duration of the performance.  When it is 

time for the ending, the leader brings the group to the ta-ki-ṭa pattern and begins to 

Vallantala 

 

 
Ilatalam 
 

 

                 R 
Uruttu Chenta     L  

 

OR 
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slowly increase the tempo until the speed reaches it maximum potential, which is 

determined by the skill of the group as a whole.  The performance can be ended at any 

time by the leader, who gives a special kalāśam to signal the ending.  The ending will 

usually be one ta-ki-ṭa pattern plus two repetitions of the first pattern. 

The interesting thing about twelve-beat DR systems is that they are usually 

manipulated by musicians to be metrically flexible.  That is, they can be felt in triple or 

duple time, sets of three DR or two/four DR.  My analysis shows that the ilattaḷam is 

subdivided into three DRs each.  If listening to this instrument alone, one could count the 

tala as 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 at which point the entire pattern would repeat.  The 

boldened number one represents the actual articulation of the ilattaḷam while the numbers 

two and three represent the DRs between articulations.  This is a very quick triple meter, 

which in Western music theory we could represent by 6/8 or 12/8 time signatures.  In this 

case, I would argue for a 12/8 time signature, since the tala as a whole repeats after 

twelve DRs.  On the other hand, the meter can be felt as a duple pattern as well, counting 

each of the ilattaḷam articulations as one beat: 1, 2, 3, 4 (as the Malayalees count it) at 

which point the pattern would repeat.  The spoken counting of the ilattaḷam players when 

they were teaching me the dance steps confirm the centrality of the duple meter for them.  

A polyrhythmic feel is also created by the vallantala, whose articulation occurs every two 

DRs for the first part of the pattern, suggesting a 6/8 triplet but also may be felt as duple.  

This metric shift made possible by these polyrhythms is often employed by dancers and 

musicians alike, who create surprises for the audience by switching between the two 

different “grooves.”  The fallacy of hearing associated with traditional chenta melam is 

happening in shinkari melam as well as traditional chenta melam.  The dancers 
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corroborate these shifts by performing vocal calls that are shouted by the entire ensemble 

as shown in figure 21, articulated in triple or duple meter. 

PATTERN #1: Tha Ki Dha 
Uruṭṭu Chenta R 

Tha 
R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

R 
Tha 

R 
Ki 

L 
Da 

Ilattaḷam X   X   X   X   

Vallantala/Vīkan X  X  X  X      

Vocal call 
(triple) 

Eh   Eh*       

Vocal call 
(duple) 

 Eh   Eh   Eh   Eh  

 *Can come in a bit earlier 

Figure 21. Tha Ki Da pattern with vocals 

Regardless, it should be noted that although when analyzed separately the 

ilattaḷam and vallantala could be heard as both being duple meter, when played together 

the feeling produced is overwhelmingly triple, with the triplet being completed within 

two articulations of the ilattaḷam.  In other words, my search to identify the tala was 

somewhat hindered.  The musicological analysis which I thought would alone tell me 

which instrument to listen in order to find the elusive thing called “tala” only complicated 

the matter for me and eventually drove me to include the matter in my interview 

questions with drummers. 

In one especially enlightening interview with a drummer, I asked him to define 

what was meant by the tala in a drumming ensemble.  He paused for about ten seconds 

and then spoke carefully. He told me that each instrument has its own tala, but each of 

them work to create a master tala which can only be felt when listening to the entire 

ensemble together.  “Tala is a mixture of akshara (steady beat) and flow (layam)—the 

unity between the beats.”  Once I began to apply that definition of tala to my practicing, I 
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could start to feel this flow, which emerged from the blending of the three different 

instruments’ rhythms, and it became like a home to me.  I could feel it as a rhythm when 

I walked, when I talked, and even when I breathed.  I finally knew what it meant to 

“internalize the tala,” but it was not something that could be done by objective analysis 

alone (though the analysis did shed light on how the different layers create tala).  I know 

of no other way to explain this process that happened inside of me when I finally started 

to listen to the whole rather than the parts.  This is what the Malayalees mean when they 

talk about chenta performances as “symphonies.”  The combination of all of the talas and 

timbres at once create something entirely unique and beautiful.  And it drives them to 

dance. 

In the same conversation on tala, this drummer told me that the ilattaḷam serves to 

fill in the gaps between the two chentas musically (this can be seen in the charts that I 

provided above).  Of equal interest is that in both shinkari melam and chenta melam 

performances, the ilattaḷam players also fill the physical space physically by standing in a 

line between the valantala and the uruṭṭu chentas.  I wondered if it is possible that this 

could imply some kind of mediation between the two sounds, one of which is associated 

with the gods (vallantala) and the other with demons (uruṭṭu). 

My Malayalee friends were always hesitant to indulge my philosophical musings 

regarding the deeper meaning behind chenta melam and its sound, due in part I think to a 

cultural trend to secularize and popularize the sound of the chenta.  But they usually 

laughed and said things like, “maybe…who knows?” or “we don’t have any documents 

of such things.”  This response shows that a ritual analysis of drumming is of little 

interest to performers.  Many are simply fulfilling obligations at the temple, filling a role 
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in procession, or providing entertainment, and they are more concerned with these 

practical roles than in philosophizing about the ritual, historical, or social context of the 

tradition.  Also, they do not see that there is any way of finding out about the past uses 

and functions of the chenta due to a perceived lack in documentation.  They think that 

even if they could access historical documentation of their tradition, any connection to 

spiritual power or significance is technically still within the purview of Brahminic 

knowledge and expertise and therefore these issues are unimportant to the artist.  Even so, 

their combination of indifference and deference allowed me to keep thinking of these 

spiritual and ritual issues, though I resolved to make it clear that they are not concepts 

that are held by the local performers themselves, but rather an outsider’s guess which 

emerged from observation and personal experience and may or may not be accurate or 

representative of the insider point of view. 

Every time I tried to find out about the history of shinkari melam from Marar or 

Poduval drummers, they would provide a slightly different account or supposition 

regarding the derivation of this popular folk genre. While I was trying to track down the 

history of the development of shinkari melam, one drummer created an account for me 

that helped to explain the draw of shinkari melam for the Keralite.   

KM: Do you know how shinkari melam developed? 
MSM: One person had a strong emotion. That one emotion was at the 

most auspicious moment [of chenta melam] and it struck at the right point.  
(Demonstrates rhythm: ta-ki-ṭa) This rhythm is intoxicating and this person found 
that out.  It is the experience of having taken three scotches.   

KM: And most players do take the three scotches (laughing) 
MSM: See as I said, some things are to be experienced.  Tha-ka-di-mi 

(four beats) that is straight walking, but with ta-ki-ṭa you feel alcoholic [he 
demonstrates the difference].  You drift along then afterwards the intoxication 
leaves you and you come back to reality. 
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KM: Does this rhythm happen in chenta melam? 
MSM: Panchari Melam fifth kālam.  It intoxicates you.  
(Mattanur Shakarakutty 2009)  

 
The idea that shinkari melam is an isolation of the fifth kālam of panchari is 

common among the great chenta melam artists in the Thrissur area, and is accurate 

inasmuch as both contain the Ta-ki-ṭa, though eventually I found out that this melam did 

not emerge from chenta melam.54 Eventually, thanks to the combined efforts of several 

drummers, especially Mattanur Shakarakutty Marar and Kaloor Ramankutty, I was able 

to identify the creator of shinkari melam and arrange a meeting with his son.  The father, 

Kavil Ajayan Marar Sr., had died; but his son, Kavil Ajayan Marar Jr., was able to tell me 

a bit about the development of this trend that has swept the state.   

Shinkari melam originated sometime between 1990 and 1992 in North Paravoor, a 

small coastal town west of Aluva and north of Ernakulam that has a very old temple 

heritage.  One of the rituals which used to be performed more often than today is 

thookam, or hook-swinging, where a man would hang from scaffolding with a hook in his 

back in order to please the goddess Kali by the shedding of blood.  The melam that 

accompanied this propitiation ritual used a thappu drum (a “half-chenta”), ilattaḷam, and 

vīkan chenta.  In the late 1980s, kāvadi melam was built off of thappu melam by Kavil’s 

father and was used during processions to accompany people wearing kāvadi, decorative 

processional headpieces worn by devotees of Murugan, popular in Northern Kerala 

especially.  It acquired the name “shinkari melam” (shinkari literally means erotic love) 

in Thrissur during a procession there in about 1990 or 1991 and the name stuck.  
                                                

54 However, this misperception that shinkari developed from the fifth kaalams of panchari melam 
may shed light on why shinkari melam has increased in popularity so much over the last fifteen years or so.   
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The word Shinkari is a corruption of the sanskrit word, Sringari literally one who 
is passionate in the art of love. There is no way one can copy the exact term in 
Malayalam. In English it will be either Shinkari or Sinkari. The word, Sinkari, is 
the indigenous term for the original, pure sanskrit word Sringari which comes 
from the king of rasas (emotions), Sringara.  Singari denotes sensousness 
binding especially to illiterate pastoral beings. (Personal Communication 
Viswanath Kaladharan) 
 
The name was coined in a newspaper article honoring Kavil Ajayan Sr., who had 

taught over a thousand students (without payment) from all caste backgrounds. The 

melam was given that name because of the thrill and intoxicating excitement it brings to 

the festival (Kavil Ajayan 2009).  Kaloor Ramankutty, a master chenta artist, remembers 

this event and tells another story from about twelve years ago when he was coordinating 

a tāyampaka, melam, and pañcạvādyam. Kavil Ajayan was there with all the musicians 

from North Paravoor and they were performing close to where the traditional melams 

were held.  This was a face-to-face meeting between stylized and popular forms.  After 

shinkari melam played, Ajayan approached Ramankutty in deference showing a gesture 

of politeness and modesty and then shared the fact that he would get 500RS plus bottles 

of liquor for this performance, but that he would not drink the liquor.  Ajayan then told 

Ramankutty that if Ramankutty would like to hold a shinkari performance he would not 

charge him a great deal. Ajayan would play with this chenta master and not bargain.  The 

sub-text to this conversation is that shinkari melam players hold traditional chenta melam 

artists in high regard. Kavil Ajayan then proceeded to tell him why he invented shinkari 

melam.  He said that the fisherman community learned chenta melam but even though 

top chenta melam artists like Ramankutty were earning 300-400 RS maximum, regular 

melam artists got only 200-300RS.  These low-caste performers wanted to learn a new 

type of melam that assured them more money—something to “please the people.”  So 
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Ajayan invented what would eventually become shinkari melam.  Even ten years ago, 

shinkari melam would earn at least 500 RS. It was a novelty that capitalized on a very 

emotive rhythm and people were instantly attracted to it (Ramankutty 2009). 

Although at the beginning of shinkari melam there was a tremendous interest in 

this new genre, but many Marar and Poduval drummers claim that interest is now 

waning.  However, the shinkari melam players that I met showed little concern for the 

future.  Their schedules are booked up to a year in advance. 

 

Chenta Melam and Shinkari Melam Compared 

Though chenta melam and shinkari melam fulfill many of the same functions in 

the festival context, which will be elaborated upon later, the differences are stark. Though 

containing many of the same instruments, the ratios of the instruments in the ensembles 

are different, as the figure 22 represents.   

 
Name of 
Ensemble 

# of uruṭṭu 
chenta 

# of vīkan 
chenta 

# of kurum 
kuzhal 

# of ilattaḷam # of kompŭ 

Chenta Melam 
(large) 

9 15 9 18 9 

Chenta Melam 
(small) 

1 2 Rarely 2 Sometimes  
1 or 2 

Shinkari Melam 4 4 Never 4 Never 

Figure 22. Ratios of instrumentation of three chenta ensemble variations (approximate) 

The chart shows that the ratio of instruments are about the same for the small 

chenta melam groups as the larger ensembles, the only difference being that there is 

rarely a kurum kuzhal player in these smaller groups and only sometimes do they include 

the kompŭ.  The shinkari melam ensemble does not have the kurum kuzhal or kompŭ, but 
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is made solely of percussion instruments.  These are the types that play at most temples, 

churches, and mosques in the area south of Thripunithura.  Usually, the smaller temples 

will employ shinkari melam musicians.  This could be an issue of class or finances, but 

also could be due to the current popular appeal of shinkari melam.  

Pedagogically, those who learn chenta melam will almost always start with 

tāyampaka, the solo performance genre of chenta.55  As Mattanur states, “Once you learn 

tāyampaka, chenta melam is no problem” (Mattanur Shakarakutty 2009). Most of these 

artists learn under a guru (āśān) either in the context of a school like Kalamandalam or 

privately.  Some will also learn within their own family. In the case of chenta melam, 

learning and playing is very individualized.  There is no need to practice as a group 

because the melams are standardized and memorized based on the rhythms of tāyampaka, 

a basic foundation of formal chenta education.  The chenta melam tradition is temple-

centered. They perform as a group, but in a given performance, the groups are made up of 

different individuals from various places and with unique backgrounds.  For large 

melams, musicians from all over the state convene at one temple on the same day for a 

performance.   

Shinkari melam, in contrast, is learned and practiced by a group.  These groups 

are often locally bound—neighbors who have decided to enter into this new performance 

field for various reasons, but most often for additional income. In shinkari melam, the 

groups will often travel together, renting a bus or van or taking public transportation 

together.  This is especially true for female groups. The income they earn will be as a 

                                                
55 It can, however, also be performed as double or triple thayampaka with two or three performers.  

Matanoor and his sons were touring with a tri-thayapaka during my fieldwork in 2009. 
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group from which they will take out travel expenses and then split the proceeds. Practice 

is convenient because the live close together.   

The occasions for playing are also a bit different between these two traditions.  

Chenta melam is still is at its best and is considered most authentic when played at the 

temple in large melams, and some would say the heart of the tradition is in the ritual pūjā. 

Nevertheless, the performance contexts for chenta melam are expanding as the 

secularization of Kerala temple culture persists.  Today, the Kerala Tourism Board is 

sponsoring performances in hotels and town squares, and is creating a festival calendar 

for tourists. When the Volvo Boat Race56 stopped in Cochin in 2009, there was a major 

display of cultural arts, including chenta melam and shinkari melam as well as an 

elephant pageantry.  Although some are concerned about the secularization of the sacred 

arts and the lack of time and education allocated for a deep appreciation of these 

performances to be cultivated properly, some say that it has allowed for more 

participation and the preservation of these art forms which would have otherwise have 

died out decades ago.  Both chenta melam and shinkari melam can be played at temples, 

churches, or mosque festivals, usually in processions, and also for staged performances.  

Shinkari melam, however, has extended performance opportunities beyond 

religious and cultural programs.  The performers are hired for advertisements such as at 

the boat race in Allepey when a jewelry store, Allukas, hired a troupe to play in front of 

their store and also in the back of a truck carrying a billboard.  Josco jewelry also 

supported the Onam music festival in Kottayam, where I met the ladies troupe I 

eventually joined.  Stores and banks will also hire shikari melam for grand openings and 

                                                
56 An annual “around the world” boat race sponsored by the Volvo car company. 
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sales, as a novelty to draw people through the loud sound and the spectacle of dancing.  

There is a also a distinct youth element to shinkari melam due to the high energy level 

required, which is easily observed by watching performances, but was humorously 

articulated in the following conversation:  

KM: So is shinkari melam mostly for young men? 
Mahesh Kumar: No, chenta melam is for young men.  Shinkari melam is 

for boys. (Personal Comunication. March 30, 2009) 
 
Those who prefer shinkari melam to chenta melam say that it has more energy, 

more steps, and more vibrancy in the performance.  However, those who have a 

developed appreciation for the more complex chenta melam prize it for its structure, its 

gradual build-up, and the pleasure of delayed gratification at the end of the performance, 

the fifth kālam. Those who would insult the typically lower-caste genre of shinkari 

melam often do so by stating that the genre has no real structure and no real meaning to 

the sound, and many have told me with a flip of the hand that it is “not classical like 

chenta melam.  It is a folk genre—just something to see.” However, shinkari melam 

functions in almost exactly the same way as chenta melam within the festival procession: 

to announce the event, to inspire strength for the journey, and possibly even to create a 

sense of togetherness.  It has a following of its own and is a tradition that is maturing on 

the festival circuit from year to year, with groups challenging themselves to new 

choreography and more elaborate musical feats.  On the other hand, it cannot be denied 

that chenta melam requires a great deal more training and expertise than shinkari melam.  

Though the first shinkari group knew chenta melam before developing this new style, 

many current shinkari melam groups learn this popular, simple genre first and then learn 

chenta melam as a next step. 
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For many professional Marar or Poduval musicians who have been trained in 

tāyampaka or kathakaḷi drumming, shinkari melam holds very little challenge and is often 

referred to as a “cheap thrill,” something that pleases the people momentarily, but then 

leaves no permanent impression.  

KM: Shinkari Melam—do you know where it came from and when it 
developed? 

Drummer (anonymous): I heard one cassette from Paravoor long time 
back and saw one shinkari melam from there.  Shinkari melam is not significant 
really in any respect compared to what I have learned.  It is simply playing in 
thisram [three-beats ta-ki-ṭa]. The whole difference is performed by the valantala 
and the others just play the same thing.  For the arangėttam [first performance], 
only ta-ki-ṭa must be played.  
 
This drummer is emphasizing the simplicity of shinkari melam—how the first 

performance, which is supposed to exhibit the prowess of the new student, is really just 

the equivalent of a tāyampaka warm-up (ta-ki-ṭa).  Other drummers and chenta critics 

voice their opinion that there is no place for shinkari melam in temple processions: 

Anon.: If you have a religious or political procession, they will employ 
these shinkari melam artists. 

KM: Even for the temple? 
Anon.: Not for the temple, because everything at the temple is prescribed. 
K: All of the temples follow these prescriptions?   
Anon.: Not all.  Only for special occasions because… you need money. 
K: Shinkari Melam—they go to the churches and mosques and perform in 

political processions and advertisements, but never inside the temple? 
Anon.: The temples have the tradition of stylized melams.  There is no 

place for [shinkari melam]—only on stage programs.57 
 
The idea that all of the performance space has been taken (“there is no place for 

shinkari”) is interesting. My informant is referring to the fact that melams are prescribed 

for certain temples and are therefore firmly established in temple rootedness, unable to be 

                                                
57 Meaning that shinakari melam may be performed as a show on a stage, separate from the 

procession. 
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replaced by popular genres like shinkari melam.  However, not all temples have 

proscribed the performance of specific melams for processions that go outside of the 

temple.  In this context, it should give us pause as to the power struggle that takes place 

between performers who are competing for these performance opportunities.  Based on 

my observations and experience as a temporary member of a shinkari melam troop, the 

lower caste temples and communities tend to be the ones that hire shinkari melam troops.  

This could be a financial issue or a choice based on preference. 

Although shinkari melam and chenta melam are quite different structurally, they 

can be studied comparatively because they share a common context as chenta-centric 

procession genres.  Most importantly, they are similar because they fill many of the same 

functions during the festival programs.  The following chapter discusses issues related to 

genre and how these classifications are representative of preconceptions regarding 

religion, caste, and class. 
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II. THE DRUMMERS’ PERSPECTIVES 

 
Without chenta players, there is no religious 

festival. Without chenta melam, the people of 
Kerala cannot even think about a festival. 

Interview, Ajumon P. George 
 

This chapter focuses on the voices of chenta performers.  It is not unusual for 

musical ethnographies to aim to present the “viewpoint” (singular) of the performer, but 

here I show the value of looking at issues of performance from several different 

performers’ perspectives.  These viewpoints are often constructed in conflict, 

competition, and can be studied in comparison with the ideas of other performers and 

situated in ideas about power, prestige, practice, and pedagogy.  This chapter explores the 

perspectives of chenta drummers to find out what life is like for the performer and the 

isses that shape the chenta performance from the inside-out.  Using selections of 

interviews and surveys gathered from a variety of chenta performers across Kerala, we 

can begin to appreciate the deep diversity that is encompassed within the traditions of 

chenta melam. Here, I offer an analysis which will illuminate issues pertaining to the 

personal lives of musicians, including the players’ intentions in performance and topics 

of efficacy, leadership, caste, professionalism, and appropriate playing contexts.  

Some of the issues I have faced in writing this chapter have been centered upon 

the idea of representation.  Shadows in the Field, edited by Barz and Cooley (2004), is 

one ethnomusicological compilation that incorporates issues of mediation between the 

native voice and the researcher’s—between the experience and representation of that 

experience (see especially Kippen, Rice, Shelemay and Wong).  Abu-Lughod, in Veiled 

Sentiments (1986), has also dealt with issues of musical performance and the mental 
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categories and religious codes, which enable or limit performance contexts.  The problem 

for the researcher, then, is how to access and represent these emic processes and codes.   

Regula Qureshi’s book, Master Musicians of India: Hereditary Sarangi Players 

Speak (2007), is useful because it takes place in India, but also because of the way she 

employs dialogic ethnography, an approach that empowers locals to tell their own stories 

with the assistance of the ethnographer.  Barbara Johnson has also approached her work, 

Ruby of Cochin (1995), in a similar way, attributing primary authorship to Ruby Daniels, 

a Malayalee, in their documentation of the Cochin Jewish womens’ folksongs.  Since this 

style of ethnography is particularly attractive to me, I have included quotes from the 

drummers themselves whenever possible and documented the individual stories of four 

chenta players who share four different perspectives about chenta performance, from the 

locally based favorites to the internationally celebrated stars.  However, for the sake of 

space, these accounts have been placed in the appendices.  What I hope to do here is to 

bring out specific issues that arose during interviews with performers.   

Musicians in India are for the most part very comfortable with talking about their 

music, due to a strong literary heritage that perpetuates an ongoing dialogue pertaining to 

theory and practice (Groesbeck 1995; Weidman 2006). In regard to India in general, there 

are well-developed and agreed-upon theories about music drawn from both religious and 

secular sources, that are promulgated through formal and informal channels of learning 

and debated in forums for Indian musicology, such as the Indian Musicological Society. 

Although I am attempting an emic analysis, the aim of which “is to describe the 

structure of the ‘program’ which generates…native judgments of contrast and 

appropriateness,” the problem is, of course, that one cannot hear, see, or observe actual 
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thoughts, even when the researcher is attempting to elicit emic categories (Harris 1976: 

336; 331).  Furthermore, any attempt to representation of someone else’s point of view in 

any situation requires an editing process on the part of the presenter. My goal, therefore, 

is to be guided by my interviewees comments and organize my presentation analysis 

based on the issues that emerged from our discussions, about which there was variance in 

response between two or more interviewees.  By comparing these differing positions, 

motives and rationales start to emerge that inform drummers’ individual ideas about what 

a performer should be, how they should behave, and what constitutes appropriate 

contexts for chenta melam.  An emic analysis therefore shows that there is more 

competition and contrast than the drummers themselves might admit to an outsider, or 

even to themselves. 

 

Diversity of Professional Chenta Performers 

The variety of experiences from one chenta musician to another is remarkable. 

Their stories are as diverse as the traditions they practice, and through their voices we 

will see how the performance of the chenta can take on many different forms as the 

instrument metaphorically switches hands and performance contexts. I organize the 

drummers I met into two different categories—hereditary musicians and non-hereditary 

musicians—since there were different trends within these separate groups. It should be 

noted, however, that even within these categories of musicians, views regarding melam 

practice may differ widely.   
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Hereditary Musicians 

In the Kerala context, the term “hereditary musicians” is inextricable connected to 

caste, specifically two caste categories: the high-caste temple drummers (Marar and 

Poduval) and the low-caste drummers (Sambavar or Velliar, for instance).  As mentioned 

in the introduction, the Marar and Poduval castes have traditionally held 

rights/duties/privileges to play the chenta at Hindu temples. These rights may be passed 

down from the father or from the mother’s side of the family (especially from a maternal 

uncle).  The best of these performers will be endowed with medals, honors, and other 

forms of recognition.  However, according to Peruvanam Kuttan Marar, these drummers 

are charged to carry on a family heritage and to discharge their duty regardless of fee or 

acknowledgement. It is their privilege to execute their duty because it is an act of spiritual 

worship by their family to the deity. They view their playing as worship within this 

context of daily temple pūjā.  However, while some temple drummers see ritual 

drumming performance as their primary task in life, others are more focused on 

entertaining performances, from tāyampaka to kathakaḷi drumming. 58  These priorities 

are individualized and vary from drummer to drummer.  There are certain instruments 

that are considered to be in the purview of Marar or Poduvals: timila (a double headed, 

hourglass shaped tension drum), conch shell, maddalam (a double headed drm similar to 

the mridangam which may be played by Nayars as well), idaykka (double headed tension 

drum, larger than the timila), and vīkan chenda. Most of the Marar or Poduval drummers 

also have daily temple duties, and some also take on extra work. 

                                                
58 Although tāyampaka used to be a ritual form. 
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The Sambavar caste (one of the scheduled castes also known as Parayar, Periyar, 

or Palavar) is also a group that carries a hereditary drumming tradition. Groesbeck states 

in his dissertation that he knew of only one Christian in “the history of Kerala who has 

learned any of these drumming traditions discussed in [his] dissertation”, namely 

tāyampaka, ritual melam, and chenta melam (118).  In actuality there are hundreds, if not 

thousands, of Christian drummers in Kerala, though mostly from Sambavar and other 

related castes.  Although they may not have learned in the Marar and Poduval tradition of 

Thrissur and Palakad districts, they do play their own inherited versions of chenta 

melams and serve as festival musicians by leading religious processions, especially in 

central and south Kerala.59   

Eliza Kent (2004) offers a brief history of the Christian community of Sambavars, 

which dates back to the 1800s when a large number of people were converted from 

Hinduism under the leadership of Vedamanickam,60 who proceeded to create an 

indigenized version of Christian artistic expression based on the inherited knowledge of 

the temple performers.  They created Christian dramas in place of the Hindu ones, and 

                                                
59 Robert Caldwell, a missionary writer, stated that the name Parayar could have been derived 

from the word parai, meaning drum in Tamil (Thurston and Rangachari 1909, vol IV: 77). Traditionally, 
this community was the drumming community of the Dravidian temples in southern India, and while they 
probably held high status in communities before the Brahmins came, they are now considered to be a 
scheduled caste (dalit).  They were traditionally in charge of performing for weddings, festivals, funerals, 
and government or commercial announcements, as well as temple dramas (Kent 2004: 29). 

 

60 His name means “Jewel of the Veda/Bible.”  Many Sambavar took on new “Christian” names in 
order to separate themselves from Hinduism.  Before Vedamanickam, there was a preliminary conversion 
movement led by a man named David (also a Christian name).  There was such a backlash from the 
Brahmin community that these Christians were forced to move into their own township areas with the help 
of the British (namely Anglican missionaries), who secured land for them.  This may be part of the reason 
why “caste” and “community” have become synonymous in many regions. 
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many of these art forms have been adopted by higher-caste Syriac Christians as part of 

their own heritage displays.   

The Velliar caste are low-caste Hinds and also have a drumming tradition along 

with a reputation for being magicians.  Though I am aware of one Keralite scholar who 

has conducted some informal interviews with Velliars, their traditions are not well-

documented at this point in time.  

 

Non-Hereditary Musicians 

The non-hereditary tradition of chenta did not exist before the twentieth century.  

These musicians who are being trained from a ritual and traditional perspective still may 

be excluded from some temples, but their training has gained them access to many 

opportunities that they would not have otherwise had.  Their investment of time and 

money has earned them professional training and has prepared them to play in a variety 

of contexts. 

 Other musicians are training solely out of urgent economic need.  The motivation 

for these learners is primarily financial and so their interest is in acquiring a skill that is 

lucrative and that they can also learn quickly.  These drummers will usually take up 

shinkari melam.  The players are mostly young boys who will train with a group of 

family members or neighbors.   However, there are several groups of women who are 

also taking advantage of this relatively new genre.  Many of them are the sole providers 

for their family—perhaps their husband has died, is sick, or is out of work when they first 

start learning.  Later, it becomes so profitable that some of their husbands are staying 

with the children while the wives perform.   
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Performers, Patronage, and Professionalism 

Traditionally, the performers of chenta melam are from temple servant castes: 

Marars and Poduvals in the chenta heartland (Thrissur and Palakkad) and other low-caste 

drumming families throughout Kerala. While Kalamandalam provided the context for 

preservation of the traditional arts, it also brought about numerous changes within the 

tradition due to various experiments by great gurus that became incorporated as 

modifications, improvements, and systematizations within the existing varied traditions.  

By moving the center of learning away from the local temple cultures, these art forms, 

once geographically and financially tied to the temples and to Hinduism were free to 

become part of Kerala culture at-large.  Any person of any caste could now technically 

learn to perform these traditional arts. 

In November 1930, Kerala Kalamandalam was founded by the poet 

Padmabhooshan Vallathol Narayana Menon, who was inspired after a meeting with 

Rabindranatha Tagore in Calcutta, and had a dream of creating a university of the arts.  

His intent was to preserve the arts outside of the system which then limited which castes 

could learn to perform classical music genres and temple art forms (M. Pillai, n.d.).  

Under this age-old system, drumming and other arts were tied to specific families. 

Unfortunately, the interest in learning and performing these art forms was waning in the 

increasingly secularized society, due to the diminishing royal support of the former kings, 

who were largely displaced when the British had entered the scene.  Kalamandalam was 

founded upon the principle that “only a center for learning far removed from the 

whimsical support of a decadent system would be a permanent solution to ensure the 
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continuity and development of a rich cultural legacy…[Kalamandalam sought to] 

“democratize high art in a class ridden society, where the practice of the classical arts was 

the privilege of only the so-called upper class” (ibid.).  This was one of the factors that 

led to the secularization of what had once been “the temple arts” in Kerala.   

The opening of schools such as Kerala Kalamandalam in Shoranur and Kshētram 

Kalapeedom, in Vaikom, offered career opportunities in what had traditionally been a 

profession based on heredity. These schools accept students of all caste backgrounds and 

have greatly expanded the opportunities for those who want to play for temples.  Once a 

student graduates from this academy, their reputation is based upon the school’s 

reputation.  Their names formally receive a prefix such as “Kalamandalam Unnikrishnan” 

or “Kshētra Kalapeedom Manoj.” One drummer told me that the fact that the students at 

Vaikom get a new name when they graduate is important, because the caste title was 

traditionally a part of a person’s name, and Marars and Poduvals still use the label as a 

sign of prestige.  Non-hereditary players would have no prestigious name unless they 

graduated from such a school.  Such titles allow performance opportunities in temples 

that once had very strict rules about caste entry and temple musicians.  According to one 

musician,  

Expertise and ability is the most important.  In north side of Kerala inside the 
temple it is the right of Maranmar to do pūjā so normally they won’t call but if 
doing outside of temple they will not hesitate to call.  Here in Ettumanoor we can 
play for Sopanam Sangeetam… I am from a Nayar family, but I wanted to play 
out of interest. All my popularity came from the certificate from Kalapeedom, my 
new name Kshētra Kalapeedom Manoj. (Interview, anonymous, March 27). 
 
After graduating and obtaining the title “Kalamandalam,” they could move freely, 

using their newfound accreditation, and travelling and working at as many temple 

festivals as possible as long as they could secure a position in the melam through 
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musician networks. What followed was a shift in patronage.  While the temple musicians 

had once been reliant on the benevolence of the king, whose donations would be divided 

up and dispersed by the temple officials, the temple musicians could now work 

independently.  

This independence and competition between performers led to the creation of 

loose-knit groups built around star players.  Now, if the star player is invited for a melam, 

he will inform the others with whom he has built a rapport and they will accompany him 

or meet him there to perform together.  The end result is that a temple or church hosting a 

large melam will have a mixture of local talent (those who usually play for that temple on 

a daily basis for pūjā) and hired talent (those who have been acquisitioned from Thrissur 

or Palakkad to lead the melam).  Small chenta melam groups tend to work locally, though 

they also can travel great distances to play if a networking connection has been made 

through advertising, connections with a distant family or friend, or a contractor who has 

been hired by the festival committee to arrange the performance.  Because of the shift in 

patronage caused by the schools of the arts and the land reforms mentioned earlier in the 

dissertation, many temple musicians have left or been released from temple duties and 

have basically become free-lance artists.  Although they were always considered 

professional musicians, there was a new sense of professionalism that emphasized the 

individual and brought forth a need for formal marketing as well as agents to mediate the 

process of arranging for performances.   

Since shinkari melam is a new genre, there was never any historical temple or 

state patronage for this type of playing.  It is funded on a performance-by-performance 

basis by temple committees or individuals on behalf of a group. These groups are often 
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self-funded and many take out micro-loans from charity organizations, banks, or their 

local panchayats,61 which they will pay back with interest.  The money allows for the 

purchase of drums and uniforms, advertising, and the hiring of teachers. 

 

Issues of Performance From the Performers’ Perspective 

During the course of interviewing drummers from a wide ariety of backgrounds, a 

few themes emerged as central issues.62  The issues explored here will be related to intent, 

caste, patronage, leadership, gender, and performance context. 

 

Intent: Efficacy or Entertainment 

When we look at the issues of intent and efficacy of performances we are often 

forced into the psychological realm.  While it may appear that chenta melam 

performances are done solely for ritual purposes, the ritual focus seems to be limited to 

playing for pūjā, while the main focus of chenta melam seems to be entertainment.  In 

this section, I want to examine ritual and entertainment functions of the chenta. 

The centrality of percussion instruments in the Kerala ritual contexts is really 

quite staggering. In actuality, this is a procession that takes place daily outside the 

sanctum sanctorum, when the deity is taken out for a walk and to give food to the 

                                                
61 A "Panchayat" is the assembly of five elders chosen and accepted by the local village 

community. Traditionally, panchayats settled disputes between individuals and villages, but now they are 
also in charge of dispersing government funds to community development projects.  They receive funds 
from three sources – local body grants, funds for implementation of centrally-sponsored schemes, and 
funds released by the state governments on the recommendations of the State Finance Commissions. See 
Subrata K. Mitra (2001). 

62 I interviewed about forty drummers personally (most with a translator), and I surveyed about 
sixty in addition to these, through mailed surveys, which I had translated into Malayalam and then back to 
English for analysis. 
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guard/lesser gods that surround the temple.  Pūjā occurs daily at many temples and 

resemble the pradakshinam but on a much smaller level.  At these pūjā performances we 

see the small chenta melam in its truest form.  When these performances are in process, 

the feeling is much different from the large festival performances.  In the interview 

excerpt below, we return to the importance of perfection in performance.  Note also the 

fact that the priests maintain control over the ritual situation.  In this context, the 

drummers are not famous musicians who are in high demand all over India; they are 

simply temple servants.  Many of the major players also have temple privileges to 

maintain. 

When playing for chenta, the drummer is energized by the feedback from other 

drummers and the audience, but when a drummer plays for pūjā, the attention is not on 

the feedback of the crowd or on co-drummers.  Instead the attention is on the drumming 

itself. “The emotion that rules the performer that plays for the liturgical context is unique 

in that it is related to his knowledge and association of the mnemonics… the syllables he 

performs on the instrument” (Unnikrishnan 2009).63 The drummer feels devotion for the 

deity but is not overly concerned with the ritual actions of the Brahmin.   Instead, he 

views his playing as worship, taking timing cues from the Brahmin, and he concentrates 

on playing every stroke perfectly. 

For ritual performances the feeling is spontaneous, slow, but at the same time 
enduring.  So he doesn’t play anything like prayers; he doesn’t have a way to 

                                                
63 A topic for future research could be mnemonic meaning in drum syllables.  This is backed up by 

my own observation from the previous day, when I asked him to play some drum sounds that contained 
meaning.  He dictated a string of mnemonics to his student who played them back.  I thought this was 
simply a misunderstanding because I was thinking of the “snoring” sound produced by Kathakali 
drummers, but there may be (now or in the past) specific associations with the mnemonics themselves. 
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worship in literal terms, his whole worship is how this particular segment, which 
he has learned and has to perform, comes without a mistake; without flaws; with 
clarity; and with exquisite grace.  That is his devotion.  So he is not at all 
interested in what is happening in the sanctum sanctorum, what the priest is 
doing, whether the god is satisfied, whether there is any kind of blessing that 
comes, but his whole devotion will be on the concentration of the mnemonics. 
(Ibid.)  

 
These syllables are onomatopoetic and correspond to the positions of the body 

(arm, wrist, or hand) and the position struck on the drum head, the combination of which 

produces an ideal timbre that can then be represented orally as a drum syllable.64  These 

syllables are not consistent from region to region and the way that the liturgical pieces are 

played also varies.  According to one Unnikrishnan, a teacher at Kerala Kalamandalam, 

there is a relationship between the priests and the drummer and a system of understanding 

between them about the proper rhythm of pūjā for that temple.  The priests will decide 

which drummers should play for him because the drumming has to go with the ritual.  

The drummer watches what the priest does and accompanies according to the timing of 

the priest.  “The meter that the drum uses has to be synchronized exactly with what the 

priest does. In order to accomplish this, all the aspects of temple drumming are decided in 

consultation with the priest, so the rhythmic structure, the tempo the time duration all 

changes depending on the priests and which drummers he invited for pūjā” (Interview, 

Unnikrishnan, 2009). 

Generally, the drummers say that there is no spiritual efficacy for chenta melam, 

although they are sometimes thinking of the deity or saint when they perform.  Most of 

                                                

64 These are discussed in Groesbeck’s 2003 article about timbral discourses among temple 
drummers in Kerala. 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them say that they are concentrating only on their playing so as not to make a mistake.65 

The response below was typical: 

KM: What do you think about when you perform? 
Mahesh: The correctness of my playing and controlling all the other 

people—helping them come to this one point. 
 
The goal here is to present as flawless a performance that is as possible, and by 

doing so bring the co-drummers and the audience together to a point of excitement at the 

end of the performance.  While this drummer emphasized the social aspect of drumming 

and the internal striving for perfection in performance, other drummers emphasize the 

artistic—and therefore non-ritualistic—nature of chenta melam when I ask about the 

spiritual connection of chenta melam: 

MK: Basically the melam is a ritual, but now we can reduce it to an art 
form.  It is not a ritual now, but is an art because it has an aesthetic and is stylized.  
Our [Brahmin] ritual is not to perform chenta in the temple. The Brahmin 
community is not connected to chenta melam, but when we consider it as an art 
form, anyone can learn it.  There are a lot of newcomers in our community.  At 
the beginning of the [twentieth] century, the first [non-Marar] artist was a 
Namboodiri [Brahmin]. 
 
Although there is still a vague connection to the temple and to ritual, very few 

performers or audience members seem to be aware of it during performances, and they 

maintain that the performer’s job is to please the people in the audience.  Chenta melam 

is not meant to be ritually effective; the intent is to show the power and strength of the 

deity and, by extension, the religious community. 

Shinkari melam is also not intended to honor the deity, but to entertain and lend 

an atmosphere of excitement to the event.  The efficacy of chenta melam ensembles, 
                                                

65 This striving for perfection is actually related to theology and to respect for the deity, but is 
most relevant when playing chenta for pūjā, which I will discuss later in this chapter. 
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generally, is found in its ability to make people dance and to generate an emotionally 

charged atmosphere.  They also draw attention to events and may even be used as a 

means of adding an auspicious air. 

 

Caste 

The issue of caste is still of great concern for most performers in two regards.  

First, a drummer’s caste will dictate whether or not a performer will feel the need to 

reject invitations based on self-identity, when he or she is invited to play. For example, 

some Marars may reject invitations to play at low-caste temples because of their 

reputations as master drummers who have duties at high-caste temples.  Other low-caste 

performers are less choosy and play whenever they can get an invitation.  Low-caste 

drummers rarely get the opportunities to play for large chenta melams or for pūjā at the 

traditionally higher-caste temples. 

They won’t allow Sambavar inside, because they are looking at the caste.  
In some areas, only Marar are allowed inside, such as in the case of Thirunakara 
temple, but if you are persistent you can play outside… just not inside.  
Sometimes, even if you are going for the temple ārāṭṭŭ (outside procession) they 
won’t allow it. The institutions welcoming the ārāṭṭŭ will allow and hire us, but 
not inside the temple.  Even though there are many famous people from our caste 
they won’t consider them. My brother is famous, actually, but still, they won’t 
allow us to be famous. They will create problems.  Even if we are going with 
them [at the temple], when they see us they won’t be friendly, not feed us too 
much, they won’t give too many considerations.66 

 
The temple caste system, though technically revoked, is still in effect on a 

practical level.  Since committees decide who will be invited to play, the traditionally 

high-caste (and therefore rich) temples will invite the most prestigious drummers (Marar 

                                                
66 “They” refers to festival organizers who make arrangements for food and accommodation 

(considerations) for the drummers. 
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or Poduval) that they can afford for their big festival days.  But low-caste temples will 

also try to hire these renowned drummers, in hopes that it will increase their reputation.   

While some low-caste drummers resent this and feel like outcastes, the type of positive 

attitude demonstrated in the following statement is more prevalent:   

We encounter no problems with caste prejudice.  Expertise and ability are the 
most important.  In the north side of Kerala inside the temple it is the right of 
Maranmar to do pūjā, so normally they won’t call, but if they want to do a 
procession outside of temple they will not hesitate to call.  Here in Ettumanoor we 
can play for Sopana Sangeetam. (Anonymous) 
 
Thus, low-caste drummers will be invited to play outside the temples for festival 

processions, probably for an ārāṭṭŭ.  Also, for some temples such as Ettumanoor, they are 

allowed to perform ritual drumming. Even at Attukal temple in Trivadrum, which is a 

high-caste temple, some of the players were Īzhawā (low-caste).  However, these temple 

restrictions still have not fully disappeared.  “At Guruvayoor, they [low-castes] still can’t 

enter and they strictly enforce caste rituals and rules.  But there are temples where that 

restriction is in full force.  Even Yeshudas, the famous singer, cannot enter, though he 

says it is his life’s goal to pray there one day” (Personal Communication, K. C. 

Narayanan, 2009).  

The financial resources of a temple dictate largely what type of festival music 

they will be able to afford.  The decision of whether a temple is categorized as A, B or C 

is based on size, income, and placement, but is also based on tradition—whether or not 

this was originally a low-caste or high-caste temple. The A grade temples have more 

money and resources (offerings), and will have five pujas.  Traditionally the grade of a 

temple will be fixed at the time of its consecration.  In old temples, it will be decided by 

tradition how many pujas are performed on a daily basis.  Therefore, in many cases, the 
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low-caste temples are allocated less money and are therefore forced to hire 

scheduled/low-caste musicians, who are cheaper.  Although many low-caste temples 

might like to host a large chenta melam, they are limited by financial allocations from the 

devaswam board, unless a wealthy local patron sponsors the melam, which would be a bit 

unusual in the case of a traditional low-caste temple.  In another discussion regarding 

caste, I spoke with a Kottayam-based drummer about local impressions regarding the 

Sambavar church musicians: 

K: I was talking to someone at the Kalamandalam and he was telling me 
that chenta melam artists do not typically go to the churches in Thrissur, but I 
have noticed that in Kottayam they go to the churches.   

Ma: He is not connected to these performances.   
Translator: Now all kinds of melams (ensembles) have been used. 
K: Someone told me that in Thrissur churches this [playing chenta for 

churches] was a recent thing, but in Kottayam, some of the older priests said that 
when they were young they would have the chenta drummers at the festivals.  Is 
this an older tradition in Kottayam? 

Ma: First you have to learn about the caste system of Kerala.  The Marar 
or Poduvals will not go to churches.  But other castes might.  Dalit Pariyars 
(Sambavar) will go to the churches.  Parar means drum—it is a crude form of 
chenta.  (Anonymous) 
 
According to the official circles of influence in chenta performance, which now 

stems from the districts of Thrissur, Palakkad and schools like Kerala Kalamandalam and 

the Vaikom Kalāpīdom, churches are only borrowing rituals from mainstream Hindu 

society. One audience member from Sripurnatrayisa Temple offered his opinion 

regarding chenta performances in church festivals: “I think they are trying to improve on 

their culture by borrowing from ours.  I’m OK with that.” The idea that churches in 

southern Kerala have had their own melam traditions in place for generations is not 

commonly known among local Hindu drummers or critics.  If it is known, it is dismissed 

flippantly as irrelevant or inauthentic.   
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Peruvanam Kuttan Marar shared with me how certain instruments such as kompŭ 

and kurum kuzhal, which were first the privileges of the temple musician castes came 

into the purview of Nayar, Velliars, and Nambudiris.  Many Marars abandoned their 

temple duties and so these other castes were offered the rights to play.  Even some low-

caste musicians were allowed to play for high-caste temples. Now, “even the low-caste 

drummers are rich, they are not continuing this tradition and so Marars are also being 

invited to low-caste temples.”  I asked Peruvanam Kuttan Marar the question of whether 

these temples would prefer to hire the low-caste drummers or the Marars and Puduvals. 

At first he said that they would surely hire their own people; but then he said, “maybe 

not…they also want to raise their reputations…up their prestige, by inviting the famous 

ones…the experts, who are especially invited for special occasions like festivals” 

(Interview 2009). 

The factors that indicate the type of melams heard at temples are 1) size, grade, 

and therefore, financial capabilities of the temple; and 2) the individual traditions of the 

local temples.  Since large chenta melams are special events, the temple will often 

splurge to hire a famous Marar or Poduval drummer, and then fill out the melam with 

local drummers or those who typically perform with the famous artists.  

 

Gender 

One of the questions I always asked drummers was about whether or not women 

should play chenta.  Some comments were positive but very simplistic, such as: “No 

problem…women can play,” or something like, “It is very physical, but if they can do it, 

they can play.”  It is clear that some regard the weight of the chenta and the strength 
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needed to play properly to be too much for a woman’s body.  They also feel that the 

women are only interested in making money, not fulfilling a meaningful role in the 

festival.  Below is an interview with one Sambavar chenta performer who also teaches a 

womens’ (vanitha) shinkari melam troop. 

KM: Is it good or bad that women are starting to play the chenta for 
festivals? Why? 

D: I don’t like ladies going for chenta melam, because it is too much 
weight for them to carry.  Also, most of the time when I play I respect the 
purpose. They are only playing for income.   

KM: [laughs] So why you teaching them? 
D: Since I understood they were interested, I taught them.  Many places 

are inviting ladies instead of boys so I am forced because of the situation.67  But 
every time they play, there is a men’s group also. (Anonymous, 2009) 

 
One chenta guru, who asked to remain anonymous, took the time to articulate 

three other perceived limitations.  First, he stated that the chenta is meant to be played in 

close proximity with the body, but for the women there is a barrier of clothing.  For this 

expert in chenta pedagogy and performance, the chenta has a close companionship with 

the body and even he finds it extremely difficult to play with a shirt on.  When the 

women perform, they cannot do it with their bare body.  For this player, the connection of 

the chenta with the bare body is something that makes traditional chenta melam distinct 

in terms of the performance and in terms of its appearance. So in that particular respect 

the women have limitations.  He believes clothing must make it uncomfortable to play 

and would make them stand out in a male chenta melam assembly.  

The second limitation that the drummer saw for women drummers was that the 

raising of the hand to play is a problem for women.  He said,  

                                                
67 He also plays with this troupe. 
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When the playing becomes rigorous, you have to lift your hand up to get the right 
sound and the type of body language that is taught to the girls here… the girls 
naturally feel a sort of shyness.  So even if they don’t feel a shyness in raising 
their hands, they will consciously be affected by it.  I think it is actually a feeling 
which has been handed down from generation to generation.  That if you raise 
your hand it is a [question of vulnerability], because it can border on sensuousness 
or eroticism, since there is a close proximity with the breast. That has been a 
social taboo for the lady to move in such a way.  There are self-imposed 
restrictions. Even if she wants to do this, there is a kind of invisible restriction that 
comes. 
 

For this drummer, the actual question here for the female performer is whether she is able 

to raise her hand to the utmost so that she can give the maximum energy for the chenta.   

The third limitation for women is based on temple restrictions.  When the ladies 

menstruate, it is perceived as impure blood.  The temple demands for the females to be 

pure, based not on scientific reasons but on traditional conventions. Also the women 

cannot go into the four walls of the compound for fifteen days after giving birth or after 

one of her relatives has died.  They cannot enter the temple for drumming or worship. 

The drummer noted here that there must be a designation made between liturgical and 

non-liturgical drumming.  The question is the sacred space versus profane space.  For 

secular space, such as a theater, there is no problem, because it is a public space.   

 According to this informant, there are three reasons why women might have 

trouble playing the chenta in a temple context.  I want to share from my own personal 

observations and experiences how women address these very real concerns.  First, the 

fact that women have to wear clothes on the upper body does potentially present a 

problem, since the chenta should be felt by the body, but the women who learned to play 

have learned while wearing saris, and they have found a way to make it comfortable.  My 

women co-drummers taught me that the chenta could actually rest in the sari like a 

hammock, which may have been an adjustment in playing technique that the women 
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made, but the muntu68 could also function the same way.  If the women are missing 

something by not having skin-to-skin contact with the chenta, they are not aware of it.  

However, if a woman was playing in a large chenta melam, she would stand out in the 

group of bare-chested men.  

The second concern this drummer had was that women in Kerala are culturally 

conditioned not to raise their hand above a certain height for fear of immodesty or 

sensual behavior.  I can attest that wearing a sari leaves a woman’s midriff exposed to 

prying eyes and wandering hands.   I was coached by a Keralite friend to tuck in my sari 

in a certain way when in crowded areas and always keep my arms down and my elbows 

in to protect myself: so, I can understand how a woman who has been taught these 

strategies for maintaining modesty would feel it was immodest to raise their hand so 

high.  Nevertheless, women have made adjustments to allow for the range of motion 

needed to play with power.  The women in our troupe would wear coordinating vests that 

buttoned up over their matching saris so that they could raise their hands freely.   

Third, regarding the issue of impurity if a woman were to play at a temple, I had 

different responses to this issue during other interviews. When I mentioned this obstacle 

to another male drummer he said: “Only the lady knows, right?  Who is your father? 

Only the mother can tell.”69  The women I asked about this also laughed and said, “Who 

will know?”  Though the temple restrictions are there, it is clear that women do not 

always let these issues keep them from attending events or, for that matter, performing. 

                                                
68 The muntu is a single cloth that men traditionally wear wrapped around their waist and is also 

known in other regions as the dhoti or lungi. 

69 A Malayalam saying. 
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Mattanur Shankarakutty Marar is one professional drummer who teaches young, 

teenage girls to play traditional chenta melam (not shinkari melam).  These drummers 

learn in order to perform for youth competitions, but so far, no one has sustained this skill 

to a professional level.  He attributes the lack of female performers in traditional chenta 

melam to the fact that most of these performances are nocturnal and women are not 

usually allowed go out at night unaccompanied.70  There is a stigma attached to it.  He 

and his son explain: 

MSM: When women travel with a group they have power.  But alone they 
have no power or protection.  They will not be able to go alone and meet at a 
performance like men.  Women never go alone at night to movies or anywhere.  
Parents cannot accompany everywhere. 

KM: Do the women have the same physical ability to do it? 
Son: Physically? No problem. If you lift everyday you can lift an elephant. 

It is a mental power.  If you have it, you can do it.  It’s all a question of will. 
KM: Can it hurt them or are there temple restrictions? 
Son: It’s absurd. Because in our temple now, there are many women.  

Traditionally women hit the paddy with the mortar and carry big packages of fish.  
So strength is not an issue.  (Mattanur Shankarankutty Marar, 2009) 
 
There are differences in women’s and men’s playing techniques in some cases.  

The first phrase a drummer learns, whether in chenta melam or shinkari melam, is “Ta-ki-

ṭa.”  This triplet rhythm is the building block for all future performances.  In this very 

first exercise, the left hand plays the “Ta” which is a hard strike straight down on the 

drum, and the right hand plays “Ki-Ta.”  This should be viewed as a connected motion 

which produces two distinct strikes. The “Ki” is produced by rotating the wrist inward 

and toward the body, while the “Ta” is the return rotation outward, away from the body.  

                                                
70 This may explain why our women’s troupe always incorporated a few male performers whener 

we went to a performance.  In addition, the troupe leader’s husband, who had a heart condition and could 
not work, also accompanied us.  I fondly remember his over-protectiveness of me while we were walking 
in processions, as he was carrying water, pulling or pushing us away from the road and standing between us 
and the less respectful male observers. 
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This connectivity will eventually allow the drummer to play with tremendous speed and 

dexterity, but it takes time and practice.   

For chenta melam, this pattern of three is repeated for hours in some exercises, 

but only emerges in chenta melam during the fifth kālams of panchari melam.  In shinkari 

melam, the “Ta-ki-ṭa” pattern is central, as it is alternated with another pattern every three 

minutes or so, forming one of only two main rhythms of the performance.  Interestingly, 

when two male teachers taught me this rhythm for shinkari melam, they taught me a 

technique different from the one described above.  When I asked about the difference, 

both teachers on separate occasions seemed surprised that I even knew about the 

technique and told me it was not necessary, though they employed the technique 

themselves.  In a later interview, I asked one teacher why he didn’t teach this rotation 

technique to the ladies.  His response surprised me: 

KM: Why don’t you teach the women the wrist rotation of “Ta-ki-ṭa”  
S: There are two main reasons.  First, the ladies will not need to build up 

that kind of speed for shinkari melam, since they never perform above a certain 
rate; and second, it would take too much time to teach them.  They would have to 
practice with the thick stick for several years and they don’t have that kind of 
time.  They just want to be able to perform.  They could learn it, they are capable 
to do it, but why should they? (Anonymous, 2009) 
 
There was no animosity or disdain in his voice, and he always exhibited the 

utmost respect for his students (who often referred to him as a son or brother), but this 

interview emphasized the acute pragmatism that dictated his teaching methods and the 

concerns for his students as well.  Furthermore, his statement does imply a difference 

between learning for women and learning for men.  The expectation is generally lowered 

and there is a certain amount of leniency for ladies regarding technique.  Nevertheless, 

when I left Kerala, my group was learning to play chenta melam, and I would wager that 
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it will not be long before women are playing alongside the masters as some of the 

greatest drummers in Kerala.  Will there be room for women in the profession at a higher 

level?  That remains to be seen. 

In a calendar that I saw published by State Bank of Travancore. The month of 

March 2009 showcases a chenta artist.  The caption reads: 

The Music of Masculinity-Chenta: Kerala speaks its emotions through this fine-
tuned, leather crafted instrument.  Its musical notes are hereditary to every 
Keralite [in] that it represents the rhythm of their hearts.  It’s an inevitable 
companion of all the indigenous art forms of this land.”   
 

 

Figure 23. State Bank of Travancore calendar: March 2009 
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Chenta performance does communicate masculinity, especially during the large 

melams when rows of bare-chested men pound an earthshaking rhythm as one body.  

Any woman who hopes to enter this world has to face the fact that she is entering the 

male domain.  However, there is a place for women in shinkari melam and some of these 

shinkari melam groups are expanding their repertoire by learning chenta melam.  

Certainly the women who play the chenta are regarded as a novelty, something to see and 

to watch, sometimes even more-so than the male shinkari melam players.  Though there 

are some derogatory points of view regarding womens’ performances as risqué and 

inappropriate, the majority of people I interviewed did not cite moral issues for why they 

shouldn’t play as much as physical and cultural reasons.  While Kerala is touted as one of 

the most renowned states in India for women’s rights, there is still a great deal of struggle 

for the Keralite woman.  It is still considered dangerous to be alone at night or at a 

festival by oneself.  Women are still expected to accomplish specific tasks and duties that 

tie them to the home and to family.  However, although these concerns are still 

paramount for women, there seems to be an undercurrent of strength and resistance 

emanating from many women, especially those in the younger generations, regarding 

gender restrictions.  It is highly possible that in the near future, there will be an adult 

women’s traditional chenta melam performance.  The chenta has helped women bridge a 

major gender boundary in Kerala—that of festival musicianship—and has given women a 

voice of power in a male-dominated field, as well as a way to provide for themselves and 

their families. 
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Authenticity, Appropriation, and Appropriateness 

Despite the lack of historical interest for chenta melam, there is a move to 

theorize the tradition in light of current concerns of prestige, accessibility, and pedagogy.  

In chapter one, I wrote briefly about the regional variants of chenta melam.  Now I want 

to expand that discussion from the perspective of the drummers. The move to standardize 

and systematize chenta melam comes primarily from the performers themselves.  In order 

for musicians from all of these temples to be able to play together, there must be 

agreement on what precisely will be played.  This calls into question issues of 

authenticity and hegemony within the chenta artist community.  Who gets to make the 

decision regarding performance practice?  What version of chenta melam is the “real” 

chenta melam? 

The importance of local traditions is mentioned in Wolf’s introduction to 

Theorizing the Local (2009), where he states that “the local can refer to a given locale 

where musicians make and think about music, such as a venue for performance or 

instruction.  It also implicates the metaphysical site for theorization… regardless of 

where the music tradition is located geographically or how far it extends” (Wolf 2009: 8).  

Traditionally, there was not a single version of chenta melam, but several localized styles 

and variants.  The standardization of chenta melam is a relatively recent development. 

Over the course of the last century, chenta melam has been systematized.  During 

an interview with K. C. Narayanan he drew an image of a temple with houses around it 

belonging to Marar families.  Then another temple was drawn with another adjacent 

house and then a third.  Narayanan then explained how these systematizations occurred in 

the festival context. 
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During a festival, they would need to invite the musicians from neighboring 
temples to come and help with the melam.  Ordinarily they don’t need this many 
people for playing, but for the festivals you should have many drummers for the 
melam.  So the families would all come together and here they would discuss 
about how they would play, how to make a better melam and how to make it more 
interesting for others while making it easier for them.  In this way, over many 
years, the music evolved into what we know today as chenta melam.  But even 
still there are local schools of drumming.  For example, in Palakkad there is the 
tradition of solo improvisation in melam while the Thrissur school, which is very 
powerful tells them that this is not pure chenta melam. There is some pressure to 
conform to a standardized performance structure, but there are still disputed ideas 
regarding the process and products of standardization. (Interview, K.C. 
Narayanan, 2009) 
 

 Traditionally, these disputes have not been voiced but acted out in performance 

itself.  However, with the emergence of schools and teaching positions, lectures, and 

arenas for the arts, the space was made, both literally and socially for voiced debate 

regarding chenta performance practice.  These debates are often held at or near the Kerala 

Kalamandalam.  According to one moderator of such discussions, a sample of the 

questions asked includes: 1) Are certain talas derivatives of larger tala groups or are they 

individual?  2) Is it acceptable to use two sticks for Panchari tala, since it is usually 

played by one hand and one stick?  One drummer said, “I can play it with two sticks.  

Any sound I want, I can get out of the chenta with two sticks.  Those who need to use 

their hand are inferior.”  But there are still other great players who would disagree.  3) 

What is the time allowance for each kālam?  Some are elaborating the fastest portions 

and others don’t agree with this practice.  This list shows the types of issues that arise 

from efforts to systematize regional variants and individual innovation.   

The standardization of chenta melam over the last several decades has been 

discussed informally and formally by critics, scholars, and practitioners.  One event 

which I attended in Kerala held particular interest with reference to this aspect.  This was 
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a gathering in honor of a famous kathakaḷi player, Unnikrishnan, who is also a guru at the 

Kerala Kalamandalam.  The three-day program consisted of a number of sessions during 

which a panel of four or five experts discussed major chenta melam talas (rhythms) 

including cẹmbaṭa, panchari, and chemba (campa).  The dialogue centered upon the 

standardization of these talas, explication of how each rhythm is performed, and one 

major issue of concern—the disappearance of lesser-known talas. The circumstantial data 

suggests that the standardization and ubiquitous usage of the more famous talas has come 

at the expense of the loss of certain talas, which in turn is directly connected to the 

decentralization of the ensemble and the rise of individualism in chenta performance.  In 

order to facilitate these star players being asked to lead melams all over the state, those 

melams had to be homogenized.  Everyone had to playing the same rhythm and it had to 

be something everyone knew and could perform on demand with no group rehearsals 

necessary.   

 Although the relationships between players are generally very amicable, there is 

an undercurrent of competition that seems to run beneath the surface. Groesbeck suggests 

that the temple pūrams contain an element of competition “where two or more Bhagavati 

temples equip themselves with panchivādyam and/or chenda melams and a competition 

between the two of them is implied” (1995: 276).  Audience members sometimes see 

these encounters as competitions too.  However when I asked, the musicians about this, 

all of them denied that any aspect of competition existed.  When viewed in the context of 

local mythologies and relationship stories, these pūrams are meant to be social visits 

between two deities.  The goal is to build relationship between the communities as well, 

to come together, not to divide one against the other.  Still, the audience members viewed 
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performances as competitions, and a drummer’s status could be changed based on who 

was judged to be the best player.   

The temple at Thripunithura has two balconies; even now, the king, his family, 

and their descendants will sit there so they have the best view.  The last part of panchari 

is played for them especially.  In the ancient days, after panchari was finished, then 

aṭantha was played with solo improvisational parts where each of the individual artists 

was given a chance to show his prowess, like in tāyampaka.  During the solo stages, there 

is no need for the kompŭ or kurum kuzhal.  

The king would be impressed and so everyone would compete with the others in 

hopes of gifts.  And the king, finding the best performer, would tell him that now he was 

now the senior drummer, and from that point on would be the perumānam.   It was 

possible for the drummer’s status to be changed based on the decision of the king, who 

was knowledgeable about chenta melam, so there was no question of the decision being 

legitimate. 

In some contexts, the audience would use the drummers’ sweat to stick paper bills 

to the forehead or chest of their favorite players. Many drummers find this to be 

disrespectful, and told me that this as an annoyance that distracts them from their playing.   
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Figure 24. Paper bills sticking to chenta players' bodies 

However, these days there is little competition for the rights to perform at certain 

auspicious melams since these rights are generally inherited and so kept within the Marar 

or Poduval lineages.  In this sense, hereditary musicians are still the ones hired for the 

best performance opportunities, even though technically anyone may learn to play chenta 

melam.  The reasons for this lie predominantly in their connection to the temple tradition 

where they played for pūjā, and in a sense of propriety and appropriateness that many of 

the larger temples strive for during festivals.   
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Hindu Drummers’ Perspectives on Religious and Cultural Performances 

When the “official” melam insiders in the Thrissur area (namely Marars and 

Poduvals and those who teach in performing schools) are presented with the fact that 

some Hindu drummers play at churches and mosques, they tie the phenomenon to the 

“secularization” of chenta, as if a neutralization process had to take place first before the 

chenta could enter into this different religious context. This neutralization has had a 

profound affect on the traditional drumming lineages of Kerala in that there has been an 

attempt to remove the chenta from the ritual context and therefore from the sole dominion 

of the Marar and Poduval lineage.  Temple musicians perform at a variety of events, as 

mentioned previously in the dissertation.  

Even though chenta is a considered to be a secular instrument, and the 

performance of chenta is thought to be a secular art form, some Marar and Poduval 

musicians are hesitant to perform in churches and mosques. Although in previous 

chapters the discussion of chenta practice has focused on genre and the types of 

ensembles employed in certain contexts, it should be noted that sometimes the 

performance is largely affected by the performers’ personal identity and what they view 

as appropriate for those contexts.  

Chenta artists are not in agreement when it comes to taking the chenta outside of 

the Hindu festival contexts.  I have kept the identities of my informants for this section 

anonymous at their own request, since many of them are in close relationship with each 

other and do not wish to offend each other.  I asked one artist if Marars or Poduvals play 
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in churches or mosques.71  He gave four reasons why he does not typically play for and is 

not in favor of large chenta melams at these religious festivals. 

First, the Hindu drummer states that there is a “lack of custom,” or tradition, when 

it comes to performing chenta melam at a church.  As mentioned previously, the large 

chenta melams are strongly associated with the temples and are thought by many to have 

originated within that context. The drummer explains:  

There are certain customs in the temple that I take into account, which do not 
exist in the church.  It is better to say that there is no custom in the churches for 
this type of melam, because they have a band and shinkari...So you could say that 
this is the reason that I am not comfortable with going… Some Marar artists plays 
for [a church] but I don’t go for these things…Personally I have no grievance 
going to a church; I participated in a pañcạvādyam in the local church with 
[another famous performer], but I do not want to make or establish such a custom.  
Also, if they want to enjoy this let them come to the temple…and they do come. 
(Anonymous, 2009) 
 

It is interesting to consider that even though the chenta is considered secular-for many of 

my interviewees, usually meaning that anyone can play it in any context, there is a 

conscious effort to re-Hinduize the chenta, to bring it back within the purview of a Hindu 

elite, namely Marars and Poduvals.  This effort is not necessarily on the part of the 

drummers, but of certain Hindu fundamentalist critics who believe the genre belongs 

solely in the temples. 

The second reason some Hindu drummers do not feel comfortable participating in 

a chenta melam belongs in the church is that it creates a possible risk to personal 

reputation. The Marars and Poduvals are the traditional keepers of the chenta drum and 

other temple percussion genres.  For these artists to extend the experience of the large 

                                                
71 In Northern Kerala, it was the Mārārs who played the chenta, while in the central part of the 

state, it was traditionally the Poduvals. 
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chenta melam to the churches and temples could be viewed as inappropriate, the sharing 

of a uniquely Hindu experience, especially in the case of Marars who have the right/duty 

to perform at particularly prominent temples. One drummer explains: 

I play for a very prestigious and sanctimonious melam nearby so I can’t have the 
freedom to go freely to these things without inviting criticism and possible 
damage to my reputation.   People will say, “Why are you going to these places 
that have no custom?” However, [when one Marar artist] participated in a 
performance at a church, I also went. This [was] a very special event for the 
Christians on these occasions, and because I felt the specialness of this occasion I 
also participated, even though I was hesitant and I knew that some resistance or 
criticism may come because of my participation.  There were so many criticisms 
of me because I had the right to play at [one of the most important temple 
melams].  So I have become very prudent and cautious.  I hold a very special 
place in so many temples and I feel that because of that I need to protect that 
position.  If I just make a statement in favor of performing at the churches, it will 
invite so many criticisms…the critics say there is no custom.  
 

In addition, because of their status, these famous musicians are invited to many Hindu 

festivals at important temples across the state.  There was no need for them to seek other 

performance opportunities outside of these auspicious Hindu contexts. This performer 

has become a cultural and religious icon. Since some critics hold to the belief that the 

melam should be kept within the temple as a matter of tradition and custom, he is also 

viewed as a part of the temple tradition and therefore he feels constrained to the temple 

context. 

The third reason for the drummers not performing chenta melam at churches is 

that they sense a lack of sanctity.  While the artist acknowledges the “specialness” of the 

event, he also states that there are “too many distractions” such as loudspeakers, shinkari 

melam, and bandset that take away the possibility of “sanctity” for the event.  The reader 

will recall my earlier description of the festival as “cacophonous.” Many times two or 

more of these ensembles will perform within the same sonic space (often only a few feet 
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apart) and the audience will move between the groups to watch them.  This rarely 

happens at a Hindu festival.72  He says: “When all of these other forms of music (and the 

voices from the speakers from the church) are being played, it shows that the melam does 

not go well with it, and as a person who is charged with leading [this famous] melam 

elsewhere, the sanctity is not there for [a melam at a church]. Too many 

distractions…there is no sanctity at these places [churches and mosques].”   

Interestingly, this performer alludes to the possibility that without these 

distractions, the melam may be appropriate in these contexts.  One possibility is that the 

melam itself creates a somber and solemn space within the temples and could possibly 

create this same environment in a church or mosque if the other conditions were ideal and 

the focus could be directed toward the melam alone.  Given the emotional associations of 

quietness and steadiness that accompanies ritual drumming, as discussed previously, it 

could be that temple drummers who still drum daily for pūjā are more sensitive to these 

other sounds and they feel that it detracts from the atmosphere of reverent celebration that 

chenta melam (specifically Panchari) should ideally create. 

The fourth reason for not performing chenta melam at churches or mosques is a 

lack of time allowed by the festival committee.  During a Hindu festival, the large melam 

performance has been allotted at least a three hour time slot during which it is the main 

event.  This allotment would not happen in a church event because the mass is being 

offered every couple of hours.  No one was able to give me any examples of a mosque 

                                                
72 However, I did attend one festival in Kottayam (Shiva temple ārāṭṭŭ), where a gana mela 

(collection of film music solo performances) was occurring at the same time as the thayampaka and the 
procession led by a small chenta melam. 
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which allotted the appropriate time for a full melam, nor did I observe any instances in 

which this occurred. 

Nevertheless, there are some Marar or Poduval musicians who do not have a 

problem with performing at churches or mosques.  One performer’s response is that he 

“will do this art everywhere in the world if the sponsor arranges the fees and facilities.”  

At the same time he admits that he does feel there is a negative response when he accepts 

invitations to play at a church.  When I asked him to elaborate, he gave the following 

response, which I have decided to include in its entirety despite the lengthiness of the 

quote: 

There are two groups of people— some who believe that the chenta should be 
played only within the temple and another group who think it should be played 
only for us [Hindus].  The biggest criticism comes from the other co-performers 
and colleagues and their “psychofans,” who do not play for these events.  There is 
a strong conviction among some people that drum music and drums belong to the 
temples and should be played in the temples only or this drumming will lose its 
sanctity.  But the same people may get invitations to Europe and elsewhere and 
play anywhere…even in churches there, so why won’t they play in churches here?  
As far as I am concerned, art is a medium to facilitate sukham (comfort) for both 
parties, those who give and those who take.  The chenta as a musical instrument 
and other melams originated in the temples, no doubt, but as an art form, my 
doctrine is that this should be brought to the attention of the world and we should 
explore all these opportunities.  “Let comfort, delight, and happiness happen in all 
of the world.” (famous Sanskrit saying)  Whatever I do even when I play… it 
should bring comfort and happiness to all—cutting across caste religion and 
community.  This I am saying with all sincerity.  Since I am born as an artist, my 
duty is to see that this art can be taken anywhere that provides an audience, that 
provides space, and provides the time and convenience— and wherever there are 
opportunities, I’ll bring the art form there.  Whatever opportunities, I will make 
use of them. (Interview, Anonymous) 
 
While the musicians quoted here represent two philosophical perspectives 

regarding chenta performances in other religious contexts, it should be made clear that for 

others, decisions regarding the appropriateness of chenta melam performances are 

dictated more by financial need and opportunity than by the concerns and ideals 
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mentioned above.  Most of the scheduled (low) caste players do not have the luxury of 

letting philosophy or concern for reputation dictate the appropriate place for chenta 

melam.  They will play whenever they get the chance, based on a financial opportunity.  

Some of these lower-caste drummers, however, do recognize a spiritual element in their 

drumming and see their work as an offering to whatever deity or saint for whom they are 

playing.  One Īzhawā (low-caste Hindu) explained to my husband, who was assisting me 

with interviews at one particular temple near Kottayam, how the experience of playing at 

a church or temple differed for him: 

1st Drummer: When I play, it is another state of mind.  I am completely 
happy, and my mind if full of joy.  This is the true feature and character of an 
artist. For Shiva, it’s very devotional, fundamental, traditional, it’s dedicated.  
There is a dedicated temple routine.  We play inside the temple.  At the church we 
do not get inside. 

R: Do you play the same melam at the church as the temple? 
1st Drummer: Melam is melam (they play the same thing).  We play 

Chambada talam for pradakshinum (procession) and after, triputa.  
R: But, do you still feel devotional at the church? Who are you playing 

for? Yourself, people, the god. 
1st Drummer: Yes, I’m playing for the god.  It is all the same.73   
R to 2nd Drummer: How do you feel playing at the temple and at the 

church? Is there any difference? 
1st Drummer jumps in: Of course he feels more enjoyment playing in front 

of the church.  For his first performance we played at a church. (he smiles) 
2nd Drummer (a Syro-Malabar Christian): (Holds up one finger).  There is 

one god, one religion, one caste.  
(Interviews, Anonymous) 

 
The idea that there is “one god, one religion, one caste” was made popular by 

Sree Narayana Guru (1856-1928), an Īzhawā who peacefully pushed for equality among 

                                                
73 Interestingly, he also stated that he does not play for mosques because the mosques have no 

tradition of such things.  This shows how understandings of religious traditions vary regionally and within 
caste divisions. 
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religion-based ethnic groups (Samuel 1977).74  In this particular case, the religious 

worldview of these two Izhawa drummers made it possible for them to perform together 

at a church or temple and also made it possible for the Christian drummer to perform at a 

temple.  Interestingly, though they viewed their playing as having a spiritual significance, 

even if it was only for a procession, their theology was flexible enough to allow them to 

participate in this performance context.   

So, what we see by comparing the perspectives of different drumming castes is 

that a Hindu drummer may go play for a church or mosque for several reasons that are 

based on the sacred or secular perspectives about drumming mentioned in chapters four 

and five: 

Sacred Regard and  
Social consideration 

“It is a special day for the church 
and he wants to participate in their 
celebration, though the true sacred 
significance of the chenta is at the temple.” 

Sacred 
Perspective 

 

Spiritual Regard to All 
Deities/Saints 

“There is a spiritual significance to 
my playing wherever I play and I am 
playing for the god of that place.” 

Secular Enjoyment and 
Entertainment 

“The chenta brings joy to everyone 
and is not limited to the temple. It is my 
responsibility to bring that to all people.” 

Secular 
Perspective 

Secular/Financial Gain “I am playing for financial profit.  
There is no spiritual significance when I 
play.” (this is usually stated in conjunction 
with the previous statement regarding 
enjoyment/entertainment) 

 

Figure 25. Sacred and secular perspectives on drumming that allow for Hindu drummers in non-Hindu 
religious contexts 

                                                
74 According to S.N. Sadasivan, Sree Narayana based his organization for the betterment of the 

Īzhawā community (SNDP) on the model of the church (see Sadasivan 2004: 494), which is yet another 
example of the symbiotic relationship between religious practice in Kerala. 
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Although these reasons are quite different from each other, they all result in the 

same phenomenon: that is, Hindu drummers playing for temples, churches, and mosques. 

Non-Hindu Performers: Opportunities and Limitations 
 

While public discourse of the national version of religious harmony have found 

their way into festival contexts through speeches and literature, the hidden transcripts and 

memories of a localized communal harmony remain, and vary greatly from village to 

village.  For example, in a small town near Vaikom, Kerala, the local temple invited 

George Panjara, a Christian vocalist to perform kritis about Jesus Christ written in the 

traditional classical style of Karnatic music.  When I asked him why he was invited he 

said simply and without contemplation, “the people know me and respect what I do” 

(Panjara, 2009) Though India is often still portrayed as being divided along religious 

lines, the local realities often show a much different image that is based on the stories of 

individual relationships and personalities.  

In a town very near to the one mentioned above, one Christian man told me the 

story of how he and his family used to play chenta for the Hindu temple festivals. His 

great-grandfather was in charge of the local tradition at the church.  He is continuing the 

family tradition.  For eighty years his family has been in charge of the group at the church 

where they are parishioners.  This one particular man has played for the church for 

twenty-five years, and he learned officially under the local Hindu guru.  As a child, he 

would accompany his uncle to play for temples and would play the ilattaḷam.  He did not 

see any problem with this, and for him, there is no prejudice against people from the 

Christian community playing chenta.  Before this, he and his family members thought of 

themselves as players for the church.  Now, he treats this as a profession—for income. He 
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is part of a family troupe and his brother and his cousin and his brother. They are paid by 

the occasion, and on the occasion, but are never paid by the church on salary.  He has a 

regular day job, but he drums because he likes to do it and it provides added income. 

Nevertheless, this same drummer told me about how political and religious 

fundamentalism started finding its way even into these remote local communities about 

fifteen years ago. According to this drummer, “people at the temple said, ‘Oh he is a 

Christian and he is playing here?!’ But Christians have no problem if a Krishna devotee 

plays.”  When I told him that I had talked to many drummers who said that they have the 

same level of performance and devotion for the Hindu and Christian gods he replied:  

No, not me.  I believe in the Christian God and am convinced of it. That is why I 
do not go anymore because I do not want to compromise.  Sixteen years ago I 
went for a ritual performance in a Hindu temple.  And I was wearing an undershirt 
but no shirt.  Over the shirt I was wearing a rosary.  I was playing in front of the 
god. A Hindu temple official noticed that I was wearing a rosary and told my 
ensemble leader that I could not wear it here. The choice was given to remove it 
but I didn’t want to. 

 
The official’s demand that this drummer should take the pendant off his neck could be 

viewed as an attempt to strip away the outward sign of his religious identity.  As long as 

he was allowed to wear his rosary, he felt that he could drum at the temple with no 

personal or social conflict.  The crisis of identity that he faced when the temple official 

asked him to remove his necklace forced him into a decision of spiritual loyalty.  The 

drummer decided to leave, has not been back since, and still harbors the hurt and 

resentment of being declined the privilege of playing at this temple festival event.   

 This is one case that exemplifies how Hindu temples are restricting Christian and 

Muslim performers who lack the one qualification of being Hindu.  These drummers 

would gladly play there if they were invited, providing that they were allowed to 
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maintain their own religious identity.  For them, playing at the temple can sometimes 

mean hiding their religious identity or shifting between two religious identities.  I knew 

several Sambavar drummers who would change pendants depending on the religious 

group that hired them. One drummer that I saw at the Changanacherry Chandanakudam 

wore a convenient yet unconventional medallion which combined the main symbols from 

Hindu, Christian and Muslim religions. 

 

Figure 26. Medallion with om, cross, and crescent moon and star. 

The Performer’s Role in Festivals 

What I have attempted to show in this chapter is that performers cannot be 

homogenized as having a single perspective regarding their role in the performance of 

chenta melam and the issues that surround these performances.  Their personal stories 

and motivations for learning to play are vastly different.  For some, playing the chenta is 

a hereditary profession—a continuation of a timeless tradition, while for others, it is an 

entrepreneurial, modern way to transform the chenta into a novelty performance for 

profit.  These performers come from different regions of the state and represent multiple 

caste and class backgrounds, yet they all play very similar roles in society as a whole.  

What is interesting is that even though these performers, and all of the others interviewed 

and surveyed, represent such a variety of experiences, they are all invited to the event to 
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perform the same functions: to entertain, to lead, and to create communitas through 

shared sonic signals that communicate to the entire local community. 

Chenta melam artists are all entertainers.  The pictures of a chenta melam artist 

and a shinkari melam artist as entertainers are completely different.  For the chenta 

melam artist, the entertainment is provided by the sound alone.  There is no 

choreography, and the facial expressions are stoic.  They are respected members of the 

community at large and are considered cultural icons and representatives of Kerala’s 

traditional arts.  The sonic function of their playing is to create the rhythmic flow that 

will capture a huge audience and then direct that audience to the visual focus—the 

elephants and the deity—though to see, hear, and feel a large chenta melam is truly an 

awesome sight in and of itself.  The air seems to literally vibrate with the sound. Shinkari 

melam has fewer instruments, but still is a spectacle of sound and sight with its major 

function being entertainment.  Although shinkari melams are smaller, they still draw a 

crowd.  Artists throw their instruments in the air, they laugh, smile, and shout, and they 

move in choreographed steps and jumps (which is one reason why some of the men in the 

audience say they prefer watching women play shinkari). 

When a chenta artist participates in a melam, there is a great sense of 

responsibility.  Not only is the drummer playing for his own enjoyment, but he knows 

that he is there to provide a service for the community, to lead them to a certain point of 

experience.  For this reason, each of the artists, whether perumānam or not, is a leader, an 

independent voice which is directed to the audience.  This profession demands not only 

excellence in performance, but also a high level of personal dedication:   

To understand what makes a good drummer, we can take the example of what 
makes a good musician.  First he should be knowledgeable, he should have a good 
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voice.  Good rhythm, innovation and all of these make a good drummer.  It is not 
an easy way.  You have to take all the trouble.  There is a lot of travelling.  I had a 
performance at one place in the North of Kerala then overnight to Trivandrum 
then to Kottayam. (Interview, Anonymous) 
 

In procession, the aspect of leadership is intensified, as melam artists lead the procession, 

announcing their approach to the community.  Of course, for the perumanams, the 

responsibility for leadership rests much more heavily on their shoulders. 

The performers are social architects and emotional stage crafters, building a 

transportable atmosphere of joy, celebration, and excitement which draws people to the 

festival as a local community, ready to dance together as friends and neighbors.  This is 

no accident, but the result of methodological deliberation and years of practice and 

tradition that prepare the mind, heart and body of the player and the audience members 

alike.  They are artists, painting a picture of cohesiveness, and their powerful ability to 

create an ambiance of harmony has a known affect on the people around them. Mattanur 

Shankarakutty Marar explains, “this feeling of harmony starts from the leader of the 

group,” and radiates from the center to the outer reaches of the music’s sonic vibrations.  

Wherever the sound is heard, that harmony is also felt.  This is the power that lies with 

the drummers. 
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III. GENRE CLASSIFICATION OF CHENTA MELAM: 
CLASSICAL VERSUS FOLK AND SACRED VERSUS SECULAR 

 

The issue of genre is paramount in Indian musicological discussions, rooted in 

debates regarding the roots and requirements of the Karnatic (South Indian) “classical” 

tradition.  These classifications are often represented in English discourse through the use 

of seemingly mutually exclusive dichotomies such as classical versus folk, ritual versus 

secular, or traditional versus popular.  In this chapter, I will explore the different ways 

that chenta performances can be classified and explain how these classifications limit or 

expand performance opportunities for different chenta genres within the festival context.  

I will also elaborate upon the causal factors that determine these classifications by 

looking at issues of shifting sources of sponsorship for the arts and the secularization of 

what has traditionally been thought to be ritually oriented musical performance in the 

wake of economic and social changes during the twentieth century.  

I do not seek to put forth my own ideas about how chenta performances should be 

classified (as classical, folk, traditional, popular, ritual, or secular), because, in reality, the 

classifications have already been decided through a long process perpetuated by music 

scholars, patrons, performers, practitioners, and critics alike.  These decisions have 

slowly led toward the classicization of some chenta genres in order to promote and 

sustain the tradition, and have spawned the creation of new genres which are regarded as 

folk, popular, or even “just noise.”  My goal regarding classification is to understand why 

certain chenta performing styles have been placed in certain categories, what these 

categories mean to Keralites, and what purposes they serve for the people involved. 
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Classical Drumming 

The three classical art forms that incorporate the chenta are traditional chenta 

melam, tāyampaka, and kathakaḷi drumming.  The process of labeling an art form as 

“classical” automatically imbues it with prestige, implying a long-standing tradition that 

has benefitted from the support of wealthy patrons, and which has been systematized by 

some combination of group consensus and professional creativity.75  In fact, this 

definition could just as easily be applied to classical music of the western world and for 

good reason.  As Weidman demostrates, the European label of “classical” was imported 

from the West (Weidman 2006: 5).76  

Nevertheless, it should be noted the music that came to be known as classical is 

based in ancient treatises dated as far back as the fourth to fifth century, first theorized in 

the Nātyasāstra, a Sanskrit treatise on dramaturgy, which naturally included directives 

regarding the music which accompanied dramatic performances (Powers 2010: 2.i.a).  

The roles of the instruments are laid out here according to organological classification: 

stringed instruments, wind instruments, idiophones, and drums.  The roots of modern 

Karnatic music are based in in treatises written during the fifteenth to seventeenth 

century.  “In the south the elementary teaching system for Karnatak music is attributed to 

Purandaradasa (1484–1564), although the padam compositions of Kṣētrayya (1635–59) 

constitute the oldest repertory whose actual performance tradition is reasonably certain to 

be continuous” (ibid.: 2.i).  By this time, the Portuguese were already in Kerala and 

                                                
75 This definition is an amalgamation of several different descriptors that my informants provided 

when I asked them what designates something as “classical.” 

76 Katherine Scoffield’s article entitled “Reviving the Golden Age Again” offers a detailed history 
of this discussion (2010: 487). 
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European sensibilities were already making an impact on music, especially in the church, 

as noted in the Synod of Diampur and as evidenced in Western musical instruments 

painted on church altars of Kerala (Palackal 2005: 107).77  Even before the Europeans, 

the Mughals in the north dramatically affected the production and shaping of Indian 

classical music (Scoffield 2010: 490).  It is no wonder, then, that the idea of a musical 

golden age has become problematized and that many of the same criteria define both 

European and Indian conceptions of “the classical.”   

To be considered “classical,” Karnatic music had to be modeled on the classical 
music of the West, with its notation, composers, compositions, conservatories, 
and concerts.  The [English] use of the term “classical” for Indian music, 
beginning in the early decades of the twentieth century, placed it in relation to the 
art music of Europe.  From its first use, the term was a marker of cultural status 
and authenticity whose original referent was not a historical period or particular 
style, but the West itself. (Weidman 2006: 5) 

 
The music that had been developing for centuries in India was reframed as “classical” in 

order to fit within the colonial power structure at the time and, even after independence, 

to interact with the globalized idea and status of “classical music.”  Nevertheless, the 

term “śāstrīya sangīth” has always referred to a stylized, or scientific music, and is the 

term most musicians use in Malayalam when discussing what is translated in English as 

“classical music.”  Having laid out the basic ideas of the current debate surrounding 

Indian classical music and its European counterpart, I will be using the term “classical” 

as a translation for “śāstrīya sangīth.”   

  When I interviewed musicians and audience members at festivals in order to 

elicit the criteria for what made something classical from the Keralite point of view, 

interesting traits began to emerge. The primary descriptors were amazingly consistent.  

                                                
77 One notable example is found in Pallipuram, near Vaikom. 
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For the Keralite, classical music is rooted in temple tradition, it is professional, and it is 

systematized by a set of rules that govern tala (beat-cycles creating rhythmic flow) and 

raga (specific organization of pitches which also governs melodic flow).   

As I showed in chapter three, one chenta performer and theorist named Sadanam 

Divakaran has taken the time to create a chart that shows the correlation connecting the 

chenta melam tala names to the classical Karnatic talas, establishing a connection that is 

impressive for those wishing to portray chenta melam as a classical art form.  However, it 

is understood that formal music theory is not needed in order to perform this genre.  As 

one performer told me, “you just have to be able to count.” 

For Kerala, and possibly for other parts of South India, the connection between 

classical genres and temple rootedness is a key indicator of classical status and can be 

traced to the fact that patronage of these art forms was based in the temple.  Rolf 

Groesbeck, in his dissertation on Tayambaka, suggested that this designation between 

classical and folk should be deemphasized, but it seems futile to challenge the structures 

that are already imbedded in the Kerala mental structures regarding musical performance.  

In my own experience, the most common question I was asked in Kerala when I told 

people I came to study music was: “Oh, you are studying classical (Karnatic) music?”  

Unfortunately, I did not know what kind of music to tell them I was studying.  Was I 

studying folk, popular, ritual, or secular performance styles?  I soon realized that in 

studying the chenta percussion music of Kerala I was actually studying all of these 

genres, including classical.   

The classicization of the chenta tradition can also be found in the metaphor of the 

“symphony orchestra” that is also used for chenta melam. Mattanur Shankarakutty Marar, 
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a master chenta artist who plays in concerts around the world offers some interesting 

insights into this idea of chenta as symphony.  When I asked him what he thought of this 

metaphor, he turned the question around and asked me to define a symphony.  I replied 

that it is many different instruments playing together under a conductor, with music in 

front of them, playing the works of a great composer.  He agreed, then clarified: 

It’s the same for us, though we have different musical instruments.  Certain things 
are to be played at a certain time and occasion. This is taught by the gurus.  So 
when we come together and play we are ready.  What happens in the case of 
western symphony is that the conductor would stand before them.  For us, this is 
not necessary.  Once we have had a rehearsal of that in the greenroom (rehearsal 
room) then there is no need for the conductor to stand there and show us what to 
do… The conductor is there for a show—he’s not really needed if the players are 
well-rehearsed.  I was in New York listening to the philharmonic and the 
conductor was trying to control everything by waving his stick.  But I could 
notice a few performers who were playing without looking at him. (Interview, 
Mattanur Shakarakutty Marar, 2009) 
 

For this drummer, the symphony orchestra was almost a perfect metaphor, with strong 

correlations in every respect, but there is another trait that is required for a genre to be 

considered “classical.”  It must be rooted in the temple traditions. 

 

Temple Rootedness 

The story of classical percussion genres in Kerala dates back hundreds of years to 

the time when musicians enjoyed patronage from temples and wealthy landholders.  

During this time, the ability of a temple or family to support a musician was a symbol of 

wealth, status, and prosperity.  However, a noticeable change in patronage is observed 

within the last century based on two factors.   

The first change occurred in the early twentieth century, resulting in a rising 

number of formally educated temple musicians.  Schools specializing in the teaching of 
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temple arts were opened across the state,78 with the goal of preserving what were already 

perceived as endangered art forms including—but not limited to—the theatre forms of 

Kathaklali, Koodiyattam, Mohiniyattam, and Baratha Natyam and the music that 

accompanied them.  While making these traditions accessible to other castes besides 

temple performers, it also limited the variation in performances, as a standard “correct” 

method was established and then perpetuated. This change affected Kathakaḷi chenta 

specialists more than local temple drummers.  The second change in patronage resulted 

from the land reforms, starting in the late 1950s and continuing into the 1970s, in which 

the patronizing landed families were stripped of their land and therefore also stripped of 

their ability to support temple artists.79   

Nevertheless, temple patronage still continues, not in terms of paying salary with 

food or housing, but by paying per performance.80  Even today, the ability to hire chenta 

melam or tayambaka performers is based on the budget and overall wealth of a temple.  

While some have argued that the temples in Kerala are based on a division of high-caste 

and low-caste, the more realistic division which dictates performance is whether a temple 

is in the ranking of A, B or C—the divisions based on the annual income of the temple 

(which often does correspond to which temples were traditionally low-caste or high-

caste).  However, caste should not be overlooked in this enquiry.  Many of the hereditary 

musicians, Marars and Poduvals, will not go to a low-caste temple.  The main point I 

wish to make here is that the cost for a hosting a traditional chenta melam has become 

                                                
78 Palakkad, Thrissur, Kottayam, Allepey and Trivandrum 

79 Still, there are some family-funded temple festivals, which start at the home and proceed to the 
temple.  Theyyam in Northern Kerala is also an example of this type of patronage. 

80 Although when the sums is divided among performers, it is not extravagant at all. 
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prohibitive in all but the most wealthy temples, because the individual rate that is 

multiplied when hiring so many musicians (around sixty) quickly limits the number of 

musicians a temple festival committee is able to invite.  The requirement of wealth and 

patronage as a determinant for classical performances is also compatible with the western 

ideal of classical.   

 

Professionalism 

Many temple percussionists were trained outside of the temple grounds by the 

afore-mentioned schools or by gurus specializing in one of three areas: melam, 

tayambaka, or kathakaḷi chenta performance (interview, Kuroor and Chettan 2009). 

Tayambaka and kathakaḷi performances on chenta were also given the distinction of 

classical because they contained stylized structures and were part of the temple life.  The 

mastery of these classical arts required immense dedication and a full-time commitment 

to learning and perfecting one’s technique. These expectations led to an increase in 

professionalism among chenta musicians.  One second generation Brahmin drummer told 

me that the reason he does not perform chenta anymore is that he cannot commit the time 

to practicing.  Instead he teaches full-time at the local university and writes scholarly 

articles about chenta rhythms (interview, Kuroor 2009). 

I define a professional in this context as one who is engaged in an occupation, 

where one is trained to meet the high demands of his or her task (i.e., drumming) and 

where one’s livelihood is directly connected to the money that will be given as a result of 

a successful completion of that task (ie., performance).  Those drummers who had moved 

away from the traditional temple connections, due to necessity or opportunity, continued 
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the guru tradition from outside, and their students only had to meet one criterion: they did 

not have to be Marar or Poduval—they only had to be able to pay.  For the first time in 

Kerala history, the technology of chenta performance was for sale.  This led to an influx 

of lower-caste Īzhawā musicians being groomed for festival performances.  The only 

problem is that caste prejudices are still embedded in the consciousness of Malayalees, 

even more so since the Marars and Poduvals traditionally have owned the right and 

privilege for playing for any ritual purposes in the temples.    

Another outcome of professionalism was that it led to an increased importance of 

the individual, which some have suggested hinders the performance of chenta ensembles 

(interview Kaladharan, 2008). In the search for creativity and uniqueness, the more solo-

oriented genre of tayambaka has flourished in popularity as a festival act that showcases 

ingenuity and skill, while ensemble chenta performances do not allow for this type of 

individual expression.   As a result of the focus being placed on the individual, even in 

chenta melam performances there is usually a central “star” figure.  The ensemble 

promotes collectivity, but this seems to be clashing with contesting identities of 

uniqueness, creativity, and individuality within the chenta community.  The fact that 

temple supported groups were disbanded means that every melam performance requires 

the appearance and cooperation of about sixty individual players, not as a regular 

ensemble who always performs together, but as temporary collaborators in a unifying 

musical event.   
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Social Ramifications of Genre Labels and the Necessary Flexibility of Categories 

Several authors such as Babiracki (1991), Charlesly and Kadekar (2006), 

Groesbeck (1995; 2000), Ranade (1998),Viswanathan and Allen (2004), and Weidman 

(2006) have questioned and explored the historicity of such dichotomies as classical/folk, 

sacred/secular, and traditional/popular.  However, even if attempts to classicize the folk, 

ritual, and traditional are grounded in colonial and postcolonial imaginings and attempts 

to identify a nationalized classical music, it cannot be denied that the categorizations of 

folk, ritual, classical, popular, and so on have become quite the norm in Kerala and India 

as a whole.  What we now have to question as ethnomusicologists is not the 

categorizations themselves, but what those classifications represent.   

There are often unspoken connections between social aspects and genre labels of 

classical, folk, secular, and ritual. When asking my informants about the difference 

between several chenta performances, namely shinkari melam and chenta melam, the 

most common distinction between the two was that chenta melam was “classical or 

traditional” while shinkari melam was “folk or popular.”  In order to understand this 

designation, it is important to consider the other musics that are considered to be folk. 

Most of the genres classified as folk music in Kerala are vocal, and are tied to a 

certain community of people throughout a region. These songs may tell the history of the 

people or celebrate their unique traditions (boat races, wedding traditions, etc).  They are 

generally sung a cappella with the exception of some rudimentary hand-made instruments 

such as a drum, bows, or finger cymbals.  One interesting component of many of these 

folk songs is the incorporation of vāyttāri, a combination of percussive syllables that 
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simulate the sound of the drum (see Palackal 2000 for transcription).81  Palackal also 

notes that most folk music is associated with the lower castes of Kerala (ibid.: 948-949).  

But there are also several traditions of drumming that Keralites classify as folk—namely 

shinkari melam, teyyam melam and drumming traditions played by low-caste musicians.   

Also, it should be noted that Malayalam has no direct correlation to “folk” music.  The 

closest equivalent is nāṭanpāṭṭŭ, music of a specific region or locality.  However, I 

suggest that there is an concept of folk that is related to caste, since Malayalee drummers 

often distinguish stylized, classical chenta melam from the melam traditions played by 

low caste drummers.  In this sense, genre is connected to status, education, and 

heredity—not simply the music played by different regions. 

It seems that the caste of the players is a factor in whether or not a genre is 

considered classical or folk.  Many of the art forms are perpetuated within caste lineages 

and performed by these people alone.  For example, the Velliar caste has a drumming 

tradition that is linked to the practice of magic, and no one but the Velliar know how to 

perform this type of drumming.  

Interestingly, shinkari melam was often described as either a folk or popular 

genre, not on the basis of a historical connection with a certain ethnic or social group, but 

because most of the people who play shinkari melam are from lower-caste communities. 

However, there are some musical attributes that may earn shinkari the classification of 

folk.  Shinkari melam is considered by many chenta aficionados to be something simply 
                                                

81 Some examples are the mārgamkaḷi  dance songs of the Kananaya Christian community; 
cavitunnakam (Swiderski, 1987), a play which reenacts the heroic acts of Charlemagne and other heroes of 
the Portuguese Catholic community; and parichamuttukali, a dance with shields (Palackal 2000). The 
Jewish folk songs collected by Barbara Johnson would also fit within this category.  Muslims also have ther 
own folk music.  Furthermore, as mentioned in Palackal (2000) there are folk songs that seem to be state 
wide and are perpetuated within the lower castes.  
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for seeing.  Some even told me that it was not even worth noticing.  The reason is that 

this performing style is much less complex than traditional chenta melam as far as the 

length of the rhythmic cycles and it can be learned relatively quickly.  

To complicate the situation, there seems to be a correlation between folk and 

popular, which can be demonstrated in this statement made by a chenta theorist, Manoj 

Kuroor, who lives in Kottayam:  

K: So is shinkari melam considered classical or folk? 
Ma: We can say it is folk…or a popular style of music.  From a social 

perspective you should know that these are Dalits that perform the shinkari 
melam. 

K: Why do you think the lower castes chose to play this music? 
KCN: They didn’t have the opportunity to play the higher classicized 

form. And in a way it is popular culture.  People are interested in that. 
(Interview [in English], Kuroor and Chettan, 2009) 

We see from this example that even though the caste issue has been largely 

dismissed in the official dialogue about chenta melam, due to the democratization of 

music training in schools such as Kalamandalam and Kshetra Kalapeedom, there seems 

to be a level of exclusion that still determines who can or cannot have access to the 

classical traditions and also a connection between folk designated styles and lower class 

that still exists.  In addition, these folk genres are considered “popular,” while classical 

music was not classified as popular music by my interviewees.  Even though many 

people enjoy it, their access to the inner-workings of the traditional chenta melam is 

limited. 

The statement above also acknowledges the existence of multiple chenta 

traditions, as long as they are relegated to the distinction of folk. Because shinkari melam 

is considered to be folk, it is not usually played for solemn occasions.  For a festival 

procession, they will be hired for entertainment or to attract attention, but will rarely lead 
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the way and are usually placed in the middle or back of the procession.  The folk genres 

do not have a place in high-caste temple ritual, although they may be performed at 

festivals, and the folk genres attached to the low-caste families are considered less 

auspicious than the classical tradp\tions.  Anyone can perform folk genres, but these are 

not considered to be very difficult, and many of these folk genres, as in the case of 

shinkari melam and other traditions that are much older, are viewed to be a cheap 

imitation of the “real” melam from Thrissur.  We see the same regional and caste 

hegemony that existed before democratization of the tradition emerging here, but it is 

couched within a narrative that uses musical performance as a culturally coded signifier 

of caste and class.  Even though the low-caste members have access to formal education 

in chenta performance and temple art, they are still limited by temple restrictions.  

Therefore, the formally trained, yet low-caste chenta specialist has to settle for less 

prestigious performing venues. 

As many scholars have pointed out, the problem of genre in South India is in the 

fact that so many of the sound elements overlap between folk and classical, ritual and 

cultural, and traditional and popular, enough to make one wonder if these broad 

categories are actually telling us anything about the music in question or if they tell us 

more about the social discourse which constantly surrounds it. In the case of Kerala, a 

musical genre cannot be delineated based on musical qualifications alone or historical 

pedigree, but must be found in the current social meanings and texts that surround those 

performances.   
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Functional Possibilities for Classification 

Regarding the use of music and ritual in relation to musical performances in 

Kerala, Rolf Groesbeck makes a suggestion: 

We need to ask whether the definitions of ritual proposed by these scholars 
dovetail with indigenous conceptions of ritual in Kerala, and if they do not, how 
Malayalees define ritual and what its semantics are for them.  Are there categories 
of religious performance, even temple performance, that are by and large not 
classified indigenously as ritual? Is the distinction between ritual and non-
liturgical performance indigenously significant? (Groesbeck 1995: 29) 
 

When classification systems are forced upon musical systems, a disconnect develops 

between the etic and emic understanding of how music functions in a particular culture.  

Groesbeck is exploring the possibility that many “temple” genres are not considered 

ritual at all, but function within the temple as entertainment.  He finds Milton Singer’s 

category of “cultural performance” useful in this context (ibid.: 29-30), and after many 

futile months of trying to find support for categorizing religious festival music as ritual 

music, I have to say that I agree with him.  Most Malayalees consider chenta melam to be 

a cultural performance genre, and my research became much more vibrant when I began 

to work with this classification in mind.  However, it is my intent to propose that the real 

significance of that distinction is found when we find the reasons why those 

performances are considered cultural and not ritual.  My assertion is that this drumming 

genre must be religiously neutral territory, so that it can be employed in many different 

contexts and utilized by all religion-based ethnic groups.  I base this idea in three main 

facts that I discovered during my interviews and observations: 1) My interviewees 

repeatedly told me that chenta melam is a secular performance 2) I observed chenta 

melam being used at multiple religious and cultural festivals as a means of announcing 

the event and achieving a certain atmosphere; 3) there no rule stating that chenta melam 
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must be limited to temple performances and there is no ritual specifically associated with 

chenta melam. 

 At this point, it may be useful to consult some of the present literature from 

performance theory and ritual theory (Turner 1982). Victor Turner and Richard 

Schechner were two predominant authors who developed theory and method applying an 

anthropological approach to the study of theatrical and ritual performance.  One of their 

primary tenets, in these early days of performance studies, was that it is possible to 

situate all performances according to whether they are motivated by efficacy or 

entertainment (Schechner 1974; Turner 1970, 1977, 1982, 1986). Schechner’s idea is that 

“efficacy and entertainment are opposed to each other, but they form a binary system, a 

continuum” (1974: 467). Therefore, “whether one calls a specific performance ritual or 

theater [or cultural performance?] depends on the degree to which the performance tends 

toward efficacy or entertainment. No performance is pure efficacy or pure entertainment” 

(ibid.: 468).  Schechner’s analysis of the Ramlila of Ramnagar (1977) is applicable 

because he looks at the festival procession as a pilgrimage which transforms the everyday 

life experience into meaningful, ritual event through theatrical elements such as 

costuming, puppetry, and staging.   

The context of location, time, and place of a performance is highly significant in 

deciding whether or not there is a ritual or religious significance.  When chenta melam is 

played for the festival, it is predominantly for entertainment purposes, even though the 

deity is sitting in front of the melam on an elephant—“observing.”  However, when 

chenta melam is played for daily pūjā, in its smaller form, it is much more effective, both 

ritually and devotionally.  During a ritual chenta performance the focus is locked on the 
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divine audience.82 There is a certain seriousness to these performances. Although the 

deity is present for the large chenta melams, the focus is on celebration.  Other scholars 

who have examined ritual in music include Averbuch (1995), Battacharya (1968), Dunch 

(2002), Friedson (1996), Hagedorn (2001), Henry (1988), Lange (2002), Provine (1992), 

Smith, (1984), and Wong and Lysloff (1991).  

The question remains: What makes a specific type of music either “religious” or 

“cultural”?  Is it simply the fact that religious groups have traditionally held ownership of 

a certain musical performance or performers?  Or is it instrumentation, rhythm pattern, 

melody, or a particular lyric?  Though the drummers were traditionally temple servants, 

they now focus on the artistic side of chenta performance.  Though the artistic element 

was always a part of chenta performance, there has been a shift of emphasis from ritual to 

entertaining roles.  Fewer temples currently have full-time musicians serving than in the 

past, and therefore, while some chenta performers remained tied to the temple, some have 

taken a turn toward stylized, individual showmanship.  During festival season, the 

dintinction between ritual and art becomes more ambiguous, especially when traditional 

music that originally had a ritual function becomes tied up in a web of state or national 

funding and support. 

Hagedorn addresses these issues in her book Divine Utterances (2001), which 

details both ritual and tourist performances of Santeria drumming, and her article “Long 

Day’s Journey to Rincón” (2002), which is a performative analysis of a San Lazaro 

saint’s day procession.  In her writing, she builds upon Turner’s concept of the ritual-

                                                

 82 It is my contention that ritual always has an audience (which may be divine and/or human) and a 
performer or performers (priest/worshipper/musician).  
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theater continuum (1982)83—as opposed to binary categories—which allows for a single 

event to be oriented somewhere on a spectrum between ritual and entertainment.  

Hagedorn sees the relationship between ritual and entertainment as overlapping circles 

that occur synchronically and she compares the contexts of two seemingly identical 

musical performances, one ritually based for Santeria and the other as a part of Conjunto 

Folklórico, a nationally funded program for the arts.  One interesting distinction she 

makes is between folk music and folkloric music.  Folk music is the raw music of the 

folk, but folkloric had been appropriated and standardized for the purposes of the state 

and plays a role in national identity of the people (2001: 127-129).  She cites the effects 

of standardization of ritually based folk music.  First, a “right way” to perform is chosen 

so that goals of performance capability are established from the beginning and excellent 

technique is attainable because the standard is already set before the novice.  Second, the 

performance becomes easier to control because it is predictable (ibid.)  Hagedorn states 

that in the ritual context there is no need for standardized repeatable performance because 

there is improvisatory flexibility when drumming for the spirits, but for drummers in 

Kerala the correct drumming patterns are so set that a drummer is expected to play the 

exact formula for the deity, as proscribed, or else expect to die within the year (Interview, 

Unnikrishnan 2008). 

Hagedorn also looks how a ritual performance can be appropriated for an 

entertainment/touristic contexts, and how these performances can often recall ritual 

moments and trigger possession in believers, based on cultural memory; while for the 

uninitiated audience members the performance triggers nothing spiritual at all (ibid.: 67-

                                                
83 This seems very similar to Schechner’s entertainment/efficacy dyad (1974:467). 
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68).  This is an interesting phenomenon, though very different from the context with 

which I am working in Kerala.  With the exception of teyyam, from Northern Kerala, 

chenta melams are not performed with any intent or reference to possession.  Their intent 

is to entertain.  The question of sacred versus secular enters with regard to the audience.  

Some chenta performances are meant for the deity alone (such as pāṇi), while others, 

such as chenta melam, are meant for the deity and the human audience, and still others 

(such as staged events) are meant predominantly for the human audience.  The human 

audience may contain politicians, important businessmen, funding agents, and even, in 

the past, kings who could change your social status based on how they liked or disliked 

your performance. This question of categorization between sacred and secular music will 

be applied to the religious festival situation in Kerala and explored through musical 

analysis of repertoire and rhythm as well as through analysis of social aspects.   

Scholars have become very comfortable with applying the term “ritual” to social 

or religious contexts.  However, it should be noted that to the chenta performer, ritual 

refers to the sacred ritual actions of the priests and the drumming that accompanies those 

actions.  The hesitancy to allow for flexibility in the term “ritual” could be due to what 

Mundoli Narayanan (2006) refers to as the over-ritualization of performances in India, 

and specifically, Kerala.  Although most drummers will allow for temple roots of the 

traditions, many prefer to portray themselves not just as temple servants, but as artists. 

The chenta is used in both religious and non-religious contexts and the term ritual has an 

undeniably religious context for them.  When we discuss ritual as social, it must be noted 

that we do so in the tradition of western scholarship, not on-the-ground discourse. 
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Chen Shouren discusses another type of entertaining ritual in Cantonese opera 

performances at festivals, such as the lunar new year, the birthdays of deities, and village 

purification rituals.   

A committee representing a rural village or an urban neighborhood will hire a 
troupe for a series of performances over the course of three, four, or five days and 
nights. These are free public performances, and they are meant not only as an 
offering to the deities but also for the enjoyment of the community. A temporary 
stage is set up in an open field or a playground under a hastily erected shelter of 
bamboo or corrugated metal and flanked by colorful altars, hawkers' stalls, and 
gambling tables, all enshrouded in a thick cloud of incense. These boisterous 
events are rich in renao: “heat and noise.” (Chan 1991: 93) 

 
Although this is an account from China, the event atmosphere described here is 

very similar to what happens in Kerala festivals for stage acts such as kathakaḷi and 

kūṭiyāṭṭam.  In these contexts, it is difficult to place the performance on the spectrum of 

efficacy/entertainment, since there is such a conflation of ritual and entertainment.  

Turner’s concept of liminal/liminoid events prove useful here in that it introduces a sense 

of in-between that often occurs in festival situations such as these.  His strictest 

understanding of liminal is the in between state and process that occurs in ritual during 

which a person is neither who they were nor who they will be at the conclusion of the 

ritual (1969: 96).  This is strongly applicable to the theater forms of kathakaḷi and 

kūṭiyāṭṭam, but not as relevant to the festival processions in which chenta ensembles are 

utilized.  Although liminal events do occur within Kerala’s religious festivals, the most 

appropriate application of this concept is found in dealing with the deity themselves, who 

leave their inner temple to venture out into the world around them.  The sound of the 

drum lends a celebratory feel to this journey: announcing the god, calling devotees to 

come and see for themselves, and giving strength to those who choose to accompany the 

deity.  Usually, seeing the deity requires that a devotee go to the temple and follow the 
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procedures and guidelines set in place for catching a glimpse of the divine.  Temple 

access is limited, and spatial boundaries are observed.  On the day of the procession those 

prohibitions are suspended, creating an in-between state of being for the deity (often the 

real statue is often left inside while a special one for this occasion is brought out into the 

open) since he or she is always on the way back to the temple and normality.  For the 

people of the local community, this is also a liminal event because it is such an unusual 

day.  These liminal spaces,84 or moments “in and out of time” (Turner 1969: 96), are at 

once imbued with spiritual and social meaning, yet the social rules and restrictions have 

been neutralized in order to produce communitas (ibid.).85  

Schechner’s concepts of “transformation” and “transportation” in performances 

offers a model for understanding the goal of the liminal/liminoid event from the audience 

perspective.  Transformation happens in a situation where a person is transformed from a 

particular status identity—such as bachelor to married man—or from one situation to 

another, but it can also be a temporary mindset for the audience (2003: 191).  Schechner 

claims that permanent transformations are indicators of ritual, while temporary 

transformations are indicators of entertainment. “Transportation,” according to 

Schechner, moves people from one place to another, either metaphorically, in the ritual 

sense, or literally (Schechner 1974: 464).  Throughout the procession, the deity is 

technically being transported, as the performers, audience, and deity move around or 

                                                
84 Turner elaborates on van Gennep’s concept of pre-liminal, liminal and post-liminal expressed in 

his 1909 work Rites of Passage. 

85 Turner chooses to use the Latin in order to distinguish this concept from the idea of community 
as locale or area. 
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outside of the temple, church or mosque or into the surrounding community.  However, a 

ritual transformation does not really take place here.  Instead, it is a temporary, 

intangible, but definite shift from many different communal identities into a whole—into 

communitas—not necessarily into new permanent identities.  Those separate 

“communal” identities, in fact, seemed to be strengthened by the festival experience as a 

whole.  “During this liminal time/place, communitas is possible—the leveling of all 

differences in an ecstacy that so often categorizes performance” (Schechner 2003: 128).  

Although this transformation from many groups to a unified whole is temporary, it is 

essential to the local festival experience, and helps to fulfill the goal of creating 

communitas during the festival.  It is also one of the main purposes for which hosting 

communities hire chenta drummers.  When Keralites hear the chenta, they individually 

and communally experience emotions of excitement, celebration, and happiness. 

 

Classifications of Hindu Temple Music Based on the Efficacy/Entertainment Spectrum 
 

Rolf Killius’s encyclopedic description of ritual music and Hindu rituals of Kerala 

(2006) divides Hindu instrumental temple music into three categories: the orchestral 

forms (melams and pañcạvādyam), the solo genres or small ensembles (tayambaka, keli, 

kuzhal pattu, and kompŭ pattu), and the smaller ritualistic ensembles 

(anushṭhānavādyams).86 While this type of classification is useful in terms of discussing 

                                                
86  Anusthanam is a term used for the musical genres performed near the main shrine (Killius 

2006: 13). The connection between ritual space and efficacy of music is undeniable: the closer a 
performance is physically to the deity, the more effective and relevant it is for ritual tasks.  This is 
important to note, since I will later discuss space and performance in relation to chenta-centric genres.   
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different types of ensembles from a musical standpoint, it also is related to place and 

ritual function because of how these ensembles are utilized in temple culture. 

Anushṭhānavādyams, the third genre listed above, is solely performed inside or 

near the sanctum sanctorum for the purpose of ritual efficacy.  It is not performed for 

human enjoyment, and is directed fully to the deity.  The anushṭhānavādyams consist of 

the following genres, which will only be mentioned in passing here: pāṇi, parishavādyam, 

timila/itaykka koorus,87 chenta/itaykka pradakshinam (procession), and sopana 

sangeetam.88  Pāṇi may be performed on a drum called maram (though the timila can also 

be used) and is, according to one performer, dull and unpleasant to hear, so that the 

musicians and priests are not distracted by the sound of the drum and all of the attention 

remains on the deity (Killius 2006: 79, citing interview with Kallekullangara Achuttan 

Kutty Marar 1996). In pāṇi, the drum is also played with the palm of the hand, lending to 

the quiet subdued sound which is thought to please the deity (not the asuras [demons]) 

and therefore to be appropriate for ritual.  Although variations for different deities were 

once numerous, most pāṇi is now vaishnapani (for the deity Vishnu), while others are 

becoming extinct.  Parishavādyam is a ritual ensemble, which is mostly employed during 

festival occasions89 during the pradakshinam (procession) around the sanctuary as the 

deity “visits” the bhutas, or smaller gods/guards (represented by stone pillars around the 

temple’s inner temple, called the sanctum sanctorum.  The instruments used are timila, 

                                                
87 This term may be an indigenous rendition of “chorus” but also is said to mean “thanksgiving.” 

88 Technically sopana sangeetam cannot be considered as a part of Kshētra vadyam because it 
employed the human voice. 

89 However, some well-funded temples utilize these ensembles on a more regular basis. 
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itaykka, chenta, chengala, kuzhal, kompŭ, ilattāḷam, and śankh.  Smaller ensembles may 

consist of timila, itaykka, chenta, chengala, and śankh.   

The timila/itaykka koorus is played with either instrument during daily poojas and 

is usually accompanied by the chengala cymbal only.  The chenta/itaykka procession is 

also used in daily pūjā, in the Triprayar temple, and can be combined with other 

instruments such as the nadaswaram and sruti box (Killius 2006: 81).  The chenta used in 

ritual is most often the vīkan chenta (vallantala). Sopana sangeetam is primarily a vocal 

genre accompanied by the itaykka drum and the chengila.  

The orchestral genres provide a middle ground, where the sound is directed to the 

deity but also to the human audience: the solo genres such as tāyampaka are almost solely 

for entertainment purposes, though some performers are more devotional than others and 

view their performances as offerings to the deity. The genres used for 

entertainment/celebration purposes are āghōshavādyams which are performed in the 

outer areas of the temple or outside the temple altogether. Generally, āghōshavādyams 

are thought to be derived from anushṭhānavādyams (Killius 2006: 52).  

Killius also notes a major difference in music-ritual practice between kshētram 

(high-caste, Brahminic) temples and kavu (lower-caste, non-Brahminic village/home 

based) shrines.  While the kshētram rituals are usually performed by Brahmins and the 

ritual is focused on creating a connection to the deity through devotion and meditation as 

well as abstract rituals, the kavu rituals are much more focused on connecting to the spirit 

world through possession and trance, and they rely on ritual experts from other castes and 
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communities in addition to Brahmins/Nambudiris.90  These kavu rituals also often 

incorporate some kind of blood sacrifice, such as a chicken or goat.  Most kshetrams use 

broken coconuts now, but many of my informants told me that these high-caste temples 

also used to participate in chicken sacrifice.   

Killius’s research states that the musicians view kshētravādyam as functioning in 

two ways—to please the deity and to persuade the deity to give blessings (ibid.: 1). 

However, in my own research, I noticed a stark difference in function between the music 

strictly used for ritual and the orchestral and solo genres used outside of the sanctum 

sanctorum.  While the element of performing for the deity is still present, there is another 

layer of performance readily acknowledged by the drummers—that of the entertainment 

for the human audience.   

Although many interviewees allowed for a sacred ritual connection to melam 

when I asked, this possibility does not play a role in shaping their current view of the 

chenta performance or its current functions.  Many Malayalees argue that chenta melam 

is not really ritualistic at all (except for pāṇi, which is played for pūjā), and should be 

studied without regard to its historically ritual context—the temple.  Nevertheless, 

Groesbeck does make the point in that a proper understanding of chenta drumming 

should be grounded in an understanding of its sacred ritual context (1995: 169-70).  

Groesbeck has noted a few Sanskrit poems that he believes hold the key to 

understanding the importance of percussion in Kerala ritual contexts: The poems describe 

the drum as a god who thirsts for blood (ibid.: 153).  There seems to be some rich 

                                                
90 Nayar, Mārār (for some musical tasks), Vannan/Ajuattan (theyyam), Kurup (powder drawings), 

Pulluvan and Pulluvar, who are known as musicians and magicians  (used especially for snake goddess 
rituals).  
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possibilities in these ancient texts that would be useful for finding out about possible 

ancient roots of Hindu ritual drumming.  However, historically tracing the sacred ritual 

function of chenta melam would require a more archival approach (as opposed to an 

ethnographic one) and a thorough knowledge of Sanskrit.  Therefore, these historical 

roots of ritual drumming will not be a main concern of my dissertation.91  In addition, the 

historical roots of the tradition are not part of the current professional discourse about 

chenta melam performance among Keralite performers and aficionados in present-day 

Kerala.92  However, these texts may be key to understanding the reason for ritual 

importance of drumming in Kerala. 

 Ashley and Holloman state that “at present, there is no sharp line dividing genres of 

performances which are efficacious from those which are entertaining…Fluctuation and 

overlapping [describe] the performative field which exists in Kerala today” (1982: 72).  

However, Rolf Killius identifies a distinction between temple genres used for celebration 

and entertainment purposes (āghōshawādyam) and those used for ritual purposes 

(anusthavādyam). The chenta participates in both of these and is therefore used for both 

entertainment and ritual, sometimes even in what could be called “entertaining ritual.”  

The efficacy/entertainment dyad is an interesting possibility for analysis: however, the 

situation in Kerala is not clear-cut when it comes to a classification based on these two 

extremes. 

                                                
91 Furthermore, even though there may be meaning hidden in these texts, there is very little 

evidence that the genral public of even the drummers themselves are aware of these literary connections.  
Chenta performances that are tied to religious ritual (pūjā) are proscribed by Hindu writings, as these 
perfomrances are traditionally the domain of the Brahmin caste. 

92 One exception occurs when they are discussing melam rhythms that have become exitinct 
because no one is requesting them, and therefore no one is playing them.   
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Groesbeck suggests dividing temple drumming genres into three categories based 

on ritual context: 1) those performed as a group one after another during pauses in 

processions, 2) those performed during the processions when the deity is taken out, and 

3) those performed in the temple for the deity (pāṇi).  The first two divisions may be 

played outside of the context of ritual, but the third can never be (1995: 174).93  This 

point is re-inforced in figure 27, below, where I have connected these three divisions to 

spacial boundaries.94  Groesbeck’s functional classification is strengthened by the way 

that the “outer” genres may be used in non-ritual contexts—namely for public 

announcements and in political parades and cultural celebrations—suggesting that chenta 

melams are cultural performances rather than ritual performances.  However, the idea of 

sacred and secular are still intertwined in these non-ritual functions, suggesting that even 

cultural performances use the chenta to signify both secular and sacred power. 

 

Space and Place as Indicators of Sacred or Secular Meanings of Performance 

The efficacious or entertaining value of a chenta melam performance can be 

analyzed based on the proximity of the drumming to the sanctum sanctorum.  Playing for 

pūjā (pāṇi) is considered a sacred task with little or no social focus involved.  Playing for 

a procession inside the temple walls is more socially focused and is considered less 

sacred, though there may be a sense of devotion for some drummers.  Playing for a 

procession outside the temple is an act of devotion but is more of a show for an 

                                                
93 I might add a fourth group, which could be an expansion of the first: those performances staged 

performances for entertainment at the temple during the festivals, but not during the procession. 

94 It should be noted, however, that neither model addresses the entertainment-based chenda-
centric genres of thayampaka and kathakali, which do take place in the temple stages though they are not 
considered ritualistic in the strictest sense of the word. 
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audience—a spectacle—and as such is even more socially focused; it is a liminoid event. 

The staged performances of tāyampaka and kathakaḷi utilize the chenta, but are not 

considered by most drummers and audience members to be “melam,” but rather purely 

entertainment performances. 

 

Figure 27. Relationship between spatial proximity to a temple's sanctum sanctorum and perceived 
sacredness of repertoire 

 
Chenta as a Signifier of Sacred and Secular Power: 

 Deities, Kings and Politicians on Parade 
 

One of the strongest cultural associations of the chenta is in connection to the 

kings of Kerala.  As one man told me, “The chenta is a very loud instrument, right?  So 

when the king was coming through a town or an important announcement was to be 
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made, the chenta would be played.  You could hear it for miles and miles.”95  Early on, I 

began to ask people about the connection to the sound of the drum and royal procession 

as it related to festival processions.  The idea of drumming in procession as pertaining to 

royalty and deity alike was confirmed by almost all of the participants I interviewed. One 

question I usually asked during interviews was if people thought there was a connection 

between royal and religious processions through the music.  The response was usually 

“yes” or an even stronger “of course there is a connection.”  One participant worded the 

correlation most succinctly—he said very matter-of-factly that in Kerala, especially 

during processions, “the kings are treated like gods and the gods are treated like kings.”96  

This statement implies interchangeability between royalty and deity and suggests that the 

use of drums in religious festivals functions primarily to attract the attention of the local 

community on behalf of an esteemed personage.  The fact that the drums are used in 

religious festivals seems to connect specific religious communities to a larger, common 

memory of royal procession.  This includes all of the finery associated with high status. 

Midukan Chettan, a kathakaḷi drummer in Kottayam stated, “When there was the rule of a 

king, the king was like a god, so whatever offerings and rituals there [were] for the god 

there [were] for the king also.” K. C. Narayanan, a newspaper editor and a chenta 

aficionado, also had this to say on the subject:  

                                                
95 According to my experience, the sound of a single chenta carries for approximately one mile in 

any single direction depending on the landscape, so even this would produce a two-mile total area of sound 
production radiating one mile in each direction from the point of origin.  

96 It should be noted that this connection between royalty and the deity through festive sound 
appears to be very commonplace to the Malayalee and does not resonate with them as a great discovery.  
The connection is important for the outsider to understand, especially in relation to this dissertation, 
because it serves to demonstrate a shared sonic understanding between religion-based ethnic groups. 
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KM (author): Will the same melam be used for the king and the deity? 
KCN: Yes the same.  
KM: The bandset is used in Trivandrum along with the chenta, right?97 
KCN: Yes, bandset is a military music. It is included because the god is 

over the military and nation, but also because the king is over both as well. 
 

Although his last statement referred to band music, his point was that the god and 

the king received the same treatment.98 Hill Palace in Thripunithura, the former residence 

of the kings of Cochin and now a museum, houses several relics of royalty that are useful 

for addressing this issue of synonymy between the deities and the kings of Kerala.  Take 

for example, a collection of silver-covered conch shells from the eighteenth century. The 

shells act as symbols of Vishnu, who is often pictured holding a conch shell.  In fact, 

according to one guide at the museum, a Hindu can pray to a conch shell instead of to the 

image of Vishnu.  The conch shells were used to awaken the king’s household, and are 

still used in the temple to wake the gods.  We cannot tell whether the tradition started in 

the temple or in the palace, but we do know that it was used for awakening both the gods 

and the king.  They were treated with the same honor and respect, even to the extent that 

the same sounds were used to awaken them. In the same way, the sound of the chenta can 

function to accompany either royalty or deity in procession.  

The idea of riding on the elephant is also a symbol that is used for both kings and 

deities.  Since the elephant is the most powerful and largest animal in Kerala, the fact that 

a man/deity is riding upon it demonstrates that entity’s dominion over all of animals and 

humans. It is symbolic of lordship, in both the secular and spiritual senses of the word. 
                                                

97 This procession at Sree Padmanabhaswamy Temple holds a direct tie to the king of Travancore, 
who still resides in Trivandrum. A member of the royal family always participates in the Ārāṭṭŭ 
procession, accompanying the deity with a sword along with his guards. 

98 One priest told me also that artists and drummers themselves were considered to be royal, but I 
never found other evidence to support this claim. 
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Either way, respect and honor are elicited.  In religious festivals, the deity rides on the 

center elephant, but seats on top of the other elephants can either be auctioned off or 

given to the most generous donors of the festival for that year.  The connection between 

the chenta and royalty is unmistakable and can still be seen in the political processions of 

Kerala where a politician will ride in an elevated float or vehicle behind a drum ensemble 

of some kind. 

  

Figure 28. Chungam's Vanitha Shinkari Melam troop drumming for a political procession (National 
Cogress Party NCP). They drummed the week before for the communist party. 

The connection between the festive and the political/royal is present in many 

other cultures around the world. Several ethnomusicologists and performance theorists 

have discussed the connection between political/royal power and percussion ensembles.  

Benedict Anderson discusses the use of gong ensembles as reflective of power emanating 

from the person of the king in his essay “The Idea of Power in Javanese Culture” ([1972] 

1990).   Judith Becker also notes that: 
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Throughout lowland Southeast Asia, the most important ceremonials and dramatic 
performances are generally accompanied by some kind of ensemble that includes 
bronze gongs and drums ... In Java, old, impressive gamelan were also generators 
of royal power. Through homologous associations with autochthonous energies of 
nature, gong ensembles and their music became metaphors for natural forces and 
became the instruments for the control of natural forces ...[Tlhese interpretations 
endowed the gamelan ensemble with a special aura that forged the link to figures 
of authority, to the kings and princes of the realm (Becker 1988: 385, cited in 
Wallach 2004: 12). 
 
Jeremy Wallach also explores sonic expressions of power through an enquiry into 

historical documents in his article entitled “Of Gongs and Cannons: Music and Power in 

Island Southeast Asia” (2004).  He quotes the logbooks of one of the explorers who was 

on Magellan’s trip around the world when they went to Indonesia: “[The] gongs are 

beaten very softly and sweetly before the king's arrival ... When the king does arrive in 

the outer square they begin to beat on all the large and small gongs with such force that 

there would have been no hope of hearing the beating of ten of our drums (van Goens 

1656: 229-30, cited in Wallach 2004: 11).”  The king went out to greet the Spanish ship 

with percussion instruments and the Spaniards understood this sonic language and 

responded with their own statement of acoustic authority: 

One day they came from [the island of Tarenate [Ternate] with boats full of 
cloves ... On Monday their king came playing on cymbals, passing between the 
ships, and they [the Europeans] discharged many bombards [cannon blasts]” 
(Pigafetta 1525: 123); “Six days later, the king again sent three proas [ships] with 
great pomp, playing stringed instruments, drums, and brass cymbals as they 
circled the ship ... And they (the Europeans) saluted them with bombards without 
stones [cannonballs].” (Pigafetta [1525] 1969: 90, cited in Wallach 2004: 10)  
 

It is interesting to consider that the initial contact between the Malayalees and Portuguese 

might have been similar off the coast of Kerala.  Wallach observes that:  

An intriguing parallel exists here between the sonic impact of the gong and drum 
ensembles that proclaimed the arrival of the king and the cannon bombards 
discharged by Magellan's ships in response. The two parties appear to be 
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engaging in an intercultural sonic dialogue of sorts—both asserting their power 
vis-a-vis the other through the deployment of powerful sound. (Ibid.: 10) 
 
Regarding the use of gongs in the Javanese festival context also, Sumarsam states: 

“With a large gong mallet, each of them must stand up and strike the gong as hard as he 

can, trying to produce a loud, powerful sound. Perhaps this is an attempt to compete with 

the sound of the cannon” (Sumarsam 1995: 63).  Wallach writes about the performance 

of the royal gong ensemble in Java and how the sound “invokes power itself as a 

physical, audio-tactile presence ultimately originating not only in the vibrations caused 

by mallets striking metal, but in the charismatic presence of the king. Thus the gong 

ensemble performances could create a ‘sensuous immersion in sound’ that actually 

upheld the sociopolitical order” (2004: 13). 

He further states that:  

“Powerful individuals and classes can take advantage of available technologies 
(from gongs to gunpowder to loudspeakers) that enable the production of 
awesome sounds that exceed the sonic capabilities of mere mortals. For music-
making does not only provide society's members with a sense of humanityit can 
evoke the superhuman as well…[and] “the power of sound ('musical' or 
otherwise) should always be viewed in light of cultural notions of power and 
authority.” (Wallach 2004: 16-17, 21) 
 
The old palace museum in Thripunithura houses two drums that were used for the 

purpose of accompanying the king of Cochin in procession.  They are large kettle drums 

about three feet in diameter.  According to the curator, these drums were hung on either 

side of an elephant’s back and struck by the mahout (elephant trainer) as the king 

proceeded.   Interestingly, these drums are kept in the transportation gallery next to the 

palanquins, connecting them at once (at least in the museum) with processions, the 

public, and ultimately the outward display of royalty.  After the death of the last maharaja 

in the mid 1960s, ending the matriarchal line of the Cochin kingdom, the two drums were 
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sent to the temple for storage.  It is interesting to note that the drums were stored at the 

temple, strengthening the case for a connection between royalty and deity.  With the 

creation of the museum at the palace, they were brought back.99 

The drums were used to announce the presence of an important person.  The 

chenta attracts attention not only because of the sound itself, but also because of the fact 

that the Malayalees have been conditioned to know that when the chenta is played, it is 

time to take notice.  Marketers are taking full advantage of this sonic association, even to 

the point of including chenta players in television commercials. The chenta is being used 

to attract attention in every facet of Kerala culture.  Even enterprising entrepreneurs have 

begun renting out flatbed trucks and hiring chenta musicians to ride in the back, 

sometimes obscured by large posters or signs that showcase the business being 

advertised.100 

 

 

                                                
99 According to the museum guide, the drum being stored at Hill Palace is not called a chenta but 

rather a kettle drum, and he asserts that this drum was never used in festivals and rarely used in processions 
(the one exception being when the king would go out in procession from the palace on the first day of 
Onam harvest celebration, called Attam).  It was used for several purposes; to wake the family, announce 
the time, and to draw a crowd for royal announcements or orders.  In fact, this function of drawing an 
audience is the most important, as it was they only method for being heard over a long distance.  When 
people heard the sound they knew it was a royal encounter. This begs the question of whether people could 
detect a different timbre between the chenta and other drums used for other announcements. 

100 The truck is owned by a man who acts as manager for this business.  He would not allow me to 
talk to the drummers he had hired or to collect their phone numbers.   
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Figure 29. Chenta players in the back of an advertising truck 

To further complicate the issue of musical borrowing and ritual performance, 

several religious musical and theater styles that incorporate chenta percussion genres 

have been appropriated by government-endorsed art programs for use in secular 

entertainment both for both tourists and locals, leading to questions of ownership and 

authenticity (Ashley and Holloman 1982).  

 

The Boundaries Between Sacred and Secular Drumming 

Calling a genre “secular” allows for the genres of chenta performance to be 

performed in so many different contexts.  It is possible that the chenta was once solely 

used for sacred purposes, then later neutralized from its temple uses and functions so that 

it could be used in a wide variety of cultural contexts.  It seems that if this neutralization 

did take place, however, it must have happened many centuries ago, before the 
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Portuguese arrival in the late 1400s, since we do have a record in the Synod of Diampur 

that the Portuguese made quite an effort to prohibit an existing interaction between Hindu 

musicians and Christian culture.  A more detailed look at pre-European historical records 

of Kerala’s history would shed more light on this topic 

It is possible, however, that no neutralization ever took place.  We must consider 

the possibility that the chenta was always a religiously neutral cultural symbol, which 

was appropriated and contextualized by Hindu, Christian, and Muslims alike, each in 

their own way.  This question of culture contact processes between Hindus, Christians, 

and Muslims will be addressed in the following chapter.  For now, I want to focus on 

whether Keralites view chenta melam performances as sacred or secular.  Below is an 

interview with Rajan, an audience member at a temple in Kottayam: 

R (author’s husband): How do you feel when you hear the chenta? 
Ra: It’s a scientific realty.  There’s a scientific order to how it’s done in 

the temple. When you hear it on the street it’s only rhythm.  The talam is very 
important in the temple.  There’s a spiritual sensation. 

R: What do you mean? 
Ra: Especially when they are in front of the god and they are playing for 

the god.  Shiva is accompanied by the melam.  There is a spiritual feeling to see 
the god with the chenta. 

 
It is obvious from the statement above that some believe that melam is tied to a spiritual 

feeling or association with the temple.  The term science implies a great deal as well, 

such as objective, measured, and specialized.  However, there are others who believe that 

the sound itself is “free.” One man from Thrissur Sripurnatrayisa Temple stated this 

regarding the drummers: “They are playing for the god.  I did not know that churches use 

this music.  I am surprised.  They only play panchari (chenta) melam inside [this] temple, 

but it’s not only for the temple.  Everyone should use it” (interview, anonymous, 2009).  

This person was unaware that chenta melam was being used in churches or mosques, 
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because he had not attended these festivals in other regions.  Even though he believes that 

the drummers’ attention is on the deity (which may or may not be the case), he states that 

chenta melam is not only for the temple and that the chenta should be accessible to all 

religious groups.  This shows an attempt to free music from religious associations and 

restraints, as the following interview shows: 

KM: “What do you think about the musicians being the same for 
Christians and Hindus and Muslim festivals?” 

M: “Music has no religion, right?”   
KM: Yes, but don’t people associate it with certain religions?   
M: “Ah yes, people do this, but music is free. There is no problem.” 

  (Interview with audience member at Sripurnatrayisa Temple)  
 

The question then remains, what does “free” mean? Is it freedom from religious 

restraints and boundaries?  Is it freedom of use by anyone who wishes—to build bridges 

between groups, to show their own identity, to draw attention?  Is music free in the sense 

that it transcends our models of appropriate sound for certain settings?   

We know that in Kerala many artists have been actively making attempts to free 

the dramatic and performing arts from their ritual associations.  One famous Kūṭiyāṭṭam 

artist and author, G. Venu, told me that “one problem with Western scholars is that they 

are always trying to connect art to ritual roots, when in reality art is just art.”  This idea is 

echoed in an article written by Mundoli Narayanan called the “Over-Ritualization of 

Performance (2006).”101 

The unfortunate fact is that among the later adherents to ritual/performance 
studies, there has developed a tendency when it comes to studies of non-Western 
theatres—especially traditional Asian theatres—to overemphasize the importance 
of ritual in performance. Sometimes this is done even to the exclusion of other 
aspects that are equally or more vital to the understanding of performance. This 

                                                
101 Although these statements are referring explicitly to theater genres, the same complaint has 

also been expressed to me by chenta players. 
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inclination has also led some to explain away many features of performance by 
interpreting them as rituals, while obviously ignoring their value as techniques or 
conventions of theatre. (Ibid.: 137) 

 
For Venu, the value of Kūṭiyāṭṭam theater is not found in the ritual elements as 

much as the craftsmanship of performance and the rich history of its tradition.  It is 

almost as if the secular performance is viewed as an evolution of sacred performance—as 

if ritual performances are viewed as primitive in some way. Narayanan views the over-

ritualization of the arts as a means which “reproduces in a new context the old colonial 

binary oppositions between the East and the West, the ritualistic and the rational, the 

backward and the developed, the uncivilized and the civilized” (2006: 150).  Narayanan 

continues to promote the idea of a secular treatment of the artform with the historical 

indication that kūṭiyāṭṭam was possibly in existence before the Bhrahmanic social system 

was set in place in South India: 

The “secular” context of kūṭiyāṭṭam underwent a transformation when it was 
incorporated into what may be described as the temple-centered social order that 
developed in Kerala…The temples became the central determining factor of 
society, shaping every aspect of its economic, social, and cultural life and 
organizing a vertical caste system on the basis of the hierarchy of positions in the 
temple society (Gurukkal 1994:398). It was into this temple centered order that 
kūṭiyāṭṭam was integrated, like many other social activities and cultural practices. 
Based on the fact that the first kuttampalams, the temple theatres, were built in the 
fifteenth century… it is safe to assume that kūṭiyāṭṭam was brought into the 
temples in the fourteenth or, at the earliest, the thirteenth century. It must have 
been at this point that rituals were appended to the performance… [T]he over-
ritualization of kūṭiyāṭṭam in Western studies is a result of it being pried loose and 
extracted from its historical and social contexts, and viewed in isolation 
(Narayanan 2006: 142,144). 
 
Narayanan wishes for the western scholar to allow for the possibility that many 

performances, which are now associated with the temple were first performed as cultural 

events.  One could make the same argument for almost all temple theater and 

instrumental genres, including chenta melams.  It is apparent from these comments that 
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some artists seek separation from ritual so that their work may be analyzed and 

appreciated as art.  Although there is a place for ritual performance in festivals, it would 

be inaccurate to assess and analyze all performances of the temple festival as ritual 

performances.  Below is a conversation with K.C.Narayanan and Manoj Kuroor:  

KM: Is chenta melam a spiritual thing? 
KCN: It is not a spiritual thing, no. 
MC: (a Brahmin chenta artist): Basically the melam is a ritual, but now we 

can reduce it as an art form.  It is not a ritual now, but is an art because it has a 
certain aesthetic and is stylized.  Our ritual is not to perform chenta in the temple 
[since the] Brahmin community is not connected to chenta melam, but when we 
consider it as an art form, anyone can learn it.  There are a lot of newcomers to 
chenta from our community.  At the beginning of [the] century, [the] first artist… 
was a Namboodiri (Brahmin). 

 
We must allow for the possibility that some performing genres were secular from 

the start.  Therefore, the move toward secularization of the arts can be seen as a re-

appropriation of what were at one time neutral cultural performances. In fact, a few 

programs of religion-based festivals seem to be conveying a secularized message, which 

communicates that unified cultural celebration transcends spiritual or religious group 

identity.  Note the following from the editorial of the 2008 Thrissur Pūram festival 

program:  

Right from the time man began to have a social sense and began to enjoy social 
life, he always looked forward to occasions when his friends and relatives would 
come together and have a nice time together.  This togetherness is the essence of 
all festivals for which customs and traditions provide a background.  But as far as 
Thrissur Pūram is concerned, it has transcended its social ends to become a great 
spectacle attracting universal attention.  It is no more a religious festival of a 
small district, but a grand, remarkable affair.  It is our pride, the symbol of our 
cultural heritage, and the manifestation of our love for traditional customs.  

 
From this statement, we can gather three supporting pieces of information: 1) the 

main point of the festival occasion is to be together with friends and family.  The cultural 

elements provide a backdrop to that central purpose; 2) this social event is a spectacle—
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something to see; 3) the editor does not consider Thrissur Pūram to be a solely religious 

festival, but a cultural symbol of heritage.  It is primarily a cultural festival. 

There are other cultural festivals, such as the Volvo boat race or Cochin Carnival, 

which have no connection to religious groups and incorporate art forms such as chenta 

melam, further distinguishing such drumming performances as “secular.”  These 

performances may be sponsored by the government or the department of tourism.  Some 

Marar and Poduval chenta specialists have accepted invitations to perform at such events, 

but according to them, doing so invites criticism for taking the chenta out of the temple 

context.  In a conversation with two drummers and a Malayalee scholar, we discussed 

whether the use of the chenta in festivals should be considered part of the ritual or just a 

cultural event in the festivities.  Here is one conversation: 

KM (author): When you hear someone playing chenta for temple pūjā, 
how do you feel?  

MI: Then I feel devotional because of the rhythm and the atmosphere. 
KM: When you hear chenta melam at a temple festival, will you have the 

same feeling? 
MI: No, I feel celebration.  Chenta melam is celebration.  It is different.  

Many people come. 
KM: Why do they have the procession? What is happening? 
MI: It is a celebration for all the territory.  The whole village participates 

in it.  That is the meaning.  If Obama comes through a city (Obama had just been 
elected as president of the United States), there will be music and fireworks.  The 
whole nation participates in that welcome.  It is like that. 

Ma: Only the ritual is in the sanctum sanctorum.  Everyone can join the 
procession…even though it is technically sacred. 

KM: The audience is looking at the deity? 
Ma: They are welcoming the deity.  It is the deity of others.  But we 

welcome it to our own village.  This is the Malayalee way of welcoming the god.   
MI: In every temple there is a season of festivals, and within each festival 

there are two sections, ritual and celebration.  The procession is celebration for 
the village.  

(Interview Manoj Kuroor and Midukan Chettan, 2009)  
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We see in this conversation that the lines between sacred and secular are not clear, 

but that the chenta melam brings a distinctive celebratory element to the festival 

procession.  Through performance, the gods are announced and welcomed by the 

community as a whole, an audience is entertained, and the normally sacred space is 

opened to all.  A procession is the site at which community is reinforced though 

celebration.   

The current reality is that the lines between ritual and cultural performances are 

often blurred, as are the boundaries between performance contexts for the chenta and its 

performers.  Within the religious festival context, there is the possibility for both ritual 

and secular performances by the chenta artists.  However, it is undeniable that the 

primary reason for chenta melam performance is to evoke celebration in the hearts of 

individuals and the community as a whole, giving it an overwhelmingly secular function. 

KCN:  Even in Thrissur [chenta melam is being used in the church], but as 
I told you, these art forms were originally connected to the temple and now they 
are becoming more and more secular. 

K: Now for the Muslim chandanakudam, they had a program with chenta. 
Ma: As far as we can say…chenta is a secular instrument.   

 
It seems from this statement that viewing the chenta as secular allows for chenta 

performances to take place at the churches and mosques, even though these are religious 

spaces.  If the chenta was first in the temple, as this man believes, then a neutralization of 

the ritual efficacy of the chenta has occurred to make these exchanges possible. 

This chapter has presented the different opinions and issues related to 

classification of the chenta in terms of classical versus folk and ritual versus secular. Now 

I move on to explore how Hindu, Christian, and Muslim religion-based ethnic groups use 

these genres and associations within the festival context.  The possibilities for chenta 
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performance are vast, not only tied only to proscribed rituals, but also dictated by 

economic issues such as funding and sponsorship, class issues which still run along caste 

lines, and the imaginative uses that store owners and other opportunists can envision for 

the chenta.  The sound is secularized in the sense that it is free from religious association, 

at least in theory.  Festival organizers may appropriate the chenta to create a sense of 

tradition or of Malayalee cultural identity, but also to create and affirm a distinct religious 

identity.   
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IV. RELIGIOUS AND MUSICAL CULTURE CONTACT BETWEEN KERALA’S 
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES  

 
The functional significance of the 
temple…is that it brought the society as a 
whole in close quarters and provided an 
atmosphere of consecrated joy and pleasure 
within a system of unequal relation.  It 
helped the society to live out contradictions 
by guaranteeing collective solidarity.  

(Gurukkal 1992: 65)  
 

The Hindus, Christians, and Muslims on the Southwest coast of India have 

participated as collaborators in the creation of what is now known as Kerala culture.  

Though they have different liturgical practices and maintain distinction through specific 

dress codes, marriage rituals, and food culture, they also share many similarities.  All 

three groups include the chenta in religious festival processions, even though they 

maintain their distinctiveness in so many other ways. While the dominant narrative is that 

chenta melam was developed within Hindu culture, Muslim and Christian drummers in 

certain regions have also carried a tradition of chenta performance in smaller ensembles.  

According to them, their families have always played for local churches and mosques.  It 

is possible, therefore, that all three religious cultures have utilized the chenta as a cultural 

resource, but Hindus, Christians, and Muslims chenta traditions have developed in 

slightly different ways based on the needs of localized religious communities.   

While understanding chenta melam is the primary goal of this dissertation, it is 

also important to understand the complicated dynamics of cultural sharing that occur 

between these three religious groups which has led to different variations of chenta 

melam as well as the creation of an ultimate festival ideal, which will be discussed at 

length in the next chapter.  To this end, the present chapter will provide a brief overview 
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of Hindu, Christian, and Muslim culture in Kerala as they relate to festivals and festival 

music.  I offer pertinent historical background so that the reader will be able to 

understand the importance and the variations of festival practices within these 

traditions.102 After discussing the festival practices of each group, I will review the 

narratives of communal harmony and religious friendship (mata maitri) that relate to 

Hindu, Christian, and Muslim interactions on both a political and local level, because 

these discussions often serve as referents and motivations for musical sharing that takes 

place at religious festivals.  It is also important to review the literature related to 

syncretism, synthesis and symbiosis of religious and musical culture, relating specific 

case studies to the Kerala context.  Furthermore, by describing the basic components of 

Hindus, Christians, and Muslims festivals, I show how their distinct identities are 

negotiated and forged during the festival experience through open-access musical events 

(such as chenta melam), community specific liturgies, and other specialized repertoires.  

Finally, I show how and why the chenta is used differently in terms of repertoire and 

ensemble differences between Hindu, Christian, and Muslim festivals based on 

observations, interviews, and survey analysis.   

 

Hindus, Christians, and Muslims of Kerala and their Festivals  

It cannot be overemphasized that the festival occasion is a special one, as far 

away from everyday life as one can experience as a child, when vendors sell homemade 

bamboo pennywhistles and noise makers and parents give children small amounts of 

                                                

102 As a disclaimer, the information provided is only a barely sufficient introduction to these 
religion based ethnicities, but I hope that the extensive footnotes and resources provided in this section will 
point the reader to more exhaustive literature on the topics which follow. 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spending money.  Even adults told me that their local festival day is the most important 

day of the year for them.  It is a time of blessing, when extended family members come 

home and remembrances are performed, when marriages take place and first communions 

are held for Christians.  According to one festival attendee, a festival is “an inward 

collecting of people and a subsequent expulsion of sound and light and color.”  Festivals 

are symbolic markers of community, and they are thought of as being integral to religious 

practice (Kurien 2002: 32). One of the predominant uses for the chenta is in religious 

festival processions.  This section first offers a brief introduction to the three predominant 

religion-based ethnicities in Kerala, with a focus on their histories, traditions, castes, and 

musical practice.   

 

Hindu Culture and Festivals 

The earliest inhabitants of the region now known as Kerala were the Dravidians, 

who inhabited the plains and hills of South India.1 The Aryans eventually entered Kerala, 

whether by force or migration from the North, and eventually established the caste 

system in Kerala around the tenth century, though some scholars believe that it was not 

perfected until the seventeenth century (Sadasivan 2000: 476).  Due to endogamous caste 

rules and practices, the caste system also became racially designated, with skin color 

being an outward sign of social standing.  Darker skin was traditionally indicative of 

lower caste standing.  The initial distinction of caste may have been Dravidian versus 

Brahmin, which eventually became simplified into a racial distinction. This can be seen 

especially with regard to entry laws, specific to each temple, and in ritual forms, though 
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some would argue that the Dravidian and Brahmin rituals have become entangled and 

interspersed through centuries of co-existence (Kurup 1977:2).  

The issue of caste, or community (as it is often referred to today), in Kerala 

remains important. 103  Although space does not allow for a full account of Hindu caste, it 

is necessary to look at the idea of caste as it surrounds the context of this dissertation.  

Brahmin males are still considered the priests and are the ritual specialists, although in 

the case of snake temples in Southern Kerala, Brahmin women often hold priestess 

positions.  Hindu temples used to be segregated by caste, with only the upper castes 

having the privilege of entering the temple.  In addition to these caste restrictions, 

stringent codes were enforced, and some are kept locally to this day, long after the caste 

restrictions have been formally lifted.  These codes prohibit certain individuals from 

entering the temple, and are based on beliefs regarding spiritual pollution, which are tied 

to the physical materials of the world. 

From at least the tenth century A.D. until the arrival of the British, the Kerala 

temples were the community and ritual centers.  During this period, the political system 

of Kerala was heavily based on the existence of a kind of monarchy/oligarchy integrating 

tribal chiefs and kings with Brahmin landowners as the ruling class.  There was also an 

element of colonization and reorganization of land ownership and clan relationships that 

                                                
103 Although officially renounced over fifty years ago, caste in Kerala remains a key motivator for 

relationships or the lack thereof.  The family name, which traditionally conveyed not only caste standing 
but also occupation, has been dropped by many low-caste families in order to ensure equal treatment and 
opportunities for themselves and future generations, while high-caste families continue to use their caste-
indicating family names, making the distinction between high- and low-caste still quite evident.  While this 
has led to greater chances for higher education and job positions for the “lower” levels of society, it has 
also caused an unanticipated rise in racism in Kerala based on skin color and physical traits.  Since darker 
skin was traditionally indicative of lower caste standing, one still assumes that a dark-skinned individual is 
from a lower caste level. There were, and still are, specific temples for certain castes, and the lower castes 
were often completely segregated from the upper castes in every way possible.    
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occurred through this Brahminic oligarchy. The maharaja would give land to the 

temple104 and the Brahmins then would then lease the temple’s land to wealthy families, 

who would in turn lease it to the managers of the fields, who would then further sublet 

their property to tenants.  In essence, the Brahmins acted as landlords for the kings and 

tribal leaders. This intricate web of communal ownership led to the success of the temple 

structure as an economic, political, and social symbol and physical location of power 

(Gurukkal 1992).  

The colorful festivals and feasts of the temple brought the entire local community 

together for celebration, and included art, music, dance, and theater (ibid.: 33).  During 

Onam, the harvest celebration, the temple was filled with crops just after the monsoon 

rains had ceased.  Everyone was fed, from the royalty to the peasants who tilled the land.  

As Gurukkal states: 

Therefore, to the society as a whole it symbolized prosperity and richness which 
even to this day forms part of the Onam festival.  The functional significance of 
the temple in [medieval Kerala] is that it brought the society as a whole in close 
quarters and provided an atmosphere of consecrated joy and pleasure within a 
system of unequal relation.  It helped the society to live out contradictions by 
guaranteeing collective solidarity. (Ibid.: 65). 
 
Even at that point in time, festivals were sites of communal interaction and 

created a space for solidarity to be “performed” between caste groups.  The rise of 

temples in South India, during the eleventh to fifteenth centuries, created a whole new 

class of artists and temple servants.  It was at this point that ritual and music in the South 

Indian temples became interrelated and interdependent.   

                                                
104 They would also give lands to churches and mosques which would rent out the surrounding 

fields for farming. 
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The music associated with the temple is often referred to in Kerala as kshētra 

vādyam.  It seems that kshētra vādyam, was developed in Kerala at about the same time 

as Brahminic hegemony began to find a place in Kerala culture sometime around the 

tenth and eleventh century.  The drummers directly employed by the temple and were 

paid with gold and rice allotments (Gurukkal 1992: 33).  Devadasis, trained dancing 

courtesans who came from high-class families, were kept as a sign of the wealth and 

prosperity of the temple. Traditionally, artists including hereditary percussionist families, 

dancers, actors, and craftsmen were a part of the inner workings of temple life.  Artists 

were supported by the temple through paddy (rice) payments.  Their family names were 

“Marar” and “Poduval,” and their task was to perform accompaniment to pūjā at the 

temple on a daily basis, as well as to provide processional music for festivals and 

background musical accompaniment for temple dramas such as kathakaḷi, kuddiyattam, 

and bharata natyam.  There were also temple musicians for the low-caste temples 

(Groesbeck 1995: 100-114).  

 Hindu communities are still organized along caste lines, and are often associated 

with a particular branch of Hinduism.105  For example, the Īzhawā community “had their 

own temples (chamundis) but were not allowed to worship the gods of the high castes 

[such as Shiva] in them, and the only offerings permitted were toddy [an alcoholic 

beverage extracted from coconut palms] or the sacrifice of fowl.  Their religious practices 

simultaneously demonstrated caste distances and the identity of the group” (Houtart and 

LeMercinier 1978: 10-11).   This is just one example of how caste and religion combine 

to create the idea of a community or communal group. 
                                                

105 Hinduism is not a single religion, but a conglomeration of worship practices of different gods 
and goddesses who find their place in the Hindu cosmology. 
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The temple reform acts of the early twentieth century and the land reform acts that 

followed independence, along with a subsequent shift in patronage, resulted in the 

division of the temples’ and landholders’ property and the establishment of government-

sponsored schools for the arts.  Displaced musicians and artists were forced to find work 

outside of the temple in order to survive.  While this separation of art from the ritual 

context did have some negative effects, it also resulted in the shift from a profession that 

was a hereditary skill to one that was open to people of any family background.  This was 

the case not only in the government-endorsed programs, but in private practice as well.  

In these contexts, for example, a boy from a Nayar family could learn from a family 

friend who was a Marar.  Nevertheless, the traditional caste associations still hold a great 

deal of power in today’s temple music circles.   

 Hindu festivals have different names in Malayalam and vary widely in their 

programs depending on location and wealth of the temple.  However, the Hindu festival 

generally contains a few similar elements.  Most of them are called “ulsavams,” a term 

literally translated as “festival,” but according to one interviewee the term can also refer 

to the concept of a vessel overflowing.  At this time of the year, all of the blessings of the 

gods overflow into the community.  Even the bulging shape of the temple walls suggests 

that it is about to burst (personal communication, Matthews, 2009).106   

 The festival season begins in December and extends through April, culminating 

with the renowned Thrissur Pūram.  This week begins with the flag-raising (kodiyettam), 

which signals that the festival week has begun. Festivals will last for usually eight or ten 

days, during which time there is usually a daily program of pūjā combined with 

                                                
106 This may be reflected in the word “pūram,” which will be discussed shortly. 
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entertainment, including scripture and oracle readings, hymn singing, kathakaḷi, 

tāyampaka, ganamela (film song performances), baratha natyam (dancing), and more.  A 

sample festival program is included in Appendix D.   

 Without a doubt, the pinnacles of the celebrations are the processions.  I want to 

discuss five different types of processions that occur in the Hindu festival.  First, there is 

the pūjā sreebali that usually takes place in the morning around sunrise, at noon, and in 

the evening around sunset.  As the deity travels around the temple (carried by the priests), 

he greets the minor deities that surround him and feeds them breakfast, lunch, and 

dinner.107  These processions are not only festival occurrences, but are also part of the 

daily ritual at the temple and they remain so during festival days.  This is the context for 

the small chenta melams, which are usually performed by hereditary temple musicians 

who have traditionally held rights/duties at that particular temple. The instruments used 

for these ensembles will vary according to the temple, but usually include the chenta 

 The second type is an extension the sreebali and is meant to be a spectacle, also 

known as the ulzavabali (festival procession) or sreebhutabali (elaborate procession).  

These are typically large and expanded chenta melams consisting of a minimum of sixty 

players with over a hundred at some temples.  The deity is set on top of the largest 

elephant, flanked by other elephants on either side and fanned by young men riding on 

the elephants’ backs and the procession moves once around the temple, or stays 

stationary. 108  The elephant’s role in the spectacle melam is to draw crowds and inspire a 

                                                
107 Although at some temples, the deity remains inside and the priests circle around to do this. 

108 These elephants are known by name among festival attendees.  One elephant may be renowned 
as the biggest and strongest, while others are known for their lineages, and still others for their rage.  The 
elephants which are considered dangerous are marked on the ear so people will keep their distance.  There 
is one man in particular named C.A. Menon who arranges elephants for festivals, both religious and 
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feeling of awe.  These “spectacle melams” usually only take place at temples, although a 

few churches or mosques employ multiple elephants as well (though they will usually 

only have one elephant, if any). 

 The third type of procession is the pallivett, or royal hunting trip, in which the 

deity travels outside of the temple with a small melam.  The fourth type of procession is 

the ārāṭṭŭ, or royal bath.  Both of these include the concept of journeying and travelling 

to reach a destination. Therefore, for the ārāṭṭŭ, even if the river is very near to a temple, 

the procession may wind around through the community and then come back to the river.  

In the case of a palivett, the destination is a hunting ground.  I was told by one elderly 

gentleman from Cochin that in the old days they would actually go into the forest, but 

since there are no forests left, they just pretend. In the case of an ārāṭṭŭ, the destination is 

water.  The most famous ārāṭṭŭ is in Thiruvananthapooram, the capital city, where the 

king (member of the old royal line) accompanies the three deities from the 

Padmanabhaswamy Temple for a bath in the Arabian Sea.109  The ārāṭṭŭ is usually the last 

event of festival programs. 

 The fifth type of procession, called a pūram, is the most auspicious and draws the 

biggest crowd.  The word “pūram” literally means fullness, multitude, or satiation, and 

can also refer to the eleventh lunar asterism in Hindu astronomy. Pūrams are gatherings 

of gods from different temple for the purposes of playing out Hindu mythologies in 

current time and space.  Often, one deity will visit another for a conjugal visit or a father 
                                                

secular.  He and most of the elephants are based in Thrissur, the central nexus for these large melams and 
pageantries. 

109 The point along the seashore chosen for the bath is on the property of the royal families beach 
house and just adjacent to the airport.  Two different people told me that the airport property is only leased 
to the government and that if any flights go in or out during the ārāṭṭŭ, the lease will be terminated. 
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will visit a son.  Many times these mythologies are local and can be between religious 

groups, and though they never gather in a pūram together, they will pay homage to one 

another as the procession passes their temple, church, or mosque. These meetings are 

highly localized and pūrams signify the relationship between temples and deities.  Take, 

for example, the case of Manarcad, Kottayam district, where the goddess and Mary (from 

the nearby orthodox church) are thought by the locals to be sisters.  One man from a 

church in Mahe told me how touched he was when the local temple opened the door 

when their church procession went by.  Peruvanam Kuttan Marar describes some musical 

aspects regarding the melam at the Aarattapuzha Pūram: 

At this temple, Sree Rama has his own panchari inside his temple and then 
outside there are two pandi melams, one for the each of the two devis that come to 
visit him.  They are playing within earshot of each other so they try to stay 
somewhat together, but there are major differences because they are two groups 
out of sight from each other. (Interview, Peruvanam Kuttan Marar 2009).  
 

 The chart in figure 30 shows the differences between procession types and the 

movement and music associated with each.  The second, third, fourth, and fifth type of 

processions only take place during festivals and the last three will take the deities outside 

the temple.  The melams that have to be very mobile are generally smaller, with the 

exceptions of the large pūrams in the Thrissur and Palakkad districts. 
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Types of 
procession 

Location Direction Purpose/ 
Destination 

Context Melam 
Type 

Sreebali Inside 
temple 

Circumambulating 
Clockwise 

Feed 
attending 
deities; 
Entertain 
deity 

Daily 
(morning 
noon, 
night) 
even 
during 
festivals 

Small 
chenta 
melam; 
other 
melam 

Ulzavabali/ 
Sreebhuta-
bali  

Inside 
temple 

Circumambulating 
Clockwise; or 
stationary 
(depending on 
tradition) 

Spectacle 
for the 
audience; 
Entertain 
deity 

Festivals 
only; 
afternoon 
or evening 

One large 
or small 
chenta 
melam 

Pallivett Starts 
inside and 
goes out 
into 
community 

Outward (usually 
through the 
community and 
back 

Out to the 
“hunting 
ground” 
and back to 
the temple 

Festivals 
only 

One 
small or 
mid-sized 
chenta 
melam 

Ārāṭṭŭ Starts 
inside and 
goes out 
into 
community 

Out to the water 
(usually through the 
community) and 
back to the temple 

Water; 
bathing the 
deity 

Festivals 
only 
(usually 
night-
time) 

One 
small or 
mid-sized 
chenta 
melam 

Pūram Starts at 
many 
different 
temples—
come 
together  

Toward the meeting 
place outside of the 
“destination” 
temple 

Visit other 
deities; 
show amity 
between 
temples 

Festivals 
only 
(day or 
night)110 

Two or 
more 
melams 
gather  
 

Figure 30. Five types of Hindu processions 
 

Christian Culture and Festivals 

There are three predominant groups of Christianity in India—“Syrian [or Syriac] 

Christians, Latin Christians, and New Christians—which are distinguished according to 

two main criteria: to which caste the original converts from whom the members of each 
                                                

110 Night is preferred by musicians because it is cooler and calmer. 
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grouping claim descent belonged, and the date of these original conversions” (C. J. Fuller 

1976: 54).  According to local tradition, Christianity first came to India through Thomas, 

the apostle of Christ, who arrived as a missionary via trade routes that had been 

established by Arab traders in the region that eventually became Kerala.111  The 

Christians who trace their lineage to Thomas and his converts are called St. Thomas 

Christians.  According to tradition, the people he converted were Brahmins, already high-

caste members of society.112  Therefore, these Christians have also been considered high-

caste, as supported in the records of copper plates, and by their relatively lighter skin 

color.  Their “status derives from prestigious ‘associations’—having intimate 

relationships with people of high status.” (Kurien 2002: 33, citing Milner 1994: 36)  

Others date Christianity in Kerala to a major wave of Christians who came to Kerala in 

the fourth century, carried on the trading ships of Thomas of Cana.  Regardless of how 

Christianity came to Kerala’s shores, we know that over the centuries these Christians 

created and maintained ties with the Eastern church and are now known as Syriac 

Christians.113 

                                                
111 The trade routes had been active for hundreds of years, possibly dating from the time of the 

Jewish King Solomon (967 BC). Some date the Jewish community in Kerala to the time of Solomon when 
they may have come to the west coast of India as merchants of precious stones, and spices on the west coast 
of India, though there is little archaeological evidence of permanent merchant communities dating this far 
back. The Jews were welcomed to this land by its royalty, but many have returned to Israel, leaving a 
dwindling diaspora in a few port cities along the western coast of India, and carrying with them a legacy of 
Malayalam Jewish folk songs. 

112 At Kuravilangad, where one family of Brahmin lived who were reportedly converted by 
Thomas, there is actually a church with a small pond containing a statue of the Apostle Thomas baptizing 
five Brahmins in the water.  This is an example of how legendary accounts of places can lead to the 
formation of pilgrimage sites.  Interestingly, there is also an alligator about to eat one of the Brahmins, but 
according to our guide at the church, this holds no historical meaning, but is there only for the 
entertainment of the tourists, who are the pilgrims who come to the church every year to pray. 

113 Ronald Roberson’s The Eastern Christian Churches (2004: 21-2, 38, 39-42, 172-5, 184-6) 
contains excellent introductory material to all of the branches of the Churches of the St. Thomas Christians 
in India. 
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The Syriac Christian communities have always maintained their own beliefs and 

liturgies, but early on, they also held to Hindu purification standards.  Many were 

vegetarian, and some of the Christians I met in Kerala still maintain this practice for 

health reasons or for social and relationship purposes.  They observed rituals of ablution, 

married with Hindus, and dressed like Hindus.  Many of these practices still continue and 

caste remains an important motivator between Hindus and Christians.. 

When I asked local Syriac Christians about marriage practices, they told me that 

most Syriac Christians will not consider marriage to a low-caste Hindu, but possibly 

would consider a match with the Nayar caste, as they are considered higher caste, even 

though the marriage would be a mixture of two people from different religious 

backgrounds. This statement reflects more concern with the maintenance of a certain 

status in society than with the desire to maintain a religion homogenous lineage. 

Early Kerala Christians were predominant in agriculture, commerce and warfare. 
They excelled in pepper production, which was an attractive commodity in pre-
industrial markets in Europe. They established a very strong commercial 
relationship between India and other foreign nations. St Thomas Christians were 
considered a community, which maintained high standards in the art of war. The 
kings of Kerala regarded them as a prominent social group and respected and 
protected their rights and privileges. (K. George 2007: 213) 
 
There are many sub-groups of Christian communities with their own history and 

traditions. The Knanaya Christians, for example, claim to be descendants of the group 

that arrived with Thomas of Cana, and they maintain very strict codes of intermarriage 

within their community in order to maintain their traditions.114  As wealthy immigrants, 

they were also granted the privileges of the upper class.  The Knanaya are renowned for a 

                                                
114 A Knanayan perspective can be gained from reviewing Jacob Kollaparambil’s essays in 

Kynanaya Pearl (Kottayam: Deepika, 2005; 134-283). 
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folk dance/song, which is often included in festivals of Syriac and Orthodox churches as 

a celebration of Kerala Christian heritage. 

Portuguese Catholics, British Anglicans, and the Indianization movement of the 

late twentieth century have also influenced Kerala Christians.  The Latin Christians do 

not have the same prestige as the Syriac or Knanaya Christians, because many were 

converted by the Portuguese from the lower caste strata of coastal fishermen around the 

sixteenth century (Fuller 1976: 55). Similarly, the New Christians were converted 

primarily from the lower caste families by Anglican, European Protestant, and 

Pentecostal missionary efforts in the late-nineteenth and early-to-mid-twentieth century. 

These Christians, also called “rice Christians,” would convert to Christianity in hopes of 

receiving food, education, and a higher status in society, but it seems that the sheer fact 

that they claim membership to these Protestant churches betrays the fact that they were 

once low caste.  

However, many of these Christians have succeeded in obtaining enviable 

positions in society.  This is due to the fact that even though Christianity in Kerala is 

quite heterogeneous, there has been a great interest in ecumenical efforts, which have 

made strides in unifying these fragmented minorities into a political force to be reckoned 

with. 115  

The music of the Christian communities includes liturgical chant and songs, 

devotional songs, folk songs, light/film-style music, and imported musical styles from 
                                                

115 For discussions with greater detail of the major developments in the history of the Christian 
churches in Kerala see the following. There is also a very concise description of the different churches in 
Sebastian Brock’s An Introduction to Syriac Studies (2006; 72-5).  For a more detailed discussion that is 
particularly devoted to the heritage of the Church of the East see Mar Aprem’s Indian Church History 
Lectures (2007).  Anthony Korah Thomas has also provided an overview of this history in his The 
Christians of Kerala (2001). 
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around the world, which differ based on the unique histories and affiliations of each 

Christian sub-group.  The liturgical music can be defined as the music of the mass, 

communion, office of the hours, and paraliturgical service and is described by Joseph 

Palackal in his Garland Encyclopedia entry on “Kerala” under “Christian Music” (2000).  

The Syro-Malabar and Church of the East liturgy in East Syriac and was vernacularized 

in 1962, and some Syriac melodies continue with Malayalam texts.  The Syrian Orthodox 

and Syro-Malankara liturgy follows the Antiochene model (West Syriac) and is partly 

vernacularized, preserving an ancient ekkara canon which prescribes eight modes (niram 

or “color”) and is called the oktoechos. The Latin Church vernacularized their liturgy in 

1967, when the unison singing of Malayalam hymns replaced western chants in Latin and 

the polyphonic singing style. There is an ongoing effort to preserve Syriac language, 

chant, and song. While in Kerala, I had the opportunity to watch two priests’ initial 

performances in leading the Syriac liturgy.  The Syriac liturgies are especially celebrated 

on festival occasions.116  

The Mar Thoma liturgy is a blend of West Syriac chants, Anglican hymns, and 

Malayalam compositions in Karnatic style.  Some of the protestant churches continue 

polyphonic singing but also utilize a blend of English hymns, German chorales (with 

Malayalam translations), and Malayalam hymns. There is no standardization, and there 

are different hymns in every church.  Generally speaking, the Mar Thoma and Protestant 

                                                

116 One person who is key in this effort is Fr. Jacob Thekaparambil, who has started an ecumenical 
research institute for Syriac studies in Kottayam called SEERI (St. Ephrem Ecumenical Research Institute). 
One of the specialists in liturgical chant is Fr. M. P. George who is based in the Orthodox Seminary in 
Chungum, near Kottayam.  He has assisted in the preservation of chant styles, though there is an increasing 
need for others to take on this task since many of the older priests who knew the chants are aging. Dr. 
Joseph Palackal is one scholar who is actively seeking to document these traditions in Kerala. 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churches do not celebrate festivals mainly because they do not believe in the veneration 

of saints, and most of the festivals are celebrations of saints days.  

There are several genres of devotional songs in the Christian tradition.117  

Christian music has also entered the realm of contemporary popular music in Kerala 

through the incorporation of “light” or film music styles.  These songs are Kerala 

Christians’ easy-listening music, and are played for celebrations, for home use, and for 

festival processions.  Finally, I should note the influx of contemporary Christian music 

(CCM) from around the world.  The favorite groups of some of my interviewees are the 

Gaither Vocal Band, Hillsong, and Maranatha.  These imported musical styles, along 

with preaching chant styles surprisingly reminiscent of American television evangelists, 

are often appropriated, escpecially by Pentecostal churches especially.  Western 

Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) is accessible via the internet and worldwide 

through several local television channels broadcasting Christian television programs (in 

English, Hindi, and Malayalam). 

 The topic of Christian festivals in Kerala is fascinating because of the different 

shaping influences throughout the centuries.  We do not know a great deal about the 

                                                
117 Many of the older devotional songs have been printed and handed down through generations.117 

Palackal lists other types of Christian songs in the home environment as wedding songs, historical songs, 
didactic songs, and narrative poems (2000), including Puthen Pana, an epic composition written in the 
eighteenth century by John Earnest Hanxleden which narrates biblical events and encorporates Syriac 
liturgical music. Palackal’s MA thesis (1995) explores the history and content of Puthen Pana. Christian 
folksongs are very specific for each Christian tradition.  One of the most apparent examples is Mārgamkaḷi 
, a folksong/dance genre of the Knanaya Christian community, which recounts the life and journey of St. 
Thomas.  It has recently been standardized and brought into the realm of cultural competitions, namely the 
annual youth festivals in Trivandrum.  Fr. Jacob Vellian has led these efforts and has spent his life 
documenting Mārgamkaḷi  and the Knanaya cultural traditions. (2001) Other examples of Christian folk arts 
include Paricamuttukali (the “dance with striking shields,” an artist’s adaptation of the Kerala martial arts 
tradition kalari); and Cavittunatakam, a foot stamping drama developed in the late sixteenth century telling 
chivalrous stories from western Christendom, including the epics of Charlemagne. 
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festivals before the arrival of the Portuguese, but we can surmise a few facts from letters 

and reports during their years of power in Malabar.  One letter written by a missionary in 

1579, 118 tells us that the church feast days of St. Mary’s were often sporadic, based on the 

community’s dependency on the generosity of individual financiers who often donated 

money as a vow in hopes that their prayers for a good marriage for their children, for 

fertility, or for the health of a relative might be answered: 

They celebrate this feast [of St. Thomas] from time to time when some rich 
person has made a vow (ie. in order to get a son or for some other favor) to 
arrange the feast at his costs…  The river is full of boats…some eight thousand 
men, women and children.  They make their pilgrimage on the river to… 
[Cranganore, where Thomas landed], then they return to Parou.  On the way they 
are singing the life of St. Thomas and the story of that day with much music.  
Then they sup at Parou sitting around the church on the ground.  Their plates are 
banana leaves…the supper lasted ‘til midnight. (Cited in Neelankavil 2008: 211) 
 

This letter also demonstrates the fact that it was a community event and that back then 

feasts were literally feasts, echoing the Onam celebrations in the temple.  Now, actual 

feasts are quite rare for most churches, but they do happen when one donor offers to pay. 

One of the greatest sources for observing changes in or modifications to the 

church practice of Malabar (Kerala as a state was not yet created) is the Synod of 

Diamper.  This Synod is useful because by its decrees, we can understand what was not 

current practice and what would become common practice afterward.  We can also know 

based on the Synod’s prohibitory clauses that, during their festivals, the Christians hired 

Hindu musicians, invited merchants to sell their wares on the church premises, and threw 

extravagant firework displays.  The Synod forbade these activities and many others that 

demonstrated relationship between Christians and the Hindu community (session V, 

                                                
118 Probably Fr. S.J. Pacheko. 
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decree XIV; session IX, decree IV).  Joseph Palackal suggests that these Hindu musicians 

may have also played a role in announcing the mass (kēḷikoṭṭu: literally, “striking to 

hear”), during the Eucharistic prayer, and at the conclusion of the mass (Palackal 2005: 

101-102).  According to Palackal,  

The Christians’ invitation to Hindu musicians to perform inside the church, 
especially during mass, and the willingness of the Hindus to accept the invitation 
tell volumes about the harmonious social interaction that existed between 
Christians and ther Hindu neighbors in Kerala.  Such permeability of socio-
religious boundaries deeply offended the missionaries. (Ibid.: 103) 
 
Sundararaja states that the lamp and the oil for the lamp were passed between 

Hindu temples and churches during festivals, that the processional umbrellas were also 

shared, and that this latter practice was also banned by the Synod (Sundaraja and Mukerj 

2004: 514). But the Portuguese also may have had a role in shaping the festival 

procession.  The idea of a candlelit procession around the church was introduced in 

Decree Twenty-Three: 

After the blessing, the priest and all the seminarians followed by the people, the 
former in their official dress and holding candles and the latter with their burning 
candles, shall make a procession around the church or about it.  This reminds us 
of the mystery that is remembered on that day, namely the solemn entry of Our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the divine light and splendor of the Father…. (Synod of 
Diamper, Decree 23 in Neelankavil 2008: 211) 
 
Another later source of information regarding festivals is a book of law for 

churches written in 1879, The Decrees and Statutes for the Vicariate Apostolic of 

Verapoly, which according to Mar Joseph Neelankavil, was a reworking of existing laws 

and decrees (ibid.).  Here we see that during feasts, merchants would sell their goods on 

the church premises, and the person who financed the feast would be escorted to the 

church (most likely with some pomp and circumstance). These practices were forbidden 

as well, but this late date shows that the practices may not have died out after the Synod.   
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However they have evolved through the years, the church festivals and Hindu 

temple festivals in central Kerala currently contain many of the same elements—the 

lamp, the umbrellas, nercha (offering of food), displays of vow-making by devotees, and 

musical performances including small chenta melams (though one or two churches have 

started hosting large melams).  The church has also carries their own processional crosses 

and icons (most probably a Latin influence); the icons are often placed on the windshield 

of a car and driven though the streets instead of an elephant carrying them, as seen at St. 

Theresa Little Flower, near Manarcad.  Often, these vehicles will be equipped with a 

complete sound system, allowing vocal and instrumental musicians to perform light 

music while sitting in the back of the vehicle and be amplified through the speakers on 

top.  Only once did I see an elephant at a church festival, at Kuruvilangad, and they had 

borrowed that elephant from the local temple according to their tradition.  
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Figure 31. Icon of St. Theresa "Little Flower" 
 

Currently, Christian festivals are usually eight or ten days long.  Unlike the Hindu 

festivals in which the dates are determined by a mixture of local tradition and devaswom 

approval, Christian festivals’ dates are determined mostly by globally dictated church 

calendars.  For example, on the holiday of the Assumption of Mary in Rome, the 

celebration will begin in the Catholic churches of Kerala.  The Orthodox churches go by 

the Orthodox calendar. 

 

Muslim Culture and Festivals 

 Islam also reached India through pre-established communities of Arabian traders 

during the seventh to tenth century, although the specific date is not certain.  While North 
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Indian contentions between Hindus and Muslims are rooted in the Islamic conquest of 

North India by the Mughals,119  South India’s relationship with Islam has been much 

more peaceful, for the most part.  North Kerala is now host to a large Muslim 

community. The state takes great pride in the fact that the Muslims live here not as a 

result of conquest but because of invitations extended to them from one of the rulers of 

the Malabar region (Northern Kerala). The oldest mosque in Kerala is Cheraman Juma 

Masjid,120 in Kodungallur.  It dates back to the time of the prophet Muhammad and, 

according to local legend, to the last of the Chera kings, Cheraman Perumal, who 

abdicated his throne to convert to Islam and died while on pilgrimage to Mecca.  He gave 

permission and land for the Muslim traders to settle in Kerala and to freely practice their 

religion (Cheraman Juma Masjid Pamphlet 2008). This location for the oldest mosque is 

significant since Kodungallur was near the ancient trading capital often referred to as 

Muziris, and is the place where the Apostle Thomas reportedly landed in AD 52.  Stories 

of Muslims’ early presence in this locality supports the theory that the coastal ports of 

Kerala were centers of cosmopolitan interaction between nations and religions long 

before archaeological evidence suggested that there had been permanent settlements in 

Kerala in the tenth century (Gurukkal 1992: 23). 

More recently, changes have been seen in the Muslim community as Keralite 

immigrant workers in places like Iran and Abu Dabi are being exposed to fundamentalist 

                                                
119 Although there was a Muslim conquest of Malabar in 1766 by Hyder Ali, which lasted until 

1792 when the British took over, Muslims had already lived in Kerala for nearly a thousand years. 

120 Although it has been renovated many times since, most recently in 1991 when it gained two 
minarets in keeping with the current trend to mimic the mosques in the Middle East, but lost most of its 
distinctive features, though thankfully some elements have been saved and preserved in an adjoining 
museum built for tourists. 
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ideas and a more strict version of Islam from the Middle East.  One man from Cochin 

told me, “They used to dress like us, but about fifteen years ago, they started dressing 

with these long sleeves and caps.  The women began covering their heads and some even 

stay only in the home now.  These were our friends, but they have withdrawn.”  The head 

coverings worn by women, as one scholar pointed out, should not be viewed solely as a 

symbol of modesty, as I had believed them to be.  In fact, there is a great deal of pride 

associated with these head coverings, as pointed out to me by a Malayalee scholar.  He 

said, “if you look closely, you will see a great deal of ornamentation on the fabric.  These 

women and girls are very fashion conscious.  They are not only obeying their newly 

adopted customs, but also making a fashion statement.”   

Muslim folk arts include mappilappattu, traditional songs that blend Malayalee 

and Arabian styles and languages.  This language seems to support the fact that the 

Muslims were in Kerala even as the Malayalam language was still taking shape.  There is 

also “Aribi-baith” (Arabic song) and kolkkali, a “dance with sticks” performed by males 

at wedding celebrations.  Muslims also engage in paricamuttukali and saint-worship 

accompanied by a frame drum (Palackal 2000: 946-947). This non-liturgical musical 

culture is especially rich in Northern Kerala.121 These traditions are often incorporated 

into Muslim festival programs as a celebration of Muslim (mappila) identity. 

                                                
121 During a trip to Kozhikode, I visited the Muslim quarter and met a young man who is a D.J. for 

weddings and other celebrations.  As he showed me some of the mixes he had done on his Macbook Pro, he 
told me about a classic movie, Kuttikupayam (1964), a film that incorporates Mappilah women’s music and 
dance.  It seems that there is a classic repertoire of Muslim folk music which is perpetuated among the 
women and similar to the Jewish traditions documented by Barbara Johnson and Scaria Zacharia (Johnson 
2004; Zacharia 2003). 
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As mentioned earlier, Muslim festivals in Kerala are usually celebrated on the 

death anniversaries of Muslim saints or teachers.  Traditionally, the Muslim population in 

Kerala was fairly poor, but with Muslim Malayalee immigrant workers in the Middle 

East financially supporting their families and local communities back home, there is an 

influx of “gulf money” into these communities, which is often used now to fund festival 

programs.  Most often, the Muslim communities celebrate by hosting chandanakudam 

(sandalwood paste) nerchas.122 

On these days all are free to go to the mosque, but not in the prayer space itself as 

that is reserved for Muslim males.  Otherwise, any Christians and Hindus may attend the 

festivities.  The Changanacherry Chandanakudam is a highly traditional and localized 

festival in Kottayam district.  I had the opportunity to speak with a festival organizer who 

was also a city official.  He told me the history of this particular festival.  The 

practitioners trace it back to a request/demand of the Travancore maharaja Rama Varma 

in 1802.  According to tradition, the king scolded the Muslims for not holding festivals, 

which would give them a chance to interact with the other religious groups and he 

demanded that they should have one around the end of December to coincide with a local 

Hindu festival and Christmas, as both are celebrated around that time.  The Muslims were 

not excited about the idea, but the king who set up this festival requirement had also 

assisted the Muslims in granting the land to the new mosque that had been built, and so 

they were obligated.  But they told the king that they would not be able to pay for the 

festival, since their religion would not allow them to take money from the coffers for 

                                                
122 The nercha for this type of festival is a paste contained an earthen vessel, which I was told 

symbolizes the body of the saint or deity, the sandalwood paste represents the defication of the deity.  I was 
unable to find any other academic sources to support or deny this folk meaning of the chandanakudam. 
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such a purpose.  The king then offered to reimburse them for the cost but they would only 

be able to pick it up from the collectorate after visiting the temple with sandlewood paste 

and torch fire as a gift.  Traditionally, the Christians brought oil to temple entrance and 

the Muslims brought torches to light the lamp as well as sandalwood paste in exchange 

for incense (Interview, Haneefah 2009).   

According to my interviewee, there are clearly marked boundaries for these 

processions.  “Otherwise there are problems,” he laughed. “We must have boundaries. 

There is a protocol.  Everyone would come to their place, we were told, there are 

prescribed boundaries for these events—the Christians come to this point and the Hindus 

come to this point and the Muslims to here and so on.”  

The procession route as it has been set in tradition throughout the years is 

followed minutely,123 and receptions are prepared at various places, from local temples 

and churches to government offices.  The Changanacherry Chandanakudam is unusual in 

the sense that the whole community is involved in the procession at separate reception 

sites, but most of the chandanakudams rent elephants on which the pot of sandalwood 

was carried out in procession into the surrounding neighborhoods. 

 

Culture Contact Between Hindus, Christians, and Muslims 

With an overview of the individual histories and festival traditions of these three 

religious groups, the following section examines the different ways that Hindus, 

Christians, and Muslims interact with each other.  Keil has noted that “musical 
                                                

123 The copper plates that dictated how processions should be done were melted down after being 
sold by a careless mosque treasurer. 
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performance has the power to liberate the participants from the constraints, controls, and 

power trips of civilization, [by helping people]...focus on ... sensuous immersion in 

sound, taking pleasure in life (rather than asserting power over it)...”(1995a: 13, cited in 

Wallach 2004: 13). Wallach adds that “the experiential immediacy of musical 

performance is the natural enemy of hierarchy and technological regimentation (including 

writing); it is a form of sensuous rebellion against civilizing forces seeking to inhibit and 

control human expression” (Wallach 2004: 3).  In the case of Kerala, these “civilizing 

forces” could be identified as the government attempts to place people in communal 

categories that seem to threaten to limit community interaction on a local level and, in a 

way, experiencing festivals and festival music together is a way to revolt against those 

civilizing forces. The Department of Information and Public Relations states in an online 

tourism guide for the Kottayam district that “Kottayam is a district known for its religious 

harmony. There are over fifty temples, seventy churches and a number of mosques 

including one that is a thousand years old” (Rajasekharan 2003).  While Kerala may have 

had a few conflicts based on religion, it is nothing in comparison with other more volatile 

parts of India (or many other parts of the world, for that matter), and Kerala’s claim is 

rooted in the long history of symbiotic interaction between religious groups while all the 

while navigating the delicate macro relationships at national and global levels.  This 

section explores the types of social, religious, and musical interactions that have taken 

place between Hindus, Christians, and Muslims. 
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Communal Harmony and Mata Maitri  (Religious Friendship) 

The phrase “communal harmony” is a term of convenience that was conceived in 

colonial discourse and still used frequently in political speeches, festival speeches, and 

newspaper and magazine titles that one cannot help but consider it a major theme in 

contemporary Indian public culture.  It is based on the idea of communalism.  It is 

necessary to understand the meaning of “communalism” in two senses: 1) communalism 

as a political ideal; 2) communalism as set of “behaviors based on community 

sentiments” (Matthew 1989: 11). The most helpful definition of communal groups that I 

have found actually blends the two aspects together: “Competitive group solidarities 

within the same political system based on ethnic, linguistic or religious identities” 

(Bhaskar 1987 cited in Oomen 1995: 544).  However, as discussed in the introduction, 

the idea of communal groups in Kerala and India at large has been based on the factor of 

religious affiliation, which often is a facet of ethnic identity (Abraham 2008; see also 

Kurien 2002).  “Communal violence” and “communal harmony” almost always refer 

respectively to negative and positive relationships between Hindus, Muslims, and 

Christian community groups and their respective castes.   

The political use of the term “communal harmony” is macro, encouraging the 

overall peace of the nation through the creation of an amalgamated “Indian culture,” 

which is very similar to the “melting pot” or “tossed salad” ideology of many 

multicultural nations such as Brazil and the United States.  The term “communalism” was 

actually coined by the British in connection to the skirmishes between Muslim and Hindu 

groups in North India and was contrasted against the apparent benefits of colonialism, 
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which were “cohesiveness and rationality” (Pandey 1990: 60). Later, communalism was 

viewed as diametrically opposed to the goal of nation building and this dichotomy of 

“communal/national” still remains today (ibid.: 22).  In the process of trying to create a 

secular government, communal identities have been ignored until localized disruption 

erupts from economic or social problems.  When this happens, the government and media 

blame the problem on religious fanaticism instead of local issues, sometimes even 

promoting the pluralistic ideal that “God is One”—as if by merging all gods together, all 

communal tensions will be melted away.124  This type of Hindu nationalism (Hindutva) 

has encouraged all Indians to think of themselves as being connected to Hindu origins 

from which they or their families were once converted. 

Corinne Dempsey, in her book Kerala Christian Sainthood (2000), cites one 

Syrian Orthodox Christian priest as saying, “We are all Hindus in India…we must think 

of ourselves as one if our nation is going to survive” (2000: 66). This type of response is 

very typical and shows how religious unity/plurality, under the label of “Hinduism,” 

reflects political ideals of unifying a nation.  To put it plainly, the political nature of 

religious harmony is based in the need to create a unified India where people of different 

religious persuasions can live together and in peace.  Unfortunately, this has never been 

the overall reality in India as much as an ideal, and the phrase mata maitri is used by 

some with a sense of romanticism and by others in sarcastic skepticism. 

When I asked one Christian man broadly about his ideas of mata maitri (a 

Sanskrit phrase that means “religious friendship”) he replied, “We all stand for mata 

                                                
124 This seems to relate to the ideas of sibling stories, which create relationships between deities 

and saints as a way of maintaining a sense of brotherhood among their devotees. 
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maitri and amicability between all castes: Hindu Christian, Muslim, all of these.”  This 

statement reflects the fact that many Malayalees view caste and religion as somewhat 

interchangeable, and equate religious groups with communal groups.  This discourse of 

mata maitri, or religious friendship, is often incorporated into festival programs because 

these events allow for a high level of interreligious traffic within the local community.  

Many festival programs even include a “mata maitri” speech for which leaders from other 

local religious communities are invited as keynote speakers. What better time to discuss 

unity and communal harmony than when everyone is visibly interacting together 

intentionally and joyously?  

On a local level, the idea of communal harmony is based on a complex system of 

locally based interactions, which would not be obvious to the outside observer unless the 

system of reciprocity was fully understood.  In the Malayalee social milieu, religious 

boundaries are tied up with caste and interreligious interactions, and are often dictated by 

tradition or local expectations.  

In the seventeenth through eighteenth century there is evidence that Syriac 
Christians and Nayar Hindus were not simply high-class landholders and 
merchants, but semi-warrior castes, who worked together to carry out the desires 
of the king.  In return or their loyalty, the king offered them protection in addition 
to land and resources for building new places of worship.  During this time, new 
festivals were initiated by the king in order to tie his relatively unfounded reign to 
a religious root.  As proof of their common status, the Syriac Christians and 
Nayars intermarried, trained each others’ children in the ways of war, and 
participated in each others’ religious rituals and festivals.  The Nayars considered 
the Christians to be ritually pure and thus offered them access to the temples and 
roles in local Hindu rituals. (Narayanan 1972: 34) 
 

It is evident that the codes of interaction between Hindus, Christians, and Muslims were 

complex.  Furthermore, M. G. S. Narayanan, in his book Cultural Synthesis (1972), 

rejects the romantic view that praises the communal harmony that has supposedly always 
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existed in Kerala.   Instead of the impetus for communal harmony being a sentimental 

desire for cultural variety among Kerala rulers, he gives evidence that the trade ships 

from the near east loaded with gold and promise of trade endeared the traders to the 

kings. Among these traders were people of different religions including Jews, Christians, 

and later, Muslims. There was a prejudice against trade and navigation in Brahmin-

influenced Kerala.  These professions were thought of as vulgar, and thus the trading 

communities were welcomed in Kerala, to do the work no one else wanted to do (ibid.: 

5). Their communities were also sources of income and military support (ibid. v-vi). 125  

Christians, Jews, and Muslims have also been collaborators in the formation of 

Kerala culture. Groesbeck points out that while “there were Christians in Kerala as early 

as the sixth century (Fuller 1976: 36), there is no reliable evidence of the existence of 

Nayars before the ninth century” (Groesbeck 1995: 117).  “Minority groups” were here 

before the language of Malayalam developed in the tenth century, and this may be the 

reason why traces of Syriac, Arabic, and Hebrew, among other languages, can be found 

in Malayalam (interview, Zacharia 2009).  

The Jewish and Christian merchant guilds, called Anchuvannam and 

Manigramman respectively, were both recipients of carved copper plates giving them the 

right to collect taxes and bear weapons, along with seventy other rights and privileges.  

However, there is the distinct possibility that based on the timing, these privileges were 

not given out of charity, but were possibly bought or at least given in exchange for 

military support.   

                                                
125 For this reason, the Portuguese as well as the British were welcomed as supporters of the rajas. 
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The king Baskari Ravi ruled from 962-1020AD. The wealth of Joseph Rabban 

endeared him to the Chera king Baskara Ravi in the eleventh century.  The country was 

organizing a resistance against the Chola kings. Narayanan’s opinion on the impetus 

behind the copper plates is that they were given in return for payment or other favors—

“charity began at the market place…not at home.” (Narayanan 1973, 5)  Privileges were 

granted to Rabban when the Chera kingdom was threatened by the invasion of the Chola 

king.  The witnesses of the grant were likely to have been members of the war council of 

the Chera king.  There may be a connection between the eminent threat of war and the 

policy of placating wealthy men with titles and privileges.  Baskara Ravi seems to have 

ascribed to these ancient policies and given the copper plates to Rabban in return for 

money and other goods.  The timing of the Christian copper plates (849AD) also 

coordinates with the military resistance against the Pandya.  The land granted to the 

Christian community was later intentionally and methodically populated by working-

class skilled laborers who offered their services in return for land privileges and 

protection by the community. This practice continued even into the 1600s when families 

were given to the Dutch East India company (Narayanan 1973, 33-34).126 The Christian 

church that was established by Mar Shapir Isho in the ninth century was under the king’s 

protection and support, and the king also ordered cooperation from the locals. 

These plates were given during a time when the kings were at war in the south 

and in need of financial funding for their army.  The donations given by these merchant 

guilds could possibly have led to the king bestowing rights and privileges on them.  All 

three groups were also recipients of the generosity of the rulers of the region. In the 

                                                
126 This may explain the involvement and roles of lower-caste servants in church festivals. 
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eleventh century, Jews were given copper plates by the king of Cochin granting them 

special privileges.  Below is an inscription of the Cochin Jewish copper plates, given to 

Joseph Rabban, the leader of the Ancuvannam merchant guild: 

Hail Prosperity.  This is the gift that His Majesty, King of King, Sri Bhaskara 
Ravi Varman, who is to wield a scepter for several thousand years, was pleased to 
make during the thiry sixth year opposite to the second year of his reign, on the 
day when he was pleased to reside at Muyirikode.  We have granted to Joseph 
Rabban, the Ancuvannum (name of guild), tolls by boat and by other vehicles 
Ancuvannam dues, the right to employ oil lamp, decorative cloth, palanquin, 
umbrella, kettledrum, trumpet, gateway, arch, arched roof, weapons, and the rest 
of the seventy two privileges.  We have remitted customs dues and weighing fee.  
Moreover, according to this copper plate grant, he shall be exempted from 
payments due to the King from settlers in the town, but he shall enjoy what they 
enjoy.  To Joseph Rabban, proprietor of the Ancuvannam, his male and female 
issues, nephews, and sons-in-law, Ancuvannam shall belong by hereditary 
succession as long as the sun and moon endure—Prosperity! (M. Narayanan, 
1972: 29) 
 
The copper plates are clear regarding the privileges given to these communities.  

These privileges, which imbued an immediate status of nobility upon the outsider 

communities, encouraged merchants to make a home in Kerala, and they did so—settling 

primarily along the coast, but also in major towns in the interior as those developed in 

later centuries. Even today, one gets the impression of pockets when travelling from town 

to town in Kerala.  The coastal areas are heavily dominated by Muslims and Christians, 

generally have societies based on industry and trade, while agrarian commuities of 

Hindus form the majority in most of the interior and hilly areas.  Even within the interior 

Hindu dominated areas there are pockets that are populated by Muslim or Christian 

communities.  Trade induced harmony despite racial and religious differences.  Christian 

and Islamic communities in Kerala pre-date the caste system, they pre-date Malayalam, 

and they were there as the kings and Brahmins worked out a system of government.  

Eventually, through the centuries, these outsider religious groups, along with the 
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indigenous population and immigrants from North India, formed what we know now as 

Kerala culture through a process that can be referred to as cultural symbiosis.   

As mentioned previously, communal groups were amalgamations of religious, 

ethnic, and caste identity, and local systems were set in place to ensure that these groups 

were at relative peace with each other.  However, the discussion of communal harmony 

only began later.  As one of my informants remarked with a laugh: “Back then, we had 

communal harmony, but now we just talk about it” (Zacharia 2008).  This statement 

attests to the public discourse regarding communal harmony and that the goal of this 

discourse is to remind Keralites, of a perceived past, one of peace between all religion-

based ethnic communities.   

Dempsey discusses a very interesting and telling aspect of local Kerala folk 

culture within local communities that encouraged religious friendship—the presence of 

sibling stories about local deities and saints. For example, in Manarcad, the Christian St. 

Mary and the Hindu goddess Kannaki are considered to be sisters, and some people even 

told me that they are the same person: 

It's a belief [that Saint Mary and the goddess Kannaki are sisters] that is quite 
accepted traditionally by the local people. There were two Brahmin family 
homes… they were sons of two sisters. These families each worshiped their own 
family's sister, and it was understood that one of them was the St. Mary of the 
Manarcad Church and the other the deity of the temple, Kannaki. Both families 
actually worshiped a single power but later it was separated into Hindu and 
Christian. At first, these families knew that both powers were one, but when 
people began to be connected to Christianity, there came a great rift between the 
two sisters— the great rift of religion. As time passed by, because of their 
religion, they were looked upon as two although they were actually one. 
(Dempsey 1998: 62-63) 
 
Another example of sibling stories can be found in the village of Karinyachira 

where there is a St. George church and a Vishnu temple on the same road, and 
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parishioners of the St. George church consider their patron saint to be the brother of 

Vishnu from the nearby temple.  Dempsey writes, “The bishop fondly reminisced that 

when he was a little boy, the participants of both the temple and church processions 

would halt and respectfully bow before the other ‘brother’s’ place of worship before 

continuing on” (Dempsey 2000: 83). 

The fact that Hindu deities and Christian saints are portrayed as siblings may be 

yet another tie to the Malayalam concept of sāhōdaryam (siblings from the same 

heart/womb):  “The qualities of rivalry and reliance endemic to sibling associations make 

them appropriate symbols not only for saint and deity relations of legend but also, more 

tangibly, for the flawed yet ultimately peaceful associations between Hindu and Christian 

devotee communities” (Dempsey 1998: 52).  However, one man from Manarcad told me 

during their festival that the reality of the situation is that the people are looking for 

blessings from wherever they can be found: “Especially at Manarcad, the people with 

physical pain and mental disease have a better chance of being healed here, so whether 

they are Hindu or Christian, they all come.” 

Saint veneration is also prevalent among Christians and Muslims, though priests 

are eager to clarify that it is supposed to be an intercessory relationship and that blessings 

and healings actually come from God, not the saint. However, as Burman states (referring 

to Muslims): 

What is sociologically relevant is that many of the local saints were supported 
only by certain sections of the population, determined either by locality, social or 
professional group. There is thus a sort of a patron-saint relationship. For 
example, Khwaja Khijr protects all castes associated with water: washermen, 
water carriers and boatmen. Similarly, blacksmiths invoke the name of Hazrat 
Daud, who is none other than biblical king David. Oilmen ('teli') and dyers 
('ranrez') follow saints whose family names refer to the professions, namely, 
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Hasan Teli and Pir Ali Ranrez. Many of the saints are also linked with curing 
certain specific diseases. (Burman 1996: 1213) 
 
Religious festivals are places where distinct group identities are carved out and 

negotiated but are also celebrated as part of a local whole.  This idea of unity in 

distinction is demonstrated in that there were and are still distinct duties which belong to 

people from outside the host community, and these duties can also be understood as 

jealously guarded rights and privileges.  For example, in at least one mosque and one 

church in the Kottayam district,127 the toddy tappers (who make an alcoholic drink called 

“toddy” from coconut trees), still exercise their privilege to cut a palm tree for use as a 

flag post during festival week.  Although they are not Christians or Muslims, they take 

great pride in this duty and fulfill it faithfully every year.  In many Hindu festivals, it was 

customary to have Christians performing an initiating ritual, such as lighting lamps, 

touching the deity before the procession, or offering oil for the lamps.  These traditions of 

interaction, which were decided within the local community, vary from region to 

region—even village to village—and seem strikingly removed from the rest of the world. 

Charles Stewart mentions the problematic division between participation in local 

(or national) culture and commitment to a standardized world religion (1999: 57).  This is 

important to the issues at hand in this dissertation because although the religious groups 

in Kerala subscribe to standardized codes from the religious centers of their traditions, the 

national and the local are still strong forces, especially during festival occasions.  The 

following section explores some of the literature on syncretism, synthesis, and symbiosis, 

                                                
127 Changanasherry Masjid and St Mary’s Orthodox church in Manarcard. 
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in order to show how all three of these ideas are applicable in the situation in Kerala—

though some more than others. 

 

Syncretism, Synthesis, and Symbiosis 

As this chapter has shown, Hindus, Christians, and Muslims have been interacting 

in Kerala for centuries, and so it is important to look at theories and terminology that can 

shed light on the processes of religious and musical culture contact between these 

religious groups. Herskovits defines syncretism as “a process by which old meanings are 

ascribed to new elements or by which new values change the cultural significance of old 

forms” (Herskovits 1948: 553).  Religious syncretism does occur in Kerala, as evidenced 

by the conflations of Hindu deities and Christian and Muslim saints.  While religious 

syncretism may affect musical practice, and musical performances may shed light on 

religious syncretism, musical syncretism, in the sense of new values converging on old 

forms, does not occur within the festival drumming traditions in Kerala.128 Rather, chenta 

genres are shared between religious communities in Kerala by way of a lifting out and 

transplanting of entire genres, which are kept completely intact in their new performance 

context, both musically and in regard to the meaning that they communicate.  In these 

new contexts, the chenta is even performed by many of the same performers and 

                                                
128 There is also a vocal genre called kriti, a style of devotional song which which came out of the 

Bhakti movement, and later became the basis for the classical Karnatic kriti. (See Bhattacharya 1989 for a 
history of the Bhakti movement and Jackson 1992 for a musical analysis of kriti form.) Recently, there has 
been a movement to compose Christian kritis.  The performers in this genre are usually classically trained 
in singing Hindu kritis, which, though it may seem to be a conflict of interest, seems to be accepted as the 
only way to truly learn good performance techniques, and the religious implications of singing to another 
god are thus temporarily overlooked (Interview Panjaara 2009). These songs may utilize the texts of pre-
existing devotional songs or may be newly composed and have formed the impetus behind the bhakti 
(worship) movement in some Christian circles.   
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functions in the same way by carrying the same cultural meaning across religious divides 

and helping to create a unified auditory experience. 

It is important to discuss religious syncretism here as well, because it is at the 

heart of issues such as multivocality, issues of ownership, and the identity of festival 

participants, and this syncretism makes it possible for members of different religion-

based ethnic groups to join together in the festival context.  For this issue I will be relying 

on authors who deal with syncretism between religious groups (Hagedorn 2002; Reed 

2005; Stewart et al. 1994). Later in this section, I will also discuss the culture contact that 

has taken place on a musical level. 

Religious syncretism has been especially well-documented in the AfroCuban 

religion of Santeria. Hagedorn describes an example of Babali Aye, the AfroCuban deity 

of small pox, the plague, and leprosy who has been syncretized over the last two 

centuries with the Roman Catholic Saint Lazarus, often thought to be San Lazaro, 

“variously identified as Lazarus the Resurrected, Bishop of Marseilles, and Poor Lazarus, 

from the parables of the Bible” (2002: 44). This process “has also created intriguing 

parallels in the terms used to refer to these entities: santo (saint) and oricha (deity) are 

used interchangeably to refer to San Lazaro/Babali Aye” (ibid.)  

The same process happens in the Kerala context, but it is the religion of the 

political and social majority (Hinduism)—as opposed to a minority group—which 

accounts for the conflation of Christian saints and Hindu deities (as in the case of 

Bhagavathy and Mary—both called “Amma” [mother]).  Christian priests overlook this 

theological misunderstanding for the sake of communal harmony, and such 

misinterpretations also allow the Christians to operate relatively unhindered within the 
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community.  Introducing the idea that the two female representations are not synonymous 

or at least related would possibly result in a breach of relationship and result in 

competition for membership and a resulting atmosphere of exclusivity. 

Sharot, in his article on the Christians of Kaifeng, China (2007), discusses the 

importance of the Silk Road in establishing religious diasporas.  This case study is 

parallel to the Jews, Christians, and Muslims of Kerala in many ways.  In Kaifeng, China, 

the Jews lived primarily as merchants and traders and built synagogues shaped like 

Chinese Buddhist temples. They deferred to the emperor, created ties to the literati (upper 

class) and they maintained ties to the geographic centers of their traditions in the Middle 

East.  Instead of syncretism, Stirrat prefers terms such as acculturation and assimilation, 

which also lend a much-needed touch of subtlety to the study of syncretic religious 

traditions.  He writes, “an ethnic group may retain its cohesiveness and social boundaries 

despite [and because] of its adoption of cultural patterns of the majority or core” (1992: 

199). “Syncretism” may also carry a negative connotation, at least for some who object to 

the term on two main points: “(1) syncretism is a pejorative term, one that derides 

mixture, and/or (2) syncretism presupposes purity in the traditions that combine” (Stewart 

1999: 40-41).   

The Kerala situation differs in one important way most case studies on syncretism 

that I have examined, which focus on minority cultures borrowing or appropriating 

religious forms from colonial or post-colonial dominating sources as a means of strategic 

acculturation or erosive assimilation.  Were this pattern to be followed, the early 

Christian, Jew, and Muslim communities should have borrowed from an existing 

dominant Hindu society.  However, the situation in Kerala seems to require a paradigm 
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that allows for the symbiosis of two or more equally powerful cultures. If any group 

allows for a syncretistic theology, it is the Hindus.  Regardless, according to historical 

records in Kerala as discussed by Narayanan (1972) and Gurukkal (1992), there was no 

pre-existing dominating cultural group from which to borrow for the early settlers of the 

Southwestern coastal region of India, which eventually became Kerala. The copper plates 

were written around 1000 AD, even though many of these communities existed in Kerala 

centuries before this date.  This alone may suggest that the ruling powers were much less 

stable than the communities over which they ruled, so that the communities were 

established first and political organization came later.  As discussed earlier, these 

merchants were the people of influence who held financial capital, and though they had 

no desire to become a political force in India, they were given the status of nobility by 

those who did eventually come to rule the Malabar Coast.  Therefore, these outsiders 

were not originally forced to fit into a mold of what was Kerala culture.  Instead, they 

helped to invent it.  This is symbiosis—a joint project on the part of all members to create 

a society together.  

With this point made sufficiently, it should be noted that a “blending” or synthesis 

did take place in the mixing and melding of religion-based ethnic communities, but it 

took place in a way that is so complete, that it makes it nearly impossible to tell for sure 

who has borrowed what from whom.  Through the centuries, appropriations and cultural 

sharing between these groups became very natural as they lived and worked together.  

Most people, including Malayalees and Western scholars, do attribute most common 

practices between religion-based ethnic groups to a pre-existing Hindu tradition, but such 

a simplistic narrative does not allows for the different political and cultural forces that 
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have held power through the centuries.  Each of these shifts in power have dramatically 

affected cultural sharing.  Based on the historical information that was offered at the 

beginning of the chapter, the assumption that Christian and Muslim festival traditions in 

Kerala are somehow derived from Hindu religion, philosophy, and practice should be 

challenged in favor of a more inclusive image of Kerala culture which all religion based 

ethnic groups helped to create—at least in the beginning.  Even today communal 

dominance is difficult to ascertain as it is often determined by local dominant majority. It 

is clear that India (just as many other nations of the world) is a hegemonic society, as 

defined by Gramsci:  

Cultural hegemony is neither monolithic nor unified rather it is a complex of 
layered social structures (classes). Each has a “mission” (purpose) and an internal 
logic, allowing its members to behave in a particular way that is different from 
that of the members of the other social classes, while also coexisting with these 
other classes. Because of their different social missions, the classes will be able to 
unite into a greater whole, a society, with a greater social mission. This greater, 
societal mission is different from the specific missions of the individual classes, 
because it assumes and includes them to itself, the whole. (Gramsci 2007: 233-
238) 
 
It should be noted, however, that beyond the nationalized Hindu hegemony, there 

are local religious majorities that create Christian and Muslim hegemonies within a 

national Hindu hegemony.  As mentioned previously, there are pockets scattered 

throughout the state where high concentrations of Christians and Muslims form a very 

strong political force.  In a few areas of Kerala, such as Kottayam, Christians have 

cultural dominance while in others Muslims have dominance.  I spent a great deal of 

effort looking at how “minority” ethnicities are negotiated by managing an ongoing 

relationship with Hindu culture through festival events and musical performances within 

those events.  One of the most obvious enactments of these performances is in the 
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religious festival context, especially in religious processions which extend outwardly 

from the place of worship to the surrounding neighborhood, village, and, eventually, 

town.   

Although syncretism and synthesis do occur to a certain extent, “cultural 

symbiosis” is a key term to consider when discussing Kerala history and the way that 

ideas and customs were shared between religion-based communal groups. The concept 

was put forth by M. G. S. Narayanan (1972): “When two organisms of a different species 

live together and derive mutual benefit from the association, the partnership is called 

symbiosis” (ibid.: iii). “The outsiders were treated as paying guests in Kerala” (ibid.: iii), 

but as such, Christians, Muslims, and Jews were also co-collaborators in creation of 

Kerala culture.   

Groesbeck states that “Christian festival processions mirror Hindu practices” 

(1995: 263), but this chapter looks at another possibility: namely that Hinduism is not the 

source for all artistic traditions in Kerala.  Christians and Muslims were co-creators of 

Kerala culture and share ownership of certain cultural symbols, including music and the 

arts.  In addition, other influences have already made their mark in this cosmopolitan 

corner of the world.  Take for example, the Synod of Diampur, during which the 

Portuguese introduced the concept of a candlelit procession to the church tradition 

(Synod of Diamper, Decree 23 in Neelankavil 2008: 211).  It could be said, therefore, 

that the Christian processions mirror Portuguese practices and that these processions may 

have had an impact on Hindu festival practices, as well, especially in regional pockets of 

Christians hegemony.  
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 Muslims and Christians share a common story in Kerala, one of acceptance and 

prosperity.  Islam and Christianity may trace their original roots to outside of Kerala, but 

these faiths and their devotees have been woven into the social fabric of Kerala.  

Although their histories are unique, Christians and Muslims shared some remarkable 

commonalities.129 First, both of these groups came to Kerala as a result of trade routes 

spanning the Arabian Sea, although many of Kerala’s Christians and Muslims trace their 

religious lineage to local converts.  Second, upon their arrival, these communities were 

recipients of the generosity of the rulers of the region who believed that creating ties with 

the outside world, especially the Middle East, would bring support and wealth to their 

nation (M. Narayanan 1972: vi). Third, these religion-based ethnicities have been 

collaborators in the formation of Kerala’s language, arts, and culture.   

With the previous discussion in place regarding cultural contact between these 

religion- based ethnicities, it is now possible to examine the contact that has taken place 

at on a musical level.  Hindus, Christians, and Muslims share a common Kerala musical 

culture in many ways as well,130 yet the expressions of musical worship in ritual 

situations very distinct.  Although it is possible that the ritual music of these three groups 

may have resembled each other more in the past, centuries of contact with Europeans and 

Arabs have brought Keralite Christian and Islamic music in contact with non-Indian 

instruments, song forms, and genres.  For example, most churches utilize a synthesizer 

and some even have a full band accompanying the liturgy or devotional songs.  This is 

                                                
129 As do Jewish and Jain communities of Kerala, which were not included within the purview of 

this dissertation 

130 Chenta melam, Karnatic music, and film-type (light) music are all examples of their shared 
musical culture. 
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especially evident in the Evangelical traditions.  However, there remain several strains of 

church liturgy that are meant to be transmitted intact (Palackal 2004, 2005).  For 

example, among the Syrian Orthodox community there has been an exchange between 

the Middle East and Kerala so that Malayalee priests could learn from the geographical 

and religious center of their tradition (George 2009).  Muslim imams also travel to the 

Middle East to learn what they view to be “authentic” Islamic practices.131  This proves 

that within these religious groups, the leadership often presses for anti-syncretism or 

resistance to synthesis in general.  However, in relation to the purposes of this 

dissertation, it is important to note that chenta traditions can be found in all three major 

religious communities.  The challenge is identifying the cultural phenomenon that can 

account for this shared practice of drumming (even the sharing of musicians) if the 

liturgical and devotional music has remained relatively stable in each religious 

community, and what terminology is flexible, yet specific enough to describe this specific 

situation. 

Ethnomusicologists have often used the term syncretism to describe the 

phenomenon when two musical styles collide in some way or another.  In his 

foundational book, The Anthropology of Music (1964), Alan Merriam defines syncretism 

as a means of reinterpretation citing Herskovit’s definition (ibid.: 314 citing Herskovits 

1948: 553).  Merriam offers a brief literature review of other ethnomusicologists up to 

that point for whom syncretism was an important indicator and predictor of musical 

change.  He mentions Richard Waterman, who stated that African and Western music 

                                                
131 Many imams are against the practice of hiring chenta players for Muslim festivals, but the 

people insist on doing so.  One imam confided in me that his friend who was an imam in a nearby town was 
asked to resign because of his strict views on musical performances. 
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were similar enough to be syncretized (1952: 207) and Nettl who also analyzes the 

possibility for blending of Flathead Indian and European music (1953: 284).  

For Nettl, who spent a great deal of his career on this topic of musical blending, 

syncretism allows for the prediction of the direction of musical change and compatibility 

between two cultures, though his focus is mainly on colonized cultures and how 

indigenous musics are syncretized with western styles (1978: 124-125).  In his 1985 

book, The Western Impact on World Music, Nettl predicts that we are entering a stage of 

globalization in which all of the world’s music is being conflated by a combination of 

compatible traits through processes of modernization and westernization, moving 

gradually toward a worldwide western style of musical performance—an idea carried 

over from his 1978 article (1978: 134).  Baron, dealing with salsa in New York, offers a 

nuanced interpretation of syncretism that is more in keeping with Herskovits ideas of 

reinterpretation—that new ideas often replace old ideas while keeping the outward 

appearance of the old (1977: 212).132  However, as Christopher Waterman writes, the 

term “has commonly been used in ways that rob it of its original analytical subtlety” 

(1990: 9).  The term no longer refers to a specific type of cultural interaction, that of 

reinterpretation of symbols and cultural artifacts, but may refer to any interaction 

between two cultural elements at all so that it simply means “blend.”  The term then 

seems to lose its potency. While a nuanced understanding of syncretism is still possible, 

each writer must explain what he or she means by the term, there is a problem with the 

broad application of the term “syncretism” as simply a mixture of musical styles.  Everett 

                                                
132 This is also the case in Hagedorn’s assessment of Santeria (2001) and San Lázaro feast day 

processions in Cuba (2002). 
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gives an overview of several ethnomusicologists’ definitions of syncretism and offers his 

own—“a case where cultural idioms may be combined yet the cultural elements remain 

distinguishable” (2004: 15).  

In her important 1981 article entitled “The Processes and Results of Musical 

Culture Contact: A Discussion of Terminology and Concepts,” Margaret Kartomi also 

discusses terminology and a history of discussing culture contact as it relates to 

artistic/musical sharing.  Though this entire article explores the challenge in finding 

appropriate terms to describe processes of music culture contact (not the result of these 

processes) (ibid.: 234), the most useful concept for the Kerala drumming situation is 

Kartomi’s discussion toward the end of the article.  Perhaps the best term we can use to 

describe this particular process of musical interaction between religion based ethnicities 

is transculturation, which according to Kartomi, “occurs only when a group of people 

select for adoption whole new organizing and conceptual or ideological principles—

musical and extramusical—as opposed to small, discrete alien traits” (ibid.: 244).  I prefer 

this term over syncretism, when discussing musical sharing because I want to emphasize 

that there is not a mixture of genres or styles happening in Kerala, nor is there an 

imposing of new meanings upon these old forms (referring back to Herskovits’s 

definition of syncretism).  Instead, each religious community retains their own liturgies 

and specialized musical practices, while still utilizing chenta melam.  

Kartomi offers three motivations that cause transculturation.  First, there is what 

Kartomi calls the “halo of dominant culture prestige” (ibid.).  She is specifically speaking 

about colonial situations, but my contention is that this motivation may arise in any 

hegemonic culture. Despite the fact that Kerala is traditionally a symbiosis of cultures, 
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there is a possibility that, at least in some regions, the connection between the drummers 

and the high-caste Brahminic temple is one primary reason why the high-caste Syriac 

Christians began employing drummers in church programs (some on loan from the 

temples).  The temples did support artists and invest in the development of the arts and 

have developed chenta melam into a systemized, stylized performance genre. This could 

have originally been a way for Christians and Muslims to situate themselves and their 

religion through high-caste behavior—the patronage of drummers. If the Hindus 

developed chenta melam first, churches and mosques may have adopted the drumming 

culture of the dominant Hindu culture at that time in order to create a more “local” face.  

No one remembers the original reason for this practice, of course, only that it is continued 

for the sake of tradition.  However, it is interesting to note that this is one of many 

commonalities shared by Christian practice and Hindu tradition.  On the other hand, one 

cannot not be too quick in attributing these similarities the Hindus.  Christian Sambavar 

drummers also have carried on the tradition of smaller melams for generations in the 

regions south of Thrissur, and churches have supported them for generations (though 

probably not full-time).  The point I am arguing here is that the similarities between 

festivals cannot be solely attributed to a desire on the part of Christians or Muslims to 

imitate the Hindus.  Such a desire does not seem to exist explicitly.  Instead, the contents 

of festival programs are determined by a number of factors and seem to be related to a 

culturally shared idea of the ultimate festival experience.  That ideal has been developed 

over the centuries—from the Brahmins who wanted to make the temple the center of the 

community, to the Portuguese who wanted to see their religious practices transplanted in 
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India, and to kings such as Rama Varma who were concerned for their own political 

renown. 

Returning to Kartomi’s list, she asserts that transculturation may also occur if two 

groups lacking a common culture need a way to communicate artistically (ibid: 244-245).  

In the following chapter I suggest that religious differences are mediated by the chenta 

and the experience of shared sonic memory even in the midst of extreme cultural 

diversity.  The third motivation for transculturation mentioned by Kartomi is “material or 

political advantage” (ibid: 245).  Though the inclusion of chenta melam seems to hold no 

direct political or material effect on the host communities, it is an indicator of financial 

well being for that community.  

Kartomi suggests that “the initial and sustaining impulse and impetus for musical 

transculturation is normally extramusical. The final stages of a complete process of 

transculturation are reached after the tensions between two or more musical cultures have 

interacted and been resolved into a new unity, through successive generations” (Kartomi 

1981: 244-245).  It is my belief that Hindu, Christian, and Muslim religious groups 

represent and communicate a solidarity between religion based ethnic groups within 

Kerala culture through chenta melam.  I have already established the fact that Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim festivals all utilize chenta performances and I have shown the 

different possible motivations that inspire the use of chenta ensembles.  However, the 

types of ensembles and context of performances mean that there are slight variations in 

chenta usage between various religious festival events, depending on the religious 

community. In the final section of this chapter, the focus shifts to how ensemble makeups 

and repertoires can demonstrate social bridges and boundaries between religious groups. 
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Ensemble and Repertoire: Associations with Religious Communities 

Ensemble 

Communal harmony is displayed through chenta ensembles because they bring 

people together, but there is still an element of caste and religious preference inherent in 

the choices of hired ensembles.  The ensembles that are invited to perform at a festival 

tell us a great deal about the local religious community.  In many cultures, certain genres 

and instruments have religious associations through origin stories and contemporary 

practice that ties performances to particular religious communities.  In the case of Kerala, 

chenta melam is traditionally associated with one particular Hindu caste group 

(Maranmar) in one particular regional area (Thrissur/Palakkad).  This art has traditionally 

been considered to be the intellectual and cultural property of this group of people.  

Several authors have questioned and examined multiple possibilities for music 

ownership, and these are all applicable to the festival music situation in Kerala (Johnson 

2004; Kelting 2001; Kurien 2002; Spector 1972; Stokes 1997; Swiderski 1987; Vellian 

2001; Zacharia 2003). I also hope to add to the literature on how music aids in the 

maintenance of ethnic religious identity through music and what the complexities are in 

such circumstances.  Kerala presents unique insights for one who seeks to understand 

how musical genres become and remain associated with religious groups.   

During fieldwork, my research assistant Nithin John and I collectively 

interviewed a sample group of thirty “everyday people” from different religious 
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communities throughout Kerala,133 asking thirty questions about religious festival 

associations and musical groups.134 I was curious about the associations of musical 

festival elements with certain religious communities, and wanted to see if certain chenta 

ensembles were associated with certain “home bases”— temples, churches, or mosques. 

Participants were given a chance to designate whether certain musical ensembles are 

found most often in Hindu, Christian, or Muslim festivals.  Participants also had the 

choice to say whether these ensembles could be part of any/all festivals, and they also had 

the opportunity to explain their answers.135 Through the survey, I was able to elicit insider 

categories regarding musical associations with religious festivals, and these shed new 

light on my research.  

 

                                                
133 Participants were selected from audience members during festivals and from community 

members outside of the festival context. Centered in Ernakulam, Thrissur, and Kottayam Distcricts, the 
sample pool was chosen based a balanced sample of gender and religious affiliation. 

134 This is the same survey mentioned in chapter three.   

135 Many of the participants wanted to know if their answers were correct or not, and I had to 
explain that all answers were important because I was trying to see what their personal associations were.  
In Kerala, the ethnographic method is not a common technique of information-gathering.  If you want to 
know something, you should find a guru, an expert.  This affected not only my survey, but also my research 
in general. 
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Figure 32. Associations of musical styles with religious "home bases" 
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The results of the festival music survey (as shown in the charts above) showed 

that chenta melam was generally associated with temples, but shinkari melam was 

associated equally with Hindu and Christian contexts.  People constantly stated that 

shinkari melam could be Hindu, Christian, Muslim, or “cultural,” because they had seen 

these types of performances in several different contexts.  

As a point of added interest, bandsets were more often associated with churches, 

proving that not all festival music is thought to be rooted in temple culture.136  However, 

we must resist the urge to oversimplify these matters.  While there are associations built 

around each of these genres of festival music, we know that musical associations are 

shaped by historical, economic, and ideological forces. 

When people are asked to identify chenta with a particular religious group it is 

nearly always associated with the Hindus.  There are multiple ways of understanding this 

designation.  First, for the outsider, it seems that the interviewee has been able to 

designate a religious affiliation of the drum (if only because the researcher has asked 

them to do so).  It can be thought of as a historical relation, that chenta melam was 

originally played at temples and therefore belongs to them.  Second, it can also be seen as 

a result of the Hinduization of Kerala culture and Indian culture as a whole.  When I say 

“Hinduization,” I am referring peripherally to the political stances and efforts of 

fundamentalist groups, as they do play a subtle role in this issue, but mostly to the fact 

that the word “Hindu” is becoming synonymous with traditional “Indian” culture, and so 

we are dealing with a problem of terminology.   

                                                
136 I often wondered if the bandsets originated in the church as people told me they did, or if they 

were actually brought to Kerala as military bands.  Either way, the cultural memory of the bandset is most 
strongly connected to the church, not to a political context. 
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 There is some evidence that the chenta melam developed within the temple 

context based on pedagogy and patronage. In order to be proficient, even today, the 

novice performer is expected to master a canon within these musical traditions of pieces 

that hold Hindu significance.  For example, the first piece a drummer learns to play is 

called “Ganapati Kai.”  This rhythmic pattern is used as a building block for melam and 

tāyampaka and is repeated as a sort of warm-up at the beginning of each practice 

(Groesbeck 1995: 286).  It is formational and foundational for drummers to play this on a 

regular basis.  Since this rhythm is played to honor Ganapati, a deity who is half elephant 

and half god, the non-Hindu drummer then theoretically faces the challenge that the 

tradition of learning to play is intrinsically connected to Hindu philosophy and religion 

and in order to obtain proficiency, he must learn a pattern that is traditionally intended to 

please a Hindu deity.  The Christian drummers that I interviewed said that this is not a 

problem for them.137  It could be that since the financing for the arts was through the 

Hindu temple, this is the home base of the traditional Keralite performing arts, but one 

must not assume that Hindus were the sole proprietors of artistic expression. 

Balianoormana, a priestly family member from Thripunithura believes that music itself is 

neutral, but that religious institutions have appropriated the arts in order to support its 

survival.  He offers this explanation: 

The music is cultural but it must be made part of religion for its development 
(patronage).  So now it is a ritual of the temple. Ritual is for the deity and culture 
is for the people. The panchari melam is ritual, but it is part of the culture too.  
Ritual means that there will be a problem if it (ritual performance) doesn’t 
happen. It is different for every temple.  Inside, the chenta melam is panchari 
melam, but outside it is pandi melam.  Everyone has their own god.  The church 

                                                
137 Singers and dancers also face this issue when studying bharatha natyam or Karnatic voice. 
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adopted Hindu culture.  We have a special relationship with the Jacobite Syrian 
Orthodox church here [in Thripunithura]. 
 
The priest was saying that chenta melam was incorporated into the temple 

traditions so that the drummers could be financially stable—a fascinating possibility that 

supports the possibility that chenta was a culturally neutral symbol.  Furthermore, the 

designation “Hindu” in this instance may not necessarily be related to a religious context.  

For example, in two separate discussions with two different Malayalee Christian priests, 

they responded to my questions regarding religious harmony and music by stating the 

phrase “we are all Hindus.” This is a complicated issue.  One needs to understand what 

motivates statements such as these in order to understand them from a current social 

standpoint.  As I struggled with the meaning of that statement, thinking that it was an 

example of syncretism, a blending of religious traditions and beliefs, what I realized was 

that they were making a political and social statement, not a religious one, and that the 

statement was possibly informed by nationalistic rhetoric.   

The statement that “we are all Hindus” cannot be taken at face value as a religious 

designation: it is inaccurate from a religio-historical standpoint since there have always 

been distinct religion-based ethnic groups in Kerala.  What the priests were saying is that 

there has been a common Indian heritage that is referred to as “Hindu.”  Therefore, this 

word “Hindu” represents not only a religious community, but a shared history and culture 

between all communities and relating them to a shared experience.  This is, in essence, 

secular Hinduism (see Oomen 2003).  This analysis supports those interviewees who said 

that the chenta belongs to Kerala as a whole.   

Still, when an attempt is made to connect certain musical performances with 

specific religious communities, the issue of sacred versus secular/cultural re-emerges.   
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One man explicitly stated that these religious categorizations were useless, because the 

chenta is cultural: “Chenta is [representative of] Kerala culture and so it is Hindu. We are 

all Hindus. That is our heritage. Hindu just means Indian.”  We can view this statement 

from two perspectives: 1) the rhetoric of Hindutva138 is so internalized in many peoples’ 

minds that they truly believe that all of Kerala culture is embedded in and emerged from 

a quintessential Hindu culture, and 2) the term “Hindu” is synonymous with secular 

culture and is representative of an idealized communal harmony.  Regardless, this 

instrument is, at least for this man, a symbol of shared cultural heritage between religion-

based ethnic groups.   

There is also a practical reason that the large melams are held at large temples.  

Typically, the large chenta melams (around 100 musicians) are held at major temples 

with a great deal of financial support from both local patrons and the state-operated 

Devaswom Board, which manages support for most of the temples in Kerala.  As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, temples are classified by the devaswom boards as A, 

B, or C temples, based on a number of factors, with “A” temples having the most 

financial resources.  Typically, these “A” temples will be the ones that hold large chenta 

melams during the ultsavam fetivals. “B” and “C” temples have fewer financial resources 

allotted by the devaswom boards, but festival costs will often be supplemented by one or 

several wealthy patrons (typically those with overseas employment in Europe, the United 

States, or the Middle East).  

                                                
138 Hindutva literally means “Hindu-ness,” and has implications at a political level as a major tenet 

of fundamental Hindu political parties such as the BJP and JHP.  In this context, Idia should be considered 
a Hindu nation.  This idea may be derived from the partition of Pakistan and India, as a solution to the 
communal issues between Muslims and Hindus in North India. 
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The fact that most larger melams are held at temples is an indicator that temple 

patronage is still being practices, even though the old system of paying a yearly salary for 

drummers is no longer in effect.  Though drummers must now travel to temples all over 

the state in order to make a living, they are still being supported directly by temple 

funding. The smaller chenta melam ensembles—consisting of about ten to fifteen 

musicians—are usually the groups hired at churches, and many times there is a long-

standing tradition of having non-Marar, Hindu drummers perform for their communities.  

In reality, the churches tend to hold on to these family connections much more strongly 

than do the temples (except for small rural temples), since the large temples usually hire 

more famous Marar and Poduval musicians from the central regions of Thrissur and 

Palakkad who then organize their own co-drummers.  While the temples try to achieve 

the grandest show possible by hiring the most famous musicians they can afford, it seems 

that churches and mosques find more value in hiring local musicians who have a history 

with the church in the community.  In several churches, I interviewed the drummers and 

found out that their families had been playing for that specific church festival for 

generations.  The drummers took great pride in their continued participation, and fought 

hard for it.  Oftentimes, this required them to be proactive in their arrangements with the 

churches, since there are more performing groups these days than in the past.  They often 

make a phone call months in advance to confirm and solidify their invitation to once 

again perform at the church or mosque.  The smaller temples, churches, and mosques 

may also employ shinkari melam musicians.  As I mentioned in chapter three, this could 

be an issue of class or finances, but it could also be due to the current popular appeal of 

shinkari melam.  
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Ensembles, even those that utilize the same instruments, vary between religious 

groups and also regionally, and each of these ensembles is generally thought to operate 

within a certain religious base.  The home base for chenta melam is definitely thought to 

be the temple, whereas the home base for the bandset is considered to be the church.  

However, it is even more fascinating to note that this association does not necessarily 

constitute a distinct boundary line that cannot be crossed.  In fact, it is intentionally 

crossed in many instances.  One Muslim festival board member said that in the past they 

made an effort to hire both a Hindu chenta group (a small chenta melam or shinkari 

melam) and a Christian bandset for their procession so that it would demonstrate the 

Muslim desire for communal harmony (Interview with Haneefah Kutty, 2009). 

 It is therefore important to note that although the chenta is used in the temples, 

churches, and mosques alike, the types of ensembles are not always the same.  The larger 

temples are renowned for the large melams, while smaller temples, churches, and 

mosques are more likely to hire either the smaller chenta melam ensembles or shinkari 

melam performers.  Furthermore, shinkari melam is much more prevalent in the churches 

and mosques than in the temple processions at this time. 

 

Repertoire 

The fact that the chenta can be included in Christian, Muslim, and Hindu festival 

processions tells us a great deal about the role of the chenta in Kerala society as shared 

musical preference and a local signal of celebration, but the repertoire which is performed 

also tells us about chenta as a communicator of specific status and religious identity.  The 

reader may note from the chart below that there are only two rhythmic forms (talam) that 
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are typically utilized in current chenta melam performances of the larger melams: 

panchari and pandi.139  These melams/talas are particularly connected to the festival 

processions for the Hindu temples, and tradition dictates which rhythms are to be played 

for which contexts.  Panchari melam is viewed as being a more solemn and respectful 

talam, and it is played inside the temple. Pandi melam, on the other hand, is said to be 

louder and more agitated, and it is used when the procession leaves the sacred space of 

the temple during a community procession or ārāṭṭŭ (royal bath).  However, the pieces 

can also be played outside of these traditional contexts.  For example, during the temple 

festival in Kottayam, there were two melams in process simultaneously: Mattanur 

Sankarakutty Marar and sons played pandi melam while Peruvanam Kuttan Marar led a 

panchari melam only about fifty yards away.  This is unusual, as generally only one large 

melam will be held at a time in the temple.   

The churches and mosques, as mentioned in the previous section, rarely hold large 

melams.  However, when they do, there is a slightly different process for determining 

which talam will be played.  One player who performed in a large melam at a church told 

me the process for choosing the piece that will be played: first, the church invites the 

leader (sometimes through the manager), and the leader arranges for the other co-

drummers.  The number of players is decided upon based on the budget available for the 

performance.  As my interviewee explained, “There is no point in telling these churches 

what is necessary for a good melam.  If they say I can invite fifty, I will only do that.  If 

                                                
139 See chapter two for the rhythmic structure and form of different melams. 
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they say ‘OK’ to a hundred, then I will do that too.”140  My interviewee confirmed that he 

has no problem playing the same piece for the church as he plays for the temple.  

However, instead of the piece being dictated by tradition and location as in the temple, 

the decision in the churches is usually based on preference, and most often that 

preference is for panchari.  One player remarked: “It’s all pre-decided upon arrival or 

sometimes I decide.141  If they want panchari, I will do that.  If they want pandi, then I 

will do that.  The best artists will be there.  But when I get there, if they ask me to play 

shinkari melam when I get there I won’t do that.  Otherwise, at the temple I play the same 

thing as at the church…” 

 His statement regarding his refusal to play shinkari melam was purely 

hypothetical, as no one had yet asked him to play shinkari while at a church or mosque.  

However, he did make it clear that for such an accomplished Marar musician to be asked 

to “just play” shinkari melam would be insulting. This was one of the most unambiguous 

statements I heard from a professional player regarding the status of shinkari melam.  For 

him, the low status is based on the ease of performance. 

 In between these two extremes of the large chenta melam and the shinakari 

melam ensembles are the smaller chenta melam groups.  These groups often exhibit a 

much broader repertoire than the large chenta melams, because they are local.  They 

practice together and therefore can indulge in a wider variety of melams as opposed to 

                                                
140 Anonymous interview by author.  I did not ask him to clarify what he meant by “there is no 

point in telling the churches what makes a good melam,” but based on the overall interview I can assume 
he meant that it is really irrelevant that the melam meets the same standards as the Hindu melams, where 
everyone generally knows how many musicians are needed to make a proper melam.  The church 
performances will be based on their needs and financial resources. 

141 Often the talam is decided far in advance for advertising purposes and for festival program 
booklets. 
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the big melams, which are made up of players from all over Kerala.  Since these players 

only come together at melam occasions, there are few opportunities to learn to perform 

other melam rhythms together.  For this reason, there is concern among the drumming 

community that some rhythms are becoming extinct.142  In fact, many drummers 

remember melams that used to be played but are now so rare that the younger players 

have not heard of them.  The large melams will generally play panchari and pandi melam. 

Name of 
Ensemble 

Panchari 
Melam 

Chemba 
Melam 

C̣embaṭa 
Melam 

Pandi  
Melam 

“Just 
Playing” 

Shinkari 
Melam 

Chenta 
Melam 
(large) 

X Rarely Rarely X Never Never 

Chenta 
Melam 
(small) 

X X X X X Rarely 

Shinkari 
Melam 

Never Never Never Never X X 

Figure 33. Talas played by various chenta ensembled 
 

In summary, the entire repertoire of chenta may theoretically be heard in any 

religious context.  There is no rule dictating otherwise.  The Hindu context does, 

however, dictate certain melams that may only be played at certain times, and there are 

favorites among them—Panchari and pandi being most popular of the traditional melams 

and shinkari being more popular in some contexts—but the entire repertoire may 

hypothetically be heard in any festival context.  The melam plays at a festival has less to 

do with whether the hiring institution is Hindu, Christian, or Muslim than with who is 

invited to play.  Theoretically speaking, all of the melams are therefore entirely 

accessible to any member of the Malayalee community.   

                                                
142 Discussions held at a celebration in honor of M. Unnikrishnan at his hometown near Shoranur, 

December 21-23, 2008. 
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All three religious communities often use the chenta as a means of expressing and 

maintaining a religious and ethnic identity distinct from that of their neighbors, while at 

the same time asserting an inclusive and relational group identity, which includes 

themselves and the local geographic community as a whole.  Music, and specifically their 

use of chenta ensembles, offers a window into understanding the complicated 

negotiations between religious and cultural identity in which religious communities find 

themselves constantly engaged. 

This chapter has focused on distinction and difference in order to pave the way for 

the next chapter, which will take a more macro approach and focus generally on the 

commonalities shared by most religious festivals as attempts are made to achieve the 

ultimate festival experience.  The chenta will emerge there as a key player in achieving 

this goal.  Linking these two chapters together is the narrative of communal harmony, and 

interactions between religious groups, both socially and musically. 
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V. THE ROLE OF CHENTA IN THE NEGOTIATION OF ETHNIC AND 

CULTURAL IDENTITY IN RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS 
 

In the previous chapter, I have offered an overview on the differences between 

festivals based on religious tradition, but it is also important to note the common 

characteristics of festival contexts, as well.  These generalizations will still contain local 

and regional variants, but the description below will give the reader an understanding of 

why festivals are important in Kerala culture and how they serve to bring people together 

while defining difference.  I begin by explaining the common ground shared between 

Kerala’s religious festivals and end the chapter by discussing the role of the chenta as it 

relates to the religious festival procession, asserting that the chenta functions as a sonic 

trigger for cultural memory and individuals’ past experiences. 

 I observed over fifty festivals over the course of nine months in Kerala—twenty-

three temple festivals, twenty church festivals, six mosque festivals, and several “cultural 

festivals,”143 mostly in the central area of the state in the districts of Palakkad, Thrissur, 

Cochin, Kottayam, and Allapuzha.144  I observed fewer Muslim festivals because most 

mosques usually only have one festival per year and they are all around the same time of 

year so that their festival schedules often conflicted.  Although churches and temples 

usually only have one major festival a year, many have a few minor festivals that they 

celebrate as well, making it easier to coordinate visits.  Due to the vast number of 

festivals in Kerala (about a hundred per day), an attempt to compare Hindu, Christian, 

                                                
143 These include music and dance festivals, Ganamela, New Year Carnival in Cochin, The Volvo 

Ocean Race mini-pūram, etc. 

144 I did attend a few festivals in other districts as well. 
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and Muslim festival elements can only be partial in its scope because I was not able to 

document all of the festivals.  Local variation is a significant aspect of percussion 

performance in festival contexts, which differ significantly depending on region, 

leadership, and theological ideas related to musical performance. However, in the pages 

that follow, I am going to present the current normative elements of Hindu, Christian, and 

Muslim festivals in these districts of Kerala, but I will also point out some variables and 

some notable exceptions to the rule.145   

In my efforts to show the variety possible in the events themselves, I have offered 

two accounts each for Hindu, Christian, and Muslim festivals in Appendices A, B, and C.  

These accounts are reflections from my own fieldwork experiences of these events—a 

combination of facts, interviews, maps, impressions, notes and thoughts. Program 

translations listing the scheduled events for several festivals are also included in the 

appendices.  With that said, the overall flavor of these religious festivals is very similar, 

from the circuit merchants who sell toys, household goods, and freshly squeezed fruit 

juice, to the processions that take over the town for the day, to the sounds (all musical in 

their own right) that overwhelm the senses. 146  Individual churches, mosques, and 

temples use the same basic festival “formula” from year to year, usually employing the 

same drummers, ordering the procession in the same way, and keeping the same route.  

                                                
145 Generalizations can be made based on general observations and the result of a photo survey in 

which I chose eighteen photos of festival objects and asked a sample group to tell me whether or not these 
could be seen at Hindu, Christian, or Muslim festivals, at all festivals or at no festivals.  These results allow 
for a report of majority associations with these elements of festivity.  I am constantly struck by the 
challenge of distinguishing between specific local festival practices because they do share so many 
elements as a whole.  For example, though most Christian festivals do not employ elephants, I did see one 
that indeed had an elephant, and so I cannot say that Christian festivals never use elephants. 

146 Like me, they travelled from festival to festival.   
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Shared Aspects of Hindu, Christian, and Muslim Festivals 

Even though the liturgical practices, devotional music, and theologies may differ 

widely among different religious groups, there are many parallels between Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim festivals.  These similarities are based on a foundation of respect 

and celebration and are important because they show an underlying cultural structure that 

dictates the festival make-up. 

 

Importance of the Local 

Festivals are extremely localized.  As Fr. M. P. George told me during a 

conversation about my research, “The religious festival is the festival of that region.”  I 

also found in the results of my festival survey that when asked which festivals they 

attend, most participants said that they only attend local festivals because they are easy to 

access logistically. 

 It is important to note here that, with the exception of some larger festivals at 

major pilgrimage centers, most people do not travel to festivals unless they have familial 

ties in that town or village. One reason for this is that transportation can be challenging in 

Kerala.  Many people will often travel great distances in their daily work commute, but 

they rarely put the same amount of time and effort into attending festivals.147  Another 

                                                
147 There are some exceptions to this general rule.  Some of the churches are pilgrimage centers 

and thus draw large crowds from all over India.  Though the traditional mode of transportation for 
pilgrimages is walking, many have resorted to busses and taxis, which take them within about five 
kilometers of the pilgrimage site, from where they walk the rest of the way.  However, some still walk the 
entire distance.  The issue of pilgrimages in India would be a fascinating topic for continued research but it 
is beyond the scope of this present dissertation.  Another exception is the Pūram festival in Thrissur (April-
May), a Hindu religious and cultural festival where people gather from across the state to watch the 
festivities. 
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possible reason for the lack of long-distance attendees in most festivals is that outsiders 

see no reason to attend a festival in another local community.   

One example of this is in Kalikhipathy, near Kottayam town.  In this particular 

location there is a Syro-Malankara Catholic church named after St. Theresa (“Little 

Flower”) that is tucked away along a side street.  In this town, neighbors gather to 

participate in and observe the annual festival, which is not elaborate or long, but during 

which the priest will travel through the neighborhood blessing the homes and the people 

who light candles outside their home to greet the procession.  I spoke with several of 

these neighbors, two of whom had just returned from overseas and were building large 

homes nearly adjacent to the church.  One neighbor, the daughter of the church’s founder, 

told me that her father had always employed drummers for the festivals and that the 

sound of the chenta instigated celebration.  These stories that people share during the 

festivals are all based in local experience, and they show how festivals draw people back 

home and to memories of past experience. Without an understanding of the local 

relationships between religious community members and with outside groups, there is 

little reason to be in attendance.   

For all of these reasons, most participants are from the host town.  Because of 

this, many Malayalees are not aware of how festivals are done in other districts or even 

nearby towns.  For example, I asked a Hindu chenta master from the Thrissur area how 

long chenta had been used in the church festival processions in Kerala, he said that it has 

only been within the last three years or so.  He was basing this estimate on the church in 

his hometown near Shoranur (Thrissur district) and had never even been aware that this is 

a longstanding tradition in many churches in central Kerala, only one or two districts 
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south of Thrissur.148  Smaller festivals, tend to rely on local talent to provide the 

atmosphere and entertainment.  Local drummers often have a standing relationship with 

religious communities and consider it their right/honor to perform at their festivals.  

Larger festivals with money to spend may hire more famous chenta artists and then fill 

out the melam with local performers. 

The importance of the local can also be understood in that in most cases these 

festivals are quite difficult to find unless one is from the host town and knows where and 

when to arrive for the festivities.  In fact, many of the participants I met who were 

visiting from abroad came specifically for their church’s or temple’s annual festival.  If a 

festival has been registered with the Malayalam Manorama (a Kerala newspaper), the 

District Tourism Promotion Council (DTPC), or Kerala Tourism Development 

Committee (KTDC) it can be easier to find.  Even if this is the case, it is practically 

impossible and extraordinarily time consuming to determine the necessary information, 

such as events or timing of processions, from these sources.  The aspect of “local-ity” 

was further emphasized when the Malayalam Manorama started to get too many listings 

for events and began printing only the district-specific events. 

With this in mind, it should be stated that my perspective on festivals is quite 

unusual when compared to that of most Malayalees.  While their experience of festivals 

is grounded in the local, I travelled exhaustively, documenting many festivals during my 

time in Kerala.  Our perspectives, therefore, will differ greatly, as mine has been 

comparative to a greater extent, while theirs has been descriptive of their own personal 

                                                
148 I mention this example not to criticize those who do not have a variety of festival experience, 

but to emphasize the importance of the local. 
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and locally based community experiences.  It is very difficult for an outside researcher to 

understand the exact relationships between members of different religion oriented sectors 

of local culture as they may contain regional nuances that vary even from town to town.  

Even a scholar from Kerala would have to refocus the lens of research depending on local 

contexts.  

 

Functions of Religious Festivals 

My research assistant and I surveyed thirty people from Kottayam and Ernakulam 

district asking them why religious festivals are important.  The demographics were 

twenty males and ten females, with a religious representation of 50% Hindu, 30% 

Christian, and 20% Muslim. Those surveyed were asked to answer freely so that the 

choices would be elicited from Malayalee paradigms; afterwards, during analysis, similar 

responses were grouped together.  Many of those surveyed offered multiple responses, 

which have also been included in the results in figure 34:  
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Figure 34. The importance of religious festivals 

 

Most people attend the festival in the spirit of celebration.  In this sense these 

festivals could be seen as a cultural/non-ritual event.  One drummer corroborated this 

statistic unknowingly by telling me that out of all the people attending a chenta melam at 

a festival most are there to celebrate and enjoy the performance, not to participate ritually 

or religiously.  In his words, “suppose there are one thousand people, only a hundred will 

be there for worship.  Nine hundred are there to see the chenta” (Interview, Chettan 

2009).  Although this statement may be exaggerated, and many people do attend festivals 

out of devotion or in hopes for blessings, the drummer is trying to illustrate the point that 

most people attend a chenta melam performance with the purpose of hearing and seeing 
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the melam, not necessarily worshipping the deity.  They can do that every day—the 

chenta melam is a rare treat. 

Some say that fact that the reason for hang the festival is the maintenance of the 

religious community’s traditions, while others say that chenta melam is included to make 

the community aware of the deity or saint. Announcing the event and attracting people to 

the place of worship are also important reasons for having a religious festival, and they 

demonstrate the effort of the religious host community to share the meaning of their 

special day with the community at large. The goal of retaining unity is a main topic of 

this dissertation, and the survey shows that many of the attendees are going to festivals in 

order to retain unity in the local community. A small percentage of respondents say that 

festivals are important in order to “show the importance of the community” while others 

say that their purpose is to show “the face” or the identity of the religious community.  A 

small number also find the festival’s importance to lie in the fact that event is dedicated 

to the deity or saint of the host community.  The chenta plays a role in almost all of these 

festival purposes.   

 

The Festival Site and Sacred Space 

These places have special significance for the people who belong to those 

religious traditions.  For example, some of the mosques are built around tombs of local 

Muslim saints, while some of the churches are built on the location of a miraculous 

occurrence or at the center of a renowned Christian community.  For some places of 

worship, the importance of that place has been added retrospectively through decades or 

even centuries of local legend.  “As any given set of actors makes sense of their musical 
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activities as regional, they engage notions of what is distant and temporarily removed; 

they create “horizons of meaning”149 that ought to figure in a consideration of local 

theorizing” (Wolf 2009: 8). 

Place is also significant in that the festivals serve as a sort of homing device for 

those who have left the village for work elsewhere in Kerala, in another state in India, or 

even overseas.  The festival is a time when families come back together.  The Malayalee 

equates the festival time with family time, and it is a homecoming for the entire village.  

It is a time for life-cycle events like marriages, memorials, and rites of passages for girls 

and boys, such as first communion in the Christian communities.  Friends reunite, held 

together by the religious event, even though they may not share the same faith.  This is 

related to the aspect of localness that I have mentioned before.  In Pallippuram, for 

example, the most prominent place of worship is the church.  There is a small temple 

nearby, but this is predominantly a church-centered community.  Therefore, when the 

church festival is held, it is an event for all members of the community, not only 

Christians.  It is the time when vendors come and a carnival-type atmosphere surrounds 

the building.  Although the event is unmistakably Christian, with the lighted portrait of 

Mary in the courtyard and the devotional music or mass being piped through the 

loudspeakers, the reality is that it involves the entire local population of Pallippuram.  

Even nonparticipants find their open-aired homes invaded by the sounds of the festivities.  

The same thing happens all over Kerala: when there is a famous temple such as 

Ārāṭṭŭpuzha, or mosque such as Kanjiramattom, in the immediate area, everyone, 

                                                
149 A concept attributed to Jessica Munn and to cultural memory studies. 
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whether Hindu, Christian, or Muslim, finds themselves caught up in the excitement of the 

local festival. 

The religious festival procession can be seen as a territorial marker.  Some of the 

temples, churches, and mosques have been donated by wealthy landowners or kings and 

have traditionally leased their land to tenants or reserved housing for priests.  During the 

festival, the territory of the religious community is expanded outward—into the 

surrounding area.  Not only is the place of worship transformed with light color and 

sound, but as the procession goes out into the community, people along the way will 

transform their homes with candles or electric lights and create shrines in their front yards 

for the deity.  On that day, the residents of these homes, and some that are simply in the 

vicinity of the church, temple, or mosque building go to great lengths to participate in the 

festival processions.  Some local residents will hang brightly colored holiday lights, while 

others will set up tables in their driveways displaying an image of the saint or deity, or 

even offer a pūjā with flowers, oil, rice, and coconut. 

   
Figure 35. Homes decorated along the routes of festival processions 
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Since Kerala no longer has a king, and the temples, churches, and mosques are lacking in 

funds for their festivals, many of these local families and local business contribute to the 

festival funds themselves, and in return the procession may stop at their home or business 

along the way. In this way, these homes and the entire procession route become an 

extension of the religious space of the temple, church, or mosque. 

One drummer referred to a church festival he had played at years ago when there 

was a big argument over a contested space between the Christians and Hindus close to 

Sabarimala, where both communities claim right to the land.150  There were many 

quarrels over the course of about two decades after they constructed a church near an old 

Vishnu temple.  Normally, the conservative Hindus do not want to be there because of 

the proximity of the church, and they were upset about this event.  However, stories like 

this tend to be the exception rather than the rule.  Often, the temple and mosque or church 

will be very close in proximity and thereby forced to get along.  It is in these contexts that 

sibling stories flourish. 

When a religious procession takes place, it follows the same route year after year.  

The routes taken seem to outline the area “belonging” to that religious community—

places that have a story.  This is similar to Wegman’s discussion of place in Buddhist 

processions of Nepal (2009).  Often, these are sites of miracles or important events in 

history or legend.  In Christian communities, there is usually a cross or small chapel a 

half a mile to a mile away from the main church.  The processions usually go to that spot 

and then returns.  In the case of the Hindus, there is sometimes a statue of the deity or a 

                                                
150 The exact time was unstated.  The location was near the hill area of Idukki near Nilackl. 
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natural marker.  In the case of Muslims, there may be a natural marker such as a rock or 

tree, which serves as a spatial boundary or limit. 

These routes are really only followed during the festivals. The church route may 

overlap with the temple route, since they both utilize public roads, but since the church 

festival and the temple festival rarely take place at the same time, there is no problem.  It 

seems, then, that the territories of religious groups are only acted out and performed 

during annual festival procession events that go outside of the temple, church, or mosque 

building.  These processions are almost always accompanied by drums, so it is possible 

that the sound of the chenta is also representative of a group declaring ownership of space 

and place—not in an official, or militaristic sense—but as a clear way of claiming 

importantce and visibility; creating a felt presence in the local community. 

There is also a boundary between ritual and carnival festival celebrations when 

the event moves from being a ritual or religious observance to a predominantly secular 

celebration.  The switch is partially dictated by geographic space—an inner and outer 

space reserved for insider and outsider, respectively—and the idea of the deity or saint 

going out into the mortal world.  In fact, the boundaries of a village or town can often be 

determined based on attendance and participation of the community at large in a festival 

procession. 

Temporary stages are also set up just outside of the sacred spaces but still within 

the property of the temples, mosques, and churches.  Stage programs are often performed 

simultaeneously with ritual events (see Appendix 1).  Even during the most important 

ritual events, such as the ārāṭṭŭ or the darśanam, there will be a separate event attracting 

attention outside the temple.  For example, during one in ārāṭṭŭ in Kottayam, the 
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Thritāyampaka which was performed by Mattanur Shankarakutty Marar and his two sons 

during the arrattu at the Sree Narayana Guru temple near Kottayam.  In one discussion 

with a Hindu preist at a kavu (traditionally low-caste temple/shrine), he told me that these 

stage events were mostly for the benefit of outsiders (non-Hindus).  In fact, he pointed 

out to me that there were two stones that marked the boundary where non-Hindus were 

not supposed to cross.151 

 

Figure 36. Thritāyampaka led by Mattanur Chankarakutty Marar near Kottayam 

Spatial boundaries are also observed by musicians.  Interestingly, some of the 

most prohibitive spaces were inside Hindu temples.  Christians and Muslims whom I 

interviewed did not feel welcomed within the inner limits of the Hindu temples (this area 

could be set apart by a wall, stones, or other markers) and they often self-imposed their 
                                                

151 These spatial boundaries can vary by temple, but most churches temples and mosques do have 
an understood barrier which outsiders (including musicians) are supposed to observe.   
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own boundary restrictions.  This was also the case with women at mosques.  In these 

cases, I often relied on the help of my husband to “see,” as he was taken inside the 

mosque while I was left outside. 

 

Sonic Spatial Boundaries 

Another boundary that is crossed by the chenta is the boundary between sacred 

and secular space.  Related to the ideas in the previous section, which discussed the 

crossing of geographic boundaries, sonic boundaries are also crossed.  It is a part of the 

festival atmosphere to have a cacophony of sounds coming from all directions.  The 

sounds of the outside/secular spaces often invade the inside/holy spaces, mingling with 

the singing of the mass, the ritual of the pūjā, or the chanting of the prayers. For example, 

the flag-raising ceremony at St. Mary Manarcad, which is accompanied by the chenta, 

actually takes place at the same time as the mass, but interestingly does not culminate 

until the mass is over. In another church, the chenta players gather just outside the church 

door before the procession begins, and begin playing during the closing portion of the 

mass.  In the Changanacherry Chandanakudam, a shinkari melam group was performing 

during the communal harmony speech, after which the procession began.  While the 

priests are performing pūjā in the sanctum sanctorum, the drummers are playing outside. 

This layering of sound is not disruptive for the participant, but builds a sense of 

anticipation for the processional event that is about to happen. 
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Spectacle of Sight and Sound 

Keralites classify many of these festivals as spectacles.  Spectacles often do not 

place as many behavioral rules and restrictions on an audience as a formal performance 

or ritual, because they are simply, as my interviewees put it, “something to see.” The 

presence of the elephants carrying the deity and multi-colored umbrellas,152 and the 

multitude of musicians, draw a crowd from the whole town and surrounding villages. 

Although these events should still be considered as local, the spectacle melams are more 

advertised and draw a crowd from all oer the state. These festivals are viewed as cultural 

event more than as religious or ritual occasion.   

Smaller festivals are not referred to as “spectacle melams,” per se, but still may be 

understood as spectacles, since they offer something special to see and experience. 

MacAloon writes that “spectacles give primacy to visual sensory and symbolic codes; 

they are things to be seen.  Hence we refer to circuses as ‘spectacles,’ but not orchestral 

performances” (1984: 243, cited in Beeman 1993: 380).  Although I agree that spectacles 

are visually impressive, I take issue with MacAloon’s reasoning regarding orchestral 

performances.  The reason that a circus is a spectacle is not only because it is visually 

stimulating, but because it also is a chance to see something unusual and special.  It is 

therefore possible to have an auditory spectacle, and while even chenta melams are 

described by Keralites as something to see, these people are also going to hear the drums.  

                                                
152  The umbrellas are a very important part of the Thrissur Pūram, where they are switched out to 

create an element of surprise for the audience.  Craftsmen work year-round to create new umbrellas each 
year, and festival organizers come to Thrissur to rent umbrellas for their special occasions.  Churches often 
have unbrellas carried by devotees. 
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The chenta melams that are described as spectacles are the large melams, usually 

accompanied by elephants and umbrellas.  These are special events that produce an 

audio-visual experience of wonder.  Though MacAloon allows that spectacles must be of 

a “certain size or grandeur” (ibid.), I would also add that the theorization of spectacle also 

needs to allow for an audio element that is just as strong as the visual, and that 

infrequency or specialness is one of the primary quality of a spectacle.   

Sound, not just music, plays a key role in the festival event. Most temples, 

mosques, or churches in Kerala have open windows, and those that do not usually keep 

their shutters and windows open.  This means that there is very little possibility for 

shutting out the sounds of the outside world, so sound is usually experienced communally 

and is often a useful tool for crossing what normally are defined personal boundaries of 

space.  Since this is the case, the cacophony of sounds at the festival could be understood 

as a competition for being heard above the other voices that, for these several days, are 

sharing space.  The sound also helps to create a carnival atmosphere, which overwhelms 

the senses and excites the body—which literally reverberates with the rhythm and pulse 

of the surrounding soundscape.  

The production of sound (as opposed to a more complicated concept of musical 

appreciation) is often the motivation for performance of chenta melams.  Often, when I 

would ask people why chenta is important for the festivals, their answer would simply be 

“sound.”  As will be discussed in detail later in the dissertation, the sound itself acts in 

several ways for the festivals: as an announcement that something special is happening 

and to call the people together, as an emotional stimulus to move people to a physical and 
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mental state of pleasure, and as a sonic triggers that evokes memories of childhood 

experiences at festivals. 

Interestingly, when I would ask the drummers about the tala that is played by the 

smaller chenta melams during processions, they sometimes described it as “just playing” 

or “just sound,” implying that it was not a formal tala.  This type of playing was not 

possible when the tala was dictated by the temple tradition.  It was only possible in 

flexible situations outside of the Bhramanic temples, usually when low-caste musicians 

were playing.  Traditional chenta melams (large and small) have a structure (panchari, 

cẹmbaṭa, or pandi tala) and are more tied to the prescribed temple traditions.  While they 

also produce sound, they can be viewed as part of a classical tradition, which is 

connected to historical meaning in addition to current practice, and thus to the Malayalee 

it is more than “just sound.” In the festival survey, one hundred percent of those surveyed 

reported that when they hear the sound of the chenta they feel “happy” or “excited.”  The 

sound of the chenta is a signifier of positive emotion in Kerala culture. 

Religious festival sites in Kerala are local places of worship (usually a temple, 

church, or mosque) that have undergone what Weigle and Lyons call a “transformation of 

the mundane” (1982: 234).  Whenever I arrived at the site of a religious festival, I always 

thought that the building was like a lady dressing for a special occasion, she is the same 

woman as she was yesterday but today is dressed in her finest, covered in make-up and 

jewelry, and made beautiful to the greatest extent possible.  She is different today because 

she has made the effort to set herself apart.  The transformation is an outward one that 

allows her to present herself as someone special.  It allows her to cross social and 

geographic boundaries that she never would cross in her everyday clothing.  Tomorrow, 
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when she is back in her normal attire, she will again feel normal, but tonight she is 

temporarily transformed.  The temple, church, or mosque is similarly adorned for a 

special occasion.  It is transformed into a place of collaborative celebration for the 

duration of the festival.  Its normal identity is at once enhanced and covered by an 

overwhelming abundance of light, sound, and activity.  Boundaries are flexible, and 

space and sights that are usually restricted during the rest of the year are now publicly 

accessible.  Doors are opened, icons that are usually locked away are paraded, and the 

normally obscured is brought out into the open and celebrated by the entire local 

community. 

Sight and spectacle are key elements in the festival experience. Everything is 

larger, higher, brighter, and more intense than the rest of the year.   There are fireworks 

shaking the earth and lighting up the night sky, flags flying from the posts, lights 

illuminating the buildings, and oil-lit torches guiding the procession. 

 

Figure 37. Illumination at the "New Mosque" in Changanacherry for their chandanakudam 
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Although festivals may last eight or ten days, sometimes the day when one will 

visit the festivities is carefully chosen.  I was told once not to go on a specific day to a 

church festival because there was “nothing much to see that day—just Qurbana [mass].”  

Not only is sight important with regard to the festival atmosphere, but the actual act of 

“seeing” is of utmost importance to the devotees’ spiritual experience at the festival.   

The word darśan is from Sanskrit and means “sight” or “glimpse.”  Often, the 

image or sculpture of the deity or saint is obscured in churches and temples either behind 

curtains or doors or even floors, as is the case at the Padamabhaswamy Temple in 

Trivandrum, where the deity can only be glimpsed through a small hole in the floor.  The 

festivals are often the only time when the deity (or representation of the deity) can be 

seen by the public.  In Hinduism, just getting a glimpse of the deity or saint is a spiritual 

experience for the festival attendee who is devotionally minded. “The association of the 

visual with knowledge is exemplified by the Hindu term darśan, which translates not to a 

‘seeing of the deity, but the ‘seeing’ of truth”’(Sanzaro 1998:24). Seeing is an act of 

worship and an attempt to align the devotee’s vision with the divine perspective.  When a 

devotee looks upon their deity in the form of a sculpture or painting, they focus their 

attention on that image in an act of meditation, hoping for a renewed insight into life 

through the eyes of the divine.  Some also hope for healing, miracles, and blessings.  This 

theology of perception, I believe, is not limited to Hindus, but also extends to Christians 

and Muslims who have not been educated in the Christian or Islamic theology, and is also 

integral to the way they approach their own images of the divine.  Christians carry icons 

or statues of their saints; Muslims, though they are not typically allowed to indulge in 

statues or icons, still place flags or verses from the Quran upon the elephant’s back so 
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that the scripture itself becomes iconic. The idea of elevating an object physically is 

associated with spiritual, political, and social power, according to several of my 

interviewees.  Eck explains: 

In one example of public devotion, the image in procession is often physically 
held above that of the worshippers…Its spatial prominence is symbolic of its 
sacred importance as well as indicative of its superior vision. Decoration and 
beauty [are] secondary to other criteria. Completeness, the deity’s presence, and 
iconographic correctness all take precedence over adornment. All adornments and 
rituals are secondary in order to serve the primary function—the possibility for 
meaning, right interpretation, and for a meaningful experience to occur.  
(1998: 8-9) 

 
One drummer told me that the importance of the large spectacle melam is to 

create a sense of awe for the people; it is truly beautiful to see the sun shining on the 

grand melam.  In this sense, the idea of sight is likened to reverence.  However, the 

inclusion of secular novelty items at the festival also create spectacles, and these are not 

meant to be awe-inspiring, but rather something that will inspire immediate visual 

gratification. One drummer named Dadish told me that he does go to the church festivals, 

but “not for the church…just to see.”  Also, it is often the case that shinkari melam is 

described (and sometimes dismissed) simply as “something to see.”   

Another important element regarding the festivals is novelty.  Hosting institutions 

will often hire outside contractors or call in favors from guests to make the festival 

special. While the participants are local, the festival celebrant is often not from the local 

leadership, but rather someone special brought in just for the occasion.  Since we stayed 

at an institute for Syriac research, we were often invited by priests to go with them to 

festivals for which they were conducting mass.  They were especially in demand during 

festivals, because several had learned to sing the Syriac mass as it used to be performed 
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before the vernacularization into Malayalam.153  One mass in particular was in 

Punnattura, where one young priest performed the mass in Syriac for his first time.  He 

had been recruited to study Syriac liturgy because of his musical prowess, as he was 

already proficient and considered very talented in Karnatic singing.  He also led 

orchestras at church festivals at times.  Another priest told me that people always called 

him to come for festival processions, because he liked to walk and did not mind stopping 

to bless the people along the way.  Musicians are also imported, often at great cost to the 

hosting institution.  Any performers that do not usually have duties at the church, temple, 

or mosque must be obtained from the outside; these include chenta perumanams, melam 

artists, special singers, bandsets,154 pop musicians, artists, and ritual mediators.  

The reason for this, according to those on planning committees and in the 

communities themselves, is that during festivals people want something new and 

exciting—different from the everyday.  There should be new faces, sounds, and sights to 

distinguish this day as special.  This ideal of the “novel” can also be seen in the musical 

choices.  While many Hindu festivals’ music programs are prescribed by ritual codes as 

well as by local tradition, and drummers are tied to the temple at which they have 

“privileges/rights/duties,”155 churches and mosques are freer in hiring their musicians.  

Even many temples will still hire outside performers for stage programs such as 

tayambaka, ganamela, shinkari melam, bharata natyam, or kathakaḷi. For example, I was 

told by several informants in the Pallippuram area that for smaller occasions such as 

                                                
153 Also because many of them had lighter duties at churches while they were studying, so they 

were available. 

154 Often associated with church festivals. 

155 This will be discussed in detail in chapter two. 
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Christmas and Easter, the local drumming troupe will play, but for larger festivals, 

including the feasts of the Assumption of Mary and the Birthday of Mary, professional 

groups will be employed for the sake of novelty and a greater sense of solemnity. 

 Beeman, in an article that outlines key anthropological contributions in the areas 

of theater and spectacle, defines spectacle as “a public display of a society’s central 

meaningful elements” (1993: 380). He goes on to assert that the spectacle has the power 

to elicit emotional response from the audience based on the object that is on display.  

These objects become symbols of group identity and have the power, according to 

Handelman, to both validate subcultures within larger communities and simultaneously 

“reconstitute” the whole community through the use of an overarching symbol or icon on 

display (1990: 115-135).  

Handelman’s ideas about spectacle are based on a horse race spectacle that is held 

in Italy called the Palio of Siena, where the commune (town), is made up of several 

different contradas, or wards, each of which has a horse in the race.  That horse becomes 

the symbol of the contrada, and allegiance to the contrada outweighs allegiance to the 

comune, but at the end, the banner with the image of the Virgin/Mother Mary, the patron 

of the comune, is given to the winner, reestablishing the village as a whole in celebration 

of the occasion.   

This model is similar to the pūrams of the Thrissur and Pallakad regions of Kerala 

except that purams do not include the element of competition between communities.  For 

these events, the local temple communities hire elephants to carry their deity out in 

procession to the destination temple.  Once there, the entire community celebrates 

together.  These enacted processes demonstrate the importance of communion while 
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allowing for the expression of identity for smaller contingencies of the community at 

large. 

 

Centrality of a Central Figure and Nercha 

At the heart of each festival is a central figure, in most cases the patron deity or 

saint of the place of worship. Often, the place of worship is named for this figure, such as 

in the many St. George churches scattered throughout Kerala or the Beemapalli mosque 

near Trivandrum, named after Beema Beevi, who was purportedly a family member of 

Muhammad’s family with supernatural powers.  For Hindu temples, a likeness of the 

deity often decorates the gate of the temple, and the deity themselves will ride on the 

elephants during procession.  Mosques will not usually have an image of the saint visible, 

because of religious restrictions, but some do have an icon of the principal saint, which 

rides upon the elephant during processions.  Churches will often have a statue of the saint 

outside the church for veneration from people in the passing traffic.156  

The timing of the festivals, especially for mosques and churches, can be dictated 

by the central figure.157 Therefore, on the church calendar, the Assumption of the Virgin 

Mary (August 15th) is an occasion for festivals at the St. Mary churches, while a saint’s 

death anniversary may be the deciding date for a Chandanakkudam.  In many cases, 

festival events and offerings are called nercha, which means “offering.” “Nercha is a 

business relation.  The person is saying to the gods, ‘If I do this, then you will have to do 

                                                
156 This includes both foot traffic and car and bus passengers.  I saw several people throw coins 

into the mouths of St. George dragons while passing by one day. 

157 Temples festival dates were traditionally set based on the day of consecration (pratistha dinam) 
or astrological dates but now many are simply set by convenience. Some of the festivals are traditionally 
set according to astrological signs (Killius 2006, 33). 
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this for me’” (personal communication, Scaria Zachariah).  The way that the nercha 

offerings traditionally work is that devotees will give money to festival organizers who 

will then in return give them a plastic plate containing items chosen because of their 

particular relevance to the deity or saint.  For St. Sebastian festivals, small golden arrows 

are offered in prayer to the saint.  After the items are offered, the church re-collects them 

and uses them again for another devotee.158  

It should be re-emphasized here that there is some syncretism and perceived 

relationship between certain Hindu deities and Christian and Muslim saints.  As 

mentioned in chapter four, in small towns throughout Kerala, a saint may be related as a 

sibling to a Hindu god.159  But if a person has a particular problem, such as snakes in his 

or her home, they will make an offering not only to the snake god or goddess (nagas) but 

also to St. George because, according to legend, he killed a dragon (a large snake-like 

creature in most Indian artists’ renderings). The idea is that they will garnish the favors of 

as many deities and saints as possible in order to solve their problems or prevent 

catastrophe.  In the same way, Mary is seen to be a Christian version of a Hindu goddess 

(devi).  At the St. Mary’s church in Pallippuram, I asked one Hindu man why he came to 

a Christian festival.  He told me, “All gods are one.  Mary is the same as Devi and so we 

come.”  As Dempsey states:  

[The distinction of local or regional religion among Kerala’s Catholics] follows 
from Christian’s (1981) definition of local religion as something practiced in 
contrast with that which is prescribed, where practiced “local” religion maybe 
conspicuously Keralite (that is, domestic).  Proscribed, non-local religion that 

                                                
158 Sometimes, this nercha will be available for those other festivals too, but the arrows are still 

linked to St. Sebastian.   

159 I was told repeatedly that this is the case mainly for low class/illiterate people who adhere to 
folk religion practices.   
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originates, for instance, in the Vatican can be somewhat removed from the 
realities of regional traditions and embedded understandings.  The breach between 
localized practice and universalizing precept thus has to do not only with differing 
theologies but also with geographical and cultural contingencies.”  (Dempsey 
2000: 91)  

 
There is another type of nercha that is practiced by most churches, mosques, and 

temples in which devotees bring an ingredient such as rice, sugar, or spices as an act of 

devotion to the deity or saint.  The ingredients are then mixed together by members of the 

community belonging to the place of worship hosting the event and then given back to 

the devotees in the form of a kind of rice porridge or rice cakes.  While this is the 

traditional way of doing kaññi (rice) nercha, many institutions are now discouraging food 

gifts on the grounds of hygiene and are instead encouraging monetary gifts with which 

they will buy the ingredients themselves and make the nercha to give out to the attendees.  

Sometimes the nercha is brought to the festivals by individual famlies who make a dough 

from the rice flour and then fry it into bite-sized balls to be eaten throughout the day or 

given to friends. 

There is also a tension within the religious and political hierarchies related to the 

history of festivals, especially pūrams.  Of all the festivals, the Thrissur Pūram is by far 

the most celebrated in Kerala.  The legend of how this pūram came into existence is an 

example of a festival that had its start in a struggle between royal and priestly power.  It 

is included in the appendices (Appendix F). 160  Publically, however, the festival is a time 

for the gathering and celebration of all communities—an equalizing event. 

                                                
160 This story was told to me during an informal discussion (recorded in English) over lunch with 

Viswanath Kaladharan, my research assistant and translator.   
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Function of Chenta Ensembles in Festival Processions 

The large chenta melams generally take place at Hindu temples.  Sometimes this 

performance will be a one-time affair, while at other times it will be repeated over the 

course of several days with a big finale at the end.  Musicians in processions that take 

place inside the temples generally will perform panchari melam, because its more 

measured, calm feel is more suited to the temple surroundings than other melams (such as 

pandi, for example).  However, when the procession goes out into the community, the 

ensemble may switch to pandi melam.  Pandi melam is more powerful, and is also louder 

due to the use of two sticks as opposed to chembata or panchari, in which only one stick 

is used (the hand plays the part of the second stick). 

 The prescription for where certain melams are played is said to be found in vedic 

literature, but most drummers simply know the tradition of their own temple.  Generally 

speaking, most drummers believe that pandi melam is never played inside the temples.  It 

is used for ārāṭṭŭs and pūrams, when the statue of the deity is carried out of the temple 

and goes out into the surrounding area for various purposes.  However, other melams, 

such as chembata and panchari melams, may also be chosen for these outings.  Thus, 

while pandi can never be played inside the temple, other melams are more flexible and 

may be played both inside and outside.  The number of people in the larger melams 

means that they are significantly less mobile.  Therefore, when the outside procession 

does take place, the drummers for the larger melams may sometimes meet at the 

beginning and ending points to play, leaving the journey to other more manageable 

ensembles, such as nāgaswara mēḷam or smaller chenta melams. 
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 Smaller chenta melams, typically found south of Thripunithura, walk along with 

the procession for the duration of the procession.  They lead the entire procession and 

sometimes more than one group will be hired and spaced throughout the procession.  

These melams consist of uruṭṭu chenta, vīkan chenta, ilattaḷam, and sometimes a kompŭ.  

They rarely contain a kurum kuzhal.  Shinkari melam groups may also be employed at 

these festivals as novelty items, but rarely do they lead the procession.  They usually are 

positioned midway in the procession line-up, while a traditional, small chenta melam or 

pañcạvādyam will lead the way. 

 

Figure 38. Pañcavādyam at church festival in Pala 
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Shinkari melam functions as entertainment and as an energy-giving sonic force 

that moves people to jump and dance. The incorporation of shinkari melam into the 

festival context is part of a trend to include a variety of popular music genres on these 

special occasions.  One specific development that took place is that in the Hindu temples 

began to incorporate bandsets, which was used in the church festivals.  Bandset was only 

a part of the temple festival for about twenty years, but now that space that was inhabited 

by bandsets has been “conquered by the shinkari melam,” though the church still uses 

band music (Ramankutty 2009).161  Ramankutty also traces the history of shinkari melam 

to ox festivals, small pūrams that came from different temples and shrines and utilized 

band music and shinkari melam to inspire the audience to jump and dance.  This jumping 

and dancing is considered to be unrefined and inappropriate in some melam contexts, 

especially for noble families. Kaloor Ramankutty statement below makes this connection 

between austerity and traditional chenta melam: 

Only a few pūrams kept dignity by not having band music.  Only the very 
aristocratic families from where the pūrams began didn’t incorporate band music. 
When the Brahmins were the patrons they would not allow these items, but since 
the patronage changed from Brahmins to other communities and castes 
(democratization) there is no discrimination against band music in these festival 
scenarios.  The Brahamans always opted for pañcạvādyam or chenta melam.  
These musics do not create an incredible excitement but a studied appreciation.  
Pañcạvādyam and melam do not allow people to drink and dance and jump. 
(2009) 

 
Churches, temples, and mosques all employ percussion ensembles to accompany 

their processional journey.  The drummers generally walk in front of the procession or 

about halfway through, directly in front of the icon or deity, though the position can be 

altered depending on the local tradition.  These ensembles serve several functions in the 

                                                
161 Gregory Booth (1990, 2005) has also done extensive research on Brass Bands in North India. 
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procession according to festival participants:162 1) to give people energy and strength to 

walk the long distance; 2) to announce the event and bring attention to the festival; 3) to 

entertain or to “give enjoyment;” and 4) to continue tradition by “creating the feel” of the 

festival; 5) to retain unity; and 6) to show the power of the festival.  While these 

functions at first seem to be simplistic, there are deep historical and psychological 

connections that link each of them to the idea of communal harmony.   

 

 

Figure 39. The importance of chenta procesions 

                                                
162 Groesbeck mentions six functions of temple drumming ensembles: 1) to create noise for its own 

sake; 2) to create a kind of competition between temples; 3) drums are thought to control dangerous forces; 
4) drums accompany the deity; 5) to create an auspicious rank for the person who is being accompanies.  
Melams can be a symbol of wealth for the temple and community, so 6) drumming accompanies offerings 
to the deity (1995: 278).  I also found these functions to exist and I will elaborate on some of them in 
connection with drumming in the ritual context, but the functions elicited from my surveys with audience 
members recarding the function of drumming in the festival context were a little different. 
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When I ask people why they use the drums for processions, one of the most 

common answers was that they provided the procession participants with strength and 

energy for journey.  The procession route is generally set out in a pattern, which defines 

the territorial space of the church, temple, or mosque.  However, depending on the time 

of the procession, the route may be slightly shortened or lengthened.  Usually, the longest 

processions are the “solemn processions” which usually take place in the evening.  

During these events, participants will carry brightly colored umbrellas, a custom 

borrowed from the Hindu temple, and will walk a distance which may range from a three 

to eight kilometer round trip.  “During this time, we will get very tired,” said my new 

friend Ansal Sayed at the Changanacherry Chandanakudam, “But when we hear the 

drums, it does something inside of us—it gives us strength; it supports us. The 

vibrations—they transport us to another world.” 

It only takes one festival experience to understand why these percussion 

ensembles are used to attract attention from the general public. The sharp, exuberant 

sound carries for miles to let people know that the procession is coming.  When they hear 

the drums, they may come and join the festivities, or they may come out to the street to 

greet the procession.  In the past, the chenta drums are said to have also been used to 

announce the coming of the king when the maharajas left their palaces.   

The drum can also function as simple entertainment.  This is especially true in the 

large chenta melams where throngs of people gather to see the “spectacle melam,” but 

also in shinkari melam where choreographed movements accompany the sound of the 

chenta.  I was at one church where the shinkari melam group acted out the scene of the 

crucifiction by playing in the formation of the cross and then lighting candles in the 
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hands of one ilattaḷam player portraying Christ, who then stretched out his arms and hung 

his head.  

Another common response I received when asking why the drummers were used 

in processions was that they always had been—it is a tradition.  Although the chenta 

melam and pañcạvādyam percussion ensembles have always been associated with the 

temples, they have been incorporated into Christian and Muslim practice for hundreds of 

years, especially in central Kerala, where older interviewees clearly remember drummers 

in church processions from their childhood.  In the records of the Synod of Diamper 

(1599), the Portuguese strictly forbade the participation of Hindu musicians during the 

Catholic mass.  From these primary source documents we can conclude that musical 

interaction between religion-based communal groups not only existed hundreds of years 

ago, but also survived attempts to squelch it.  

This aspect of tradition, however, must be clearly understood in relation to the 

local context.  Since most of the participants do not travel to festivals outside their 

hometown, the use of the percussion ensembles in festivals is often assumed to be the 

same everywhere. However, the history of the use of percussion genres in churches varies 

widely between local communities, based on the local or regional leaders and their 

philosphies and theologies, as well as their opinions relating to other religious 

communities.  For example, in the Mahe church in Northern Kerala, the festival 

committee did not place the drummers at the beginning of the procession because they 

were not as “Christian” as the bandsets.  Therefore the brass bands led the way in front of 

the processional cross, the most prestigious position.   
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Figure 40. Bandset 

In contrast, the traditional chenta drummers were placed in front of the cross in the 

Pallippooram festival (which was at the end of the procession line, a sort of finale), since 

that had been their “place” for many years, while the more attention-grabbing shinkari 

melam was placed in front.   

As the reader may have observed by now, the term “auspicious” (shubham ) is 

used fairly often in Kerala culture in reference to specific events such as marriages, 

engagements, festivals (usually), and home blessings which have to be conducted at an 

auspicious day at an auspicious time (shubha muhurtham).  “Hindus who follow the 

astronomical calendar have set specific day and time for different activities.  The time 

varies according to the position of stars. There is an established system of determining 

auspicious day and time for different activities, and there are experts to do this” (personal 

communication, Joseph Palackal, 2009).  Other things can be auspicious as well—a day, 
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a meal, an omen, a procession, a situation, a ceremony, or an event.  If any of these are 

deemed auspicious, they carry a sense of seriousness and importance, as well as an 

element of celebration.  There are many ways to recognize an event/day/time as being 

auspicious—dressing in traditional clothes, women wearing flower garlands in their hair 

or men wearing them around their neck, wearing gold jewelry, setting off fireworks, the 

lighting of the lamp, giving gifts, carrying umbrellas and/or banners, preparing special 

food for consumption by humans and gods, riding upon an elephant, and accompanying 

percussion musicians, usually some type of chenta melam.  Many of these elements are 

considered royal privileges. 

Processions, whether royal or religious, are displays of auspiciousness, whether 

celebrating a politician, a deity, a king, or a business.  All of the elements mentioned 

above are gathered and then paraded through the local area as a display of finery, honor, 

status, and celebration.  Many Malayalees told me that without the chenta, the event they 

were attending would not feel auspicious,163 as it would be missing something important.  

For most Malayalees, the idea that the chenta would not be present at these events, even 

theoretically, was ridiculous.  This confirms that the chenta is a shared sonic symbol of 

celebration and exaltation.   

 
Dadish (festival observer): The chenta makes me feel excited and attracted to the 

festival.   
R (author’s husband): What if it is on the television and you hear or you see an 

advertisement? Is it the same feeling?  
D: Yes, you always feel like something special is happening.   
 

                                                
163 Others said “holy.” 
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In the past, the Hindu temple musicians were supported by the temple income, 

often bolstered by the benevolence of the king during special times of the year, such as 

during the festivals.  A particularly well-funded festival exhibiting all of the auspicious 

elements mentioned above reflects the prosperity of the king or sponsor and the religious 

community.  It is a time for the religious community to “show its face.”  From this 

perspective, we can see that the procession is always a display of wealth, honor, and 

status—a display of the glory of the religious community in procession.  Simultaneously, 

they also see the wealth and status of the supporting financier. The king’s participation in 

the festival also symbolized a symbiotic relationship—that the king was the supporter of 

the deity (and, socially, the Brahmins), and his support undoubtedly bolstered Brahmin 

support for the throne as well.  One scholar, in an informal conversation over tea, went so 

far as to say, “The king’s presence, itself, was his patronage.” 

Having the sound of the chenta to designate auspicious events (or to make a 

normal event appear auspicious)—such as store openings/sales, political parades, movie 

openings, and festival processions—is an associative ritual in that it signifies success, 

good luck, and celebration.  Without the chenta, these events could not proceed 

properly.164   

As I spoke with more and more people I began to grasp the fact that though these 

processions were public presentations of a private religious practice, as discussed in 

chapter five, they were meant to be seen by the entire community, and not only seen but 

                                                
164 This idea is echoed in an interview I had with a Jewish woman regarding the upcoming 

wedding in Cochin, the first Jewish wedding in over twenty years.  When I asked her about whether they 
would hire a chenta performer for the wedding procession she told me that she had already given her 
opinion in the matter.  She thought they should have the chenta, but that the final decision of whether a 
“proper procession” would take place is up to the bridal party. 
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enjoyed by all people.  Christians will donate oil to local temples and mosques for their 

festivals, and Muslims, though they do not typically participate in festivals of other 

religions (beyond observing in the audience), will share food during their special feast 

days.  Hindus will cook for Muslims on Muslim feast days as well.  In an article from The 

Hindu, journalist Syed Muthahar Saqaf offers an example of sharing between Hindu and 

Muslims in Tamil Nadu, and also provides evidence to the social commentary on 

communal harmony:  

Particularly in rural areas, the Hindus come forward to provide rice, ghee, 
coconuts, dhal, other groceries and even the firewood used in cooking the 
gruel…during the whole month. The Hindus feel it an honour to feed the Muslims 
when they break the fast and are of the view that this noble act will bring them 
prosperity.  “It is a great gesture on the part of the Hindus to volunteer themselves 
in sponsoring the ingredients for the preparation of Nonbu Kanji. The Muslims 
too accept their gesture with both hands. Such acts have paved way for everlasting 
communal harmony and camaraderie among all sections of the society in the rural 
areas,” says Like Ali, a native of Kalakkad in Tirunelveli district and now settled 
down in Tiruchi city.  Apart from the fasting Muslims, many Hindus living in the 
Muslim localities and in the colonies surrounding the mosques too enjoy the 
Nonbu Kanji everyday. (2009: n.p.) 
 

The Muslims in Kerala have also found ways to interact with the community through the 

sharing of food and sandalwood paste, which they collect in jars and then give as a gift to 

the local Hindu temple.   

The fact that the chenta is specifically used to mediate relationship between 

communities is evidenced in a quote from an elderly lady at a church near Kottayam: 

In the older days, the [festival] was less spiritual.  There were more fireworks and 
it was about pleasing the Hindu community.  The chentas were always at this 
church as far as I know and my father was the priest of this church so I have been 
here a long time, maybe seventy-five years.  We are all Hindus, this is a Hindu 
country and we have to fit in.  Now, it’s too spiritual.  They all want something 
for themselves personally.  Then it was about emotion, now it is mental. 
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Not only does this quotes emphasize pleasing and building relationships, but it also 

shows that many festivals are becoming more of a spiritual event than a social one.  This 

is most likely due to a rise in fundamentalism that has increased awareness of religious 

divides within the local communities. 

Through the encounters above and many others not cited, it is clear that one of the 

main reasons outsiders attend festivals is to honor their relationships with members of 

that religious community.  This must be understood on the micro level.  While speeches 

regarding mata maitri may be echoing through the loudspeaker, the average individual 

does not view mata maitri  as an incentive for a Christian to attend a Muslim event or 

vice versa, but neighbors instead view their own participation as simply an effort to join 

his friend in celebration and to accept an invitation to participate in each others’ lives.  

The loudspeaker resounds in our heads, but actions, as always, speak louder than words.  

 The sound of the chenta also conveys power, and this power is viewed as being 

held by those being honored in the festival.  Technically, this is the saint or deity, but a 

subtext of this sonic meaning is that the religious community hosting the festival is 

displaying strength as well.  By looking at a few of the most important functions of the 

percussion ensembles as understood by Hindu, Christian, and Muslim participants, the 

reader can better understand that these instruments create ties across time and space and 

between religious and political communities based on a shared understanding of sonic 

meaning.  The result is simultaneously the creation of a common ground and an assertion 

of a unique group identity, one which facilitates interaction between members of different 

religion-based ethnic groups.  The ability for chenta melam to play for persons of power 
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allows for a certain amount of ambiguity in judging whether or not chenta melam is 

considered to be secular or sacred in nature.   

The results of the survey showed that chenta plays many roles in religious 

processions.  Although the generalities mentioned above speak a great deal about the way 

that chenta can cross religious and social barriers, the next chapter examines a microcosm 

of one single festival event with the intent of collecting multiple voices in order to 

understand a cultural phenomenon.  In relation to the festival context, there are a variety 

of interpretations among the participants regarding the importance of the procession and 

the drumming for processions.   
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VI. EXPERIENCING FESTIVAL MUSIC EVENTS: UNDERSTANDING THE 
CHENTA THROUGH MULTIVOCALITY, SONIC MEMORY, AND 

COMMUNITAS 
 

In this chapter, I will be exploring the historical and associative connections that 

simultaneously work to forge an individual and cultural sonic memory.  What I am 

arguing against in this chapter are the generalizations that limit possible meanings of 

musical events.  Even within these seemingly homogenous groups such as Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim there is difference of perspective among individuals and sub-

sections of the commnity. Beginning from a micro-study of different viewpoints within 

the festival procession event, the chapter then attempts to relate the concept of 

multivocality and multifocality to the idea that individuals can share in a common event 

experience, communitas, while deriving completely different meanings from religiously 

loaded symbols. 

 

Communitas as Experienced through Festival 

As a prelude to this chapter, I will lay some theoretical groundwork.  The 

drumming that takes place in the religious festival serves to create a “musical habitus” 

(Rimmer 2010: 259), a life-experience based on shared understandings of what music 

communicates or facilitates between people and ideas in a specific culture.  The 

application of Bourdieu’s concept of habitus helps the reasearcher move away from a 

synchronic approach to field work and analysis, toward the “dialectic of the 

internalization of externality and the externalization of internality” (Bourdieu 1977: 72. 

cited in Rimmer 2010: 459).  In other words, the concept of musical habitus is concerned 

with the emic approach, looking at the cognitive and emotional structures that inform 
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perception and production of the individuals and societies who create the musical event.  

In order to cull out people’s dispositions and tendencies regarding music, Rimmer 

suggests looking at the diverse influences on individual lives in addition to the symbolic 

structural systems embedded in the culture as a whole. Applied to the Kerala festival 

context, what is particularly attractive about this approach is that it takes into account the 

individual identities of each festival participant within the analysis of a cultural 

phenomenon.  

Bidyut Chakrabatty theorizes the overlapping of individual identity markers, 

which merge to form a religion-based ethnic/communal identity, which when in turn 

merged with other ethnic identities forms a local community.  The distinction between 

communal and community here should be noted.  Communal in this sense refers to the 

religion based ethnicity.  The local community is that which inhabits a shared geographic 

town or village.  These multiplicities of identity hinge on “nation, region, class, gender, 

language [and] citizenship,” not to mention personal experience, and these factors 

develop who we are and who we think we are (2003: 2).  What complicates the matter is 

that there is no complete agreement regarding what is most important in determining an 

individual’s identity, and this relates to the present in that “it has become more difficult 

for us to establish who we are, given the pluralities of identity that modernity has to 

offer” (ibid.: 1). These complexities have always existed, though they have often been 

simplified in order to fit people into neat categories for classification, whether for 

censuses, political representation, or even research.  Furthermore, 

Communities generally define themselves by drawing certain boundary lines 
demarcating their own community. In India these boundaries cross-cut and 
overlap one another in all possible ways. The culturally defined shared 
characteristics represent competing criteria and do not define one single group. 
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Having more than one set identity, an individual can belong to several 
communities at the same time and may be mobilised along different, mutually 
exclusive lines of communal identity (Alavi and Harriss 1989: 223. cited in 
Kooiman 1995: 2123).  
 
Therefore, a community is never a socially homogeneous unit.  In spite of sharing 

relevant common identity markers, the objective conditions of the people that make up a 

community may also be extremely dissimilar. “Although religion may be the defining 

attribute, a religious community is always a multi-dimensional entity consisting of social, 

cultural, political and economic structures” (Kurien 2002: 29). 

David Guss’s book The Festive State looks at how “festivals, for all their joy and 

color, are also battlegrounds where identities are fought over and communities made” 

(2001: 172).  The battleground imagery may be a bit of an overstatement in the Kerala 

context, but his point is that a discourse is enacted by members of different sub-groups, 

religions, and social classes during festival occasions (ibid.: 10-12).  The official voice 

that ascribes specific meaning, intentionality, and efficacy to the events is not necessarily 

that of the majority, but those with the power to create the event and set the stage for an 

intended outcome.  For example, the multivocality that I document in here cannot be 

elicited from simply noting the words over the loud-speaker alone, but only through 

talking with a variety of festival participants.  What I found was that each individual that 

attends must personally negotiate their relationship within the celebrating ethnic-

religious-caste community and the local community at large. 

James Wilce’s article, “The Kalimah in the Kaleidophone: Ranges of 

Multivocality in Bangladeshi Muslim's Discourses” (1998), emphasizes the importance 

of multivocality in establishing a kaleidoscope (or kaleidophone?) of ethnicity.  The 

author uses multiple voices in the context of a South Asian festival to create a composite 
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concept for the researcher and the reader.  By registering the opinions of multiple 

individuals, we realize that there are actually many different perspectives relating to one 

single religious and ethnic identity.  In other words, “their multivocality belies simple 

formulations of identity” (ibid.: 229)—it complicates the process of describing the ethnic 

group’s identity, but also allows for a more sophisticated and honest evaluation of group 

identity in general and, for this dissertation, religion-based ethnic groups.  Beyond this, 

“multivocality characterizes not only the literal interplay of voices of multiple parties on 

paper or in speech, but… also multiple utterances of a single narrator switching 

‘voices’…and even single utterances that ‘look over their shoulder’ or echo another voice 

to engage it somehow (ibid: 230).”165  

As sociologist David Inglis writes, “Postmodern culture is alive with multiple 

meanings and manifold interpretations of them are possible” (Inglis and Hughson 2003: 

145).  While it is easy to state that individual perspectives exist within a cultural event 

based on the postmodern paradigm, which is typical of our time, what I am suggesting 

here is that those individual meanings are generated within the festival context and they 

are strengthened by certain pre-existing expectations of certain sub-groups.  Bruner 

(1994) discusses the way that museum presentations are interpreted and experienced 

differently by multiple types of participants—families, student groups, and individuals 

who are all trying to make sense of the site in their own way (ibid.: 410).  However, he 

also notes that within these individual interpretations, patterns emerged in the sense that 

there was a consistency of several distinct meanings that arose.  In his context—a 

                                                
165 This philosophy was posited initially by the Soviet literary critics Mikhail Bakhtin and V. N. 

Volosinov. 
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museum for Abraham Lincoln in Salem, Illinios—these meanings were nostalgia, 

progress of America, and patriotism. Applied to the Kerala religious festival context, we 

see different perspectives emerge from priests, devotees of different religions, drummers, 

and festival organizers.  All have a slightly different interpretation for the meaning of the 

festival and the meaning of music within the festival context, but several meanings 

emerge as trends, namely—celebration, devotion, relationship building, and expression of 

needs/desires.  Later in the chapter, I will take the reader through several interviews at a 

Christian festival in order to demonstrate not only the multiple perspectives that exist 

within a single festival context, but also that these multiple meanings have a pattern and 

structure that is affecting how individuals and sub-groups perceive the festival 

experience. 

 

Experiencing Festival Music Events 

Victor Turner builds upon Wilhelm Dilthey’s theorization about the nature of 

consciousness by defining five distinct moments of experience: the perceptual core, the 

evocation of past images, the revival of associated feelings, the emergence of meaning 

and value, and finally the expression of experience (Turner 1982: 15).  Applying this to 

the Kerala festival event, we can look at the perceptual core as pure experience, 

unprocessed sensations that results from simply being there—sight, sound, smell, taste, 

and feeling, as discussed previously.  These moments of pure experience act as signifiers 

and symbols that then trigger memories of previous festival experiences, and these 

memories are usually of childhood festival experiences with family members, especially 

fathers.  The associative feelings that these memories revive are unanimously positive, 
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based on my survey sample.166  Meanings and values that emerge are often related to 

celebration of family and community togetherness through festivity: however, these ideas 

are rarely articulated by the Keralite audience unless there is a specific reason for a fifth 

moment—something to require the expression of experience, such as a journalist or 

ethnomusicologist asking questions about the experience.  This chapter focuses on the 

five moments of experience and explores the way that the Keralite audience members 

encounter and understand chenta melam performances and how they talk about this type 

of performance when asked to articulate about emotions and opinions.167  

Getz, one of the forerunners in event studies, points out that the word 

“experience” can either act as a noun or a verb (2007: 170-171).  When people are 

looking at the festival as a noun—an experience—they tend to reflect cognitively.  This is 

most evident in discussions about an event—this could be a conference, organizational 

meeting, casual dinner following the event, or academic forum.  This type of cognitive 

approach to an event refers to memory, perception, learning or simply “making sense” of 

an experience.  In contrast, looking at “experience” as a verb, experiencing an event is 

something more in the realm of affect (ibid.).  It is the raw data of the event, the inner 

effect of all of the planning and preparation. 

The “affective” dimension of experience concerns feelings and emotions, 
preferences and values.  Describing experiences as fun or giving pleasure reflect 
emotions, while many social aspects of expereince reflect values—including 
being with friends and family, and a sense of sharing and belonging to a wider 
community. (Getz 2007: 171) 

 
                                                

166 It is possible that those with negative childhood memories would not attend festivals as adults. 

167 It is understood that even if the participant does talk about the experience, it does not mean that 
the expression about the experience will perfectly match the perceptual core.  Nevertheless, these 
expressions often allow us a glimpse of what remains unarticulated, as well. 
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When we experience a musical performance, we are experiencing things beyond 

simply sound.  The study of music is important in part because it can represent and 

inspire human emotions (for the audience and performer), memory (youth, relationships, 

special moments, etc.), activities (sports, games, driving), aesthetic preferences (speed, 

color, timbre, flexibility of pitch, etc.), and even social structure.   

Jeremy Wallach, in his article on Indonesian gong ensembles, states that “most 

musicologists and ethnomusicologists would agree that musical performance involves 

social activity, incites the body, and conveys culturally mediated indexical and iconic 

meanings through humanly organized sound” (2004: 16). In contrast, according to Martin 

Stokes (1997: 4), the attempt to understand music as a representation or reflection of 

social processes or structures has faded as a topic of interest in anthropological and 

ethnomusicological research.  Instead, he encourages a balance with a social 

constructivism approach in which people use music to create their own ideals, to find 

places for themselves in the context of complex webs of power, politics, and 

modernity.168  “Music and dance…do not simply ‘reflect.’ Rather, they provide the means 

by which the hierarchies of place are negotiated and transformed…Music does not simply 

provide a marker in a pre-structured social space, but the means by which this space can 

be transformed” (ibid.).  

I believe that both views, structuralism and constructivism, are important and are 

indispensible for gaining a clear view of a how music is used in a culture.  As I have 

                                                
168 Social constructivism is a sociological theory which states that social concepts or practices are 

the creation of a particular social group.  See Searle (1995). 
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demonstrated in the model below, social structures often determine musical structures 

which in turn, have a renewed effect on the social structures. 

 
 

 
 

 

Attempting to analyze the affective experience is a challenge that ethnographers 

have always faced, because discussion of the experience automatically forces the 

participant into the cognitive realm.  This is why Geertz’s approach to thick description is 

useful—by describing the participant’s behavior during an event, one hopes to gain 

access into the affective realm (1973).  Unfortunately, this becomes a circular argument 

as well.  If the researcher is simply observing, we are only seeing what is on the surface 

as exhibited by behavior (etic): however, if researchers tries to gain an emic perspective 

by discussing the event with participants, then they force the participants to discuss the 

affective in terms of the cognitive.   

Guss observed group behavior and also obtained commentary from individual 

participants in order to understand how national and ethnic identities are negotiated and 

transformed through the festival experience.  This method allows the researcher to take 

into consideration what is actually important for people while also drawing his own 

conclusions based on his own observations and experiences.  This is the method that I 

Social Structures which 
Determine Musical Practice 

Musical Practices which 
Determine Social Structures 

Figure 41. Cyclical relationship between structuralism and social constructivism 
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have also tried to employ when documenting festival events, except that I have also been 

a participant in festival drumming, so that in addition to seeing a festival from the 

outside-in, I have also experienced it from the inside-out, not as a native performer, but a 

performer nonetheless.  

What I offer here is an attempt to elicit the affective, deep experiences of the 

festivals from different points of view as they relate to peoples’ experiences of chenta 

melam, but I am also interested in how they talk about the festival context in general, the 

importance of the festival, and music within that event.  These statements laid side by 

side can show how music functions for individuals to elicit memories, instigate deep 

emotions, and inspire relationship. 

 

Multivocality as a Window into Understanding Festival Processions 

The procession’s function in Kerala is multifaceted, depending on who is 

participating and whom one asks. By allowing for multivocality and multifocality we 

discover different points of views about the festival context based on interviews with 

participants as well as the people who act as planners of, promoters of, and participants in 

these events.  This approach to music and festival scholarship is similar to Wilce’s 

method (1998).  Below are the perspectives of the different groups that emerged with 

common themes in my interviews of festival processions. For this section, unless 

otherwise noted, I have particularly constrained the voices documented to those 

documented during a St. Mary church festival in Pallippuram so as to show the variety of 

local perspectives at one event. 
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Figure 42. St. Mary's Forane Church festival procession at Pallipuram celebrating the assumption of Mary 
(August 15, 2008). 

Religious Community Members  
(Parishioners/Devotees/Committee Members) 

These are the insiders of the festival event.  They have organized, raised funds, 

and arranged entertainment and music.  They are in their best clothes, because they are 

celebrating family homecomings, death anniversaries, and first communions.  For them, 

the mass (qurbana) and solemn procession following the mass is a holy time of worship 

and an expression of devotion.  The main purpose for attendance at the festival is to pray 

and make offerings to the saint/deity, though other social purposes are fulfilled as well. 

An individual only walks in the procession if he or she is part of that community.  The 

role of the procession according to the community members with whom I have spoken, is 

as follows: 1) To pray for blessings: this might include a good marriage match, fertility, 
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the cure of a child’s disease, an elder’s health, a financial concern, a good job, or any 

number of things.169  2) To show faith: the people who are taking place in the procession 

are making an outward show of their inner devotion.  They are on display as worshippers.  

3) To show that one is a part of this community: these participants are representing their 

church.  This is their festival and they are the hosts.  4) To fulfill a vow:  some may have 

promised to walk (or sometimes roll) in the procession if a prayer is answered.  

The chenta functions to assist in all of these purposes.  When a family wants to 

obtain a blessing, one way of showing devotion to the deity/saint is to hire a chenta 

melam or single player to accompany the family to the church or temple to give a public 

offering.  As the procession moves slowly through the town, the sound of the chenta 

gives them energy and announces their faith to the local community. Also, some audience 

members may hire the chenta players as a fulfillment of a vow, though I only saw this 

happen once. 

 

Non-Religious/Outsider Participants 

For some visitors, participation in a festival to which they are an outsider is an 

extension of their own pūjā, or worship, and says a great deal about their worldview and 

theology.  Most non-members—including men, women, and children—will not walk in 

the procession, with the exception of musicians, but will wait in line for hours on the path 

to the church to make offerings and pray in front of the statue of Mary or other saints that 

accompany her in procession.  When I asked a Hindu man why he came to a church the 
                                                

169 If these blessings are obtained as a result of offerings to a deity or saint, the recipient will 
sometimes have a plaque made, ascribing credit to the deity or saint for “blessings/favors received.”  In one 
room of a certain church in Mahe, I saw hundreds of these plaques for many different blessings, from a new 
job to a child born from a barren woman to the reinstatement of a police officer. 
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night of the procession, he said that he believed “there are many gods and that is good.”  

He had come to honor Mary as one of his own gods.  He also understood St. George to be 

another Christian god.  His misunderstanding of the theology of the Syro-Malabar church 

allowed him to become an active participant in this Christian festival.   

In the lower caste communities, there is not a great deal of theological training 

that is offered to Hindus, Christians, or Muslims.  Therefore, many of these peoples’ 

worship and theology exhibit traits of folk religion, locally variant syncretistic 

subversions of the theologies to which they officially subscribe (such as the conflation of 

the goddess Kali and Mary in Manarkad).  Though people may choose a specific deity to 

worship, it does not mean that they are monotheistic.  There are other gods who one may 

venerate, especially in the case of family crisis or personal emergency.  For example, in 

the case of a snake infestation at someone’s home, a Christian, Hindu, or Muslim may 

visit and make a vow or financial offering at both the shrine of Ayappa, the snake god, 

and St. George, who slew the dragon (snake)—just in case.   

The priests and parishioners will not turn anyone away.  It is an opportunity for 

non-Christians to come to the church and possibly be converted, although the churches do 

not generally make a great effort during the festival to inform or educate the masses 

about theological matters.  In fact, it seems that theologies and codes, which may 

normally be strictly enforced, are often sacrificed, or at least suspended, for the comfort 

of the attendees within the festival context, whether they be Hindu, Christian, or Muslim.  

In addition to this, the Hindus and Muslims make monetary offerings that are put toward 

supporting the many endeavors of the church, including supplying wedding dowries, 

housing, and jobs for the poor.  Also, my interviews show that church officials desire the 
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welfare of all people in their parish, not just Christians.  Why should the church not take 

the money on behalf of a saint from devotees of any religion who are earnestly hoping for 

miracles and blessings in their personal lives?  After all, “it is not unheard of for the 

Christian gods to help a Hindu,” as one Hindu man told me of a story about a Hindu who 

was helped by a “Christian god:” 

There was a Hindu woman who had capsized in a boat and was caught in a fishing 
net for three days.  She knew she was near a church and prayed to that patron 
saint to help her.  The priest of that parish had a dream about the woman and sent 
men from the church who found her and rescued her from the net.  She never 
converted, but to this day, Hindu fisherman from that area will still pray to that 
particular saint for safety before going out on their boats.  

 
This type of folk religion is not often documented in historical sources, but 

nevertheless supports the way that Hindus understand the “other-ness” of Christianity: 

the saints are part of a pantheon of gods and goddesses who may choose to bestow favor 

if enough devotion is shown.  These “voices” of Hindu visitors show that their motivation 

for attending this Christian religious festival is very similar to that of the Christians: to 

honor the Virgin Mary in hopes that she will bless the devotee in return.  The focus is on 

spiritual devotion with an eye toward receiving a miracle or blessing.  In this sense, 

letting Hindus attend the church festivities and make offerings is not a matter of tolerance 

on the Christians’ part, but is rather the result of two separate theologies which converge 

in a single place and time.  To an outsider, the Hindu praying at the statue of Mary just 

outside the entrance of the church looks very similar to a Christian doing so.   

Interestingly, at this church, since the Hindu’s object of devotion is located 

outside of the church, in the form of a statue, there is little reason for him or her to enter 

the building itself.  In this way, a boundary, though a permeable one, is set up at the 

church door.  A Hindu or Muslim may enter, but probably will not feel the need to do so.  
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This boundary is also felt by the chenta and band-set musicians, who are relegated to the 

outside courtyard of the church during their performances, though this may not always 

have been the case.   

In this instance of darśana (devotional seeing), the icon/statue of the sacred is 

exhibited to all of the participants “implying the unity and continuity of the community; 

…but, because of their multivocality, they are often given complex cultural 

interpretations” (Deflem 1991: 14).  In this way, people from different caste communities 

and religious communities can look at the icon of the Virgin Mary being carried in 

procession and have a completely different encounter with what they view as “the 

divine.”  One person sees the mother of Christ, another sees her as the patron saint of 

India, and another sees the goddess Bhagavathy.  If these experiences are all documented 

ethnographically, then the researcher encounters the challenge of multiple meanings, or 

multivocality.170 

We also must consider the fact that St. Mary is considered to be the patron saint 

of India, and is illuminated during the festival standing in front of an outline of India.  So, 

the fact that the feast is held every year on Independence Day (August 15) is also 

significant.  According to one informant, if this saint is the patron saint of all of India, 

then she is the patron saint of all of India’s people. It is possible, then, that people from 

other religious groups find this saint particularly approachable.  As one Christian told me,  

Local features of the festivals are bound up in local life relationships.  The local is 
a mediator for larger aspects of Hinduism.  Conservatism and fundamentalism are 
all results of the globalized religious tenets and ambitions.  The local reality is 
more important because we have to live together.  Localism made this possible. 

                                                
170 Interestingly, “mulitiple meanings” is on the list of Turner’s “key empirical properties of 

symbols” (Turner 1967: 1100). 
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The festival is a locally developed event. For most people, their participation in 
the festivals is not religious act at all, but for the religious ones, they see St. Mary 
as a demi-goddess of the Christians.  For these people, Mary is doing everything. 
Music used to be devotional, but is now used for entertainment and 
communication. 
 
Another voice from the Hindu visitors should not be ignored.  This Hindu’s visit 

was purely commercially inspired: “The locals will wait all year for this festival to buy 

large items such as beds and cabinets because they do not have to pay to ship them from 

another town.  Everything comes to us during the feast and so the booths stay open until 

around 11:00pm and sometimes later.” 

When asked about Hindus going to church festivals, I have been told that they 

will be especially likely to go if a friend has invited them.  This works both ways.  A 

Christian may go to a Hindu festival in order to honor or accompany his friend, especially 

if it is a local festival.  In one case a man told us that he was a Christian, but the reason he 

had come to see the Shiva procession was because his friend wanted him to come.  I 

asked his friend how this made him feel.  He told me that “it made his heart feel very 

good.”  At the Changanacherry Chandanakudam, I asked one Muslim if Christians and 

Hindus were there.  He pulled two of his companions aside and said proudly, pointing to 

each, “He is a Christian and he is a Hindu and they are all my friends.”  This implies the 

importance of individual relationships in festival participation between religious groups.   

 

Drummers 

The second chapter in the dissertation focuses entirely on the drummers and their 

points of view on certain issues relating to chenta festival performances.  However, what 

I have attempted to do here is to limit the viewpoints to one festival ensembles at one 
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particular performance and show that diversity does not only exist within the different 

communities of drummers in Kerala, but that entirely different worldviews can be 

detected in the micro-culture of a single drum ensemble.  I asked the drummers at the 

Pallippuram festival what they were thinking about and what was important to them 

during the procession, and I was amazed by the variety of responses within this one 

performing group.  These are the responses: 

Hindu Drummer #1 (guru): 
It is just a job.  We are professionals and we play when we are asked and we stop 
when we are asked.  We focus on our technique, to perform well.  If we don’t do 
it correctly, we might get punished by the god or not be invited back again. 

 
This fear has been confirmed by multiple drummers.  As I have mentioned previously, 

Marar and Poduval temple drummers fear that an imperfect performance will result in 

their death within a year.  Regarding pressure for local drummers to secure and retain 

invitations to perform, a parishioner/festival organizer told me that he regularly threatens 

drummers with losing their invitation for the next year if they do not perform better.  

Another statement offers a slightly different focus: 

Hindu Drummer #2: 
When I play, it is an art and an offering. When I play for a Hindu god, it must be 
perfect or the god might become angry. In the same way, I honor the Virgin Mary 
and try to please her as well.  I feel the same kind of devotion.  However, there 
are some pieces that are only played at the temple.  We don’t play the same pieces 
for Christians because of two other reasons: first, the Christians are not educated 
in the art and do not appreciate it.  Also there are constraints on time at Christian 
festivals, since there is always a mass going on and the drumming festivities are 
squeezed in between all of that.  At St. Sebastian’s day it is less constrained. 
 
It is interesting to note that in this context, the performance will differ slightly for 

churches and temples, due to the fact that Christians do not understand the structure of 

traditional melam, and as a result, they put time constraints on the drumming that makes 

the traditional repertoire unfit for the occasion.  In the words of one famous drummer, 
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there is no place for chenta melam.  While the procession is a time of festivity, and the 

drummers take their place in initiating the “festive” atmosphere through sound, for the 

drummers themselves this can also be a sacred occasion with spiritual responsibility, and 

they play with the intent of pleasing “the god.”  This phrase, “the god,” which I heard so 

much during my fieldwork, speaks volumes as to the focus of the drummers and Hindu 

participants.  There is a distinct difference when someone is playing for “God” or “the 

god.”  “The god” implies the god of that moment, and of that place, whether it is a church 

or temple.  There is a kind of flexibility in the object of their worship.  They are honoring 

the deity who is being honored at that occasion.  Next week they will be honoring the god 

of a different location, a different town, a different church or temple.   

However, there were some Christian drummers and ilattaḷam players in this 

group.  One Christian drummer told me, “I do not feel the same kind of devotion when I 

am playing at a temple.  It is only a way to make some money and practice my art.  I 

believe in only one God.  When I go to the Hindu temple, I take my rosary off and hide 

my identity.”  Another Christian drummer has stopped going to temples all together, as 

he had an experience fifteen years ago when, during a rise in Hindu fundamentalism, 

when they asked him to either take off his rosary or not to play.  Hindus are not requested 

to take off their medallions when they play for churches or mosques. 

These responses show the immense diversity in perspective, even within the same 

group.  While one might suspect that the Hindu drummer’s voices would sound the same, 

the second Hindu voice contains many of the same views as the Christian’s.  There is also 

an element of professionalism that seems paramount in each discussion—the importance 

of a quality performance.  These drummers play the same rhythms in the same drumming 
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group, but their views are heterogenous.  They are individuals with unique perspectives 

and worldviews, very much operating with different views on the importance of their 

performance, but coming together to play nevertheless.  

 

Christian Leadership 

The passages below are transcriptions of my interviews with three Christian 

priests who were not a part of Pallippuram’s church festival but who participate in 

festival processions.  These will remain anonymous.  They all have slightly different 

understandings of their role in the church procession, but their voices convey a common 

focus on spirituality.  One priest told me that “The main purpose of the festival 

procession is intercession.  The people who are walking are praying to the virgin for 

blessings.  We are also praying for them to receive blessings.”  

The second priest told me that the procession is a spiritual event in which they 

walk through the town with the Eucharist and the incense to cleanse it from evil spirits 

such as sickness, drunkenness, and diseases.  When asked if they cleanse the town from 

Hindu spirits, he laughed and replied, “No…these are not evil. We only want what is 

helping the people.  We work with the Hindus for this.” 

The third interviewee was a young priest and a friend who was asked to be the 

key celebrant for a festival procession.  This is an excerpt from his interview: 

P: I like to bless people.  And I always like to bless people properly.  
Some priests, they get too hot or tired and they just wave the cross around, but if I 
see some people standing piously, I do not want to hurt their faith.  I will 
approach them piously myself, and each person individually I will touch the cross 
to their heads and bless them. 

KM: I heard one priest say that he goes out to clean the environment, is 
this like what you are doing? 

P: (doubtful look) No. I am just blessing the people. 
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From the examples it can be stated that although the multiple voices of the priests 

are stating many different functions of the procession, we are able to state that their focus 

is mainly on spiritual blessing, intercession, and protection of the people.  Since they are 

carrying the sources of blessings (whether it is in the cross, Eucharist, relics they carry, or 

the breath within them which will sing blessings over the people), the priests view 

themselves and their tasks as central to the procession event.  Their focus is on the 

spiritual wellbeing of the local inhabitants and, in some cases, the spiritual cleanliness of 

the local environment.  The elements that have the power to protect and bless are the 

cross, the sacrament, the mass, and the priests’ mediation of these things.  The drumming 

was only peripheral to this main objective. 

 

Non-Religious Participants 

The non-religious participants must not be overlooked.  People such as 

technicians for sound, light, and pyrotechnics, generator operators, merchants, and police 

also must have a voice.  These people are focused on performing a specific non-religious 

task, but they vary greatly in their actual roles. For them, this is also a professional event 

and a performance that demands perfection (or as close to it as possible).  The sound and 

light engineers provide the visual and sonic atmosphere that is essential for the church 

festival.  They are constantly making sure that everything is working correctly. A lighting 

and sound engineer from Kottayam told me that sometimes churches spend 40,000RS on 

lighting and sound for the festival (though the church where I met him had paid only 
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10,000RS).  Churches can choose the decorations and the themes for each event.171 When 

I asked him why he thought the churches invested so much in illumination and for the 

processional cart or vehicle, he told me that these elements encourages a devotional 

feeling.172 The pyrotechnics are also indispensible to the festival event, and according to 

the participants in my interview sessions.  

There are two types of fireworks used during processions: the fireworks that light 

up the sky with bright colors and the fireworks that do not produce a visual effect, but 

shake the earth with a sound like canon fire. The fireworks function in three possible 

ways:  

1) Fireworks provide part of the visual and aural spectacle of the festival 
2) They can be someone’s nercha, or offering, since an individual may pay a fee 
to have one set off in hopes of achieving a blessing or fulfilling a vow. 
3) They purify the atmosphere, both spiritually and physically, through the 
creation of smoke and loud sounds, which can call the god and simultaneously 
scare off evil spirits. 

 

                                                
171 He has recently created a St. Alphonsa illumination that has become quite popular, since she 

had been recently canonized as the first Indian saint. 

172 He was also responsible for creating the vehicles as described in chapter four and shown in 
figure 32.  Singers would sit in the back of the Jeep and have their voices amplified through the speakers, 
or they would just play a devotional CD through the loudspeaker. 
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Figure 43. Fireworks that do not produce a visual effect--only sound 

The police are also present at almost every festival.  While they often remain 

simply a backup in case of emergency (such as missing children or frantic elephants), 

they can also perform tasks such as making way for the procession, giving directions, or 

diverting traffic.  When I asked them why they were there, they said it was simply 

because of the big crowd, but in Thiruvananthapuram the police saw themselves as 

representatives of the Maharaja and military power.  One policeman told me during the 

annual Sree Padmanabhaswamy Temple Ārāṭṭŭ: “This airport land is owned by the 

Maharaja but he loans it to the airport with the caveat that on this day, there will be no 

flights.  If there is even a single flight, the land automatically reverts to the Maharaja and 
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the airport will be closed.”  The perceived connection between deity/spiritual power and 

royalty/military power is very strong in this temple procession.173  

 

The Non-Celebrants: Missing Voices 

 There are also those who do not participate in festivals at all.  Many women fall 

into this category for Hindu and night events, since according to my interviewees, 

Malayalam custom dictates that it in inappropriate and dangerous for a woman to be out 

past 7:00 P.M. unaccompanied.  Exceptions are often made for festivals, especially for 

those who attend the festival as a family, but women often stay at home preparing a 

special meal, or if they are present, they are on the sidelines, as I have mentioned 

previously—far away from the center of activity, many times only visible as faces 

peering shyly from the other side of a walled-in courtyard.  However, for the church 

events, the women are very involved with the planning and devotional elements, 

including attending mass and walking in the procession.  Children also walk in the 

processions.   

The elderly are often less represented in the festival event.  When I asked one 

older Syriac Christian man why he did not attend the festivals, he said: 

When I was young, sure! These were the most exciting times.  I remember the 
bridge we had to cross to get to the church.  There was no room, so I tried to walk 
next to the girls (he laughed).  See, you have to know that there is another side to 
the festival, a carnival or carnal side!  There are prostitutes, drinking, all sorts of 
unacceptable behavior during festivals.  Now I am old and so I don’t see the need 
to go. 
  

                                                
173 Also, it was the only temple that I was not granted access for the procession inside the temple. 
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The carnival side of festivity lends a new layer of meaning to understanding the 

festival.  While it ties in to celebration, the carnival aspects of celebration are sometimes 

far removed from the official intentions of the festival.   

Another social group that often does not participate in the festivals are the local 

religious officiates—parish or temple priests, or imams of the celebrating host 

communities.  This was an unexpected finding.  Although religious communities may 

interact during festivals, the highest officials usually keep out of the local affairs.  One 

Hindu priest from Thripunithura told me:  “When [the Orthodox church has] a festival, 

we take oil to them and they do the same for us, but since I am of the priestly family, I 

don’t attend their festival.”  Some officiates do not even attend their own festival, or take 

a greatly diminished role in the festivities.  Since the priests roles are often geared toward 

solemn occasions, festivals usually represent a frivolous, carnivalesque atmosphere 

(containing solemn events within it), the priests and imams usually distance themselves 

from the carnival elements.  Often, as mentioned above, outsiders are hired to fulfill the 

priest’s role during the festival.  Most of the local Imams do not attend the mosque 

festivals—some in protest of the use of music and musicians who are hired for festival 

occasions.  One imam told me that he “[wished his] community would not hire the chenta 

melam, but they insist.  It’s a Malayalee thing.”  He hopes in ten years that they will not 

feel the need for the music at festivals since it is forbidden for Muslims (haram).  He is 

not forcing the issue now, because one Imam lost his position because he tried to exclude 

music from the festivals.  At churches, priests are brought in from other communities to 

help with family counseling, singing the mass, or participating in the procession.   
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Although these responses were elicited from a number of people, most of the 

responses correspond to the functions of the procession as notable by the outside 

observer.  This is the importance of looking for multiple voices.  There is not one correct 

answer as to function and importance in the festival procession.  There are many 

possibilities, and many of these are happening at the same time, overlapping for 

individuals and working to create a composite atmosphere of festivity. 

 

Emergence of Shared Meaning and Value 

The fact that chenta can be used as spectacle, announcement, and entertainment in 

Christian, Muslim, and Hindu festival processions tells us a great deal about the role of 

the chenta in Kerala society as a common voice.  Here I will discuss the role of the chenta 

in announcing special events and persons, as well as its role as a shared sonic symbol of 

what is referred to by Malayalees as “auspicious” and as an initiator of “festivity.” 

Malayalees are quick to establish the function of chenta music as a method of 

announcement.  Traditionally the chenta was used in a fashion similar to that of a church 

bell, as one elderly man told me.  When the local community would hear the drum, they 

would all gather together.  There were different rhythms for funerals, weddings, civic 

announcements, etc.  One gentleman from Changanasherry said, “When I was a boy, they 

would play the drum when going to repossess a man’s house for not paying taxes, or for 

the release of a new movie at the theater: they would play it for any community event.” A 

similar example is the Kelikottu, a chenta performance that preceeds a Kathakaḷi 

performance which is intended to let the villagers know that it is time for you to start 

going to the performance place (similar to church bells reminding people that it is time 
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for mass, etc.) (Personal Communcation, Joseph Palackal).  While I was in Kerala, I 

observed the chenta (shinkari melam) being used to announce a bank or store opening, 

special sale events at jewelry stores, important local events, or the anniversary of an 

institution and, of course, festivals.   

In the previous chapters we have been building an understanding of religion-

based ethnic communities in Kerala and their festivals as symbols of community.  K.K.N. 

Kurup, writing about teyyam, a festival associated with Northern Kerala, states that these 

festivals create solidarity within the Hindu world of castes and divisions (1977: 50).  He 

recognizes the power of the teyyam festival experience to create a sense of unity among 

Hindu castes.  However, I would like to expand this statement to religious festivals in 

general within the Kerala context.  Festivals serve to maintain unity and solidarity 

between all castes and divisions in the community.  As I mentioned in chapter four, the 

festivals are attended by many people groups within the local community, not only 

Hindus. The audience is expanded to include Christians and Muslims.174 While a few 

scholars have acknowledged that festivals are important in terms of building a sense of 

solidarity within the community, few have made the attempt to show how music helps to 

accomplish that function.  Rolf Killius recognizes the power of music in building 

solidarity within communities.  He has observed that “performances (especially in the 

numerous festivals) enhance the solidarity of a specific caste or community of castes in a 

village community” (Killius 2006: 27), but how does music build bridges between 

different communal groups? In order to present a composite picture of the connections 

                                                
174 Northern Kerala has a small Christian population.  It is most heavily populated by Muslims and 

Hindus. 
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and chasms reflected in the festival music and by the musicians who represent different 

religious communities, this section focuses on the way that festival music performances 

can connect people to cultural memories, to places, and to each other through shared 

sonic experiences.  Can the very act of hearing the chenta create a sense of camaraderie 

and unity for the Malayalee audience?  The answer may lie in the deep roots of cultural 

memory related to the historical function of chenta music, the repertoire, and the 

ensemble make-up of the chenta melams employed by different religious groups, as well 

as to informal music education, ideas of authenticity, and multiple understandings of the 

secular/ritual nature of chenta performance.   

 

Communitas and Chenta Melam 

Communitas occurs in the Kerala religious festival in that the events are 

organized so that people from different caste affiliations will work together to 

demonstrate an interconnectivity which celebrates structure, while from the outside, all 

that is visible is a homologous whole.  This is most evident when watching people, 

mostly men, reacting to the large chenta melams, such as those performed at 

Thripunithura (see appendix A for full account).  As a group, they will start feeling the 

pulse of the rhythm and motioning together with their hands up and index fingers pointed 

out toward the drummers, as if directing this orchestra.  Then as the drumming 

accelerated, their bodies begin to bounce up and down—at first just one or two men, then 

it spreads like a contagion to the rest of the crowd until all of them are moving together as 

one body. 
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While the act of coming together for the festival signifies communal harmony in 

many ways, there is also a specific, yet intangible, phenomenon that occurs during the 

large chenta melams that brings people together.  This is a climactic moment in the 

festival experience, and is felt by the entire audience.  The drummers are concentrating 

on bringing the audience to this point together as a group. 

K: What do you think about when you play? 
Manoj Kuroor: The correctness of my playing and controlling all the other 

people—helping them come to this one point. 
 
The point to which Manoj is referring here is a moment at the conclusion of a 

large chenta melam performance.  Melams take hours to perform because of a cyclical 

structure of the piece that builds over time and ends in a great finale.  This a process of 

building tension through the unified strokes of all the drummers—the intensification and 

doubling of the rhythmic cycles and then releasing it sonically at the end of each of the 

first four stages. Then, as it culminates near the end of the fifth kālam and as the tempo 

seems to climb to a feverish pitch, everyone celebrates the melam reaching its climax, by 

jumping and dancing excitedly to the beat of the tala.  The whole group, including 

musicians and audience members from all backgrounds, reach this point together and join 

in celebration as one body.175  

The most remarkable view of this magical moment is from a perch above, as I 

was privileged to have in the Thripunithura Temple, where I snuck up to the balcony 

where the King of Cochin used to sit.  From that vantage point, the crowd looked like a 

                                                
175 The speed of the percussion piece is understood to cause excitement for humans and gods.  

Groesbeck tells the story that he heard from K.P.K. Poduval about a subsititute drummer who played pāṇi 
so fast that the gods because excitable and were about to eat the priest when a visiting Mārār heard the 
commotion and finished the pāṇi, getting the gods back under control (1995: 246). 
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sea of people through which a sonic and visual wave would reverberate when the drums 

would play each stroke and they would jump with their fists in the air.  The effect was 

truly astounding.  For those below, the experience is much more participatory, as they are 

a part of the ocean of sound, sight, and smell.  This feeling of unity among participants 

that is made possible by the chenta melam is something that cannot be duplicated in any 

other community event that I witnessed in Kerala.  In this moment we can fully 

understand the comment made by one festival attendee: “This is our communal 

harmony.” 

Shinkari melam groups actually duplicate this moment by isolating the rhythm of 

the fifth kālam of Panchari melam and performing it over and over.176  This is why so 

many Malayalees decribe shinkari as thrilling, because it immediately elicits the 

excitement of what normally takes three or more hours to reach in traditional chenta 

melam.  Therefore, the critique that shinkari is simply a cheap thrill may point to a value 

being placed not only on the chenta melam itself but also on the richness that comes with 

delayed gratification in musical performance.  

For the Malayalee, the sound of the chenta is a sonic cue that announces 

auspicious events and personages.  Connecting people to a shared aural cultural memory, 

based in individual experiences with loved ones and friends, the chenta is recognized as 

the sound of festivity.  But the power of the chenta is not only located in the past, as it is 

confirmed and cemented through repeated performances which have a specific social 

effect: a single point of climax in which the community becomes one.   

                                                
176 The reader will recall from chapter one that shinkari was not actually derived from panchari 

melam. 
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In this chapter, I have shown how separate religious groups, castes, genders, age 

groups, and professionals can interpret chenta performances at religious festivals 

differently.  Many of these identity markers overlap and make it difficult to generalize 

about musical meaning on a macro-cultural level.  The goal here was to focus on the 

importance of multiple voices in assessing the possible musical meanings that enable 

diverse individuals to participate in communitas that is created during festivals.  What 

may appear to be a collection of unrelated worldviews actually makes sense when 

allowing for the fact that these misunderstandings and interpretations seem to actually be 

what facilitates communitas.  In fact, it may be that the only thing that communicates the 

same thing to everyone at the festival is the chenta.   Community involvement is 

encouraged in spite of multiple meanings or even misinterpretations of the central figure, 

nercha, and ceremonies.  Even though the participants encounter a sense of communitas 

despite their theological, social, and class differences, they really only come together 

mentally, physically, and emotionally as a collective whole through the shared sonic 

experience of chenta ensembles.  It is for this reason that the chenta must be there at the 

festival, regardless of religion.  The chenta takes the hearts of a thousand individuals, 

each attending the festival for their own reasons, and makes them beat together. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
Chenta ensembles are central to the festival experience as mediators of group and 

individual identity in Kerala. What I have sought for throughout the dissertation was to 

show how musical sharing between religious groups is made possible through a 

combination of social, historical, and musical factors. I have also attempted to understand 

the subtleties of the various chenta melam traditions as portrayed through the festival 

lens.  

This research has also brought to light the tradition in which low-caste drummers 

play for temples, churches, and mosques in the central regions of the state and added to 

the literature regarding the temple-based musicianship of Marar and Poduval traditions.  

Cultural memory and localized practice also suggest that in the past, the Hindu drummers 

who were once supported by the temple were loaned out to the churches and mosques as 

a commodity, along with elephants and umbrellas.  This sharing took place as a symbol 

of brotherhood, and religious friendship (mata maitri) within local communities.  Long 

before the national agenda of communal harmony existed, it was being practiced in 

Kerala within the festival context.  

Historically, Kerala was formed by (and continues to be influenced by) an 

amalgamation of cultures and religions.  Religious groups maintained separate identities 

while sustaining relationships built on sharing and roles of interaction within the larger 

structure of Kerala culture for hundreds of years.  After the 1600s, these interreligious 

relationships were discouraged due to misunderstandings by colonizing powers and 

tensions between religion-based ethnic groups escalated.  Since independence, there has 

been a nationalized effort to move back toward communal harmony on a macro level, 
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sparking several debates on Indian identity.  However, it is imperative to realize that the 

local relationships between religion-based communities have responded in a broad 

variety of ways to the outward and inward pressures of colonization and nationalization.   

The chenta is a reminder of a legendary golden cultural age of peace and 

celebration, which is at once an idealic (even possibly imagined) representation of a 

romanticized past and a dream for present society.  The sound of the chenta has 

permeated the Malayalee consciousness to the point that it came to be used to signal 

celebration of any kind.  Its use in such a wide variety of contexts suggests a 

neutralization of the temple genres including chenta melam.  However, the religious ties 

to temples and churches still remain and run deep through family lineages, which are still 

maintained among both low-caste and high-caste drummers. 

What appeared to be discrepancies in performers’ lives and actions raised 

questions for me that betrayed my own desire for clean-cut categories of religious 

behavior.  Why is this drummer who says he is a Christian wearing sandalwood paste 

given out at temples?  How can this Muslim musician play for a Hindu procession?  

Traditional methods of Western scholarship have the tendency to put people into census 

boxes, but the chenta tradition resists such boundaries. Trying to understand whether 

players consider themselves to be participating as religious devotees or as secular 

performers, requires the researcher to not only collect many different voices, but to look 

at the variety of those perspectives and make sense of the apparent contradictions.  The 

drummers do not have multiple identities, which allow them to play for these various 

deities, but many of these individuals do have a very flexible view of religion.  The 

phrase “God is One” came up more often than I could count when speaking to drummers.  
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While this understanding of the divine is fairly convenient for Hindus, who can simply 

add Christian gods and saints to the pantheon of existing gods and goddesses, the 

Christian drummer finds it less convenient.  Christian theology holds that there is one 

God and He is not approached except through Christ Jesus.   

However, many Malayalee Christians, including drummers, hold a more flexible 

view of the divine in the Kerala context, which is not grounded in official doctrine, but 

local realities of interaction.  This is due to a variety of socio-religious factors, which 

may be traced back to the camaraderie that religious groups extend to each other.  These 

different perspectives on religion were discussed in chapter six.  Despite apparent 

theological “misunderstandings” people may interact at least at a basic level during the 

festival event.  However, there is one shared experience between these various sub-

groups and individuals—the chenta communicates the same message to everyone no 

matter what religion or caste.  The chenta means celebration, energy, happiness, and 

dancing—and when a Keralite hears the chenta, these emotions are evoked on a personal 

and group level.  As Tia DeNora writes:  

In this sense, the past, musically conjured, is a resource for the reflexive 
movement from present to future, the moment-to-moment production of agency in 
real time.  It serves also as a means of putting actors in touch with capacities, 
reminding them or their accomplished identities, which in turn fuels the ongoing 
projection of identity from past into future.  Musically fostered memories thus 
produce past trajectories that contain momentum. (2000: 66) 
 
Drummers are invited not only to provide music for the processions, but also for 

the express purpose of evoking positive emotions that are common to Malayalees, 

regardless of religious affiliation.  I have demonstrated the emotive power of the chenta 

across religious boundaries by conducting the festival survey in which one hundred 
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percent of participants responded that the chenta made them feel happy, energetic, or 

excited. 

 

Discourses of Difference 

Both music and religion are central components of the ordinary lives of Kerala 

people, as they are in any culture.  But here, especially, there is a direct relationship 

between genre and identity.  Certain chenta styles are associated with different ethnic and 

caste groups within the religious group, and their use of the chenta changes based on 

theological or practical considerations that shape the festival experience for the audience. 

In this way, the religious communities are asserting their own identity, but also 

performing a larger, local community identity that is Keralite in essence.   

Nevertheless, there are undercurrents of status and hierarchy that run as hidden 

transcripts through the drumming communities in Kerala.  Various traditions are 

classified as classical, folk, sacred, or secular, and these designations are indicative of 

caste and class.  Anytime a musical tradition has been classicized, it has undergone a 

codified organization of preexisting musical resources and a communication of that 

organization to a cultural elite.  In the case of chenta drumming traditions, the process of 

codification and organization has been and continues to be accomplished by performers 

through performance itself, through shifts in pedagogy and patronage, as well as during 

more cognitive reflections of the performance as processed through concert reviews, 

formal debates, newspaper reports, or article publications.   

This dialogue between media, music, performers and non-performers then serves 

to form and re-form/reform the musical tradition itself, and this cyclical process results in 
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a systematized performance style which becomes “art” and is analyzed by critics, 

connoisseurs, and wealthy patrons, and appreciated by all who can gain an understanding 

of the musical and social structures involved.  The knowledge of the system of codes, 

organization, and stylization is a kind of cultural capital which is guarded by an elite of 

some kind—in this case, the Hindu majority, which in terms of chenta performance, 

represents an economic, hereditary, educational, ethnic, and caste elite.  In the context of 

chenta drumming, Marar and Poduval temple musicians dominate the classical chenta 

traditions.  However, those models of chenta performance are constantly being negotiated 

by “others”—Christians, Muslims, lower-caste drummers, and women drummers.  

Today, chenta musicians draw creatively from a repertoire of sound—a blend of ancient 

ritual codifications and modern trends of stylization, all the while reconciling traditional 

heritage with such issues as innovation, professionalism, individualism, and fame. 

As one informant stated, “The chenta is a secular instrument.”  What he did not 

allow for in this seemingly simple statement was the question of whether or not the 

chenta was always secular or had to be neutralized through years of use and eventually 

understood to be a secular instrument, in order for it to function as it does for local 

communities of religion-based ethnic groups.  If the chenta remained tied to the temple, 

as a few other instruments have, then it could not be studied as something “secular” or as 

a sonic symbol shared by all Malayalees.  My research suggests that the fact that drums 

were used by royalty might have been the link between the sacred and the secular.  

Further research should be done on this topic from an archival standpoint.  A knowledge 

of Malayalam and proto-Malayalam would be essential for such an endeavor. 
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Religious boundaries do exist in Kerala and are becoming more defined due to 

Hindu, Muslims, and Christian fundamentalism on all sides, which is tied to growing 

communication between localized faith communities and international macro-religious 

traditions.  There is a growing trend toward the globalization and “flattening” of religious 

worship practices. Thousands of Muslims in Kerala are working abroad in the Middle 

East and bringing back a much more legalistic form of Islam which does not tolerate 

musical performance. Christians are watching televisions channels which display 

European, American, and Australian worship styles and practices.  Local Hindus are 

being pressured by proponents of Hindutva who are striving to create an India in which 

all other religions are “foreign.”  In the middle of this surge of difference and distinction, 

there is an almost cloying insistence by the government representatives and locals alike 

regarding the unity and tolerance between Christians, Muslims, and Hindus, fed perhaps 

by the fear of what would happen if they focused on differences instead of similarities.  

I mentioned the interesting fact that Hindu festivals do not contain this dialogue 

of religious friendship nearly as often as the Muslim or Christian festivals.  In Hindu 

festivals, the ritual is traditionally much more closely tied to chenta performance than at 

churches or mosques.  Chenta melam, though understood to be played in Hindu, 

Christian, and Muslim festivals, is viewed by many to have traditional ties to the temple.  

However, the fact that chenta melam has been incorporated into Christian and Muslim 

processions,177 and that many of those festivals also contain explicit references to 

communal harmony in speeches and program announcements, shows that there is a 

                                                
177 It has been incorporated historically in some areas like Kottayam, but only recently in others 

such as the Palakkad/Thrissur area. 
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deliberate effort being made on the parts of minority religion-based communities to 

demonstrate communal harmony.  They “show their face” by emphasizing elements of 

shared Kerala culture, including the chenta.  The Hindus do not need to establish a 

Keralite identity because the have become the standard by which all others are measured, 

whether this is historically based on not. 

 

Performing Solidarity 

The broad aim of this dissertation has been to show how chenta performance 

allows drummers to enter and participate in multi-religious festival contexts, and how 

those performances aid in the articulation of ethnic, local, and individual identity.  

Though these events are planned by the festival organizers with an eye toward presenting 

a certain “face” to the community, religious festivals are much more than self-conscious 

representation for the religion-based ethnic groups of Kerala.  Festival sites are 

homecoming celebrations, they reaffirm the history of religious groups within the local 

context, they remind individuals of past experiences with loved ones, they are places of 

worship, and they are sites of relationship building. 

The minority groups’ ability to demonstrate a shared Kerala culture is sometimes 

intentionally staged and unambiguously performed in the invention of new traditions, 

such as when the churches in Thrissur recently began to hold a large chenta melam.  But 

the performance of solidarity is also evident in the easy repetition of older festival 

practices such as the use of Christian Sambavar drummers in Kottayam or the temple 

drummers lent out to the church in Punnattura.  In addition to the examples of shared 

dress and kinship ties between Syriac Christians and Hindus, we can note the material 
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culture of the lamps, garlands, sharing of oil, and flag posts, as well as the musical culture 

of chenta melam and other festival music genres.  By moving between Christian and 

Hindu practice during festival occasions, drummers show themselves capable of moving 

in multiple circles of society with little effort.   

It is also important to note that while Hindu drummers are allowed into church 

and mosque processions for the sake of drumming, the Christian and Muslim musicians 

are more restricted if they want to play for the temples.  While audience members may 

traverse these boundaries in festivals quite easily, it seems that there is an effort to keep 

Christian and Muslim musicians out of the temples that have the strongest traditional ties 

to Marar and Poduval temple servants.  So it may be that the Hindu perception of 

Christians and Muslims has been damaged by fundamentalist discourse regarding 

Hindutva, which has re-written the history of India as a Hindu history, when in actuality, 

at least for Kerala, Christians and Muslims served as collaborators of culture.  The fact 

that some Hindu temples do not allow Christian and Muslim drummers to play in ritual or 

festival events must not be attributed entirely to a religious prejudice, but also considered 

within the framework of tradition, caste, and performance space.  While there is a 

preference of Christian and Muslim communities to hire musicians from outside their 

religion-based ethnic group to generate a religious friendship or solidarity, Hindu temples 

(especially the formerly high-caste Brahmin temples) already have many musicians that 

are already established within their own tradition and find plenty of choices within their 

own ranks.   

In this sense, there is no space for these other performers or non-traditional 

performances such as shinkari melam or bandset at the temple.  But the fact that chenta 
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drumming was financed and supported for so long by the temple patronage does not 

mean that temple-based genres are the only authentic performances of chenta.  Other 

religion-based ethnic groups have appropriated the chenta for their own purposes, not 

because they want to be like the Hindus, but they also view the chenta as a part of 

themselves individually and on a community level.  This is the reason for engaging in 

these performances of solidarity. 

This performance of solidarity is not only for show, but is an outward gesture of 

inner ideas pertaining to a larger Kerala cultural identity and worldview.  This 

dissertation has shown that if there are boundaries that Hindu drummers must cross, that 

this is not problematic from their perspective, as exemplified in the very way that many 

drummers direct their attention to the personage of honor, whether Christian, Muslim, or 

Hindu.178  They are simply stepping into another context and performing a task.  It is not 

that they do not see a difference between performing for Christians and Hindus, but 

rather that those differences are cushioned for many drummers by logistical rationale 

(time allowance and remuneration) as well as by an all-inclusive theology which, in many 

cases, allows them to play for any and all gods to the best of their ability and effort. For 

the Hindu, this is not mata maitri, this is an extension of their own religion.  For the 

Christian and Muslim, mata maitri is a specific goal. For the drummers who choose to 

stay within the temple walls, namely Marars and Poduvals, their reasoning is also based 

in an identity of religion-based ethnicity which combines issues of religion and caste.  

                                                
178 As always, there are exceptions to this rule, such as the drummer in Pallipuram who was asked 

to take off his medallion while drumming for the temple. 
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For them, their place is in the temple where they have always been, and the others may 

come if they wish. 

The chenta is a cultural symbol of joy and celebration, auspiciousness and 

announcement.  When the chenta is sounded, the community joins together.  For the 

people who have experienced this from their youth, it is not a performance…it is life at 

its richest and most exciting point.  What we see in the case of the chenta ensembles in 

Kerala is not a romanticized concept of mata maitri, in the nationalist sense, but a living, 

breathing organism made up of religion-based ethnic groups/communities coming 

together to celebrate and experience the larger local community.  The chenta rings in 

your ears long after the playing is finished.  Its rhythms are echoed in the way people 

walk home from the temple, church, or mosque on their special day.  It is the sound of the 

chenta that makes the event feel like a Kerala festival by evoking memories and 

communicating holiness, royalty, and grandeur.  It is the chenta that calls individuals and 

sub-cultural groups to come together and celebrate as a collective whole—even if only 

for a day. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: Descriptions of Two Hindu Festivals 
 
Sripurnatrayisa Temple, Thripunithura 

The following is an account of the temple festival that took place November 26 

through December 3.  The event described was the ulzavabeli melam performed on the 

final day of the seven-day festival on December 3rd, from 4:00pm to 6:00pm. 

Approximately 2,000 people attended this event, which would kick off the festival 

season.  Local permanent shops and temporary stalls lined the street coming out from the 

temple, selling colored powder, pūjā items for the home, necklaces, and inexpensive 

jewelry.  The production slowly made its way around the temple then took a break.  After 

midnight, the procession resumed and travelled out to the sea for the Ārāṭṭŭ.179   

When we arrived, the pūjā was just finishing and the elephants were starting to 

line up under the makeshift shelter in the southwest corner of the temple compound.  

Each elephant was decorated with bronze masks (nettipattam) that covered the trunk 

about halfway180 and was topped with an elephant trainer (mahout) who was equipped 

with fans and umbrellas (muthu kuda).  Some of the elephants had two people on top, and 

it is likely (based on other festivals) that the other person besides the mahout was a donor 

who had given a good amount of money to ride on the elephants on this special day.  The 

elephant in the center of the line wore, in addition, a kallam, which is a headpiece with a 

                                                
179 I did not attend the Ārāṭṭŭ portion of this event.  

180 These elephant decorations are also now hung in the homes of some families as its design is 
thought to represent the entre Hindu pantheon of gods and bring good luck.  Interestingly, I bought a 
miniature version of a nettipattam (the size one might hang from a mirror in a rickshaw) at a church 
festival.   
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place for attaching the deity of the temple.  Since the elephants were facing west into the 

sunset, the bronze caparisons were reflecting a brilliant light into the temple courtyard, 

which was also lit by thousands of small oil lamps on the walls of the temple so that as 

the sun faded, those lights shone even brighter.  It was truly a beautiful sight.  The melam 

musicians took their place in front of the elephants and the panchari melam began.  The 

first two kālams were played in the southeast corner.  They then moved to the south gate 

and finally to the west gate, where they finished the panchari.  After that, they took out 

the other stick and moved onto aṭantha and then cẹmbaṭa.  But every temple is different, 

according to Peruvanam Kuttan Marar, the leader of this melam:   

That is how it’s done in Thripunithura. Every temple is different though…some 
don’t let you play any aṭantha between panchari and chembata.  Once this 
happened and there was a big disturbance—once when my father played 
[laughing].  It is really determined by the strength of the local customs, but those 
are also based on practical issues such as space.  For example, in one temple, 
there is a big tank, which is on one side of the temple.  We can’t make the 
elephants stand there in the water, so we skip that side of the temple.   The 
placement for playing during a procession depends on which way the deity is 
facing.  
 
On the last day, the day of the ārāṭṭŭ, there is panchari and the elephants come out 

earlier than in the other days.  After each kālam the drummers advance clockwise around 

the temple courtyard.  Here in Thripunithura, the fifth kālam is also called the 

thirumumbel melam, which literally means that it is played in front of the king.  The 

temple at Thripunithura has two balconies and the king and his family, even now, their 

descendants will sit there so they have the best view.  The last part of panchari is played 

for them especially.  Then aṭantha starts. In the ancient days, after panchari was finished, 

then aṭantha was played, which has solo improvisational parts and each of the individual 
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artists was given a chance to show his prowess, like in tāyampaka.  During the solo 

stages, there is no need for the kompŭ or kurum kuzhal.  

The king would be impressed and so everyone would compete with the others in 

hopes of gifts.  And the king, finding the best performer, would tell him that now he is 

the senior drummer, and from that point on that drummer will be the perumānam.   It was 

possible for the drummer’s status to be changed based on the decision of the king.  The 

king would be very knowledgeable about chenta melam, so there is no question of the 

decision being legitimate.  He would only give the status to those who really deserve it.   

 

 
East Gate/Main Entrance of Sree Purnatrayisa Temple—street lined with vendors 

Figure 44. Sree Purnatrayisa Temple chenta melam positions 

There was a man wearing a costume in the crowd, which resembled the pulikali 

(tigers) seen in Thrissur.  According to Peruvanam Kuttan Marar, formerly there were 

many people who wore the masks of the leopard and stood between the audience and the 

melam players.  This was to create space for the players and also to create amusement for 

the audience.  But now only one or two were there and they cannot really keep the 
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tradition. Soon it will disappear. A little money is given from the devaswom board for 

this service, but traditionally, they go from house to house collecting money.  By visiting 

another local temple, we found out that those men came from that neighboring 

community as had been tradition for years. 

As the melam ended, someone gave a shawl to Peruvanam Kuttan Marar.  

Mattanur Shankarakutty Marar told me that the main function of this melam is to provide 

a spectacle to entertain the audience (April 6), and it was quite a spectacle indeed.  I 

began talking some of the audience members who were watching from the same “box 

seats” where I was, now that the drumming was over and it was possible to hear again. 

This is the first time I had heard chenta melam called a “symphony.” Another audience 

member, Nichel, said:  

There are many melams: aṭantha, cẹmbaṭa, pandi, panchari melams. This one can 
only be seen here.  It is called thirumunnil melam because it used to be played for 
the Royal Highness. [Regarding] the music, there is great coordination between 
the parts.  The ilattaḷam provides the treble; the vīkan chenta is the bass, and the 
wind instruments including the horn and the kurum kuzhal.  I have many 
memories of this music from the time I was ten.  I know all of the talas.  I think 
this music is very beautiful. 
 
But there is another function to consider, according to one priest named 

Balianoorama from this temple who says:  

The main reason for the festival is that everyone can come together. The Jacobite 
Syriac church and Sree Purnatrayisa Temple share a special relationship.  When 
they have a festival, we take gingerly oil and they do the same for us, but since I 
am the priestly family, I don’t attend their festival. 
 

Sree Narayana and Shiva Temple, Kottayam  

The following is a description of the ultsavam festival held in Kottayam from 

January 31-February 6.  The two events which will be described in detail are the Pallivett 

(hunting trip), which took place at 10:30pm to about midnight on February 5th, and the 
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Ārāṭṭŭ (bath) which took place from 6:00pm to about midnight on February 6th, the final 

day of the festival. The deity celebrated was Shiva but Sree Narayana Guru was also 

celebrated. This festival has been going on for about a hundred years.181  One of the 

chenta players gave me a brief history of the significance of the temple: “This is the 

temple where Sree Narayana Guru had taught under the mango tree there.  Shiva Giri hill 

is the place he settled. Samadhi is the sanctum sanctorum on that hill.  This temple is for 

the Īzhawā community.  He did so much for our community.  He was the saint, prophet, 

and pastor for our community” (Rajan, 2009). 

 

The Pallivett (Hunting Trip)  
February 5, 2009 
 

According to the festival program for this event, the Pallivett at this temple is 

when the statue of the deity is taken to the boundaries of the temple property for a 

“hunting trip.” The program states that this event is actually symbolic of hunting the bad 

thoughts and ways of thinking in our minds and so it becomes a performed allegory (31).  

When the itaykka melam and the deity came out of the temple a chenta joined them.  

There was also one man with a lamp, one carrying banana leaves, one carrying a silver 

bowl with flower petals, another carrying rice and two men each carrying what looked 

like a brass teapot (contents unknown (water or oil?).  While assembling, the elephant’s 

handlers were just finishing the decoration of the elephant with the headdress.   

Then the whole group (not elephant) circled clockwise the temple’s sanctum 

sanctorum four times.  The first time, Stopped at every corner and door of the temple and 

                                                
181 Some participants said 96 and others 99 years. 
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put down a banana leaf, some flowers, rice, and something from each teapot and as they 

proceed to the next point, a woman with a red plastic bucket and woven tray collects 

what they had just put down.  As they began their first trip, a boy came running to join 

the musicians carrying the conch shell.  The second trip around the temple was done 

much more quickly with fewer offerings (only at doors?).   When they got to the main 

door, they would make a more elaborate display of banana leaves and each time they got 

to the main door, the nambodiri would go around the flagpole before continuing.  Each 

time was faster, with less attention and deliberateness to the offering.  After the fourth 

time they went back into the sanctum sanctorum.  The chenta went with them.  The 

chenta had not been part of the initial musical pūjā in the sanctum sanctorum but now it 

was. 

After a fifteen minute wait, the elephant was ready topped with two boys and the 

deity holder, umbrellas, fans. Now the whole chenta melam had assembled: two kompŭs, 

three chenta, three vīkan chenta, and three ilattaḷam (no kurum kuzhal).  They 

circumambulated clockwise one time and made a left out of the gated compound toward 

the direction of the river.  They travelled in silence around the temple and to the river at a 

comfortable pace— about a five minute walk.  Also among the people walking were four 

little boys carrying the peacock fans and yak hair decorations but these were not on back 

of the elephant yet.  Two dancers (a boy and a man) were dressed in camouflage of black 

body paint, leaves and flowers.  They arrived at a symbolic forest made of fresh tree 

branches that had been set up in about a six to nine feet diameter circle, which was only 

about a hundred meters from the side gate of the temple and fifty meters before the river.  

The hunters proceeded to “run through the forest” making calls (yelping) that were 
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supposed to help them trap the animal.  The boy soon emerged with a cluster of coconuts 

and the man with the gourd of the tip of his arrow.  While they were on the hunt (in the 

forest), two additional men ascended the elephant and were given the pompoms and fans.  

When the hunters emerged victorious, the chenta melam began to play.   

On the way back, the procession stopped three times which took about thirty 

minutes.  All the while, from the beginning, a ganamela and comedy routine had been 

going on at the temple.  After the third stop we were close to the gate.  It was difficult to 

hear the chenta over the ganamela and the ganamela finally stopped.   Chairs were moved 

and the dancing mass departed so the procession could enter the compound.  While there 

were about five hundred people at the temple, less than fifty of those people were 

involved in the pūjā, the performance, or participating in or observing the palivett. The 

other four hundred and fifty people were simply observing the ganamela. As they were 

entering, some fireworks were lit (only sound). They circled the sanctum sanctorum, 

stopping three times before reaching their final stop at the front of the temple where there 

was a clear climax (increased tempo) in the chenta melam and dancing. At the climax 

itself, the hunters went out from the portico and bowed before the lamp with the Shiva 

stone on top.  There was a public school bus under a carport and the name on the bus was 

Sree Narayana Public School.  After the chenta melam was finished, I was met by Ginesh 

(who had introduced himself and given me his information earlier) and he was leading 

another chenta player to me introducing him as his guru.  This man was Vijay Krishnan.  

Vijay invited me to join the troop in their room while the nadaswaram melam began to 

play (Two tavil drums, two nagaswaram, one illatallam).  I followed Vijay to the room on 

the side of the sanctum sanctorum where we talked about his troop and issues of religion, 
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caste etc. (see interview).  We remained for thirty minutes until the boy hunter came in to 

let them know that the nagaswaram was almost finished so that they could assemble to 

play the “second stage” of the chenta melam.   

We returned to the portico in front of the main door where chenta melam played 

for fifteen to thirty minutes in front of the elephant and the god until they finished with a 

climax and the men descended from the elephant and a small group that had 

circumambulated before (including the chenta and conch shell) and they followed him in.  

At no time was the Christian ilattaḷam player part of the group that went into the temple.  

I accompanied the troop back to their room to say goodbye and confirm that I would 

come tomorrow.  He told me, “If you are interested in chenta, this will be the single 

greatest event you will see while you are here.”   

 

The Ārāṭṭŭ (Bath) 
February 6, 2009 

 
We arrived at about 6:00pm, and the ārāṭṭŭ procession was just about to begin, in 

which the deity would be taken around the town then taken to the river and immersed in 

the water for a bath. The small statue of Shiva was brought out of the sanctum sanctorum 

wearing a garland of flowers.  The single elephant stood ready to carry the deity, which 

was strapped onto the nettipattam using a red string.182  We left the temple, about fifty of 

us altogether including the drummers who played chembataas we walked.  This particular 

temple is located on the outskirts of Kottayam town nestled by the river down a winding 

                                                
182 This is usually a reproduction of the deity, not the actual one from the temple. 
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street off of the main road.  The procession took a right out of the temple and went 

toward M.G. Road.  We walked and talked with some of the drummers as they played.   

Several houses were decorated with oil lamps and pūjā offerings (usually flower 

petal, coconut, and rice arrangements in intricate patterns on the ground).  As the 

procession approached each of these houses, the elephant and drummers paused in front 

of each home and the people prayed to the deity, then a measure of rice was left with the 

family and some money was given to the priest at some of the homes.  The procession 

would then proceed to the next home and in this slow manner we continued so that we 

covered about a hundred yards every ten minutes or so.  As we reached the main road, 

committee members stood and stopped traffic, which was quite steady leaving Kottayam 

during rush hour.  We walked across the road to another side street to visit the homes 

there and then went back out, walking along MG road to the next turn, where there was a 

large gathering watching a vocal performer who was singing light devotional style songs 

(based on film music styles).  This was the entrance to a local neighborhood of mostly 

Nayar homes.   

Past the stage were a few stores, which carried staple goods, and then the road 

turned uphill, lined with residences.  The homes were also decorated with lights, candles, 

and lamps, as well as portraits of deities arranged on small tables with various pūjā items.  

We walked further and talked with a group of young men who were a bit inebriated but 

very happy to be together, they said.  One was a Christian, one was a Muslim, and the 

other four were Hindu.  About a mile later we were surprised to see a rickshaw pull up 

with two tourists, as we were in an area that did not see a lot of tourism.  It turned out that 

they were Dutch and residing at the “home-stay” of a rickshaw driver/tour guide, who 
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also offered to give us a tour at some point.  We were usually spared this sort of thing, 

thankfully, since we lived off of the beaten path.  But we were always dealing with the 

problem of being treated as if we were simply tourists during our stay in Kerala, 

especially during festivals.  One home had prepared tea and sweet, deep-fried rice flour 

dumplings for the entire processional party.  We ate and drank gladly, thankful for the 

refreshment.  As we came back across M.G. Road, going back toward the temple for the 

Ārāṭṭŭ, there was a group of shinkari melam players just at the junction.  They were hired 

by some of the local businesses to provide entertainment and also as a sort of offering to 

the god, according to one man in the crowd.  As we returned to the temple, we were 

shocked to see Mattanur and his two sons playing tri-tāyampaka.  I had known they were 

scheduled for that evening, but I did not know that their concert would overlap with the 

procession.  We who were in the procession joined the audience of about two hundred 

and watched the show, which was brilliant, until we saw a small party leave the temple—

we had almost missed the actual ārāṭṭŭ ceremony!  It seemed the climax of the tāyampaka 

was coordinated with the climax of the ārāṭṭŭ,183 which was happening at the waterside, 

still in hearing distance, but out of sight—about a hundred yards from the stage.  The 

chenta melam was accompanying the deity to the tent next to the water, where a priest 

performed ceremonial rites for about thirty minutes before the deity was finally carried 

down the stairs and splashed by the priests. According to the festival program, the deity 

bathes in the river and releases an elixir (31).  Devotees are then welcomed to bathe in the 

waters, but only the old men went down to the water.  The locals, mostly elderly, made 

sure that my husband and I had the best view.  This was in stark contrast to the 

                                                
183 Though it is unlikely that it was formally coordinated to coincide so exactly. 
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Thripunithura festival, where everyone was vying for a glimpse.  Without much more 

ceremony, the ārāṭṭŭ, and the festival were over. 

Appendix B: Descriptions of Two Christian Festivals 
 
St. Mary’s Forane Church, Pallippuram184 
August 14-15, 2008 
 

The festival of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary is an important marker in the 

Orthodox and Catholic calendar.  In Pallippuram, a small town in Kerala, about 20 

kilometers south of Cochin, this is the biggest festival day of the year.  The name of the 

town, which literally means “church town/place” in Malayalam, tells us a lot about the 

town and its people.  Most names of towns and cities in India are formed by a set of 

descriptors of local geographical or architectural landmarks or named after an important 

person. The act of naming the town after a church may support the local legend that the 

church dates back to the early Christian era, however due to the lack of historical record, 

it is not clear when exactly the church was built.  The present altar bears a distinct 

Portuguese touch, with fair skinned statues and portraits of the holy family, important 

saints, and cherubs, the later of which are portrayed with several western instruments in 

hand, including: violin, harp, bugle, triangle, bass drum and tambourine.185   

Another reason that this particular town’s name is so important is that it 

demonstrates the centrality of the church building geographically speaking.  If one asks to 

be taken to Pallippuram, they will drop you off at the street directly in front of the church, 

the largest building in town, where the bus stop and autorickshaw stand also happen to 

                                                
184 I was able to observe this festival for two days. 

185 Palackal, Joseph. Syriac Chant Traditions in South India. Dissertation. 107;127.  
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be.  In front of the church building is a wide-open courtyard of sand with a path leading 

up to the church doors.  The courtyard is probably the most open space in that town, 

which otherwise is densely covered with trees, homes, and small businesses.  This 

centrality and magnitude of place within the community cannot help but affect the 

population, most of whom consider themselves to be Christians. The centrality of this 

open courtyard space also functions as extra retail space when the courtyard and 

adjoining street are transformed into a once-a-year extravaganza, where merchants will 

bring an amazing variety of goods to sell during the festival.   

The name of the church is also important because each saint has a specific feast 

day. If a church is named after St. Sabastian, that congregation/parish will hold their 

biggest festival on his feast day.  The church in Pallippuram is named St. Mary’s Forane 

Church and is dedicated to the assumption of the Virgin Mary.186  Other churches named 

after her will have similar celebrations at around the same time.  This church is unique 

architecturally because of the artwork, which bears a strong Portuguese influence.   

I had the opportunity of witnessing this occasion from a very special perspective 

as one of my dissertation advisors, Joseph Palackal, is from Pallippuram and he and his 

family generously hosted my husband and I during the two days we were there August 

14-15, 2008.187 For days leading up to the festival, massive preparations are being made, 

from the crafting of ornate light displays, to the set-up of a massive sound system that 

will succeed in creating a sacred soundscape that will penetrate every home, business, 

                                                
186 ibid., 127. 

187 Palackal describes in his dissertation (2005) the festival that took place in 2004.  With the 
exception of the replacement of panchawadyam ensemble with a Sinkari Melam ensemble, the processional 
aspects seem largely the same.  
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and street in the vicinity of the church, to the five or six large generators that will make it 

all possible.  The following is my account of the event from my fieldnotes: 

On the 14th of August, we arrived at 2:00pm to a town scurrying with anticipation 

and excitement as the merchants set up booths on both sides of the once deserted church 

walkway and also the road which ran alongside the church and down to the lake.  On the 

right side is a picture of the transformation that takes place seemingly overnight.  On this 

day, the streets fill with vendors selling items including but not limited to: furniture, 

mattresses, cookware, knives, jewelry, fish, herbs and flowers tied up in fragrant bundles, 

medicine, shrubs and trees, plastic chairs, boat oars, CDs, toys, spices, books, fireworks, 

candles, mortar and pestles, wood carvings and posters of any deity you could possibly 

desire, incense burners, tools, and snacks.  The locals will wait all year for this festival to 

buy large items such as beds and cabinets because they do not have to pay to ship it from 

another town.  Everything comes to them during the feast and so the booths stay open 

until around 11:00pm and sometimes later.   

The mass, which was going on inside the church when we arrived, was being 

broadcast on the loud speakers already and it seemed to flow so smoothly between 

dialogue and song that at first I thought it was a recording.  The musicians performing for 

mass were hired professionals including three vocalists and four instrumentalists who 

were equipped with an arsenal of instruments including a synthesizer which utilized a 

variety of ethereal sound effects, an electric drum machine, guitar, flute, saxophone, and 

tambourine.  The singers stand in front of the church facing the priests and often function 

by leading the congregation’s responses to the priests during the liturgy.  They also 

perform in between the masses or when the priests leave the altar for any reason.  The 
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general opinion regarding these musicians varies, but two of the priests that I interviewed 

said that they think these types of orchestras detract from the beauty of the human voice.  

This sentiment is supported in series of letters from the Vatican, according to the priests.   

While the booth vendors conduct their business and try to visually and vocally 

attract customers, the loud speaker conveys a constant reminder that this is a sacred 

occasion, thus transforming a usually religion neutral process of buying and selling into 

one that is only made possible by the Assumption of the Virgin Mary and the celebration 

that surrounds her saint’s day.  In addition to the loud speaker, there was the sound of the 

generator, children laughing and sometimes crying outside. Even during this sacred time 

of worship at the church a young boy selling noisemakers was just outside the window, 

demonstrating his product.  Interestingly, I seemed to be the only person who noticed.  

After the mass was over, at around 3:00pm, the blessing of the statues 

commenced at the local school, also named St. Mary’s.  Though the rains of the monsoon 

season threatened to thwart the rest of the day, the showers held off during the most 

important parts of the outside events.  The statue of St. Mary was decorated most lavishly 

with beads and flower garlands in comparison to the other saints, St. Joseph, The infant 

Jesus, St. Thomas and St. Sebastian, who’s wooden shrines were also laden with sweet 

smelling flowers.  Candles were lit as priests and other male members of the church 

prayed a blessing over the statues.  After the mass was over, the parish priest came and 

led a miniature procession for the sole purpose to transport the saints to the church.   

At around 5:30pm, just as the light was beginning to fade from the sky, the lights 

covering the front of the church were illuminated to reveal an outline of Mary holding 

Jesus as well a series of crosses and geometric displays that lit up the courtyard of the 
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church.   To the side was also a light display of Mary standing in front of an outline of 

India.  The significance of this image will be explored later.  As the mass finished, the 

procession began to assemble.  Local police went first but only to tame the crowd that 

would line the narrow street along the church, where the merchants were still conducting 

business. 

Out in front was a local Chenta Melam group; the leader of which I had 

interviewed earlier that day while one of the masses was in progress.188 After the mass, 

the drums took their place, which was directly in front of the processional cross as 

mentioned earlier.  The drums were yet another extension of the soundscape which 

seemed to constantly radiate out from the vicinity of the church, though they did not go 

inside.  As they advanced with the devotees behind them, the crowd stood still and stared.  

The drummers seemed to be playing a sacred role in the procession, leading the way in 

front of priests, saints’ statues, and devotees.  This is not a coincidence.  In the history of 

Kerala, drums have played many roles, one of which was to go before the king when he 

went out in public.  The pounding, nearly deafening drums announced the king’s 

presence and conveyed to a large area that royalty was in town.  What of the fact that 

drums now precede the saints of the church as they are carried on wooden liters through 

the streets of the town? Are the gods being presented as royalty or was royalty treated 

like gods?  Can processions be though of as defining the territory of a deity or saint?  

What is the reason for walking that route?  Is this an act of worship? And if so, how can 

Hindus, Christians and Muslims participate in this event together? 

                                                
188 This was his only break in the day.   
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Behind them was the processional cross, followed by about a hundred 

parishioners holding brightly colored umbrellas.  Following the umbrellas was a band-set 

in matching peach button-up shirts.  The combination of instrumentation (trumpets, 

clarinets, cornets, bass drum and snare drums) and playing style seemed to be inspired by 

military bands, although I was told that their repertoire consists of popular film songs.  

This is a topic for future research.  Behind the first bandset was another chenta ensemble, 

shinkari melam to be exact, consisting of chentas and cymbals like chenta Melam, but 

played in a much faster and more dramatic playing style complete with choreographed 

movements.  Then came the statues of the saints accompanied by priests in their robes 

and acolytes dressed in pink and ringing small bells.   

The merchants’ booths are now only a backdrop to the procession, as even the 

onlookers stop their shopping and pay attention to the spectacle before them.  The 

procession took a prescribed route, out from the church, around to the side street on the 

left and back past the church about a quarter mile to a chapel by the lake, which the 

procession circles and then it doubles back on the same road, passing the rest of the 

procession on the way.  The chenta groups inevitably pass each other in this way and 

depending on the person in charge of setting the pace, the players may face off there in 

the street, or they may simply keep playing while barely acknowledging the other group.  

I saw both situations happen this time. 
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During these two experiences, I began to ask myself what processions can tell us 

about the way people view religious space since both concepts of boundary and 

procession convey ideas about spatial meaning.  The physical transformation of the 

church into a marketplace seemed to convey a neutralization of what at any other time of 

the year would be considered religious territory.  But the idea of proceeding from the 

church, through the marketplace, could be viewed as a reclaiming of that space as sacred 

and also an expansion of sacred space as the procession continues past homes and 

businesses and down to the end of the road, where the lake, a natural boundary, halts their 

progress.   

In recording a procession, either audio or video, one is confronted with several 

choices to make.  How can you get an idea of the big picture? And if you manage that, 

✥  
Church 

Waterfront chapel/Turn around 

End 

Figure 45. Map of processional route to and from Pallipuram Church 
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how can you hear the music that takes place within the separate groups during the 

procession?  Unfortunately, until science finds a way to multiply the researcher, we must 

decide whether to stay in one place or walk with the group.  Furthermore, if one decides 

to walk, he or she has to pick a place to walk and this in and of itself will determine the 

view of the entire social situation.  Fortunately, the church had two identical processions, 

one at 6:00 at night on the 14th and one at 3:30pm on the 15th as a sort of closing 

ceremony.  I managed to record the procession going by in its entirety on the 14th and also 

catch a little of the Shinkari Melam group during and after the procession.  The next day, 

I walked with the Chenta Melam group up front just behind the police, who had the 

unenviable task of creating a space for us to walk.    

 

St. Mary Manarcad Festival, St. Mary’s Jacobite Syrian Orthodox Church,  
September 1-7, 2008 
 

St. Mary’s Church in Manarcad is a pilgrimage site, with thousands of people 

coming from all over Kerala and the world at large to the festival.  It is also called the 

Global Marian Pilgrimage Center.  It claims to be “the only church in Malankara where 

the site of the church was given in a divine revelation” (Program 2008).  The origin story 

of this church is printed in the festival program (2008): 

In the early days, there were about ten or twelve Christian families in the 
Manarcad area.  When they acutely felt the need for a church for offering prayers 
and for receiving the holy sacraments, they assembled in prayer and spent days 
fasting.  On the eighth day, each of them had a vision; on sharing the details they 
understood that all of them had the same vision.  In the vision they saw a white 
cow and its calf lying in the forest area overgrown with a certain species of 
Acacia and other thorny bushes and were asked to build on that spot a church in 
the name of the Holy Mother and the Son.  They went and found the cow and the 
calf and found them at the place where the church of Manarcad is presently 
situated. 
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September 1, 2008: Kodiyett (Flag-Raising) 

St. Mary Manarcad Festival, Jacobite Orthodox Church, began with a flag 

hoisting ceremony.  We arrived early and took note of the merchant booths and the 

church endorsed booths on the church grounds as well.  Among the eight booths on the 

church grounds were two of each of the following types of shops: book shops, rosary 

shops, Christian music shops, and umbrella shops.  One of each shop was set up on 

opposite ends of the tiled church courtyard.  The umbrellas at this church are rented out 

to parishioners or visitors for the low price of ten rupees (about 25 cents) after which the 

devotee should walk around the church three times to receive a blessing from St. Mary.  

The Christian music shops were lined with audio CDs and mp3 CD- ROMS of Christian 

hits ranging from Christmas songs to devotional songs for Mary or St. George, and of 

course, to Jesus.  The rosary choices ranged from wooden to glass, to metal, to plastic 

with crosses at the end or pictures of Mary or Jesus.  The book options were all in 

Malayalam (though an English Bible was dug out for us to purview) and they covered a 

wide range of theological, devotional, and practical topics.  

Just beside the church ground, down a flight of stairs, was another layer of booths, 

with mostly secular wares similar to the setup at Pallippuram.  Unlike the Pallippuram 

merchants, however, there were very few booths featuring other deities (Hindu or 

Christian) and it was obvious that today was Mary’s day.   A welcome sight for us was 

the gas powered juice extractor which managed to mercilessly press delicious drops of 

sweetness from stalks of raw sugar cane.  Mixed with lime and ginger juice it was 

delicious, although the glass itself looked a little foggy and the straw seemed worn-in a 

little more than it probably should have.  I also bought some cheap jewelry to wear 
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around town as I have now realized that the lack of jewelry for a woman is a telltale sign 

that something is wrong at home, usually between her and her husband.  To avoid any 

nasty rumors about my private life I thought I would conform to their expectations in this 

one minor matter, even though it will probably turn my neck green. 

When we heard the chenta drums, earlier than they were supposed to be due to a 

forecast of rain, we ran back to the church grounds to see them leading a procession of a 

palm tree that had been chosen and cut down to become the flag post of the festival.  

About fifty or sixty men bore the tree around the church once and another half lap to the 

rear of the church.  Several times throughout the procession, the men joined in a shout 

and tossed the tree about a foot or two in the air three consecutive times shouting each 

time the tree was being heaved into the sky.  After their procession, which incidentally 

must have interrupted the outdoor mass going on at the time, the trunk was laid 

ceremoniously along the side of the church and was underwent a surgery of sorts as most 

of the leaves were plucked from the top and distributed evenly into about fifteen bunches.  

According to my observations, four of the bunches were tied to the top and eleven were 

tied along the length of the tree.  Meanwhile, about ten yards away, two men worked with 

the support of about twenty male onlookers, at digging the hole for the flag, begging the 

question: How many men does it take to dig a hole?  In order to do so, several tiles were 

removed from the church’s courtyard.  I wondered if it is the same spot every year.  I 

took the opportunity to speak to some of the chenta drummers, who seemed pleased that I 

attempted to write the guru’s name in Malayalam.  Accept for the fact that I wrote the “t” 

upside down, making it a “y” I think I did pretty well.  These drummers also perform 

every month or so at the Kumarakom guesthouse for Kathakaḷi. 
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At the back (actually the front) of the church was an altar of sorts, a trough in 

which candles (sold five to a box for a few rupees), were lit and left to burn.  While I was 

watching, two men proceeded to scrape out the melted wax from the troughs to make 

room for more.  They carried away the dried old wax in wicker baskets.  Beyond he 

candle bins and just before the back steps to the church was a stone cross at the base of 

which was a pool of oil contained in a brass surround.  Devotees would bring small 

bottles and collect the oil from the base of the cross with which they will anoint 

themselves or loved ones in hope of receiving blessings or healing from a physical 

ailment.  Others would donate oil. 

As I watched these public performances of devotion, a trustee of the church, who 

seemed very friendly and helpful, greeted me.  I told him that I was hoping to meet the 

priests at the church to set up a time to interview them later.  He told me he would 

arrange for a meeting and left.  Moments after the mass ended the tree-turned-flagpost 

and flags were assembled, a laborious process which involved thirty men and several 

communal gasps as everyone was sure the tree would fall and certainly crush some 

innocent bystander.   I realized a little late that I was taking pictures from a rather 

dangerous location, which all of the other women judiciously avoided.   

After the flags were hoisted, I was led by the church trustee to the main office to 

have tea with the Arch Bishop of the Orthodox Church in this area, a rare and unexpected 

honor.   He inquired about my husband, whom I had left filming the chenta performance 

thinking I would just arrange a meeting with the priests for later after which I would 

return to the festivities.  So the poor trustee was sent out to fetch Rob, though I’m sure he 

was not hard to find.  We had tea together and a short, informal interview about the 
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church and processions.  The bishop stressed primarily that this church had an 

“intercession relationship” with St. Mary, meaning that Mary intercedes before God, who 

answers prayers and performs miracles.  However, he also said that the majority of the 

population might not understand this type of relationship.  One parishioner told us that 

perhaps up to seventy percent of the pilgrims were not Christian, since there are 

goddesses included in the pantheon of Hinduism and technically, Mary can be worked 

into that world view as just another goddess, or even the “Christian goddess.”  

Interestingly, the motherhood of Mary is often given greater import than the child she 

bore, namely Jesus Christ.   

From our conversation with the head Priest, I remembered a few quotes:  “Chenta 

came from Hindu culture—we like it because we are Hindu at heart;” even though we are 

Christian; “We are Christians but really we are Hindu.” 

The festival program (2008) gave a great deal of background material for the 

festival.  The announcement reads like many of the temple festival programs, discussing 

the benefits of praying to the “Mother of Manarcad” for blessings and healing, as if she 

were a local deity tied to that place with a specialization (in this case, healing the 

mentally ill): 

There is no place in the world where this holy temple of God and its blessed 

guardian, the Mother of Manarcad, are not known…The multitudes who come and 

supplicate here never fail to get its reward…Hundreds of thousands of devotees come to 

this holy place to get redeemed of their sicknesses and mental crises and to get exorcised 

of the forces of evil.  There are innumerable instances of devotees bereft of all hopes of 

curing themselves of deadly diseases getting miraculous cure from this temple of the 
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Holy Mother (St. Mary’s Manarcad Pamphlet 6-7).  The major offerings and vows 

include: 1) Holy Communion, 2) Mediatory prayer to Holy Mother 

(Madhyasthaprarthana), 3) Chuttuvilaku (lighting candles on the stone cross), 4) 

Pidippanam (contribution of individual savings), 5) Submitting children as slave to 

Virgin Mary (Adima), 6) Ornamental flag, umbrella, 7) Gold and silver cross, 8) Coconut 

oil, candles, 9) Rolling on the ground around the stone cross (urul nercha), 10) Pachor 

nercha (a sweet made from rice, milk, and jaggery (unprocessed sugarcane sugar).    

 

September 6, 2008: Procession 

Saturday at 1:00 we headed to the procession at St. Mary’s Manarcad.  We almost 

missed it because it was raining and the windows were closed on the bus.  We saw the 

procession of umbrellas already in progress and got off at the small chapel which is the 

turn-around point for the procession.  Then we walked with them to get back to the 

church about 3km or so.  There were so many people there and I was astounded to see 

that each of them was carrying an umbrella that they had rented from the church.  Since 

this was the biggest festival of the year for them, over ten-thousand people were present, 

with a hundred thousand expected for the feast, they had to borrow the umbrellas from 

the local Hindu temple and possible more from Thrissur, who always has an abundance 

because of the new ones they make for Pūram every year.  When I asked why people 

carry the umbrellas, I was given several possibilities.  First, it is to show their devotion 

and to pray for the homes they pass, a sort of “prayer walk.”  This gives credence to the 

idea of transformation of space through procession.  Another reason is because on the 

sunny days, the umbrella protects from the scorching heat, important since the festival 
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season reaches its pinacle during April or May, the hottest part of the year for Kerala.189  

The umbrellas are a sort of propitiation also, to the Virgin Mary. 

As we walked through the middle of the procession to the church, I was so 

frustrated because I thought I had missed it and would not be able to get an accurate view 

of the order of procession or the route, but when we got to the church, we had just caught 

up to the front of it.  When I was able to see the procession enter the church, I was 

relieved.  At least I would see the whole thing as it came back.    

Three priests were carrying crosses and a picture of Mary and the Christ child.  

Behind them was a chenta melam group consisting of about ten musicians.  They played 

for about fifteen minutes when they arrived at the back of the church, and then set their 

drums down as everyone else came in.  Next were the umbrellas, hundreds of them in 

brilliant colors of red, green, purple, blue, and gold silk with fabric or metal tassels.  At 

intervals of about ten minutes, there would be a bandset, which usually consisted of bass 

drums, snare, cymbals, trumpets, clarinets, and an occasional maddalam.  I thought that 

the addition of an Indian instrument into this very western ensemble was interesting.  

Why would they add the maddalam?  What does it have to offer that the bass and snare 

do not, for the Indian aesthetic? Or it could be something as simple as knowing someone 

who plays and wanting them to play with you.  Another interesting aspect some of these 

bandset ensembles is the playing technique of many of these instruments. One bandset in 

particular remains foremost in my mind.  The bass drum was hit on one side with a mallet 

                                                
189 The monsoon season is an inopportune time to have a festival due to the rain, and most 

Christian festivals take place just after the monsoon, coordinating with their church calendars.  Before 
Easter, there is a forty day season of Lent, during which festivity or celebration is not encouraged.  
Interestingly, the large Hindu festivals, especially purams, increase during this time.  Muslim festivals 
(especially chandanakudams) usually take place December through January. 
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and the other side with a stick, giving it the flexibility of at least two pitches—one on 

either side.   Could they be trying to replicate the maddalam, with its two heads, one 

smaller than the other? The need for two distinct rhythmic pitches is found throughout 

classical and folk music in India, as evidenced in not only the maddalam, but also the 

tabla in North India, two drums of different size, played by the same person, or the 

Idayka, used in the temple music genres in South India.  Another instrument found in 

each bandset is a set of large hand cymbals.  However, the cymbals of this one particular 

band, which had been scavenged from the high hat of an unsuspecting drum kit, were still 

on the post, which had been severed at a height of about six inches from the top, and the 

top cymbal was hit with a small stick. 

It started to really rain about thirty minutes after the procession arrived back at the 

church.  With over three quarters of the participants still out on the route, it gave a new 

meaning to the word “devotion” since the silk umbrellas are really not meant to be water 

proof.  Luckily, we had made the acquaintance of the church secretary who invited us 

into the office of the church where we were still able to capture most of the procession 

from the doorway, where I could safely operate cameras and recording equipment.  It 

made me wonder at the challenge of recording what I call “wet music,” music that can be 

performed in the rain.  I went into the building and recorded the choir that was 

performing in the church.  The instrumentalists consisted of a bass guitar, a keyboard, 

and a mixing board, which was also used as a hard drive for some of the midi songs. 

We walked up to the street to see the end of the procession and were fairly 

amazed to see not one cross, but about fifty large crosses held high on posts, which are 

draped in what looks like the vestments of the priests.  One by one, they went by and I 
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tried to take pictures knowing that there was no possibility of catching them all or 

catching the grandeur of this sight.   

 

September 7, 2008: Night Procession 

We had the Onam meal at Fr. Jacob’s family house and recorded some of the 

songs that the Syriac Christians families sing before breakfast and dinner.  I was 

expecting to see hand-written songbooks like the Jewish women of Cochin, but theirs 

were printed up and had been for at least fifteen years, probably longer than that.  This 

could be because Kottayam was famous for printing and has a large Christian population.  

After resting for about an hour, we left for Manarcad again and arrived there at about 

5:30pm.  We were taken straight to the church this time, which was nice not to have to 

walk three km right off.  We waited for about an hour or so before it started, watching the 

band called “fire band” who was known for using streamer decorated mallets to play the 

bass drum, but we were disappointed that they did not set them on fire.190    

We saw the posts being fitted with the crosses and were astonished by the vast 

numbers of people, about 100,000 people.  I was told that about half were not Christian.  

One Hindu was rolling around the church in the mud.  The weather was awful, but we 

pressed on to the front of the procession.  When we got there, we saw four torches, fueled 

by oil, which was being poured over the torches at intervals.  Behind the torches was the 

picture of the Virgin Mary and the Christ Child.  The procession went by with much 

fewer bands and umbrellas than the solemn procession the day before.  It only took about 

thirty minutes or so.  Afterwards, we took our place at the annex of the church where we 

                                                
190 We would see that later at the Changanacherry Chandanakudam. 
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were going to watch mārgamkaḷi and parichamuttukali, traditional folk songs and dances 

of the St. Thomas Christians.  The procession reached the steps and we had a few minutes 

to talk to the priests.  One of them was telling me about the symbolism of the procession:  

According to him:  

The umbrellas represent departed souls and our expectations about heaven.  The 
procession starting and ending at the church symbolizes the way that life starts 
and ends with God. Just as we come from God and return to God, so we start from 
the church and return to it at the end. The instruments in obedience to the 
instructions of worship in the Bible where it says to praise the Lord with 
instruments, but also, it is the traditional instrument of Kerala and this is a 
festival… a celebration for the people. 
 
One of the most important events at the festival is the opening of the portrait of 

the Virgin and Mary.  The interesting thing is the language of the announcement in which 

words like darśan (worship through seeing) and sanctum sanctorum (the inner temple or 

“holy of holies”) carry a remarkably Hindu connotation:  “The covered portrait of the 

holy mother with child Jesus in her hand, kept in the sanctum sanctorum, will be open for 

darśan on September the 7th of every year.  The portrait will be closed on September 14th, 

every year.”  On the eve of the feast (Sept. 7th, fireworks are set off and then special 

dances, Mārgamkaḷi  (a Knanaya Christian dance tradition) and Parichamuttukali 

commence. 
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Appendix C: Descriptions of Two Muslim Festivals 
 
Changanacherry Chandanakudam  
December 16-27, 2008 
 

The Changanacherry Chandanakudam was the first Muslim festival I attended and 

was held about five months after my arrival in India, so I was very excited to see it.  We 

had met Haneefah Kutti,191 the current mayor of Changanacherry and organizer of this 

event, who we interviewed in depth about the procession and events to occur during these 

days.192  The following account is a combination of our interview with him and our own 

experiences of the festival.   

According to Haneefah, involvement in the Chandanakudam is important for two 

reasons 1) It is a debt to the king who gave the land for the mosque and ordered the 

mosque to hold the festival; and 2) to build relationships within the community. In 

support of this last statement he gives an example from his own life.  He is the mayor 

who was elected, but Muslims are a minority so he is aware that mostly Hindus and 

Christians gave him his position.  

The procession route is followed minutely as it has been set in tradition 

throughout the years,193 and receptions are prepared at various places: civil stations 

(office of king’s government); the grounds by new mosque; KSEB (electricity board); 

                                                
191 “Kutti” is a term of endearment, meaning “little.” 

192 The “we” in this account refers to my husband, who accompanied me to the interview and 
festival. 

193 The copper plates that dictated how processions should be done were melted down after being 
sold by a careless mosque treasurer. 
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municipal board; and then they stop at the old mosque for evening prayer.  From there the 

temple authorities invites the procession to temple grounds, where they are careful to 

observe the protocols for waiting and standing.  After the embrace and the exchange, the 

procession would move to the collectorate and collect the funds from the King, then visit 

the state excise office; fire station; post office; then the Īzhawā Hindus community.  They 

stop at the Nayar Service Society (N.S.S.) headquarters near college to whom they give 

seven rupees and are entertained by a concert of shinkari melam, bandset, and chenta 

melam on the grounds of the college; they will then place floral wreath on NSS founder’s 

grave; then the elephants assemble with musicians. Sandalwood pots on elephants’ backs 

are then displayed on the ground.  

On December 26th, the procession goes from the new mosque to the town square 

stopping at temples; churches; both bus stands; and the boat jetty where the procession 

would pause for a photo opportunity during the colonial period.194 This was the old center 

of town, the old market at which, in 1905, a five-handed lamp was erected at the central 

junction.  This lamp is said to represent the five main religion-based ethnic communities 

of Changanacherry and this is the site of the most scenic public reception. At about 

8:00pm they go to the new mosque until 1:00am then east to a rock where a Muslim saint 

meditated and back to mosque where there is a big parade ground and fireworks (meant 

to purify the atmosphere) demonstration, which will finally end at 4am. Traditionally a 

soldier would accompany the procession with sword and royal garments, as a 

representative of the king.  The program goes into more detail about the historical issues.  

                                                
194 Unfortunately, they have not been able to locate records of these photos and asked me to send 

them copies if I ever found any. 
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Even today, these events are reenacted (with the exception of the absence of the Christian 

representatives), in detail. 

Though the procession generally adheres to tradition, there have been many 

changes in the festival during Haneefah’s lifetime: 1) the soldier with the sword at the 

front of the procession has been replaced by a police and a whistle; 2) they have moved 

from having nine elephants, to seven, and then to five since the fees are negotiated and 

usually increase every year;195 3) There had been a clarinet kacheri [Christian] group that 

used to perform on a stage for the festival, now they are replaced by the bandset, as of 

twenty-five years ago; 4) the number of torches has been reduced from twenty to six, 

because street lights have reduced the need for them; 5) Forty decorative lamps are now 

twenty for much the same reason; 6) the building has only been “illuminated” in the last 

twenty years; 7) for the last twenty years they have had musical concerts like ganamela 

(film song conserts), earlier they had had artistic programs, including Muslim folk 

performances; 7) the Mata Maitri meeting (4pm on 25th) began fifteen years ago.  My 

interpreter for this interview, Dr. Scaria Zacharia, who is also a renowned cultural studies 

scholar, chimed in here unable to resist the irony of the situation and the opportunity for 

making a joke, “before this we had communal harmony, but now we have to speak about 

it to make it happen.”   

The chenta is considered to be an essential ingredient for this festival.  According 

to Hanneefah Kutti, “If there is no chenta, nothing is happening.  There is a saying in 

Kerala, ‘That man goes wherever there is the sound of the stick on the chenta heard,’ 

which means he is a social butterfly.”  The link between being a social butterfly and 

                                                
195 Last year five elephants (for two days) cost 65,000 Rs.; but this year they will cost 100,000RS. 
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having a love for chenta is interesting because chances are the man following the sound 

of the drum is going to many religious festivals (of different religions) as well as other 

events that employ the use of the drum.  Haneefah’s earliest memory of the chenta was in 

his childhood, it was always there for this festival.  They have a picture of an old picture 

of a festival program in their festival program that notes the presence of the chenta 

melam.  Seventy-five years or so ago there was a Muslim chenta group in Venmani.  

They gave up that profession about twenty-five years ago.  Until then, many of the 

festival tasks were performed by local people: Everyone played a role, since it is a 

community festival, not a strictly religious festival.  Certain families/castes had 

distinctive roles/rights.  The flag hoisting was, and is still, done by toddy tappers; there 

was a group who traditionally collected donations of old clothing for the torches; another 

still was responsible for preparing the sandalwood paste; another for holding the sword; 

and royals; but now these traditions are fading into the past. “When people become 

affluent they do not want to do it anymore,” Haneefah states simply.  This makes the 

claim of a young toddy tapper to his right to raise the flag pole this year seem even more 

special than usual. 

The mosque committee organizes and arranges for the musical performances, but 

everyone knows when it is and so they are around and make themselves known.  If they 

are not called, they will call.  Haneefah gives the example that as soon as a marriage is 

announced all the caterers will start calling. In this way, the performers are arranged.  

Procession December 25th 

We arrive to a bustling town and heading straight to the mosque.  The long 

driveway to the building is lined with vendors, but these items are geared toward the 
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Muslim audience.  There are carvings of Mecca, scripture verses on tablecloths and wall-

hangings, prayer capss (mens’ prayer caps) and hijabs (head coverings) for the women.  

There are Islamic teachings on CD and māppilah pattu (traditional Muslim songs for 

weddings and parties).  There is also a fair amount of political material, such as posters of 

George Bush with an “X” over his face (these were not hidden as we walked by, but the 

vendors laughed and shrugged instead).   

The people pray before the procession, just like one would pray before going on a 

trip, and then it begins. The mata maitri (communal harmony) speech, which has been in 

effect for fifteen years, began at 4:00 sharp as the speakers proceeded down the hill from 

the mosque office behind the Shinkari Melam players.  Noticeably present among the 

speakers were a Christian and a Hindu priest, both who seemed to be highly respected 

based on the audience response of rapt attention.  Noticeably absent was the Imam, who 

has taken leave during these days as he does not agree with the idea of such a festival.  

He believes they should do away with it, because it has nothing to do with pure Islam.  

The Imam in Kanjiramattom said later that the local preference for their festival is so 

strong that one Imam in Changanacherry had reportedly been asked to resign based on his 

beliefs about not holding the chandanakudam. Some others are against the festival, 

including some youth and fundamentalists, who say that the festivals are Hindu and so 

Muslims should not do them.  

The spot, riding on the back of the elephant, is auctioned off previous to the 

festival’s commencement.  The highest bidder gets to ride on the back of the first 

elephant, the second highest on the back of the second elephant and so on.  Being the 

person who waves the fans on top of the elephant is free, as it is such hard work. The 
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fans, made of rare deer hair by a skilled craftsman with great strength, and silver 

ornaments for the elephants are all kept in a special box to be used once a year. Those 

riding on the elephants who are not waving the fans carry the sandalwood pot and 

umbrellas.  The festival umbrellas are borrowed from the Ettumanoor Hindu temple, not 

locally, since all of the other religious communities in Changanasherry are also 

celebrating these days.  

After the mata maitri speech ends around 5:00pm, the procession gets under way. 

The shinkari melam leads the group initially, followed by the bandset and then the 

traditional chenta melam, but the order of the musical groups continuously shifts 

throughout the journey so that they took turns leading the procession.196  Young people 

go up to the musicians with money chains197 in order to provoke the drummers and 

announce their decision of “who is the best.” The drummers speed up and the best 

performer gets the prize.  The drummers who exhibit the most speed, effort, and 

flexibility in technique seem to have the advantage in this contest, but I am not able to 

discern the exact criteria. I take the opportunity to ask one young man which is better 

chenta melam or shinkari melam?  He tells me that “Shinkari is better because it’s new 

and people like it for [celebration]. It’s fuel so we don’t get tired.”  When I ask a question 

about communal harmony he tells me that “communal harmony is a symbol of this 

festival. Thomas and Muhammad were always brothers, so we go to the temple, the 

church and the mosque.”   

                                                
196 I do not know if this was intentional for sure, but I was told by one man that it was to prevent 

boredom. 

197 Rupee notes tapes onto strings of crepe paper. 
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The procession moves first from the “new” mosque to the “old” mosque, picking 

up mostly male participants along the way, as it is considered unsafe for women to be out 

at night (though they watched from behind walls and inside buildings.  The procession is 

now being led by shinkari melam. On the way to the old mosque, I asked a young 

Muslim man who was walking with us that day why the drumming is so important.  He 

responded: “chenta is like fuel for us, it keeps us from getting tired.”  He also told me that 

when they reached the temple, they would light off fireworks to purify the atmosphere, 

then “God will hear the music and come and bless everyone.”  When I asked him if 

Christians and Hindus also walk in the procession, he said, “Yes, of course.  Look… 

(pointing to some young men close to him)…  he is a Christian (young man grabs cross 

to show me) and he is a Hindu, and he is a Hindu also, and they are all my friends.”  This 

idea of individual participation on the basis of friendship is becoming a common 

response to my questions regarding communal harmony, which seems to be a matter of 

public discourse at this festival.   

I also interviewed a family who had set up a pūjā offering in front of their house.  

They were Hindus.  I asked, “Why do you build an offering to these people if you are 

Hindu and they are Muslim?” 

The man replied, “This is our communal harmony!  Also, we pray.”   

“To whom do you pray, to Allah?” I asked. 

“Yes,” he replied, “and to the elephant, Ganapati.”  Ganapati is the Malayalam 

word for Ganesha, the half-elephant half-human son of Shiva.  Sure enough, as the 

elephant passed by, they put their hands together and gazed upon the elephant.  Our new 

friend also confirmed that often, the Hindus will offer nercha to the elephant. 
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The arrival at the old mosque was greeted by that community who is separate 

from the “new mosque” community usually, but they join together to celebrate this event.  

The mosque communities split into two “praying communities” eleven years ago 

apparently based on discrepancies on what to call the women (the old community called 

the women “adi” or “pine” causally while the new community uses “kuna” and “mole” 

more respectfully) and also the “new” community, “Anafe,” prays at 4:30pm and the 

other group, “Shafe,” prays at 3:45pm.   

The next stop is the Hindu temple.  We move very slowly at this point.  Though 

the distance is only about a hundred yards, from the old mosque to the temple it takes a 

full hour for the procession to reach the temple (it is considered to have “reached” the 

temple only when the last elephant at the back of the procession reaches it, and no 

sooner).  During this slow march downhill, the Hindus use a white powdered incense 

(karpūram), which they place in piles around the processionū route and which they also 

use as chalk for drawing a large “om” chalk drawing on the pavement in front of the 

temple, facing the approaching elephants. 

 

Figure 46. Om symbol 

A nagaswaram duet was there also on a stage in front of the temple and continued 

with the procession from there.  However, they did not play while the procession was 

moving, but only when they would arrive at temporary sound equipped stages, which had 
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been set up for them along the route.  The elaborate sound systems were intended to 

amplify the relatively small sound of the nagaswaram through a large area.  This was 

especially efficient when the procession made long stops along the way.  Supposedly the 

nagaswaram players hired for the festival were Muslim this year, though I did not get a 

chance to speak with them personally.  This was a very important point for Haneefah 

during the interview.  They invited chenta players to represent Hindu music, bandset to 

represent Christian music, and nagaswaram this year to represent the Muslim voice.   

The elephants finally arrived.  Fireworks were shot off in brilliant colors and loud 

thunderous explosions shook the air.  The drummers played behind us.  “God is coming 

now,” my friend smiled and said.  At this point, my husband and I, the only non-

Malayalees present, were invited into the cordoned-off section in front of the temple 

therefore initiated as participants and not simply observers.  We, along with the Muslim 

representatives were given a tender coconut to drink and then we were sprinkled with 

holy water by the Hindu priest, along with my recording equipment, which miraculously 

survived unscathed.  Then, the sandalwood paste was presented.  It was a small pot 

containing only a little paste, and was instantly used by the temple representatives, who 

immediately smeared the contents of the pot on the foreheads of the Muslim donors, 

policemen, and me and my husband.    

During the walk between the temple and collectorate we had a journalist approach 

us and want an interview.  But no matter how many times we tried to talk for him into the 

microphone, someone always walked in the way and the interview had to be restarted.  “I 

am a very unlucky man,” he said as the chenta drummers started up again, and he walked 

away sadly.  I could understand—sometimes I have felt that way in my documenting of 
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these events.  We then stopped at the collectorate, and after some time (about 15 minutes) 

the exchange took place.  A green bag was placed in the hands of the Muslim 

representatives and they paused in the exchange for a photograph by the ten or so 

journalists standing around. Then bananas were then hand-fed to the elephants.  My 

husband and I were the first foreigners to be given such a task according to the 

organizers.  The exchange was over, but we were still standing there.  I learned that it is a 

government order.  The elephants if stopped must remain there for at least thirty minutes.   

After about half an hour, the green bag was given back to the collectorate just as 

the procession went on their way.  Few seemed to notice.  I found out that in the bag was 

only two rupees.  Were these two rupees removed before the bag was returned? I could 

not tell.  This gives rise to the question, was this ever an exchange of actual commodities 

and gifting reciprocity, or was it simply a symbolic act of goodwill.  Evidence to the 

latter is in the fact that the amounts of sandalwood paste exchanged were miniscule, and 

incense given by the temple was not even a noticeable amount if it even happened at all.  

In addition, when the procession went to the collectorate to collect the money for the 

reimbursement, the amount given to them was only two rupees, a symbolic amount, 

which will only buy a piece of candy now.  Without a doubt, it seems the exchanges now 

are namely symbolic of past extravagancies, since it seems possible and likely that 

originally the exchange was grander and more literal—that larger pots of sandalwood 

paste were exchanged for larger amounts of incense and that they were reimbursed for the 

full cost of the procession and festival events by the King’s coffers.   

So if the government does not give the full amount anymore, and the Muslims 

still do not use Mosque funds for the festivities, the question remains who pays for the 
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events now?  The money for the festival is now provided almost solely by business 

sponsors, who will donate in exchange for publicity.  Jewelers in the area were a prime 

source of funding.  Josco donated 50,000 RS and Raj Jewelers sponsored the shinkari 

melam for probably about the same price.  In exchange, Raj jeweler posters were 

plastered onto the chenta drums and the bass drums of the ensemble and billboards and 

program inserts were designed advertising Josco’s contribution. To this day, I am told, 

not one rupee from the mosque’s coffers is spent on the festival.  Though Christians use 

money, which is centralized through hierarchical structure of diocese from their funds for 

festivals, as do temples (from devaswom boards), the Muslims use funds raised from 

within their own local geographic and religious community. 

We left the procession after the collectorate as it was getting late and we wanted 

to make it back to Kottayam that night, though the procession went on without us.  Part 

of the reason I left was that I felt particularly disgusting since I had been sneezed on by 

the elephant to whom I was trying to feed bananas.  The next night we returned and 

walked with the procession from the St. Mary Forane Church to the main junction, where 

we discovered that no one actually meets them from the Christian community, they 

simply stop at the chapel representing the church.  I asked one man at the church, where 

it was dark and empty, “Why are there no people at the church to celebrate the 

procession?”  He responded, “This is a lay people activity, so they go to the procession 

but the procession does not come to the church.”   

We documented the chenta melam and the bandset (another fire-mallet was being 

used, urning a hole right through the head of the bass drum). At the main junction, I 

interviewed some shop owners and took some video of the nagaswaram players.  I asked 
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one man, “You have displayed bananas and lamps in front of your store.  Why is this?”  

He replied, “For me it is a Hindu festival, not only for Muslims.  Hindu and Muslims 

must be like… (unable to find the words in English, he interlocked his fingers).  This is 

our community.” 

We returned to the Mosque to say goodbye to Haneefah, who was the master of 

ceremonies, making announcements from his office opposite the mosque.  I was surprised 

by how many people were there enjoying the festival atmosphere and not walking with 

the procession.  Happily, we were also approached by the journalist who had wanted to 

interview us the night before but blamed his luck on not being able to get anywhere quiet 

enough without people encroaching on his shot.  “Ah, you are a lucky man after all.” I 

told him laughing.  As he brought us to a relatively secluded space he prepped us again… 

“State your name, where you are from, and then talk a little about the festival and 

communal harmony please.”  He did not know that this was the topic of my dissertation. 

 

Kanjiramattom Mosque 
January11-13, 2009 

 
Kanjiramattom Mosque is located in the Ernakulam District of Kerala.  The 

history is built around the story of Sheikh Farid, a Muslim missionary around 1600, who 

evangelized this area and finally died there near a kanjira tree at the site of the Babar 

Mosque, which already existed there.  The new mosque was built around his tomb and 

the town was built around the mosque.  The Kotiyett (flag hoisting) and procession to 

upper mosque for that flag hoisting started at 1:00pm. The ride to Kanjiramattom was 

unremarkable but long, almost to Thiruvala, which we were not expecting.  We arrived 

just in time to get just behind the elephants which were behind the drummers, and as the 
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drumming started I was worried that I would miss everything.  I ran alongside the 

elephants and got to the front in time to film the approach to the first mosque (Farid 

mosque).  The long green flag was hooked to the line then unrolled to reveal its full glory 

as it lifted into the air.   

The drumming continued and we walked with them in procession up the hill and 

past the vendors to the upper mosque (Baber mosque), where the second flag was hoisted.  

The vendors here were very traditional and they sold pots and pans, knives, toys, food, 

Arabic posters, prayer capss.  Some of the vendors were also selling nercha and nercha 

ingredients. The nercha was really interesting here.  The money is collected and then later 

they will hold a special day for piasom (sweet rice pudding) by which all will be fed at 

once.  Today, however, some of the women had bought ingredients of jaggery (sugar 

cane sugar), rice, and other spices to make a special kind of nercha.  They then took it in 

small pails back to their families and neighbors.  Nercha of pepper and rice as well as 

green cloths were being sold.  The green cloths were placed on the tombs and then 

collected and resold by the mosque the next day. The decorations were sparse, with a few 

flags and minimal illumination—very different from Changanacherry, though some of 

the people that I spoke with (women) had been at that Chandanakudam as well, 

suggesting that the Muslim population between Changanacherry and Kanjiramattom were 

connected since it is unusual for people to travel to festivals.198  The other exception to 

this rule were the Sabarimala pilgrims that were journeying back from the temple and 

                                                
198 This was my first full interview in Malayalam. 
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stopping here at the mosque as is tradition since Babar and Ayappa were supposedly 

friends (a study in communal harmony itself).199 

The organizers led the way in the procession followed by the small chenta melam 

(chenta, vīkan chenta, kompŭ, ilattaḷam), elephant with flag and sandalwood paste pot 

and finally the crowd. Throughout the procession the drummers played in aṭantha tala. 

The chenta melam was almost complete here as the only instrument it was missing was 

the kurum kuzhal.  As soon as the procession was finished, the drummers left with haste, 

and returned a couple of hours later.  Earlier the procession had gone from the mosque to 

the house of the founding family to get the flag, then back through the gate to the Farikh 

mosque, then from the Farikh mosque to the upper Babar mosque. This last leg of the 

Kottiyet took one hour to cover about a hundred yards. I was told that the 

chandanakudam at night takes four hours. 

 
 

 

From 3:00-6:00pm the people began bringing nercha riding on an elephant to 

peoples’ homes accompanied by drummers.  After the procession finished, we 4:00pm, 

we still had not met the Imam, but did get to watch an auction at which several festival 

                                                
199 Many pilgrims also stop at the St. George church in Arttungal as well. 

Figure 47. Map of processional route at Kanjiramattam Mosque 
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items and community donations were being sold off.  I had seen these types of auctions at 

church festivals too.  

There was also a communal harmony speech for which the community invited a 

priest named Father Jose from nearby town.  We were given biriyani by the office people 

and we waited to speak to the Imam but were disappointed when he still had not shown 

up at 4:30pm.  In between we got a chance to interview some attendees and festival 

organizers, which turned out to be an interesting perspective because it was less official 

than the Imam’s perspective and more in tune with folk Islam. 

He told me that the day is celebrating Sheikh Farid’s birthday, but the date is 

related to the Sabarimala final day, because Babar was considered a companion of 

Ayyapa (Rama Swami).  If reurning from Sabarimala, many pilgrims will stop at this 

mosque.  Other, Muslim, pilgrims will also come and many will bring coconut pieces that 

will be burned and made into incense. People come here for blessings, to pray to Sheikh 

Farid.  In his words, “we believe in one God, but Sheikh Farid is also a god of Muslims.” 

Two ancient families have the rights to the mosque.  They may have been the first to 

convert to Islam in this area (Theravadu).  The flag is brought to their home, in the 

morning and at the time of the flag-hoisting, the elephant and drummers go to the house 

to get the flag and bring it back to the mosque.  In discussing the drumming he said that 

chenta Melam is a tradition of Kerala, related to Hindu culture: 

“We cannot avoid chenta melam. It is an ancestral drum, but I do not know the 
rhythms because chenta melam is connected with the Hindu religion.  Some people think 
that chenta is haram because it is too close to Hindu culture, but we have taken some 
things from the Hindu culture, like our clothing, sarees, shirts—wherever Muslims are 
staying we accept some things. Chenta is for the celebration of locals.” 
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He also emphasized the unity of Kerala culture—that there are many religions but 

one people because they share the same language and culture. The interviewee said that 

he often donated to the local church during their festival. When asked why he said that it 

was because it is the local church.  For him, chenta was part of this shared culture, though 

chenta players are more likely to be Hindus, not be Muslims. For their debut 

performances, the drummers may perform at a Hindu temple, but local drummers often 

make it a point to come to the mosque for their second or third performance.  The drums 

are also used as nercha.  People will pay to have the drummers go to their homes as an 

offering. 

Other interviews with people in the crowd gave insight into the community’s 

differing views regarding chenta and music in general: 

Kanjirmattom Crowd Interview #1 
Muslim man, local participant, lives one km from Kanjiramattom 
I do not like chenta, it is haram 
I like songs, not music 
 
Kanjiramattom Crowd Interview #2 
Muslim man from Alleppey who had worked in Saudi Arabia; came to pray; 
When asked about chenta he said, “it is wonderful.” 
 
Kanjiramattom Crowd Interview #3 
Muslim man from Muwatapuzha said he likes chenta; he came to pray, not just to 
see. 
 
Another man who talked to us said that Muslims don’t really have festivals “we 

cannot call it a ‘festival’.”  The leaders discourage festivals because they do not want to 

support the idea of praying to saints.  Usually, as in the Christian tradition, these places of 

pilgrimage are where the saint’s tomb is.  Even for those mosques that do hire chenta 

drummers, there is no pradakshinum, so the drummers stand still to play.  The main 

reason for having the drummers is to attract people, but as Hakim was careful to say, “not 
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for prosletyzing.”  It brings joy to people.  “It is a thrill for the village.” The main reason 

is for belief, but also the market is very important.  “Everything comes to us.”   

After the interviews and while we were still waiting, I ran out and recorded the 

nercha drumming processions in progress and also recorded a man called selling short 

songs for a rupee.  I was following him with my camera not thinking that he would 

expect money from me in addition to those for whom he was already performing.  I had 

no money with me and I felt terrible.  He was disappointed but did not seem to mind very 

much.  I wanted to talk to him and tell him I would go get some and be right back, but my 

Malayalam was not that good yet.  He walked away singing.  I found out later that this 

was a disappearing tradition carried on by only one or two families nowadays.   

As I went to sit down for a rest (I had an elephant cold from Changanacherry, 

after all), a little boy pulled out a black plastic gun and began making shooting noises at 

me. Finally the Imam arrived and we had a chance to interview him.  He spoke about 

how he wanted to do away with the chenta,but the local community and planning 

committee will not allow it.  But eventually, his goal is to conform this Muslim 

community to a “purer” form of Islam, “like it is in the Middle East.”  The ride home was 

fine, but packed out at first.  We had to take a private bus and I had to wait about thirty 

minutes for a seat to open up. The chentanakudam nercha to upper mosque woud be held 

at 11:00pm that evening.  
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Appendix D: Translation of Printed Festival Programs 
 

HINDU FESTIVALS 
 

Thirunakara Sree Mahadeva Temple Festival (ThiruUltsavam) 2009 
Place: Kottayam 
Date: March 15-24 2009 (1184 meenam 1-10) 
Abbreviated Schedule:  
March 15 Kodiyett (flag-raising)  
March 22 (Big Lamp) Valiyavilaka 
March 23 Pakalpooram (Daytime Pūram)  
March 23 Pallivetta 
March 24 Ārāṭṭŭ 
 
JN Thadathumkuzhy  
“There is no partiality because anyone can come and watch the pakalpuram performance. 
All are invited and some of the most famous people will be there.  It is almost like the 
Thrissur Pūram.” 
 
Expanded Schedule: 
Sunday, March 15th  
In the temple: 
5am Mahaganapati homam 
7pm Trikodiyet (sign of the festival days)  
         done by Bramasree Thasmam Madam Kandarer Maheswere 
 Nadaswaram by Kannamangam Pradeeph 
 Pañcạvādyam by Vennimala Unnikrishnan and Party 
 Pushpalankaram (Flower decoration) Dr. VA Bala Chandran 
 Thuthuvilak by MG Sarojakshanan Pilla 
Convention Hall: 
1-2pm Baaghavedic reading by Vandi Udaykumar 
2-3pm Bagavedic 
3-4pm Ottamthullal (similar to Kathakaḷi) 
4-5pm Thiruvadra (girls’ traditional dance around a lamp wearing white sari) 
5-6pm Ashtapadi Kacheri (simlar to Sopana Sangeetam but a program using a boy 
performer) 
6-7pm Bhajan  
8:30pm Fireworks 
8-9pm inauguration 
9:30-10:30 Dance Niritungal 
10:30 onwards Ganamela 
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Monday, March 16th 
In the temple: 
4am pūjā Nirmalla Darśana 
5am Ganapati homam 
7:30-10am Nagaswaram/Pañcạvādyam 
2-3pm Utsuvabeli Darśana (Death memory) 
6-7pm Dibaradana (lights and small pūjā) 
7-7:30 Keli 
9-10:30 Nagaswaram and Pañcạvādyam 
Convention Hall: 
1-2pm Baaghavedic reading  
2-3pm Purana reading 
3:00-3:30 Small girl tambura 
3:30-4:30 Narayani Parayanam like a deity songs 
4:30-7:30 Sangeeta Sanctum 
7:00-8: Instrument 
8-9pm Nama Sankirtanam 
9:00-10:00 Instruments 
10:00 onwards Kathakaḷi (Nalachhiritam Maholsavam) 
 
Tuesday, March 17 
In the temple: 
4am pūjā Nirmalla Darśana 
5am Ganapati homam 
5-6am Bhajana Kirtanas 
7:30-10am Nagaswaram/Pañcạvādyam 
2-3pm Utsuvabeli Darśana (Death memory) 
6-7pm Dibaradana (lights and small pūjā) 
7-7:30 Keli 
9-10:30 Nagaswaram and Pañcạvādyam 
Convention Hall: 
12-1pm Bhagavatha Parayanam 
1-2pm Purana reading 
2-3pm Padakam? 
2:30-3:30 Thiruvadra (dance girls lamp like Margam kali wearing white sari) 
3:30-4:30 Dance Program 
4:30-5:30 Devotional Ganamela 
5:30-10:00 Song Program: Sangeeta Sadhas, Sagneeta Nrithashitplam, Poomarakamb, 
10:00 onwards Kathakaḷi (Nalachhiritam Maholsavam) 
 
Wednesday, March 18 
In the temple: 
4-5am Ganapati homam 
5-6am Bhajana Kirtanas 
7:30-10am Sreebeli Ezhunallib (Procession) Nagaswaram/Pañcạvādyam 
2-3pm Utsuvabeli Darśana (Death memory) 
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6-7pm Dibaradana (lights and small pūjā) 
7-7:30 Keli 
9-10:30 Vilaka (Lamp) Ezhunallib (Procession) Nagaswaram and Pañcạvādyam 
Convention Hall: 
12-1pm Bhagavatha Parayanam 
1-2pm Purana reading 
2-3pm Padakam? 
2:30-3:30 Thiruvadra (dance girls lamp like Margam kali wearing white sari) 
3:30-4:30 Dance Program 
4:30-5:30 Devotional Ganamela 
5:30-10:00 Song Program: Sangeeta Sadhas, Sagneeta Nrithashitplam, Poomarakamb, 
10:00 onwards Kathakaḷi (Nalachhiritam Maholsavam) 
 
Thursday, March 23 
3:30 Pakalpuram  
Inauguration: Honoring Padmasree Matanoor Shankarankutty Marar and Peruvanam 
KuttanMarar 
Special Guest: VK Balakrishnan (Kottayam District Collector) VN Vasavan MLA 
(District collector) Vijay Sree Kumar (Police Superintindent); Nalilakshan Nayar 
(Devaswom commissioner) 
Poorasamarambham (collection of all the pūrams from 11 different temples)  Through the 
temple road they should come and should reach before 1:00 in the afternoon 
Altharamelam (Panchari Melam is done by Pervanam Kuttan Marar  60 members) 
Panchari rain like another small festival which can cause a rain 
PandiMelam (Matanoor Shankarankutty Marar 60 members) 
5:00-6:30 Kuttamattom Umbrella changing 
Fireworks 
8:30-10:00 song program 
10:00pm ganamela 
1:00 am palivetta (nagasvara and tavil, pañcạvādyam melam) After watching this there 
will be a lighting arrangement 
 
Listing of 11 participating temples and sponsors for elephants 
 
Names of Elephants 
Birthing Time 
Committee Members 
 
Devi Baghavathy (Adampallikavu) Temple Festival 
Place: Thripunithura 
Dates: December 22-26, 2008 
Announcement: “Dear believers/venerators/worshippers (fatha), the feast will happen this 
day.  Thanks for those who have given offerings and please continue.  We will convene 
for this purpose. 
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Schedule: 
Monday December 22, 2008 

5:00am Opening of gate 
6:00 am Morning pūjā 
10:00am Serpent (Naga) pūjā 
6:45pm   Lighting of the lamp 
7:00pm Shastri Sangeetam (singing with instruments) 
9:00pm Shastampattu (devotional songs to Aiyappa) 

  
Tuesday December 23, 2008 

5:00am   Opening of gate 
6:00 am Morning pūjā 
7:30pm Holy songs by group 

 
Wednesday December 24, 2008 

5:00am  Opening of gate 
6:00am  Morning pūjā 
8:00am  Elephant procession to accept offerings from houses 
6:45pm Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Traditional singing followed by double tāyampaka 

 
Thursday December 25, 2008 

5:00am  Opening of gate 
6:00am  Morning pūjā 
8:00am  Elephant procession to accept offerings from houses 
6:45pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30pm  Traditional dances: Baratha Natyam; Mohiniyattam; Light dances 

 
Friday December 26, 2008 

5:00am  Opening of gate 
6:00am  Morning pūjā 
8:00am  Elephant procession to accept offerings from houses 
3:30pm  “Traditional ecstacy” Pañcạvādyam; come together and pray 
7:30pm  Lighting of lamp 
9:00pm  Procession to accept offerings within the premises 
9:30pm  Ganamela from “Cochin Seniors” 
10:00pm  Procession of lamps with pañcạvādyam 
next morning to 3:00am- fire with dances (literal translation) 
 
Offering rates: 
60RS Rice for feast 
50 RS Unprocessed rice 
40 RS Processed Rice 
“Social Offerings” welfare works, because ganamela is open to all 
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Shiva/Sree Narayanan Temple 
Place: Thripunithura 
Date: January 31-February 6, 2009 
 
Saturday January 31st, 2009 
 Pūjā: 

5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 
 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30 pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 
 
Stage: 
3:00pm  Reading from Scripture 
4:30pm  Speech 
7:00pm  Pageants/Meditation Songs 
 

Sunday February 1st, 2009 
Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30 pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 
 
Stage: 
3:00pm  Reading from Scripture 
4:30pm  Speech 
7:00pm  Pageants/Meditation Songs 
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Monday February 2nd, 2009 
Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30 pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 
 
Stage: 
3:00pm  Reading from Scripture 
4:30pm  Speech 
7:00pm  Local folk dance 
7:30pm  Monologue/Play One Actor 

 
Tuesday February 3rd, 2009 

Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30 pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 
 
Stage: 
3:00pm  Reading from Scripture 
4:30pm  Speech 
7:00pm  Sung Poems 
8:00pm  Ganamela 
 

Wednesday February 4th, 2009 
Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
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 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 
8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
11:00am  Coconut Water Offering 
12:00pm  Prasadam (food from temple) 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30 pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30 pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 

 
Stage: 
3:00pm  Reading from Scripture 
4:30pm  Speech 
7:00pm  Baratha Natyam 
7:30pm  Chenta Melam 
8:00pm  Song for Gurudeva (Sree Narayanan) 

 
Thursday February 5th, 2009 

Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30pm  Lighting of lamp 
7:30pm  Procession of light 
8:30pm  Supper Sacrifice with Flowers 
10:00pm  Palivett (Hunting trip) 

 
Friday February 6th, 2009 

Pūjā/Ritual: 
5:00am  Darśan (vision of deity) and flowers 

 6:00am  Morning pūjā and sacrifice 
 7:00am  Ganapati pūjā 

8:00am  Offering 
8:30am  Flag raising 
10:00am  Milk/Water abolution 
12:00pm  Oracle/Vision 
12:30pm  Food gift to everyone from sponsor 
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5:30-6:30pm  Small procession 
6:30-11:30pm Ārāṭṭŭ (procession) 
 
Stage: 
7:00pm  Nadaswaram Melam 
8:30-11:00pm Tritāyampaka 
11:00pm  Fireworks 
11:45pm  Flag lowering 

 
 

CHRISTIAN FESTIVALS 
 
Mar Basilios Church, Death Day Feast  
Place: Thripunithura 
Date: December 1-3, 2008 
 
Notice: My believers in the Lord, Remnants of the saint are here; Mar Basilios was a 
bishop from Antioch who died here.  When he was sick, people gave jaggery and rice 
(that is the nercha of this festival). 
 
Monday, December 1st 
5:45am  Morning prayers 
7:15am  Mass 
6:00pm  Flag hoisting by the bishop 
  Evening Prayers 
6:45pm  Youth Association 
 
Tuesday, December 2nd 
7:45am  Morning Prayers 
8:30am  Mass by three altars 
12:00pm  Incense at the cross then prayers 
4:00pm  Church materials from Membatim (place?) 
5:30pm  Evening Prayers followed by a procession from one cross to another for 

veneration at nine different places along the road south of the temple 
 
Wednesday December 3rd 
3:00-6:30am  Prayers 
7:00am  Mass 
9:00am  Holy Mass at three altars 
12:00pm  Offerings/auction 
5:30pm  Prayers 
7:00pm  Procession: Veneration at another cross 
 
Costs: 
20RS Packet of rice and jaggery 
50 RS for names mentioned at mass 
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1001 RS for donors list of 102 people limit 
10RS Fireworks 
15 RS lamps 
100 RS Baby dedication 
 
Good Shepherd Catholic Church (Latin Catholic) 
Place: Kottayam 
Date: January 9-January 18th, 2009 
 
Notice: 
This is the intercession of the feast of the St. Sebastian church.  St. Sebastian was a 
miracle performer.  All are requested to participate.  
 
Lists:  
Names of priests and vicars 
Name of festival convener/arranger (female) 
 
Friday January 9th, 2009 
4:30am Flag Hoisting, Mass, speeches 
 
Saturday January 10th, 2009 
5:30am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Sunday January 11th, 2009 
5:30am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Monday January 12th, 2009 
5:30am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Tuesday January 13th, 2009 
5:30am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Wednesday January 14th, 2009 
5:30am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Thursday January 15th, 2009 
5:00am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Friday January 16th, 2009 
5:00am Rosary, Mass, Speeches, Offering (prayer groups), Benediction 
 
Saturday January 17th, 2009 
5:30 am Welcome for vicar generals, Mass, Raza (circumambulation around church 
while carrying eucharist), Benediction 
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Sunday January 18th, 2009 
5:45-6:45am  Holy Mass 
9:15am  Reception for Bishops 
9:30am  Holy Mass by Bishop, Offering, Procession in town 
3:00pm  Entertainment programs 
5:00pm  Mass in English 
7:00pm  Flag Lowering 
 
List: 
Procession Routes 
Community Members 
 
 

MUSLIM FESTIVALS 
 

Name: Changanacherry Chandanakudam 
Place: Changanacherry, Kottayam 
Dates: Thursday December 24th, 2009 to Friday December 25th, 2009 
 
Thursday December 24th, 2009 
7:00am-9:00am Chenta melam 
9:00am-12:00pm Nadaswaram melam 
3:15pm-4:00pm Shinkari melam 
5:00pm  Starting of the procession from Puthoorpally 
5:05pm  Reception by KSEB section office 
5:10pm  Reception by Municipal Office 
6:00pm  Reception by Pazhayapally Muslim jama-ath 
6:35pm  Reception by Kavil Bhagavathy Temple 
7:40pm  Reception by Taluk Office 
8:00pm  Reception by Excise Office 
8:20pm  Reception by Cyber College Junction 
8:25pm  Reception by Fire Station 
8:30pm  Reception by Head Post Office Staff 
8:50pm  Reception by MANNAM Samathy 
9:00pm  Reception by N.S.S. Head Office 
10:10pm  Reception by Hidayath Nagar 
10:40pm  Reception by M.Y.M.A. 
10:50pm  Reception by P.M.J. Shopping Center Complex 
11:30pm  Procession returns to Puthoorpally 
 
Meanwhile, back at the mosque :  
9:30pm  Ganamela 
 
Friday December 25th, 2009 
7:00am-9:00am Chenta melam 
9:00am-9:30am Shinkari melam/Starting of the procession from Iruppa 
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9:30am  Procession at Aramala 
10:00am  Reception by Mahakshetram, Thrikodithikanam 
10:15am  Reception by different organizations in Mukkatupaddy 
11:00am  Reception by Sree Raktheswary Temple 
11:15am  Reception by different organizations, Iruppa Jn. 
11:25am  Reception by different organizations, Fathimapuram Jn. 
11:30 am  Reception by Sree Mariamman Kovil (Ajmeeria Thakkavu Jn.) 
12:00noon  Reception by Pattathimukku Jn. 
12:15pm  Reception by different organizations (I.C.O. Jn.) 
12:30pm  Reception by Hindu Sambhava Sabha 
12:45pm  Reception by Rajeswari Complex Jn. 
1:00pm  Reception by KSRTC (bus stand) 
1:15pm  Reception by No.1 Private Bus Stand 
2:00pm  Procession returns to Puthoorpally 
5:30 pm  Procession started from Market 
5:45pm  Reception at Market 
6:00pm  Reception at Musavary Jn. 
6:45pm  Reception by Police Department 
7:15pm  Reception at St. Mary’s Metropolitan church 
8:00pm  Reception Kavala Jn. 
9:30 pm Reception reaches P.M.J. Shopping Complex Nagar 
10:45pm  Procession Returns to Puthoorpally 
12:30am  Procession to Nerchappara 
1:30am  Procession reaches Nerchappara 
3:30am  Procession Returns to Puthoorpally (end of procession) 
4:00am  Fireworks 
 
 
Name: Manathala Chandanakudam 
Place: Manathalla, Thrissur 
Dates: Sunday January 31st, 2005 to Monday February 2nd , 2009 
 
Notice: This festival is celebrating in connection with memory of the death anniversary 
of Shaheed Hydross Kutty Moopper who was the governor of Zamoodiri Raja of 
Kozhikode during the year 1786. Hydross Kutty Moopper’s jurisdiction extended from 
North Pookaitha Kadavu South Chettuva farry, Cochin state is the Eastern boundary and 
the west Arabian Sea.  This year is the 221st death anniversary of the Shaheed Hydross 
Kutty Mooppar which is conductiong with the cooperation of Hindu, Muslim, and 
Christian communities of these areas.  
 
Sunday, January 31st 
8am to 11:30am Thabooth Kazhacha (Procession of the tomb covering)  

Procession starts from Chavakkad Town accompanied by ornamented elephants 
and all kinds of musical instruments such as drum, band, aravana, thappu, kolkali 
and pañ cạvādyam, etc.  The large number of people accompanying the 
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procession will be chanting verses from the Qur-an.  On arrival in front of Jaram, 
the tabooth will be placed on the tomb of Shaheed Hydross Kutty Mooper. 

12 noon Flag Hoisting 
The procession will start at 10am from four different places. Chevakkad Town, 
Mullathara, Blangad Beach, and Puthankadappuram carrying four colorful flags 
on the decorated elephants and reaching in front of Jaram at 11:45am.  Flag from 
Mullathara will be hoisted on the big Thani tree just in front of the Durga.  Flag 
from Blangad Beach will be hoisted on the tree of the burial ground.  The other 
two flags from Chevakkad Town and Puthankadappuram will be hoisted on a post 
especially erected for this purpose. 

 
4:00pm-6:00pm Main procession 
 
Monday, February 1st 
3:00am-5:00am Main procession 
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Appendix E: Performers Biographies 

 
Included here are the life stories told from the perspective of four chenta artists, 

two who practice chenta melam and two who practice shinkari melam.  The first is 

Matanoor Sankarakutty Marar, from Pallakkad, a world-renowned artist who has 

travelled throughout Europe and India performing tāyampaka and kathakaḷi 

accompaniment.  The second is Peruvanam Kuttan Marar, also a master performer and 

perumānam (melam leader) from Thrissur.  The third performer is Sunil, a man from 

Kottayam whose family has played chenta melam for generations and who has recently 

taken up shinkari melam.  The fourth performer is Lali, a female shinkari melam artist 

who leads a ladies performing group, Chungum Vanitha Shinkari Melam, Kottayam.  In 

each vignette after the scene of the interview is set, these individuals’ stories are 

presented in the first person as transcribed from my interviews between August 2008 and 

April 2009.200  I have included my interview questions when appropriate. 

                                                
200 These interviews were conducted in a combination of Malayalam and English, with a translator 

present. The ‘first-hand accounts’ were created by piecing together portions of interviews with each 
perfromer using the their own words verbatim when possible (as translated for me), though some of the 
grammar and syntax has been adjusted for clarity.  Phrases that are not verbatim but that have been adjusted 
for grammatical or syntax clarity are in brackets.  I have also included comments in parentheses that 
contain my own comments.  Portions of these interviews have been used at other points in the dissertation 
and therefore will not be repeated in this section.  Any sensitive information has been removed from the 
narrative either at the request of the interviewee or based on my own judgment.  Though it would have 
been simpler to write a third person account, their stories are much richer when told from their own 
perspective.   
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Matanoor Sankarakutty Marar201 
(April 6, 2009) 

 
It had been a long morning.  We had started from Shoranur and had caught a bus 

that would take us into Palakkad.  As we neared the end of our bumpy two-hour journey, 

from train to bus to rickshaw and finally covering the last half of a mile on foot, my 

research assistant laughed easily and said that all the best chenta artists live deep in the 

country.  We joked that it may not be their choice, but that their loud playing may have 

earned them this banishment into the wild.  In reality, the scene was idyllic and peaceful.  

The sound of the chenta greeted us as we neared the end of the path, which dead-ended at 

a paddy field.  This interview had been the most difficult to arrange, since Mattanur is a 

celebrity drummer in Kerala, known as a premier perumānam for chenta melam and, 

most recently, as the innovator of tri-tāyampaka which he has been performing with his 

sons in the festival circuit.  As such, he is in high demand, especially during the festival 

season, which was now in full swing.  We were greeted at the door by Mattanur, a strong 

personality who carried himself with confidence, and he graciously welcomed us into his 

living room.  The breeze whispered through the open windows and we were given a cup 

of milk tea by Mattanur’s wife as I asked Mattanur to tell us about his experiences as a 

chenta musician.202  The following is his account. 

MSM: I was born and brought up in a Marar family which is inextricably 
linked to the chenta and all chenta music.  From the moment that memory started 
building in me I was listening to chenta music because I was brought up in the 
tradition.  My family had the traditional right to the Mattanur Mahadeva Temple 

                                                
201 Matanoor is the name of the drummer’s hometown.  Identifying humself in this way not only 

tells us where he is from originally, but also where his family has traditionally held temple 
duties/rights/privileges. 

202 Mattanur is also renowned for his ability to play many different drums including the iṭaykka in 
the temple repertoire.  Our interview focused on the chenta.  
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in Kanoor district, Northern Kerala.  Kanoor has a different style [of chenta 
performance] and the culture of melam is not widely prevalent.  This is 
traditionally a Poduval203 area [but] Marars and Poduvals have equal rights 
according to a royal decree.  Because these are the people who do the rituals. In 
North Kerala, there are mostly Marars and here (Palakkad and Thrissur) there are 
mostly Poduvals.  But in the common societies, many Poduvals are members of 
Marar societies and vice versa.  I never found any resistance from the Poduval 
community.  [I moved here to Palakkad because] I got a job at the high school 
nearby teaching Kathakaḷi melam in 1990.  There was an advertisement in the 
newspaper.204  I make some adjustments to the periods.  When I have a break in 
the rainy season, I gather all my students to a nearby Brahmins house and do 
intensive training there. Of all these young artists 80% have a serious interest and 
20% play just for fun.  These 80% will become professional performers after 
coming up this way.  This is only up to the secondary school level, then the 
serious ones will take it as a profession and the others will go for college and their 
ability will decrease. 

Though I am from the north, I did my training here.  At the age of eight I 
had my debut melam chenta performance after playing tāyampaka (which most 
chenta players learn) with some other players including my father.  At the age of 
twelve I joined an institution for the arts in Puttupanaam where I began learning 
kathakaḷi drumming. I was always performing and eventually became established.  
Formerly the audience decided which programs I would play for.  Now I decide.  
This is universal with artists, you will play anywhere when you are just getting 
started.  There is a period between starting and becoming great and at that stage, 
you wonder if your audience will appreciate you.  But I have crossed over that 
stage.  Now I feel that I can play for anything. 

Instead of learning melam separately I learned kathakaḷi melam, then from 
listening I picked up chenta melam.  Once I learned tāyampaka and kathakaḷi 
drumming, I could pick up melam just by listening; you don’t have to be formally 
taught, you just have to observe it.205  They train you to play in the slowest 
paadams for kathakaḷi.  This is a very disciplined practice in which you learn to 
portray your ancestors through the patterns.  There are 112 beats and this is a 
challenge to play for the slowest tempos.  This gave me the confidence to learn 
chenta melam.  If one has studied kathakaḷi melam, it is basically the same as 
aṭanta and so with a few refinements you can easily pick it up (melam).  Once 
you master the kathakaḷi melams you can easily learn these chenta melam 
patterns.  I didn’t have to [learn chenta melam formally] because I had perfected 
my tāyampaka and also learned the kathakaḷi paadams.  There is nothing to think 

                                                
203 Both Poduvals and Mārārs are temple musicians but in certain areas of Kerala, one or the other 

is prevalent. 

204 By that time he was already famous. 

205 For most chenta musicians thayampaka provides the base lessons for chenta practice so they 
learn these lessons first.   
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about.  All I have to do it play 3,6,12---it’s a simplification of these other things I 
have learned.  I can do it with my eyes closed! I don’t even need to think about it.  
It just comes automatically… spontaneously.  One line of thought should be 
there…that is, what is this pattern?  Then you can play it once you have the 
thought, you realize it is nothing compared to kathakaḷi or tāyampaka.   

One reason why melam is simple is that it is completely structured with 
the different kālams and nothing changes…everything is known to us.  Kathakaḷi 
is an accompaniment so you have to change per the style of the actor.  So many 
unexpected things can come in kathakaḷi.  Melam is structured…It’s always a 
pleasure to play a melam because there is nothing to worry about.  I can just play.  
When people like you come I can pay attention to you because I don’t have to pay 
attention to what I am playing really.  But for a kathakaḷi performance I have to 
be completely attentive to each gesture in the story.  [However] it’s much more 
delightful to perform in tāyampaka because there is freedom to improvise.  I can 
give the audience what they want.  If they want tea I can give them tea.  If they 
want coffee, I can give coffee.  Whatever they want I can give them.  I can read 
the audience’s mind.  For melam there is nothing you can do.  If the audience is 
asleep or awake, you have to just play the melam. My personal view is that I hold 
tāyampaka higher than the melam because you can give the audience what they 
need.  It creates a relationship. 

This current practice of chenta melam is only recently developed, 
precisely after our entry into the field.  After this point, the tradition practiced in 
Palakkad and Thrissur spread to Northern Kerala.  Going for the melams, I 
completely realize its rules and regulations but at the same time there is one 
comfort in melam—to have one thread of harmony running through all the melam 
between the performers.  I go with the hundreds of artists in the melam and our 
minds come together and that ability to control the minds of the artists is there 
[for me as the perumāni].  I feel their love and support in return.  And it has an 
advantage also because when I play tāyampaka the co-drummer still has that 
effect...I feel their invisible presence, their affection and love.   

Each perumani will have a different way of leading the melam.  If you 
raise your stick, it can be a sign that the kalāśam is going to come.  Or you can 
use your eyes, just looking at the performer.  For each perumani this will be 
different.  I cannot answer what I do.  If you play with me then you will 
understand.  It just comes.  That’s a specialty of my performance. Sometimes I 
will decide the next kalāśam looking at the audience.  The signals should be 
observed by the players.206   

 [For one to be] a good perumani in a chenta melam performance there 
must first be sincere love toward all who participate.  Second, the mentality of the 
lead player is important.  I must realize the capacity of each drummer or 
performer, all who have different talents. Realizing this, I can perform it by a 
close following of the different kālams.  Just take “tha-ki-ṭa” for instance.  A 
person who is playing with me has the capacity to drive ta-ki-ṭa at 40 km.  I 

                                                
206 In observing Mattanur lead, he uses both. 
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cannot force him to drive at 50 km.  [The problem is] not only that he cannot 
drive at 50km [but that] he will create problems for me too, for all of us, for him 
too.  Once we realize that his maximum attainable speed is 40 km then if I join 
with him for a speed of 40 then he will be in a state of complete bliss.  If you just 
bring down the pace to 20 km then also he will face difficulties.  So realizing that 
the speed of 20km is not possible nor is 50km possible, then the perumani should 
not compel the drummer to match my speed, that kind of showing off is not good 
for a pramaani.  When that co-drummer stands and plays with me and when he 
enters into the first kalāśam of the first kālam, I will know his speed range.   

So I recently had an experience in which two students from 
Kalamandalam participated.  I felt they were not capable to taking up the speed at 
my pace so what I did was adjust the speed to those two young men and they did 
it with no problem.  [They were] a group of fishermen in Calicut.  They are well 
trained in the melam so he just goes at 40 km.  If I allow them to play at this 
tempo, they are completely happy and comfortable.  If he plays at 30km, they are 
not comfortable either, so I have to find the right place in the middle. That is 
called having command/control over tempo.207  And there are other things that 
really can’t be explained.  For instance, you know the experience of playing 
shinkari melam but you can’t explain it, and even if you know it you shouldn’t.  
Some things cannot be explained.  If you play panchari or pandi melam, you will 
understand what makes a good performer or perumānam. But I do pride myself 
that no conductor is needed for this grand symphony.  The formulations come 
spontaneously. 

KM: I have been told that starting about fifteen years ago there began an 
iconization of chenta players.  Now they are on posters and they are celebrities.  
How did this happen? 

MSM: …It is wrong to presume that this is a recent phenomenon.  The 
chenta players have always been stars.  The banners, the posters, the media is all 
part of the change in all societies…it’s faster and cheaper now. The amount of 
attention is the same but it’s just in different forms.  In the past these recognitions 
were done by the kings through awards and things like that.  Now this is all 
managed by boards and societies and promoted by managers.  Artists go abroad.  
Also people like you come here.  Now everyday, different “Katherines” are 
coming and asking all these questions.  Actually, what I got, I inherited from my 
ancestors.  I am just walking along their path, and along the way many stars and 
many moons will come. 
 

                                                
207 Kālaniyantr ̣an ̣am 
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Peruvanam Kuttan Marar 
(Interview, April 4th and 8th, 2009) 

 
Peruvanam Kuttan Marar is renowned throughout Kerala as one of the best chenta 

artists in the state.208  We (my translator V. Kaladharan, my husband, and I) were running 

a bit late for this interview due to a late bus, and our interviewee had prior commitments 

at the temple for the evening.  When Kaladharan called him to reschedule, Kuttan told us 

to come anyway, that he would bathe ahead of time and be able to spend about an hour 

with us.  We were able to also schedule another visit for later in the week.  When we 

arrived, we noticed that his house was very close to the Peruvanam temple where they 

were preparing for a festival that evening, yet Kuttan’s home was relaxed and inviting.  

His humility, gentleness, and depth of knowledge made a deep impression as he told us 

about his experiences: 

PKM: I first learned from my father and then from Guru Kumarapooram 
ApuMarar and Sree Narayana AppuMarar.  My father was Peruvanam ApuMarar 
and I inherited my ability from him. We grew up near this temple [Peruvanam] 
and I was always fascinated by the sound of the chenta.  But my mother’s family 
[members] were also drummers (Marakota marat) and it was through her that I 
gained the right to play at the Thrissur Pūram.  Through my father I have no right 
there. 

KM: What does it mean to have the “right” to a temple? 
PKM: For a Marar, it is a family heritage and we have to discharge our 

duty regardless of fee or acknowledgement.  The way we see it, the privilege is 
the execution of the duty because it is an act of spiritual worship to the deity.  
Even today I am going and have already taken a bath so I can go straight away.  
The duties of a Marar mean that every day we will play for pūjā.  Sometimes the 
vīkan chenta only, but for festivals [which are] a special time of ritual then I will 
use the left side (urruttu) of the chenta the melam procession and also for 
tāyampaka and keli.  We specialize in playing the timila, itaykka, vīkan chenta, 
uruṭṭu chenta (for tāyampaka, keli, melam), and playing for the festivals, but we 
can also play conch and maddalam (though we are not the specialists).209 

                                                
208 This is another example of a centa artist using birthplace as a personal name. 

209 Which is played at Guruvayoor temple. 
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Caste plays an important role [in temple music and in chenta melam] 
though a lot of reform has come.  The kompŭ and kurum kuzhal can be played by 
Nayars, Velliyars and Nambudiris (the last two are temple servants). Nayars came 
in because there weren’t enough Marars still learning to play.  Other communities 
showed an interest to continue to play.  Until fifty years ago, the low-caste players 
would play for the low-caste temples.  There was no question of a high-caste 
player going to those temples, and the low-caste players did not come to the high-
caste temples, but now the whole scenario has changed. Now the low-caste are 
rich, and they manage their temples very well and so they have money to invite 
us.  But the low-caste players used to play very well themselves.  Now, the 
government has given reservation to them for various posts,210 so most of them are 
leaving the traditions and getting jobs between the sambavars, vellars and so on.  
They are not continuing this tradition and so this is also part of the reason that 
Marars are also being invited to low-caste temples.  They have no other options 
really.  

K: Would the low-caste temples hire the low-caste players and not the 
high-caste players had they continued the traditions? 

PKM: (silent a second) Yes, they would surely hire their own people; but 
maybe not…they also want to raise their reputations…up their prestige, by 
inviting the famous ones…so Marars are especially invited for special occasions 
like festivals.  There is one in Kannadi and there is a home deity for the Izhawas 
and I go there to play. For certain temples other families have the rights, but since 
they are not there, the right falls to me.  They want experts.  This is the case in 
Erratapuzha, Thripunithura, Irijalakuda, Guruvayoor—actually I don’t have the 
right to Guruvayoor at all, but since the family has no good players, I have been 
invited.  Sometimes the families do remain there, but for the festivals, they want 
an expert, so they bring in a specialist.   

K: When you are invited as special guests for these festivals, are there any 
bad feelings from the ones who are usually the ones with the temple rights? 

PKM: No, no, not at all.  Sometimes they are the ones who are doing the 
inviting along with the committee.  They respect us and we cooperate.  This has 
been the practice for a while; we go to these same places every year.  So 
familiarity makes the situation more comfortable…they have nothing to lose.  But 
there is usually no question of competition and if there are some competitive ones 
(gives an example), then I take a second seat automatically, but there is always an 
established seniority.  People know where they stand in that order.  When my 
father died, his friend took over as leader (perumānam), and I was the assistant.  
When he died, I became the leader of that melam.  It’s just that way.  When we go 
to a place and there is an expert who has much better knowledge than we do then 
we will respect them, but if we are the expert then they will respect us.  And there 
is no confusion because it is always pre-decided by the committee and is 
promoted with the name of the leader that will be featured that day.  Deciding 
seniority is based on two aspects.  First, there is age to consider. Then there is 

                                                
210 The government reserves certain jobs for low-caste (schedules-caste) individuals. 
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their expertise, which is the most important aspect because even if they are junior, 
with experience, they will come first. If you are older but not an expert, then the 
junior will become the leader.   

The perumaṇams, the leaders of the melams, are the measurement, the 
measuring stick, and they decide the route of the performance. They must have 
knowledge of all three of the following aspects: 1) all the instruments and playing 
aspects, 2) leadership and organizational skills, and 3) be able to make their 
group’s performance different from the other by giving specific attention to each 
of the genres.  The melam is a structure of calculations; everyone is playing the 
same tala.  You know that.  But at the same time, I can take these eight beats and I 
can form them in different ways.  What are the subdivided roots? That is the 
thing—how are we forming the eight beats.  That is the difference.  We can’t 
maintain the starting rhythm.  From the slowest tempo, the speed will pick up.  It 
gets faster and faster but the tempo change can’t be discerned by the audience; 
though they feel it happening, they don’t really know what it is.  The road on 
which the chenta players travel is not known to the audience, and sometimes not 
even to the co-drummers.  Some players go up gradually and ascend smoothly, 
like me, but others are jagged, jumping to please the audience, and it gives them 
passion but it is not the model that I have learned from watching the greats.  There 
is an important principle that melam should increase gradually.  With only two 
strokes I could increase the tempo and everyone would follow me, but this is not 
my way.  The mid-kalasams are really the thresholds for changing the tempo.  In 
my opinion, all other tempo changes are unwarranted.  Of course these leaps can 
come for accidental reasons, like if a rain comes and you have to finish it.  Then 
the law breaks down.   

Panchari has so many versions: cẹmbaṭa, aṭantha, so many, but pandi has 
only one pattern, it is independent.  Pandi melam is very enticing, but panchari is 
smooth to the mind.  In my own experience, panchari is really my favorite 
because at all the temples at which I have the right, that is the melam. I am very 
familiar with it and I have found a certain peace with it.  I mostly play panchari 
though I do play pandi at the Arattapura and Thrissur Pūram.  Panchari has 
multiple climaxes throughout, but pandi only has one.  Pandi is the melam that is 
played when outside the temple and panchari is played inside. 

KM: Is there ever any competition between these two groups or group 
leaders, like at Kottayam’s day-time pūram?  Some of the people in the audience 
talked about it like a competition.  What do you think? 

PKM: (emphatically) There is no question of competition because we are 
just trying to play our best.  We are not concerned with the other group because 
most of the time we are playing two different melams.  The audience decides. But 
if the audience comes and tells us we were the better group, we don’t pay any 
attention to them.  It makes us feel a little good inside, but then we let it go.  It’s 
just their personal opinion. 

KM: Does your group advertise? How? 
PKM: Our group does not advertise.  When we are invited to play, the 

committee does the advertising for us.  When I play, people are interested and 
they invite me. Chenta Melam is really only famous in four districts in Kerala: 
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Pallakkad, Thrissur, Cochin and Kottayam, but we also play other places, in 
Kollam and in Trivadrum (we are playing for Attukal Temple April 10th), even in 
Delhi they are calling us to perform for their temple festivals nowadays. 
 

Lali Kumar 
(March 20, 2009)  

 
Lali Kumar holds a special place in my heart as one of my dearest friends during 

my time in Kerala.  By welcoming me into her performing group and her family, she 

greatly enriched my understanding of chenta performance and the social issues 

surrounding it.  Her humor and drive were sources of entertainment, inspiration, and 

respite.  Interviewing her was a bit awkward; it seemed strange to bring a recorder and a 

translator into our relationship, which had always been very informal and relaxed, but she 

happily and politely obliged me.  Here is her story: 

LK: I am originally from the toddy-tapping community—the Paravar 
caste.  In my earliest memories, I loved the chenta at the temple.  I really loved it 
and that was really the only place you could see it.  But traditionally, we have no 
right to play inside of the temples.  That is for the Marar only, and they do pūjā 
three times a day.  But in South Kerala, on the Trivandrum side, there are never 
any problems with caste issues.  In Tamil Nadu there are no problems either.  We 
also play for churches, but we have never played for mosques.   

I decided to start the Vanita [“ladies”] Shinkari Melam Group four years 
ago (2005).  My husband had surgery and could no longer work, so I had to find a 
job to support our family.  Back then, we [women] were doing other things, in all 
kinds of occupations, but not drumming.  I thought to myself, “why not?”  So I 
got a loan from the bank for 100,000 rupees.  I then approached our local 
Panchayat, which helps with so many local projects, and they gave us 50,000 RS 
to put toward paying back the loan.  That was enough for six girls to start playing.  
So we hired a teacher and began to learn shinkari melam. We repaid the rest of 
the loan within one year.  Now, our group of fifteen girls plays for three hours at 
the rate of 6,000 rupees.  We take out one 1,000 rupees for group expenses, like 
uniforms, paying the teachers, and travel and food costs, and then split the rest of 
the 5,000 rupees evenly between all of us.211  Sometimes, for a really big trip, we 
will get more.  One performance in Trivandrum paid 20,000 rupees, but we had to 
play from 4:00pm to 10:00pm. 

                                                
211 However, I also saw some girls give money to the teachers on seemingly random occasions to 

the teachers. 
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People in my neighborhood teased me when we practiced, at first.  They 
said, “So, are you going to become a famous chenta player?”  I said, “Maybe!” 
and we practiced.  For my aranettam (first performance), I was really scared.  We 
played for the St. Thomas church in Chungham and also for the Mahadeva Shiva 
temple, then Thidampoor temple.  I never thought that I would do this—I thought 
maybe one or two programs every once in a while! Now, if we are simply sitting 
one day people will say, “Don’t you have a program today?” 

KM: How do you decide what saris to wear for what events? 
LK: We have to look at the character of the program.  For the communist 

party (CPM) processions, we wear red; for National Congress Party (NCP), we 
wear green; for Sree Narayana Dharma Paripalana (SNDP) we wear yellow; at 
the temple we wear bright Kerala colors; and for churches we wear soft, light 
colors like white or rose.  The men that play with us are supposed to match us,212 
but they are crazy…what can we do? 

KM:  If you had the choice to perform for a store opening or a temple 
procession, which would you choose? 

LK: [hesitates] Both!  We’d make more money this way. [We laugh]  We 
like to play for processions the best because we get cooperation and support from 
the public.  And of all the processions, the temples have the most dancing in the 
audience, so this is more enjoyable.  That is what we are thinking of when we are 
playing—making the audience happy…then, after a while, I am just thinking 
about how badly I want to finish! 

When I am playing for a temple, though, I can lay my heart before the 
deity (devi) to ask for support, health, and peace for my family and my group.  
There is a feeling of peace.  When it is a political procession like the CPM 
(Communist Party), then I feel happiness, but not devotion.  When it is for the 
NCP (National Congress Party), I am only doing it for the money.  We also 
advertise by handing out business cards to those who ask and we have a big 
banner on the road by my house, you know? When we travel, we also put a 
banner on the bus.213  Also, we have television ads, which cost 1,500 RS a week.  
The local Kottayam channel, Adithaya, gives us a nice local discount.   

Being a woman chenta player can be difficult, but I am lucky.  My 
husband is completely supportive.  He brings us water so we can stay hydrated 
and protects us from the crowd if needed.  Some men in the crowd get very drunk, 
but we keep a positive spirit.  He also tells us to be careful—remember when he 
had to keep telling you, Katherine? But there is some suffering that comes for 
women who play.  We miss family events like weddings and funerals.  We cannot 
enjoy our family at Onam.  Many of us also suffer physically.  You know my arm 
and shoulder problems.  I do not know how much longer I can do it.  Renu (Lali’s 
half-sister) has the same pain.  But overall, there are many good things.   It has 
helped our finances, we meet good people with good character, we visit good 

                                                
212 Teachers of the group and sometimes also a few young men to fill in when there are not enough 

women. 

213 The bus driver is also an extended family member. 
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places we never expected, like Delhi this year.  And also we met Katherine and 
Robert at [our] Onam performance this year.  Otherwise I never would have met 
you. 
 

Sunil 
(March 14, 2009) 

 
Sunil provides yet another perspective into the life of a chenta artist.  He is from a 

traditional drumming family, but they are not Marar or Poduval.  Sunil is a member of the 

Sambavar caste (one of the scheduled castes; also known as Parayar, or Palavar) and is a 

Christian.  I first met Sunil when I went to learn shinkari melam at Lali’s.  He was my 

teacher and also became a good friend.  Later, my husband saw him at the Good 

Shepherd Church in Kottayam, performing with his family.  We did not know he was a 

Christian until this point since he wore an Ayappa medallion all the time, which he told 

my husband was just for show.  His family had been performing at this church 

traditionally for generations since it is very close to their house.  Also in the group were 

Raju—Sunil’s brother who was another teacher of mine—and other relatives, including a 

man named Dosan,214 who told my husband that for him:  

Drumming is a family thing and music is very important for the festival. It 
“gives” to the people and in this way both shinkari melam and chenta melam are 
equal. I’m a Christian.  I have played at the church but also play at temples. I play 
the same and I feel the same at churches and temples. 
 
Sunil and his family are representative of a different chenta melam tradition that 

is affected by but not directly tied to the tradition of Marar and Poduval communities.  

His honesty and openness shed new light on chenta practice in southern Kerala.  Here is 

his story: 

                                                
214 Also introduced as Sunu’s brother, which can also mean cousin or other close relative. 
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I am a Christian Sambavar.  From the olden days onward, all of my people 
have been doing chenta melam and other melam like nāṭan pāṭṭŭ (traditional 
songs).  Nowadays other local community members learn from this particular 
caste.  But some people won’t reveal the fact that there are sambavar in their 
melam groups.  Wherever we go, we can find famous people from Sambavar.  We 
are all a part of the Parayanmar community, which includes three castes: 
Sambavar, Maranmar, Pulluvanmar.215 The caste issue doesn’t affect me because 
art is something that be studied by anyone—there is no partiality for Hindu, 
Christian, or Muslim, or anyone.  There are some rules, however, that don’t allow 
for low-caste people to be in the temple.  They won’t allow Sambavar inside, 
because they are looking at the caste.  In some areas, only Marar are allowed 
inside, such as in the case of Thirunallara temple, but if you are persistent you can 
play outside… just not inside.  Sometimes, even if you are going for the temple 
ārāṭṭŭ (outside procession) they won’t allow it. The institutions welcoming the 
ārāṭṭŭ will allow and hire, but not inside the temple.  Even if there are so many 
famous people from our caste they won’t consider them. My brother Raju is 
famous in actuality, but still, they won’t allow us to be famous. They will create 
problems.  Even if we are going with them,216 when they see us they won’t be 
friendly, not feed us too much, they won’t give too many considerations.217 

I am twenty years old now and have been playing since my fourth 
birthday, with six years of strong study from my grandfather. From my birth 
onwards I was always seeing the chenta.  It is a tradition in my family. When I 
was small I attended one of my family’s program (father, grandfather, and 
brothers) near Kottayam’s small church, (Thazhathangadi church), and I wanted 
to play but I was too small and there are too many members.  But I didn’t obey 
and I played for a few minutes, maybe two minutes.  When the priest heard about 
this, he invited me to perform on stage by myself and then with my father.  The 
priest was friendly.  My grandfather who taught me said not to leave, or sell, or 
stop the chenta until only after his death, and now that he is gone, I will convey 
this to my sons also.  

One of my favorite performances was in Kanjiyapalli Church, where we 
did a shinkari melam with thirty people—ten people in three lines.  I was giving 
the orders to all the others.  If I got opposition, then I was able to lead them.   

Since I am teaching almost sixty students I know how difficult it is to 
learn. It was easy for me; it’s in my blood.  When students tell me how hard it is I 
feel proud.  I usually play the uruṭṭu chenta in performance, but I also play the 

                                                
215 It is interesting that he included Maranmar (Mārār).  I had never heard or read that they were considered 
Parayanmar (Parayar). 

216 He is referring to playing for a temple, and “they” refers to the committee members who are in 
charge of feeding and housing the players. 

217 I am assuming that “they” refers to festival organizers who make arrangements for food and 
accommodation (considerations) for the drummers. 
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vīkan chenta and illatallam, which need less experience.  Whatever I am teaching, 
I have to be able to catch it and lead others. 

I teach two ladies shinkari melam groups (one in Chungham and one in 
Kumarakom) and I am also a manager and performer of childrens’ groups 
containing about sixty members total.  They are all from different places and I go 
to those places to teach.   

My family’s group is called Raj Kalalayam and is made up of six of my 
brothers, four cousins, and about twenty others, but not everyone plays at all the 
programs.  We play chenta melam and shinkari melam. We usually get paid about 
5,000 RS minimum per program.  We take some out for office uses, food and 
accommodation, if that is not covered by those who hired us, and then we give 
400 RS per person.  We never had to take out a loan because our family already 
had the instruments, but the groups I teach have to take out loans sometimes to get 
started.  We play about three hundred performances a year; about eighty during 
the festival season.  In the off-season, I work at the post office. We advertise 
through flyers, calling cards, and newspapers in Mātrābumi and Mangalam, but 
the Malayalam Manorama head office won’t allow our advertisements. Distance 
is not a problem when we perform.  We will go to Delhi…anywhere!  But on 
average we travel only about eight to thirty-five kilometers from Kottayam. 

About fifteen years ago, there was a rise in popularity for chenta.  Before 
then, people weren’t paying as much attention to the instruments, but now, after 
fifteen years the instruments have become famous.  When we play for shops, they 
are hiring us to draw attention during the inaugurations and grand openings.  So 
now people invite us to perform at their shops.  Our income is coming mostly 
from these cases, and also from political processions and inaugurations.  In the 
case of religious purposes it is difficult for the committee to find a group to 
perform there, because we drummers are waiting for the opportunities to play in 
political processions.218  We will give most consideration for consistent 
invitations, like churches or temples that invite us year after year, like Good 
Shepherd.  Our favorite performances are festival programs, because every year 
they have this program.  We have a chance to see old friends and family, and 
there is a consistent income every year. 

We use the same dress and ornaments whether we are playing at a church 
or a temple.  Since I am a Christian I have a Christian chain with my name; when 
I play at a temple I remove this out of respect for them. Because when we are 
entering the temple we should feel that we are in the temple not the church.  
Chenta is not tied to religion, but most players here are sambavar (scheduled caste 
Hindu and Christian).219 You know, in one of the Thripunithura temples, in the 
evening, a Muslim person is now giving Sopana sangeetam and itaykka is also 
played by a Muslim.  There is no relation with religion when I am playing.  When 

                                                
218 Perhaps political processions pay more? 

219 This statement is a testament to the fact that while religion and caste are not synonymous, they 
are related. 
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I am playing, I am only thinking about the melam—things like accuracy, what 
should be the next step, how should I convey this message to the group members.   

Sometimes in a temple precession there are certain talam that should be 
played like when taking the deity back to temple (cẹmbaṭa), but at the same time 
there are some people not abiding by those rules anyway.  In the church there are 
no rules and regulation regarding tala. If we are at a church, first we play cẹmbata 
tala—it’s the main one—then panchari, pandi, and aṭantha according to the time.  
In the local church only I feel a small difference when I play—like home.  But 
wherever I am, if there is no cooperation from people or only a small number of 
people watching, I don’t really enjoy it. We also play for the Changanacherry 
Chandanakudam. Normally Muslims don’t go for drums, but I like playing for 
them anyway.  We are just playing according to the mind levels of the audience.220 
For a church, if a priest is coming back to the church we mix it up to create a good 
mood.  Gathering together we will gain speed. I like playing chenta melam the 
best because it has a good order and I like to hear it.  Shinkari melam will have a 
break, but chenta has a flow.  
 I don’t really know why temples have processions, I have no opinion on 
the matter, but at church the main thing is creating the “tirunāḷ (sacred day) 
feeling.” Chenta will give a nice impression for the people—they will really feel 
like it is a festival. It shows the victory of the procession and conveys the message 
that a procession is coming. Sometimes we go inside the church, but when we do 
we are following the rules and regulations.  The order for churches is that we go 
behind the wooden cross, but some committees change the order.  The chenta 
melam group goes first, then shinkari melam; the rule is that chenta goes first, but 
sometimes if they have pañcạvādyam, that goes first.   

I think the deities or saints hear the chenta, absolutely, because it’s what I 
do. I don’t play for pūjā or other worship services because there has to be a good 
family connection to play at temple. There are some people, who only play for 
those specific temples, for pūjā, and play only for that temple.  When a pūjā 
player does a pūjā, they play according to the speed of the poojari (priest), but in 
the procession they don’t have to match the speed.  The devotional feeing is 
created during pūjā, not the procession. If I were to be invited I am ready.  If I am 
going to play for a person in the temple there are some people who don’t want a 
Christian to be there. 

I perform programs in the temple festivals and I don’t feel any problems 
when I am performing there.  There are two situations for which we may perform 
at a temple: the temple gives permission for us to come, or committees can call 
us.  I don’t have any bad feelings and there are no problems, but churches are 
more welcoming, generally.  Even still, there may be some specific person that 

                                                
220 This could refer to the level of understanding regarding tala as discussed in the next chapter, or 

it could refer to trying to match the mood of the audience. Both are done. 
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causes a problem. Recently I went to the Catholic church and someone said, 
“What are you doing with this sandalwood paste on your forehead?”221   

 
KM: Are festivals considered to create “bridges” or communal harmony 

between community groups, religious groups, individuals?   
S: There are no problems here in Kottayam 
KM: Is there anything else you would like to share? 
S: First, every function should be called chenta melam. Second, those who 

hire us should not bargain on the cash, because we also have some expenses.  
Third, don’t tell us we don’t know how to play, because all those who play in 
these groups are really more dedicated than other groups, and I have spent a lot of 
time learning; and if someone tells me I doesn’t know how to play then that 
person really doesn’t know anything. 

 

                                                
221 Sandalwood paste is given as nercha at the temples, never at churches.  It is a Hundu marker of 

devotion.  But often, performers will be given sandalwood as they play by the committee members at 
temples, so it does not necessarily mean that Sunu went to pray at a temple.  The church members were 
accusing him of being a Hindu, not a true Christian. 
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Appendix F: The Story of the Thrissur Pūram  

 
Until the eighteenth century, the Thrissur area was all forest.  The temples were 

there, but the pūrams only happened in select temples like Arratapuzha, Thirivenum, and 

Kuttangaloor.  These three were considered to be the temples of real prestige and were 

completely under the hegemony of the Brahmins.  Most of the provincial kings of the 

area were under the authority of the Brahmins, because Brahmins relations and alliances 

with warrior families.  Everything was managed by the Brahmins and that is how Cochin 

was ruled, unlike Travancore, which was always ruled by very powerful kings.   

Then came Rama Varma, the mighty, who was a ruthless king in the Cochin royal 

family.222 He did not like the Brahmin hegemony and wanted to liberate the lands from 

forests and create sites for commerce.  He gave a large section of Thrissur heartland to 

Christian traders.  This was the first move he intentionally made to shock the Brahmins.  

He started Thrissur Pūram, much to the dislike of the Brahmins, because otherwise he 

would have had to travel to the other three temples to see the pūrams and this would have 

made him submissive to the Brahmins.223  He did not want to be submissive to them, so 

he made the gods come to Thrissur to have communion with Lord Shiva.  Then the king 

introduced many of the minor [non-Brahminic] deities to the pūram by giving them the 

rights to visit the Shiva temple.  This move actually marginalized the other temples, 

which had once been so great.  All the Brahmin gods and goddesses were now outcasts 

and the Thrissur Pūram became a community affair, the Christians and the Hindus 
                                                

222 This is the same king that instigated Changanacherry Chandanakudam. 

223 This is also evident in the social world of the Malayalee.  The student always visits the teacher, 
the younger visits the older.  Beofre I realized this, I remember telling an older friend that he was 
welcomed to visit me whenever he liked, but he replied, “No, you may come visit me.”   
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coming together.  One famous legend always mentioned in pūram histories is that there 

was a Brahmin who was an oracle at the temple.  When Ramavarma gave the order to 

clear all the forests because there were animals and he wanted to give enough space for 

the drummers to stand, the Brahmin was so angry that when the king came to worship at 

the temple, the Brahmin came out as an oracle and he said, “So you have decided to cut 

my tuft?224 This will incur the wrath of the gods!”  The king replied, “I am not only going 

to cut your tuft but I am going to cut off your whole head.”  And he chopped off the head 

of the oracle.  That’s how the forest was cleared at Thrissur.   

The king’s move was hailed as a democratic gesture, bringing all communities 

together in Thrissur, but it forever changed the social strata of Cochin territory.  At this 

time colonialism was just reaching into Kerala.  Although British power was not felt fully 

in Kerala until the nineteenth century, Ramavarma’s drive may have been informed by 

the British presence as evidenced in the fact that he was in favor of English education and 

for the modernization of central Kerala.  His goal was to increase political power of the 

state and decrease spiritual power of the Brahmins, and he succeeded to a great extent.  

The Thrissur Pūram festival still stands as one of the most awe-inspiring spectacles in the 

state. 

 

                                                
224 Which refers to the haircut worn by Bhramans and other high-caste members of society 

(traditionally also Syriac Christians), but also metaphorically refers to the forest and the spiritual power of 
the Brahams. 
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GLOSSARY 

 
āghōshavādyams. instruments forming temple genres utilizes for 
celebration/entertainment 
 
anushṭhānavādyams. temple genres played for ritual 

aṭantha. seven-beat tāḷam also known as thriputa 

aksharam. letter, or beat, plural: akshara 

āśān. teacher; guru 

arańēttam. debut performance   

ārāṭṭŭ. Hindu procession in which the deity goes for a bath 

bhutam. the lesser deities that surround the sanctum sanctorum 

cạṇam. jute, traditionally used for chenta construction. 
 
cẹṇṭa (chenta).  cylindrical double-headed drum played with curved sticks or the hands 
 
cẹṇṭa mēḷam (chenta melam). Drum ensembles that use the c̣ eṇṭa, ilattāḷam, kompŭ, and 
kuṛum kuzhal 
 
cẹṇṭa vattam. the bamboo ring which secures the head to the drum  
 
cẹmbaṭa. the eight beat tāḷam 
 
itaykka. small tension drum played with a stick 

ilattāḷam. hand cymbal; ila literally means “leaf” 

kaitāḷam. another word for ilattāḷam meaning literally, hand cymbal. 

kālaniyantṛaṇam. command/control over tempo  

kālam. a rhythmic stage or section chenda melam; literally “time” 

kalāśam. the ending section of a kālam/cadence 

kathakaḷi. a dance drama which utilizes chenta as accompaniment 
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kēḷi. a type of drumming that usually preceeds kathakaḷi; kēḷikoṭṭu, meaning “striking to 
hear” 
 
keṭṭŭ. “bundle”; refers to the basic collection of beats in a tala cycle  

kompŭ. c-shaped horn that is used in chenta melam 

kshētram. temple  

kshētravādyam. musical instruments used for rituals and celebration at the temple 

kurum kuzhal. double reed used in chenta melam 

kuthuvār. leather strips formed into square rings which are used to link two ropes on the 
chenta and make minor tuning adjustments 
 
kūṭiyāṭṭam. ancient dance drama 

mārgamkaḷi. literally, ‘dance of the Christian way;’ the folk dance of the Kananaya 
Christians 
 
mata maitri. literally, ‘religious friendship’ 

mātrā. beat, moment 

nāgaswara mēḷam. an ensemble of long double reed instruments called nagaswaram 

nāṭan pāṭṭŭ. songs of a locality; a term often used for folk songs. 

nercha. vow or offering 

nērkol. vertical fall of the stick at the centre of the chenta’s surface 

pañcạvādyam.  literally means five instruments and consists of about ten maddaḷam 
'barrel drums', ten to fifteen timila 'hourglass hand drums', one or two itaykka 'hourglass 
tension drums', ten kompŭ. 'semicircular horns', and fifteen cymbals—thus "five [types 
of] instruments"—as well as a conch shell to start the performance. 
 
pāṇi. chenta repertoire played for pūjā 

pandi mēḷam. chenta melam played outside temple 

pūram. refers to both a constellation and the festival held under that constellation 

perumānam. leader of a chenta melam 
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pañcāri mēḷam. chenta melam structure based on a six-beat talam 

perunnāl. festival; literally means “big day” 

pūjā. rituals performed by the Brahmin priests. 

śāstrīya sangīth. the term for classical, or scientific music 

śinkāri mēḷam. a new type of chenta ensemble that incorporates chenta and ilattalam 

sreebali. procession around the temple courtyard 

tāḷam (tāḷa). metric cycle; also may be understood as rhythmic flow 

tāyampaka. a solo chenta performance; usually first repertoire a chenta performer will 
learn under formal training 
 
teyyam. ritual of northern Kerala mediated by ritual specialists and venerating heroes, 
ancestors, and war gods 
 
timila. hourglass hand drum 

tirunāl. Festival; literally means “sacred day” 
 
urulukai the sounds produced on the chenta by the sticks by twisting the arms inward 
and outward 
 
uruṭṭu cẹṇṭa. the side of the chenta that is tuned tightly; pleasing to asuras (demons); also 
called illantala 
 
utsavam. festival; big celebration 
 
valantala. the side of the chenta that is tuned loosely pleasing to devas (deities); also 
called vīkan 
 
vīkan cẹṇṭa. the side of the chenta that is tuned loosely pleasing to devas (deities); also 
called valantala
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